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Resolved: The United States federal government
should substantially reduce its restrictions on legal
immigration to the United States.
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2018/19 CMSDL Argument Limits
Tournament Division
T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

Affirmative

Negative

Varsity/JV

H-1B + Open Borders (Beginner) (no new
evidence)

On-Case attacks + Topicality + Brain
Drain DA + Trump Base DA (no new
evidence)

Novice

H-1B (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Brain Drain DA +
Trump Base DA (no new evidence)

Varsity/JV

H-1B + Open Borders (Beginner) + Open
Borders (Advanced) (updated evidence
allowed)

On-Case attacks + Topicality + Brain
Drain DA + Trump Base DA + Wages
DA (updated evidence allowed)

Novice

H-1B (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Brain Drain DA +
Trump Base DA (no new evidence)

Varsity/JV

H-1B + Open Borders (Beginner) + Open
Borders (Advanced) (updated evidence
allowed)

On-Case attacks + Topicality + Brain
Drain DA + Trump Base DA + Wages
DA (updated evidence allowed)

Novice

H-1B + Open Borders (Beginner) (updated
evidence allowed)

On-Case attacks + Topicality + Brain
Drain DA + Trump Base DA
(updated evidence allowed)

Varsity/JV

H-1B + Open Borders (Beginner) + Open
Borders (Advanced) (updated evidence
allowed)

On-Case attacks + Topicality + Brain
Drain DA + Trump Base DA + Wages
DA (updated evidence allowed)

Novice

H-1B + Open Borders (Beginner) + Open
Borders (Advanced) (updated evidence
allowed)

On-Case attacks + Topicality + Brain
Drain DA + Trump Base DA + Wages
DA (updated evidence allowed)

Varsity/JV

H-1B + Open Borders (Beginner) + Open
Borders (Advanced) (updated evidence
allowed)

On-Case attacks + Topicality + Brain
Drain DA + Trump Base DA + Wages
DA (updated evidence allowed)

Novice

H-1B + Open Borders (Beginner) + Open
Borders (Advanced) (updated evidence
allowed)

On-Case attacks + Topicality + Brain
Drain DA + Trump Base DA + Wages
DA (updated evidence allowed)
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H-1B Visas AFFIRMATIVE
File Folders Needed: (5)
1AC (PLAN, Advantage 1 – HARMS [Competitiveness], Advantage 2 – HARMS [Doctors], SOLVENCY)
2AC HARMS (Competitiveness)
2AC/1AR HARMS (Doctors)
2AC/1AR Solvency
2AC/1AR Answers to Off-Case (Trump Base, Brain Drain, Wages, Topicality)
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1AC - PLAN
PLAN: THE UNITED STATES FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD SUBSTANTIALLY
REDUCE RESTRICTIONS ON H-1B VISAS BY:
1) ELIMINATING CAPS
2) ELIMINATING TIME LIMITS BY PROVIDING A PATH TO PERMANENT RESIDENCE.
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1AC - Advantage 1 (HARMS) - Competitiveness
Advantage 1 is Competitiveness
REMOVING THE H-1B VISA CAP STRENGTHENS AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION AND
COMPETITIVENESS.
FAUSTMAN 2016
[Matthew Faustman, 3-23-2016, "Why It's Time to Reform the H-1B Visa Program," https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/272427 MYY]

But, romanticism aside, we can't forget how important immigration is to our economy -- how
encouraging an influx of talented, skilled workers from around the world is the the key to maintaining
our country’s competitiveness in a fast-changing global market. As the world grows ever-smaller and
more interconnected, that focus is more important than ever. In fact, to remain competitive in this
globalized [^the spread of commerce and commercialism around the world^] world, the United States
needs to attract and retain brainpower -- the best and the brightest -- not build barriers. Those who
are turned away instead go away and build, invent and innovate products and businesses for our
competitors. It's ironic that many “free market” advocates here in this country are card-carrying
protectionists [^people who want to close our economy to the outside world^] when it comes to
immigrant labor. Instead, we need to emphasize bringing foreign talent to our shores, and
traditionally, one of the best (or at least most common ways) to do that is the H-1B visa program -used to employ foreign workers in occupations requiring specialized skills and at least a bachelor’s
degree. Given that the United States needs to do everything in its power to attract these highly-skilled
foreign workers needed by so many businesses, the question becomes . . . Why is the H-1B process so
complicated, time-consuming and cost-prohibitive?
In fact, today, as has been true for more than a decade, the demand for highly-skilled, foreign workers
far exceeds the number able to attain H-1B visas. Congress continues to arbitrarily [^randomly,
without a fair reason^] cap these visas at 85,000, 20,000 of which are allotted to workers holding a
master’s degree or higher. For the past three years, the nation has met that cap within the first week
that applications are accepted. In 2015, for example, 233,000 petitions were filed, but, again, only
65,000 were accepted, a 28 percent acceptance rate. This meant, and means, that, as demand
continues to increase and the cap stays put, we’re denying employment to thousands upon thousands
of highly-skilled foreign workers -- and to more every year. But, why? Is the reason for easing up on H1B visas to protect American jobs? The truth is that, rather than reduce the number of jobs for nativeborn workers, H-1B workers help inspire job creation. A study by the National Foundation for
American Policy found that U.S. technology companies surveyed increased their total employment by
five workers “for every H-1B position requested.” For companies with fewer than 5,000 employees,
the benefit was even greater: “Each H-1B position requested . . . was associated with an increase of
employment of 7.5 workers, the study said. Another study, by Harvard Business School, found that the
H-1B visa program for skilled foreign professionals “has played an important role in U.S. innovation
patterns” over the past 15 years. Specifically, the study found a direct correlation between an increase
in H-1B caps and an increase in the overall number of inventions and patents, thanks to the “direct
contributions of immigrant inventors.” It also seems that the arbitrary limits being set on the number of
(Continued on next page…)
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(…Faustman continues)
H-1B visas may be having the opposite effect on the U.S. labor market than Congress intended. A
number of polls of U.S. technology companies have shown that, faced with these limitations on hiring
skilled foreign workers, companies react by moving more of their business outside the United States -to regions where this skilled workforce is available. For these reasons, it’s absolutely critical that
Congress begin to incrementally lift its arbitrary cap on the number of H-1B visas. It's time to
reevaluate our priorities and the way our visa programs are constructed. Voices throughout the tech
community and beyond have been calling for change for years, but little has been done to amend the
system. While calls for reform have been growing in volume, and bills like the “H1-B and L-1 Visa Reform
Act of 2015” and the “Immigration Innovation Act of 2015” have been introduced in earnest, Congress
hardly seems to be in a rush. Today, both bills still languish in committees.
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SLOW TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION UNDERMINES HEGEMONY BY INCREASING THE RELATIVE STRENGTH OF
RUSSIA AND CHINA AND CREATING A PERCEPTION OF AMERICAN WEAKNESS
KNOX 2017
[Tyler Knox, 4-24-2017, "The U.S. Military: A Crisis of Innovation," Penn Wharton Public Policy Initative,
https://publicpolicy.wharton.upenn.edu/live/news/1833-the-us-military-a-crisis-of-innovation/for-students/blog/news.php]

Faced with the advancing capabilities of “competitor states” and stagnant Research & Development at
home, American war planners are now asking a single question: Is the United States facing a crisis of
innovation? Former Defense Secretaries Chuck Hagel and Ashton Carter both recognized the need to
reinvigorate American military innovation under the Obama administration. In January 2014, Hagel
announced the initiation of a “Third Offset Strategy,” consisting of a series of private-public partnerships
and defense Research & Development to shore up American military superiority [5]. Secretary Carter
continued Hagel’s efforts by pushing for greater collaboration between the Defense Department and
Silicon Valley [6]. However, Carter is no longer the Secretary of State, and the future of the Third Offset
Strategy remains in doubt under the Trump presidency. Will Defense Secretary Jim Mattis continue
Hagel and Carter’s Third Offset Strategy? Regardless, the crisis of innovation continues, with American
military preeminence [^”pre-ehm-in-ence,” being the best^] on the line. Implications While the United
States’ focus has been diverted to developing counter-insurgency technology, China and Russia have
been investing in innovations aimed at neutralizing American military advantages. China, in particular,
has prioritized this approach, formulating a unique strategy of anti-access/anti-area denial, which aims
to make it too dangerous for the U.S. navy to operate within the first disputed island chain in the South
China Sea. For example, the aircraft carrier, a verifiable keystone [^proven key point^] and symbol of
American military might, is now threatened by Chinese innovation in anti-ship missile technology. Navy
strategists believe that China has successfully developed two missiles capable of destroying American
carriers: the Dongfeng-21D and the YJ-12. The Dongfeng-21D is capable of closing on its target at 10
times the speed of sound, rendering it practically impossible to intercept. Likewise, the YJ-12 strikes its
target at more than twice the speed of sound after skimming along the surface of the water to avoid
interception. The successful development of anti-ship missiles is not unique to China; Russia, Iran, and
North Korea are all working on weapons capable of destroying naval carriers. The rising military
innovation of America’s competitors is casting doubt on the future of carrier-based warfare, raising the
risk that the US aircraft carriers would be rendered useless in the event of a conflict in the South China
Sea, specifically [7]. It is this implication of competitor defense innovation that is particularly concerning
to America’s allies. Will the United States be willing to intervene to protect them from “Chinese
bullying,” for example, considering the risks of deploying naval carriers in the region? Could a future U.S.
president decide that the economic and political risks of losing a carrier are too great, leaving America’s
Asian allies practically defenseless to Chinese aggression? Doubt that the United States can be
depended upon for global security undermines America’s global hegemony [^“hej-eh-moh-nee”, global
leadership”, click text here for hyperlink with more info^] raising the possibility that Asian countries
would rather throw in their lot [^side with^] with China than risk alienating [^pushing away^] the
rising power [8]. This dynamic is also at play in Europe, as fears that the United States may be
unwilling to support its European partners have lead to mounting pressure for the region to develop
its own nuclear weapons program.
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US HEGEMONY CHECKS CHINESE AND RUSSIAN AGGRESSION.
KAGAN 2017
[ROBERT KAGAN “Backing Into World War III” Foreign Policy (6 February 2017)
http://foreignpolicy.com/2017/02/06/backing-into-world-war-iii-russia-china-trump-obama/ MYY]
Think of two significant trend lines in the world today. One is the increasing ambition and activism of
the two great revisionist [^those who would revise or change things^] powers, Russia and China. The
other is the declining confidence, capacity, and will of the democratic world, and especially of the
United States, to maintain the dominant position it has held in the international system since 1945. As
those two lines move closer, as the declining will and capacity of the United States and its allies to
maintain the present world order meet the increasing desire and capacity of the revisionist powers to
change it, we will reach the moment at which the existing order collapses and the world descends into
a phase of brutal anarchy [^lawlessness, disorder^], as it has three times in the past two centuries. The
cost of that descent, in lives and treasure, in lost freedoms and lost hope, will be staggering.
Americans tend to take the fundamental stability of the international order for granted, even while
complaining about the burden the United States carries in preserving that stability. History shows that
world orders do collapse, however, and when they do it is often unexpected, rapid, and violent. The
late 18th century was the high point of the Enlightenment in Europe, before the continent fell suddenly
into the abyss of the Napoleonic Wars. In the first decade of the 20th century, the world’s smartest
minds predicted an end to great-power conflict as revolutions in communication and transportation knit
economies and people closer together. The most devastating war in history came four years later. The
apparent calm of the postwar 1920s became the crisis-ridden 1930s and then another world war. Where
exactly we are in this classic scenario today, how close the trend lines are to that intersection point is, as
always, impossible to know. Are we three years away from a global crisis, or 15? That we are
somewhere on that path, however, is unmistakable. And while it is too soon to know what effect
Donald Trump’s presidency will have on these trends, early signs suggest that the new administration
is more likely to hasten [^speed up, accelerate^] us toward crisis than slow or reverse these trends.
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1AC - Advantage 2 (HARMS) – Doctors
Advantage 2 is Doctors
DOCTOR SHORTAGES ARE COMING NOW – IMMIGRATION POLICY IS KEY.
MARCUS 2017
[Mary Brophy Marcus, 3-20-2017, "New report predicts "troubling" shortage of doctors in the U.S.," CBS News,
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/doctor-shortage-us-IMPACT-on-health/ MYY]

The report estimates a shortfall ranging from 34,600 to 88,000 doctors by 2025, compared to what our
growing and aging population may need. By 2030, the shortfall is expected to total anywhere from
40,800 to 104,900 doctors. A future shortage could have a huge effect on patient care — but it’s
complicated, say experts. By 2030, the number of Americans over the age of 65 will grow by 55 percent,
said Dr. Darrell G. Kirch, AAMC president and CEO, making the physician shortage projections “especially
troubling,” since as people age they typically need more health care services. “As our patient population
continues to grow and age, we must begin to train more doctors if we wish to meet the health care
needs of all Americans,” Kirch said in a statement. The survey was conducted for AAMC by IHS Markit, a
global information company. This is the third year they’ve produced a report on the topic. The
researchers looked at the data in a number of areas of medicine, including: Primary care Medical
specialties, such as allergy and immunology, cardiology, gastroenterology, infectious diseases, and many
other treatment areas Surgical specialties Other specialties, a category that included psychiatry and
pathology In primary care, the findings suggest there will be a shortage of between 7,300 and 43,100
physicians by 2030. Non-primary care specialties will be even harder hit, estimated to have a shortage of
33,500 and 61,800 physicians. Surgery may see deficits of 19,800 to 29,000 fewer surgeons than
needed. Dr. Ira Nash, senior vice president and executive director of Northwell Health Physician Partners
in New Hyde Park, New York, told CBS News that the survey results are bleak, but health care is
changing rapidly so it’s difficult to say just how much the estimated shortages may affect how medical
care is delivered in the future. “My own impression is that that’s going to change a lot and may have a
huge IMPACT on the numbers here,” said Nash. For instance, technologies such as telemedicine may
play a bigger role, reducing the need for more specialists. Dermatologists, for example are sometimes
able to effectively diagnose people remotely, as are heart experts. “Virtual care, self-monitoring, group
sessions, some ‘miracle drugs’ — there are all kinds of things that can happen over the next couple of
decades that will change the basic pattern of how we deliver office-based medical care. So I think it adds
much more uncertaintly to the conclusions of the report,” Nash said. Creating more incentives for young
people interested in pursuing medicine may also shift the projected trend, said Nash. Another major
concern is whether or not the Trump administration’s immigration policies will cause a disruption to
the doctor work force. “It [the report] didn’t seem to address that at all — that for many years,
substantial numbers of physicians have come to the United States having gone to school or trained
elsewhere. So there is a question about how welcoming the U.S. will be to international medical
graduates and what IMPACT that would have on the physician workforce. That’s a pretty big question
that doesn’t seem to have been touched upon,” Nash said. CBS News’ Tony Dokoupil reported last
month that one in four doctors in the U.S. are foreign born, including an estimated 15,000 from the
seven countries included in Mr. Trump’s initial travel ban, which was blocked by a federal judge. Many
foreign-born doctors practice in small town and rural communities, which could be particularly hard
hit by tighter restrictions or delays in processing visa applications.
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PRIMARY CARE ACCESS IS THE FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE TO STOP PANDEMICS.
WESTERINK 2017
[Jasper Westerink, Chief Executive of Philips Africa., 4-1-2017, "3 ways to fight the pandemics of the
future," World Economic Forum, https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/04/strengthening-africa-sfirst-line-of-defence-against-pandemics/ MYY]
During pandemic [“pan-deh-mick”, massive-scale disease] outbreaks, primary healthcare is the first line
of defence, but reactionary approaches to recent outbreaks highlight just how much the global health
community has neglected the primary healthcare system. If we want to successfully prevent or
manage future outbreaks, we must invest in primary healthcare. I firmly believe that investment must
be concentrated in three key areas: · The expansion of public-private partnerships (PPPs); · The adoption
of new technologies; · The training of healthcare workers. A three-pronged approach Responses to past
pandemic outbreaks have been fragmented. Instead of pooling resources, governments and business set
up isolated programmes. In order to fight infectious diseases effectively, we must collaborate. Health
Ministries must take advantage of innovation in the private sector, and in TURN educate business about
the effects of pandemics on their bottom line. Business has access to a portfolio of new and evolving
technologies. Their research and development divisions give them deep insight into local needs and they
have the ability to produce health solutions at scale. We only need to look at how PPPs have driven
innovation in financial services to see the IMPACT it can have. Healthcare in Africa must embrace mobile
technology in the same way financial services has. By connecting patients and care providers with public
health workers via mobile telecommunications, we can effectively detect and act against infection
outbreaks and develop valuable insights to prepare for future outbreaks. This so-called disease
surveillance [^”sur-veil-ance”, monitoring^] involves the collection, analysis and INTERPRETATION of
large volumes of data originating from a variety of sources. It helps us predict, observe, and minimise
the harm caused by outbreak, epidemic, [^“epy-deh-mick”, large-scale disease^] and pandemic
situations, and it increases our knowledge about which factors contribute to such circumstances. To
effectively implement surveillance through technology, we must TURN primary healthcare workers
into data gatherers. This will take a major investment in skills development. By training staff to
recognise symptoms and to collect data for epidemiological [^study of disease^] reasons, we will be
building an extra layer of defence against pandemic outbreaks. The spread of infectious diseases is
often accelerated by communities who refuse to seek treatment or put in place the correct measures
to prevent the further spread of an infectious disease. Trained staff not only ensure accurate data
collection, but also play an important part in educating these communities about their role in
pandemic management.
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WE’RE ON THE BRINK OF THE NEXT PANDEMIC, A MASSIVE DISEASE OUTBREAK—RESPONSE TIMES ARE
KEY TO PREVENT GLOBAL DEATHS OF HISTORIC SCALE

GUPTA 2017
[Dr. Sanjay Gupta, Chief Medical Correspondent, 9-14-2017, "The big one is coming, and it's going to be
a flu pandemic," CNN, https://edition.cnn.com/2017/04/07/health/flu-pandemic-sanjaygupta/index.html?no-st=1526523305 MYY]
Experts say we are "due" for one. When it happens, they tell us, it will probably have a greater
IMPACT on humanity than anything else currently happening in the world. And yet, like with most
people, it is probably something you haven't spent much time thinking about. After all, it is human
nature to avoid being consumed by hypotheticals until they are staring us squarely in the face. Such is
the case with a highly lethal flu pandemic [“pan-deh-mick”, massive-scale disease]. And when it comes,
it will affect every human alive today. Pandemic ] flu is apolitical [^not interested in politics^] and does
not discriminate between rich and poor. Geographical boundaries are meaningless, and it can circle
the globe within hours. In terms of potential IMPACT on mankind, the only thing that comes close is
climate change. And, like climate change, pandemic flu is so vast, it can be challenging to wrap your
head around it. When most people hear "flu," they typically think of seasonal flu. No doubt, seasonal
flu can be deadly, especially for the very young and old, as well as those with compromised immune
systems. For most people, however, the seasonal flu virus, which mutates just a little bit every year, is
not particularly severe because our immune systems have already probably seen a similar flu virus
and thus know how to fight it. It's called native immunity or protection, and almost all of us have some
degree of it. Babies are more vulnerable because they haven't been exposed to the seasonal flu and
older people because their immune systems may not be functioning as well. Pandemic flu is a different
animal, and you should understand the difference. Panˈdemik/: pan means "all"; demic (or
demographic) means "people." It is well-named, because pandemic flu spreads easily throughout the
world. Unlike seasonal flu, pandemics occur when a completely new or novel virus emerges. This sort
of virus can emerge directly from animal reservoirs [^in biology, animals that host a virus (click here for
hypertext link with more info)^] or be the result of a dramatic series of mutations -- so-called
reassortment events -- in previously circulating viruses. In either case, the result is something mankind
has never seen before: a pathogen that can spread easily from person to defenseless person, our
immune systems never primed [^ready^] to launch any sort of defense. Our only hope With pandemic
flu, we cannot solely rely on our bodies' ability to fight. A vaccine is our only real hope. That fact is part
of the reason the number 24 was stuck in my head as I served as an executive producer on the CNN
original film "Unseen Enemy." I have become convinced that if we can develop and deploy a pandemic
flu vaccine just 24 weeks faster than is currently projected, the IMPACT could change the course of
human history. Twenty-four weeks faster could mean the difference between 20,000 people dying in
the next flu pandemic or more than 20 million people dying.
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1AC – SOLVENCY
Contention 3 is SOLVENCY
REMOVING CAPS IS CRITICAL TO ENSURE AMERICA HAS SKILLED WORKERS – THERE ARE SIMPLY NO
ALTERNATIVES.
BEACH 2015
[Gary Beach, CIO Magazine and author of “The U.S.Technology Skills Gap”, 4-1-2015, "Remove the H-1B
Visa Cap," WSJ, https://blogs.wsj.com/cio/2015/04/01/remove-the-h1b-visa-cap/ MYY]
With the median age of an information technology worker in America approaching 53 years old in
2015, how does the skill set of the future American worker stack up against tech workers around the
world? The short answer: not well. The Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development
fielded a global test in 2013 that measured the math and science skills of individuals age 16-65. A year
later ETS, the group that administers the SAT test, reviewed test results examining scores for U.S.
millennials, the supposedly tech-savvy individuals age 16-34 who form the core of America’s future
workforce. Here’s what they discovered: American millennials performed horribly. “No matter how you
sliced the data – by class, by race, by education – young Americans were laggards [^those lagging
behind^] compared to their international peers,” The Washington Post wrote. “In every subject, U.S.
millennials ranked at the bottom or very close to it.” Ouch! No, make that a double-ouch when you
factor in later this year the millennial generation of Americans will surpass retiring Baby Boomers as the
largest population segment in the United States. After you read the ETS review and factor in that five
million jobs are “open” in America and 40% of Fortune 500 firms were founded by immigrants, you
wonder why are we even having a debate about the H-1B visa program. For me it is clear. The
American economy needs more, not fewer, skilled technology workers. Reinventing public education
to teach the digital skills needed in the workforce is job #1 for the United States. This is America’s
energy-independence fight for skills. Until that job is completed, and it will take at least 20-years to do
that, Congress needs to act. Here’s how. By this time next week, the 65,000 H-1B visas will be “sold out.”
Do the math. America has a classic supply and demand problem. Here’s an idea: for fiscal year 2017
Congress should lift the H-1B cap entirely. See where demand goes. Then hit the reset button – for
more, or fewer, H-1B visas – for FY 2018. Make it a market-driven policy decision. Not a political one.
The current H-1B program pleases no one. Vivek Wadhwa, a Fellow at Stanford University who follows
immigration issues, says unreasonable visa policies could lead to a “reverse brain-drain” where
talented non-immigrant foreign nationals choose home, rather than the United States, to start their
companies. And create new jobs.
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2AC (HARMS) Competitiveness - “No Tech Shortage” Answers
To: 1NC
They say, “no tech shortage,” but …
1. Our _Faustman 2016_ evidence says that _demand for workers is higher than our H-1B quota.
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their _________Bartels__________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
____Their evidence is talking about recent college graduates, who are nowhere near ready to
lead the innovation we need in defense technology. Our evidence is about experienced
technology workers from other countries who can change our tech sector._________________
(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_________Our HARMS are 100% probable in the STATUS QUO – we are falling behind potential rivals
like China and Russia in military innovation and defense technology and we can only solve this
problem with more H-1B visas.___________________________________________________________
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2. YES, THERE IS A TECH WORKER SHORTAGE – AMERICAN STUDENTS CAN’T FILL THE GAP
LAPOWSKY 2017
[Issie Lapowsky, 4-3-2017, "Trump Has Done Nothing to Fix America's Tech Talent Shortage," WIRED,
https://www.wired.com/2017/04/trumps-h-1b-visa-limits-mean-nothing-without-training-us/]
In theory, Trump has a compelling case: If jobs are to be had, they should go to American workers.
That's the essence of his inaugural promise to put America first. But there's a flaw in that theory. The
United States is systematically failing to produce homegrown tech talent, and Trump has yet to come up
with the faintest glimmer of a PLAN to address that shortage. Until such a PLAN exists, tech companies
argue that the H-1B program is a necessary stopgap.
Of course, that's the kind of thing you might anticipate from these tech giants. But the support for H-1Bs
has been just as strong from the very people who spend their lives trying to develop tech talent in the
US, people like Plinio Ayala, CEO of Per Scholas, an IT-workforce-development program based in the
Bronx. One might think Ayala would welcome any effort to prioritize American workers, such as Per
Scholas' own graduates, over foreign ones. But Ayala says that limiting the H-1B program, "absent a real,
cogent [^sensible^] strategy around building local workforces to meet the demands of employers, is
incredibly dangerous to the profitability and growth of the corporate community."
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2AC HARMS (Competitiveness) - Hegemony Turn Answers To: 1NC
They say, “hegemony casuses war,” but …
1. Our _Kagan 2016_ evidence says that _only American leadership checks China and Russia__.
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their _________Klare__________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
____Their evidence was written before Trump – our Kagan evidence says Trump makes the
collapse of American leadership more likely and also makes historical arguments about America’s
role in preserving world peace that their evidence simply doesn’t have.______________________
(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
____We have the biggest IMPACT in the debate – unless we maintain America’s technological
leadership, we lose our military leadership and the rest of the world challenges us. This makes war
inevitable with countries like Russia and China and makes it impossible for us to deter aggression.__
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2. AMERICAN HEGEMONY AND MILITARY POWER IS NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN WORLD PEACE
KAGAN 2016
[Robert Kagan, Senior Fellow, Project on International Order and Strategy at the Brookings Institution,
2016, "Why America Must Lead, ," The Catalyst, https://www.bushcenter.org/catalyst/leadership/whyamerica-must-lead.html MYY]
Finally, there is the matter of American hard power. What has been true since the time of Rome
remains true today: there can be no world order without power to preserve it, to shape its norms,
uphold its institutions, defend the sinews of its economic system, and keep the peace. Military power
can be abused, wielded unwisely and ineffectively. It can be deployed to answer problems that it cannot
answer or that have no answer. But it is also essential. No nation or group of nations that renounced
power could expect to maintain any kind of world order. If the United States begins to look like a less
reliable defender of the present order, that order will begin to unravel. It remains true today as it has
since the Second World War that only the United States has the capacity and the unique geographical
advantages to provide global security. There can be no stable balance of power in Europe or Asia
without the United States. And while we can talk about soft power and smart power, they have been
and always will be of limited value when confronting raw military power. Despite all of the loose talk of
American decline, it is in the military realm where U.S. advantages remain clearest. Even in other great
power’s backyards, the United States retains the capacity, along with its powerful allies, to deter
challenges to the security order. But without a U.S. willingness to play the role of providing balance in
far-flung regions of the world, the system will buckle under the unrestrained military competition of
regional powers. Today, as a result of the Budget Control Act and a general unwillingness to spend
adequately on defense, America’s ability to play this vital role is coming increasingly under question.
Current defense spending has created a readiness crisis within the armed forces. Only a handful of Army
brigades are available for use in a crisis. The army is about to be forced to cut 40,000 soldiers from its
active force. There are too few ships to provide a U.S. presence in the multiple hotspots that have
sprouted up around the world. As the bipartisan, congressionally-mandated National Defense Panel has
argued, the U.S. military must be able to deter or stop aggression in multiple theaters, not just one, even
when engaged in a large-scale war. It needs to be able to fight ISIS and deter Iran in the Middle East,
deter Russia in Europe and Syria, and in Asia deter North Korea and maintain stability in the face of a
rising China. Consider the threat now posed by Iran. Whatever one thinks about the recently-concluded
nuclear deal, any serious strategy aimed at resisting Iranian domination also requires confronting Iran
on the several fronts of the Middle East battlefield. In Syria, it requires a determined policy to remove
Iran’s close ally, Basher al-Assad, using U.S. air power to provide cover for civilians and creating a safe
zone for Syrians willing to fight. In Iraq, it requires using American forces to push back and destroy the
forces of the Islamic State so that we do not have to rely, de facto, on Iranian power to do the job.
Overall, it requires a greater U.S. military commitment to the region, a reversal of both the perceived
and the real withdrawal of American power. And therefore it requires a reversal of the downward trend
in U.S. defense spending, which has made it harder for the military even to think about addressing these
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(Continued on the next page…)
(…Kagan continues)
challenges, should it be called upon to do so. The challenge we face today is to decide whether this
liberal world order is worth defending and whether the United States is still willing to play the role of its
principal champion. The answer to both questions ought to be “yes,” but it will require a renewal of
American leadership in the international system, economically, politically, and strategically. It will also
require a renewed understanding of how important and unique the present liberal world order is, both
for Americans and for peoples all across the globe. The simple fact is that for all the difficulties and
suffering of the past 70 years, the period since the end of World War II has been unique in the history of
the human race. There has been an unprecedented growth in prosperity. Billions have been lifted out of
poverty. Democratic government, once rare, has spread to over 100 nations around the world, on every
continent, for peoples of all races and religions. Although the period has been marked by war, peace
among the great powers has been preserved. There has been no recurrence of the two devastating
world wars of the first half of the 20th century. This world order has been a boon for billions around the
world, but it has also served American interests. Any other world order, one in which the United States
had to cede power and influence to China and Russia, or what is more likely, a descent into disorder, is
unlikely to serve Americans’ interests as well.
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2AC (HARMS) Competitiveness – “U.S. is not key to peace” Answers
to: 1NC
They say, “the U.S. is not key to peace,” but …
1. Our __________ evidence says that ___________________________________________.
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their _____________________________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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2AC HARMS (Doctors) – “PLAN can’t solve pandemics” Answers to
1NC:
They say, “PLAN can’t solve pandemics,” but …
1. Our __Marcus 2017________ evidence says that _____________________________________.
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their _____________________________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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2. HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS ARE ON THE FRONTLINE OF AN EPIDEMIC – SHORTAGES NOW
ELSEVIER 2016
(2/5, http://www.confidenceconnected.com/blog/2016/02/05/how-nurses-can-help-the-u-s-prepare-for-a-future-epidemic/)

As the world becomes more and more connected, there is an increased possibility for viruses and
bacteria to spread between population centers. As a result, the risks associated with localized epidemics
or global health emergencies is more real than ever. As the Zika Virus dominates the headlines, it is all
too easy to remember similar scares such as the Ebola crisis or the hysteria associated with the Swine
Flu in 2009. A recent panel of healthcare professionals and industry specialists recently unveiled a
lengthy report highlighting the potential for a global pandemic [“pan-deh-mick”, massive-scale disease]
and a framework to combat such a possibility. In such a scenario, nurses would be on the front lines of
helping stem any outbreak. How disease spreads so quickly The Zika virus is a perfect case study for
understanding how viruses can spread in the modern world. The disease has been racing through Latin
America in recent weeks such that the World Health Organization declared a public health emergency in
early February, according to Vox. However, despite this rapid development, the Zika virus is actually
relatively old. The first known cases were actually back in the 1940s, and for decades the disease was
concentrated in South East Asia, where Vox reported that just 14 confirmed cases had been diagnosed
prior to 2007. Because the virus had not been detected in the Americas until 2014, there has not been
an opportunity for people to build up a familiarity with the disease, or even natural antibodies from
previous infections. As a result, Latin America was unprepared for the disease. Some scientists suspect
the Zika Virus was spread to South America during the 2014 World Cup, and since then it has exploded
in Brazil and throughout the Western Hemisphere. The disease can be transmitted through bodily
fluids as well as mosquitos, and already it has spread to over 20 countries in Latin America. This
represents a major concern for health officials worldwide. According to the Washington Post, the Ebola
epidemic in West Africa is an unfortunate example of how difficult it can be to contain such a disease.
While Ebola didn't spread worldwide as some had feared, there is overwhelming evidence that more
could have been done to curb or slow the spread of the disease, which claimed 11,000 lives. For nurses,
there are plenty of online resources for getting involved with potential epidemics and learning more
about specific illness and concerns. Unfortunately, however, the nursing shortage here in the U.S.
could leave the country vulnerable to a serious outbreak. Making sense of the nursing shortage The
Kaiser Family Foundation reported that the U.S. spends more money per capita on healthcare than any
other country in the world. Despite this, there is still a need for more nurses in this country. The
potential for epidemics notwithstanding, there is already a concern that the U.S. does not have enough
registered nurses available. According to the American Association of Colleges of Nursing, an aging baby
boomer population will put added strain on the healthcare industry, increasing the demand for nurses
even further. The AACN stated that by 2020, the U.S. may need to add over one million nursing jobs.
According to the authors of the epidemic preparedness report, "The conditions for infectious disease
emergence and contagion are more dangerous than ever…further outbreaks of new, dormant, or even
well-known diseases are a certainty." The Washington Post reported that there could be serious issues
when developing rapid-response plans as well as the creation and administration of new vaccines or
treatments. Without a stable supply of qualified nurses, these problems only figure to become more
difficult.
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2AC HARMS (Doctors) – “Trump wrecks disease cooperation” Answers
to 1NC:
They say, “Trump wrecks international disease cooperation,” but …
1. Our __Westerink 2017________ evidence says that __________________________________.
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their _____________________________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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2. NEW CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL DIRECTOR ENSURES U.S. COMMITMENT TO GLOBAL
EPIDEMIC PREVENTION PROGRAMS

MCKAY 2018
[Betsy Mckay, 7-9-2018, "New CDC Director Targets Opioids, Suicide and Pandemics," WSJ,
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-cdc-director-targets-opioids-suicide-and-pandemics1529931600?ns=prod/accounts-wsj MYY]
Dr. Redfield said his top priority is to protect Americans from major global epidemic threats, namely
pandemic [“pan-deh-mick”, massive-scale disease] flu and antimicrobial resistance. The Center for
Disease Control faces potential budget cuts, including to a global-health-security program in which the
agency helps other countries build up their epidemic-fighting capacity. Efforts the Center for Disease
Control has made in recent years to help the Democratic Republic of the Congo build laboratories and
train epidemic responders paid off in that country’s rapid response to its recent Ebola outbreak, he said.
“I think the DRC is a great example of success,” he said. He said he would work to ensure funding
continues for priority epidemic programs. “I anticipate that we’ll continue to secure the funding that
we need to do the global health mission that we have,” he said.
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2AC HARMS (Doctors) – “No disease extinction”Answers to 1NC:
They say, “Pandemics don’t cause extinction,” but …
1. Our Gupta 2017__ evidence says _a pandemic that causes extinction is coming_
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their _____Adalja________________________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
________ Their Adalja evidence assumes known diseases, not new emerging diseases, and
assumes that human scientists will always find solutions. we don’t have enough of those now –
the PLAN is key to get the best doctors working on pandemics. Our evidence is from Dr. Sanjay
Gupta, a medical doctor who is a renowned medical news expert.______________ ____________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
____Our HARMS are the largest IMPACT in the debate because even their Adaljia evidence gives
examples of past plagues that wiped out half the world’s population – this would easily lead to the
collapse of civilization and make it impossible for us to survive. Only the AFFIRMATIVE can get enough
doctors in the U.S. to be on the frontlines to spot and contain emerging super-viruses before they
spread and cause mass death.____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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2. PANDEMICS, MASSIVE DISEASE OUTBREAKS, WILL CAUSE HUMAN EXTINCTION.
DOVEY 2016
[Dana Dovey, 5-2-2016, "The End Is Near: Report Predicts We're More At Risk Of Death From Climate
Change, Pandemic, Than A Car Crash," Medical Daily, https://www.medicaldaily.com/end-near-climatechange-pandemic-human-extinction-car-crash-384443 MYY]
A new report has found that the average person is five times more likely to die in an “act of human
extinction” than an act of human error. And while this may be good news for those with a fear of
driving, for the rest of us the future looks grim. The media has hinted at the possibility of a huge
catastrophic incident such as a disease pandemic [“pan-deh-mick”, massive-scale disease] wiping out
the majority, if not all, of the Earth’s population. Now, however, scientists have laid the rumors to rest,
crunched the numbers, and shown this tragic end to be a real possibility. The annual Global
Catastrophic Risk from the U.K.-based Global Challenges Foundation uses factors such as climate change
and political relations to compute the risk of a “human extinction event,” or any catastrophic event that
kills at least 10 percent of the world’s population. This year’s report found that the average American is
five times more likely to die in a human extinction event than a car crash, and identified climate change
and international disease outbreaks as some of the most likely end-of-world disasters. Humanity is a
major part of the Earth’s ecosystem and when the Planet’s health deteriorates, our health suffers as
well. Rising temperatures caused by climate change have led to a notable increase in human health
problems. For example, many researchers note that unseasonably warm temperatures have contributed
to the spread of mosquito-transmitted diseases, such as Chikungunya and Zika virus, outside of its
normal range. In addition, warmer and longer summers have also caused spikes in tick populations and
widened their habitat. These rising temperatures may even play a role in the increasing incidence of
Lyme disease. Other extreme human health threats caused by climate change include high levels of air
pollution. This problem has been Linked to both increased instances of stroke and respiratory diseases.
Luckily, The Stern Review, a U.K. government report on the economics of climate change, estimated that
there is a 0.1 percent risk of human extinction every year, but when that is added up over a century,
that risk jumps to a 9.5 percent chance of human extinction within the next century, The Atlantic
reported. In addition to climate change, pandemics also pose a major threat to human life, and we have
already begun to see just how quickly some diseases can spread. In 2014 the world saw the largest Ebola
[^”ee-boh-lah”, virus originating to Congo that is spread to humans by bats (click text here for hyperlink
with more info)^] outbreak in history, The Center for Disease Control and Prevention reported. As of
April 13, 2016 there were a total of 15,261 lab-confirmed deaths and 28,652 suspected deaths.
Antibiotic resistance has also made once-treatable diseases now untreatable and the planet has seen a
number of “superbug” outbreaks throughout the U.S. alone. One report predicted that by 2050
antibiotic resistance will likely kill more people than cancer. According to The Associated Press, many of
the patients sick with life-threatening superbugs caught the bugs through contaminated medical
equipment.
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1AR HARMS (Doctors) – Answers to “Pandemics Don’t Cause
Extinction”
They say, “pandemics cause extinction,” but group their arguments.
1. Our _________ evidence says that _________________________________________________.
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their __________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2. PANDEMICS ARE DEADLY AND CAN CAUSE EXTINCTION.
TORRES & BOGHOSSIAN 2016
[Phil Torres & Peter Boghossian, 8-17-2016, "The Looming Extinction of Humankind, Explained,"
Motherboard, https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/vv7pzb/armageddon-comma-explained
MYY]
There are three broad categories of "existential risks," or scenarios that would either cause our
extinction or permanently catapult us back into the Stone Age. The first includes natural risks like
asteroid and comet IMPACTs, super-volcanic eruptions, global pandemics [“pan-deh-mick”, massivescale disease], and even supernovae. These form our cosmic risk background and, as just suggested,
some of these risks are relatively easy to estimate. As you may recall from middle school, an assassin
from the heavens, possibly a comet, smashed into the Yucatan Peninsula 66 million years ago and killed
almost all of the dinosaurs. And about 75,000 years ago, a super-volcano in Indonesia caused the Toba
catastrophe, which some scientists believe dramatically reduced the human population, though this
claim is controversial. Few people today realize just how close humanity may have come to extinction in
the Paleolithic. Although the "dread factor" of pandemics tends to be lower than wars and terrorist
attacks, they have resulted in some of the most significant episodes of mass death in human history.
For example, the 1918 Spanish flu killed about 3 percent (though some estimates are double that) of the
human population and infected roughly a third of all humans between 1918 and 1920. In absolute
numbers, it threw roughly 33 million more people into the grave than all the bayonets, bullets, and
bombs of World War I, which lasted from 1914 to 1918. And based on CDC estimates, the fourteenthcentury Black Death, caused by the bubonic plague, could have taken approximately the same number
of lives as World War II, World War I, the Crusades, the Mongol conquests, the Russian Civil War, and
the Thirty Years' War combined. (Take note, anti-vaxxers!)
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3. NEW APOCALYPTIC SUPERBUGS ARE COMING – PREVENTION IS KEY.
KEEGAN 2018
[Matthew Keegan, 6-26-2018, "‘Another outbreak is a certainty’: are we ready for a superbug
epidemic?," Guardian, https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/jun/26/another-outbreak-is-certainare-cities-ready-for-the-next-superbug-epidemic- MYY]
A 2016 report backed by the British government found that drug-resistant infections cause 700,000
deaths globally each year. The same report projected that death toll could rise to 10 million a year by
2050 – more people than die annually from cancer. The authors put the economic cost of such a
catastrophe at $100tn (£75tn). The World Health Organisation (WHO) has described rising resistance
levels to antibiotics as a “global crisis”, while England’s chief medical officer has warned of a coming
“post-antibiotic apocalypse”. Cities, in particular the world’s growing megacities, are especially
vulnerable. Densely populated urban areas make ideal incubators for new epidemics. A high
concentration of people means a greater risk of exposure to bacteria and a higher likelihood that
infectious diseases will spread. “Once transmitted to a human, an airborne virus could pass from that
one infected individual to 25,000 others within a week, and to more than 700,000 within the first
month,” Dr Jonathan D Quick, chair of the Harvard Medical School’s global health council, warned this
year. “Within three months, it could spread to every major urban centre in the world. And by six
months, it could infect more than 300 million people and kill more than 30 million.”

4. BIODIVERSITY LOSS INCREASES THE RISK OF EXTINCTION LEVEL DISEASES.
PLATT 2010
[John Platt, 12-7-2010, "Humans are more at risk from diseases as biodiversity disappears," Scientific
American Blog Network, https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/extinction-countdown/humans-are-moreat-risk-from-diseases-as-biodiversity-disappears/ MYY]
Well, according to new research published December 2 in Nature, the answer is yes—healthy
biodiversity is essential to human health. As species disappear, infectious diseases rise in humans and
throughout the animal kingdom, so extinctions directly affect our health and chances for survival as a
species. (Scientific American is part of Nature Publishing Group.) "Biodiversity loss tends to increase
pathogen transmission across a wide range of infectious disease systems," the study's first author, Bard
College ecologist Felicia Keesing, said in a prepared statement.
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2AC SOLVENCY –– “Trump Scares Away Workers” Answers To 1NC
They say “Trump scares away workers,” but…
1. Their evidence assumes STATUS QUO policies – the PLAN is distinct. The Kumar
2016 evidence indicates that the PLAN’s creation of a direct path to citizenship
in the program is key to attract new talent. This means that the PLAN does lead
to more workers coming because it signals a shift.
2. EVEN IF SOME WORKERS ARE DETERRED BY TRUMP, APPLICATIONS FOR H-1BS STILL EXCEED THE
SUPPLY.
O’BRIEN 2018
[Sara Ashley O'Brien, 4-12-2018, "H-1B visa applications are down again," CNNMoney,
https://money.cnn.com/2018/04/12/technology/h-1b-visa-applications-2018/index.html MYY]
Applications for the visa, which is frequently used in the tech industry by highly-skilled foreign workers,
opened on April 2 for a five day period. This year, 190,098 applications were received, down from
199,000 applications in 2017. Last year marked the first time the number fell below 200,000 applications
since 2014. Only 85,000 H-1B visas are granted annually -- 20,000 of which are reserved for master's
degree holders. This is the sixth year the application cap was met within the five day period When
demand for the visa exceeds the supply -- like this year -- a lottery system is activated. The cause of the
decline is unclear, but a number of factors could have contributed to the application drop, including
uncertainty about the visa's future.
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3. BEST EVIDENCE PROVES – SURVEYS SHOW THAT PEOPLE STILL WANT TO MOVE TO THE US.
GALLUP 2017
[Gallup, Inc., Results are based on telephone and face-to-face interviews with nearly 590,000 adults,
aged 15 and older, in 156 countries from 2013 to 2016. The 156 countries surveyed are home to 98% of
the world's population., 6-28-2017, "Coming to America," Gallup,
https://news.gallup.com/opinion/gallup/212687/coming-america.aspx MYY]
Nearly 150 million people -- or 4% of the world's adult population -- would move to the U.S. if they
could. That figure is larger than the next four most popular destinations combined. If everyone who
wanted to move to the U.S. had their way, the country's total population would increase by almost 50%.
As many as 37 million people in Latin America would like to relocate to the U.S. permanently, making it
the region where a move to the U.S. is most popular. Approximately one-third of all Dominicans and
Hondurans want to become Americans. Not surprisingly, the countries with the world's largest
populations, such as China and India, have the greatest numbers of people who want to become
Americans. But their overall percentages remain small: Only 1% to 2% of people in those countries want
to move to the U.S. But not all large countries have millions of people eager to move here. Two notable
examples are Pakistan and Russia, and politics may be why people in these countries don't want to
move to the U.S. Those countries dislike U.S. leadership more than almost every other country in the
world. On the other hand, Russians may just really like living in Russia -- they are among the least likely
people in the world to want to move away from their country. People who want to move to the U.S. -as with potential migrants to other popular destinations -- are far younger and better educated than
their compatriots who don't want to leave their country. Fifty-six percent of all people who want to
move to the U.S. are between the ages of 15 to 29 -- far more than the general youth populations who
want to remain home (31%). Almost 60% of them have between nine and 15 years of education
(compared with 43% who want to remain), and 10% have completed more than that (compared with 9%
who want to remain). These people are also attracted to the U.S. and other popular destinations for
similar reasons. The main draws to America appear to be two things: People know someone living here
or they are looking for a good job. America's popularity might also be because of its receptivity to
migrants. Eight in 10 Americans say where they live is a good place for immigrants. Out of 140
countries surveyed, only 16 other countries best the U.S. on this metric. In fact, 71% of Americans
think immigration is a good thing for the country, and 24% of Americans want immigration increased -up from 6% in the 1990s. America remains unusually attractive to people from all over the world -- in a
way to which no other country compares. As Americans celebrate the Fourth of July, these data remind
us that the world continues to see this country as a very special place -- one where 150 million more
people would like to move if they could.
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2AC SOLVENCY –– “Trump Scares Away Doctors” Answers To 1NC
They say, “PLAN can’t solve pandemics,” but …
1. Our ____________ ________ evidence says that _____________________________________.
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their _____________________________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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2AC H-1B AFFIRMATIVE – Answers to Off-Case
(DISADVANTAGES, TOPICALITY)
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2AC Frontline – Trump Base DISADVANTAGE Answers
1. THE INTERNAL LINK IS NOT UNIQUE – TRUMP LOST A THIRD OF HIS BASE AND DID NOT LASH
OUT.
SILVER 2017
[Nate Silver, 5-25-2017, "Donald Trump’s Base Is Shrinking," FiveThirtyEight,
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/donald-trumps-base-is-shrinking/ MYY]
But the theory isn’t supported by the evidence. To the contrary, Trump’s base seems to be eroding.
There’s been a considerable decline in the number of Americans who strongly approve of Trump, from a
peak of around 30 percent in February to just 21 or 22 percent of the electorate now. (The decline in
Trump’s strong approval ratings is larger than the overall decline in his approval ratings, in fact.) Far
from having unconditional love from his base, Trump has already lost almost a third of his strong
support. And voters who strongly disapprove of Trump outnumber those who strongly approve of him
by about a 2-to-1 ratio, which could presage an “enthusiasm gap” that works against Trump at the
midterms. The data suggests, in particular, that the GOP’s initial attempt (and failure) in March to pass
its unpopular health care bill may have cost Trump with his core supporters.

2. THE LINK IS NOT UNIQUE – TRUMP BACKED DOWN ON SEPARATING FAMILIES AND THE IMPACT
OF THE DISADVANTAGE DIDN’T HAPPEN.
KARNI & JOHNSON 2018
[Annie Karni and Eliana Johnson, 6-20-2018, "The day Trump caved," POLITICO,
https://www.politico.com/story/2018/06/20/trump-caves-family-separation-660870 MYY]
But on Wednesday, facing what has grown into the biggest moral and political crisis of his
administration, the president whose default position is to double down, simply caved in. Sitting behind
the Resolute Desk in the Oval Office flanked by Vice President Mike Pence and embattled Homeland
Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen, Trump signed an executive order temporarily halting his policy of
separating children from their parents at the border. “The border’s just as tough,” Trump told reporters.
“But we do want to keep families together.” The about-face came less than 24 hours after Trump was
stridently insisting he was powerless to change the situation, instead blaming Congress for scenes of
children caged in former big-box stores. On Tuesday, speaking in front of a business group, Trump even
referenced his first campaign speech, in which he called Mexican immigrants rapists and accused them
of bringing drugs and crime into the country. “Remember I made that speech and I was badly
criticized?” he said. “‘Oh it’s so terrible, what he said.’ Turned out I was 100 percent right. That’s why I
got elected.” As recently as Friday, the White House circulated talking points quoting the president
himself saying that his hands were tied: “We can’t do it through an executive order.” His ultimate
reversal was all the more remarkable because the immigration and border security has been his
signature political issue, one that has energized his political base and helped elevate him to office.
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3. THEIR IMPACT IS NOT UNIQUE - THE RUSSIA INVESTIGATION IS A HUGE ALTERNATIVE CAUSE
FOR WAR.
BLOOMFIELD 2018
[Douglas Bloomfield, Washington lobbyist and consultant. He spent nine years as the legislative director
and chief lobbyist for the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC). 7-4-2018, "Washington
Watch: Wag the Dog," The Jerusalem Post, https://www.jpost.com/Opinion/Washington-Watch-Wagthe-Dog-543317 MYY]
In Washington special counsel Robert Mueller is looking into the Russian role in the 2016 presidential
election and other crimes. One of those lines of inquiry is believed to be possible obstruction of justice
by the president for firing FBI director James Comey for refusing to shut down the investigation of thennational security advisor Mike Flynn. Flynn is one of two former Trump campaign and White House
officials to have pleaded guilty to charges in the Russia investigation. Two others have been indicted
and 13 Russian nationals have been charged with election interference. A lot more shoes are expected
to fall. Trump and Netanyahu are understandably nervous about these investigations and can’t make
them go away. That has led to speculation in both countries that they may be looking for a military
diversion. Trump has been talked out – for now at least – of his yearning to give North Korea’s “little
Rocket Man” Kim Jong-un a “bloody nose” strike against his nuclear facilities. That could quickly ignite a
major war and cause millions of deaths, Trump was told. A surgical strike against Iran – maybe its
factories and militia allies in Syria or even a nuclear site in Iran – could be less costly, but also lead to
wide-ranging consequences. Thousands of American military and civilian personal in the region are
potential targets.

4. NO LINK – CONSERVATIVE MEDIA SHIELDS TRUMP FROM CRITICISM.
LEVITZ 18
[Eric, http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/08/2018-midterms-trump-red-wave-gop-basedelusional-fake-news.html MYY]
For decades now, the conservative movement has sought to keep its core voters confined to a carefully
curated media ecosystem — one where the Democratic Party is a Marxist-Islamist organization, America
is the world’s most over-taxed nation, illegal immigrants bear sole responsibility for the stagnation of
middle-class wages (and/or all violent crime), and there’s never been a better time to buy gold coins. In
many respects, this project has been a great boon to the Republican Party. Research suggests that Fox
News’ existence significantly boosts the GOP’s vote-share (and might have even swung the 2004
election to George W. Bush). And, in addition to helping Republicans win elections, the right-wing echochamber has given the party a freer hand once in power. More tax cuts for the wealthy, less social
insurance for the working class, and near-total impunity for polluters and predatory lenders is not a
popular platform, even with Republican voters. But by supplying conservatives with “alternative facts”
about such policies; stoking their cultural resentments and racialized fears; and branding all nonconservative media as biased or liberal (or, in today’s parlance, “fake news”) the GOP has succeeded in
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retaining the loyalty of its grassroots, while betraying their stated preferences on a wide range of
economic issues.
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2AC Frontline –Brain Drain DISADVANTAGE Answers
1. TURN – TRUMP’S PUSH TO RESTRICT H-1B VISAS WILL CRUSH INDIA’S ECONOMY. ONLY THE
PLAN SOLVES.
PANDEY 2018
[Rahul Pandey, 1-5-2018, "India should halt defence purchases from the US to counter Trump’s H1-B visa stand," National Herald (Indian
newspaper), https://www.nationalheraldindia.com/national/india-should-halt-defence-purchases-from-the-us-to-counter-trumps-h1-b-visastand MYY]

The US Department of Homeland Security’s PLAN to curb H-1B visa extensions could cause serious
problems if the workers have to come back home, especially because the Indian IT sector is not doing
well At a time when Satya Nadella heads Microsoft and Sundar Pichai heads Google, about five lakh
Indians employed in the technology sector may be headed back home. It is irony magnified, considering
the US first lady too is an immigrant and got her green card in 2001, after a five-year wait.Union External
Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj had ‘strongly’ taken up the issue with the US in September 2017 but that
did not matter much. NASSCOM has spent about a crore in hiring lobbyists but that did not help either,
perhaps they should spend a little more time talking to the government. Techies in the United States,
meanwhile, could tag Swaraj on Twitter, just in case she has missed the news. The threat is real, and it
could cause serious problems. “The idea is to create a sort of ‘self- deportation’ of hundreds of
thousands of Indian tech workers in the United States to open up those jobs for Americans,” a US source
briefed by Homeland Security officials was quoted as saying, said The Indian Express. Essentially, new
H1B visas would be difficult to get and those waiting for their Green Card may have to come back home.
Forget the economics, this issue could cause serious problems for the Indian IT and ITES industry,
already under disrupted by automation and AI. The government needs to go beyond niceties and do
some serious diplomatic muscle flexing and fight for the future of our young women and men who will
face serious problems if they have to come back home. As an option, the government should halt
defence purchases from the USA, to build serious pressure. The move is going to hurt the Indian IT
sector and the Indian economy at large. A large part of the IT business in the country comes from
foreign operations. A change in the rules could not only send Indian techies back home, it would also
IMPACT the profit margins of Indian IT companies like Tata Consultancy Services, Cognizant Technology
Solutions and Infosys who get a large share of the H1B visas. The indirect IMPACT would be felt in the
broader economy. Total remittances [^money sent back home^] to India are in the range of US $ 65-68
billion per annum and around US$ 10 billion comes from the United States, a lot of this money is coming
from H1B visa holders. With a slow down in the oil economies in the middle east, remittances saw a five
percent decline in 2016 and the American situation could make matters worse. While some of these
may be absorbed in domestic IT firms, it would mean a shakeout for the Indian IT sector employees
working at home. And the Indian IT sector is not doing well. There are about 39-40 lakh people who are
employed in the IT sector and about six lakh are expected to lose their jobs over the next three years.
With H1B now reducing margins and bringing home another five lakh professionals, the industry is
headed for serious trouble. The economic and human IMPACT of this could be devastating.
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2. TURN - BRAIN DRAIN IS GOOD – HIGH SKILLED WORKERS ABROAD FUEL INDIA’S ECONOMIC GROWTH
THROUGH BRAIN CIRCULATION.
BELLMAN 2015
[Eric Bellman, 1-30-2015, "The Surprising Secret of India’s Success Could Be its Brain Drain," WSJ,
https://blogs.wsj.com/indiarealtime/2015/01/30/the-surprising-secret-of-indias-success-could-be-itsbrain-drain/ MYY]
A new study published this week suggests the dreaded brain drain can actually be a good thing as it
helps upgrade a country’s talent-pool and global connections. “Policy makers in emerging economies
often believe that allowing citizens to study and work in developed markets results in brain drain and is
thus to be discouraged,” said the paper which was co-authored by professors from Cambridge
University’s Judge Business School, Warwick Business School and the London Business School. “Our
findings, however, suggest that there can be benefits to allowing, and even encouraging, citizens from
emerging economies to study and work in developed markets.” The paper titled “Indirect Learning: How
Emerging Market Firms Grow in Developed Markets,” uses India to illustrate how local companies
benefit from the global free flow of students and employees. In less than two decades, an elite group of
Indian companies have evolved from being almost unknown outside of the subcontinent to worldbeating brands with billions of dollars in sales and thousands of employees in the United States, the
United Kingdom and other developed markets. Almost all of India’s international success stories can
attribute part of their success to the skills and connections their leaders gained through working and
studying abroad. “The term brain drain is misleading because really we are in an era of brain
circulation,” Jaideep Prabhu, a professor at Cambridge Judge Business School told The Wall Street
Journal. The study looked at 116 Indian companies, whether their executives had international
experience and how they performed during the 10 years through 2008. The authors measured how the
companies performed in developed markets and by crunching the numbers they were able to show that
companies with leaders who had studied and worked abroad had a competitive advantage. This
international edge helped them expand rapidly in developed markets, despite a lack of experience
peddling their products and services in the West. The data suggests that pharmaceutical company
Ranbaxy Laboratories, software and outsourcing company Infosys, refining company Reliance Industries,
the Mahindra Group and India’s largest conglomerate the Tata group, all benefited from having
executives who had spent time studying or working overseas. These companies were able to survive
increased competition in their home market and then thrive even in the most-competitive developed
markets because their chiefs had taken a crash course in global capitalism by honing their skills in the
United States and elsewhere, the study said.
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3. ALTERNATE CAUSE - TERRORISM IS A BIGGER AND MORE PROBABLE CAUSE OF NUCLEAR WAR
BETWEEN INDIA AND PAKISTAN
AYOOB 2018
[Mohammed Ayoob, senior fellow at the Center for Global Policy in Washington, DC, and University
Distinguished Professor Emeritus of International Relations at Michigan State University., 3-14-2018,
"India and Pakistan: Inching Toward Their Final War?," National Interest,
http://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/india-pakistan-inching-toward-their-final-war24902/page/0/1 MYY]
The escalation in the last two years in terror attacks, especially by Jaish-e-Muhammad, with the obvious
connivance of the Pakistan army, on Indian military targets in Kashmir and surrounding Indian states has
made the situation very perilous. In the past several months, terrorist groups operating from Pakistan
have undertaken several such major attacks, causing significant loss of life among Indian security forces.
A major terrorist attack on the Uri camp in Jammu and Kashmir in September 2016, which left
seventeen military personnel dead, motivated the Indian government to reassess its strategy for
responding to such attacks. On September 29, 2016, India launched its first publicly acknowledged
“surgical strike” against terrorist bases in Pakistan. Although there had been speculation that India had
conducted such strikes earlier as well, this was the first admission by New Delhi that it was ready to
launch major retaliatory attacks against targets in Pakistan and Pakistan-occupied Kashmir. In the latest
incident, in February 2018, Jaish terrorists attacked an Indian military camp in Jammu; five army
personnel and four militants were killed. In retaliation, the Indian army destroyed a Pakistani army post
with the help of rocket launchers, killing, according to Indian sources , twenty-two Pakistani personnel.
This tit-for-tat exchange is reaching dangerous proportions. So far, the Pakistani military has
downplayed Indian incursions [^invasions^] and retaliatory attacks and refused to recognize their
seriousness, because it does not want to appear weak in the eyes of the Pakistani public, which is then
likely to clamor for revenge. However, the Pakistani military cannot continue to downplay Indian
attacks, especially in light of the increasing fatalities. There is the danger that at some point, either by
miscalculation or by design, an Indian surgical strike in Pakistani territory will push the Pakistani
military—which controls the nuclear weapons—to retaliate in force. If a full-scale war erupts, at some
point Pakistan, unable to counter superior Indian conventional forces, could resort to battlefield nuclear
weapons, as its doctrine proclaims. While India subscribes to a no-first-use doctrine, it has made it
abundantly clear that it will massively retaliate against any use of battlefield nuclear weapons by
Pakistan without making a distinction between tactical and strategic nuclear weapons. This strategy, as
enunciated in a statement issued by the government of India on January 4, 2003, is designed to inflict
unacceptable damage on the enemy. Former Indian national security advisor Shivshankar Menon
elaborated this strategy in his memoirs: “India would hardly risk giving Pakistan the chance to carry out
a massive nuclear strike after the Indian response to Pakistan using tactical nuclear weapons. In other
words, Pakistani tactical nuclear weapon use would effectively free India to undertake a comprehensive
first strike against Pakistan.”
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2AC Frontline –Wages DISADVANTAGE Answers
1. TURN - OPENING BORDERS FUELS EXPORTS, DRIVES UP WAGES, AND INCREASES GROWTH.
KANE 2015
[Timothy Kane, JP Conte Fellow in Immigration Studies at the Hoover Institution at Stanford University,
2-17-2015, "The Economic Effect Of Immigration," Hoover Institution,
https://www.hoover.org/research/economic-effect-immigration MYY]
There are many more subtleties to consider, but the third chart gets the basic point across. The mix of
goods and skill levels matter, but two nuances bear consideration. First, many immigrants send a
portion of their income out of the domestic economy in the form of remittances [^money sent back
home^], but it is hard to know if this is materially different from domestic purchase of imports, and
besides, ultimately those cash flows circulate back to demand for U.S. goods in the form of exports.
Second, migrants are paid their marginal product (as is any worker), meaning that much if not most of
their value added to production directly benefits the native population. Finally, if you believe that a
growing economy leads to faster real wage growth due to increased productivity–a standard freemarket principle established by Adam Smith’s 1776 Wealth of Nations–then it is natural to predict a
general equilibrium increase in the wage level because of immigration. Empirical studies of
immigration’s effect on national economies confirm the general IMPACT shown in the third chart. A
review by David Card in 2007 concluded that “more than two decades of research on the local labor
market IMPACTs of immigration have reached a near consensus that increased immigration has a small
but discernible negative effect on the relative (emphasis in original) wages of low-skilled native workers”
but also a small, positive overall effect.1 Two 2009 studies by Giovanni Peri and Chad Sparber found that
“total immigration to the United States from 1990 to 2007 was associated with a 6.6% to 9.9% increase
in real income per worker.”2 In the face of the reality that average wage levels are not negatively
affected, one counterpoint is that the IMPACT differs among skill levels (i.e., that low-skill migrants
depress wages for native low-skill workers), but that is not how the world works. National and even
state economies are much more dynamic than simple theory; it thus seems that immigration tends to
complement native skill levels. The bottom line is that one can oppose the Obama administration’s
executive actions as lawless and even harmful to long-term reform and still favor more legal
immigration. When immigration reform is done right, it will use the fact-based reality that immigrants of
all skill levels are good for the native economy, including wages, jobs, and economic growth.
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2. NO LINK – IMMIGRATION EITHER HAS A NEUTRAL OR POSITIVE IMPACT ON WAGES.
MATTHEWS 2015
[Dylan Matthews, 7-29-2015, "Bernie Sanders's fear of immigrant labor is ugly — and wrongheaded,"
Vox, https://www.vox.com/2015/7/29/9048401/bernie-sanders-open-borders MYY]
The third point is that Borjas's results are heavily contested — and most of the rest of the literature
suggests that the effect on native workers' wages is neutral or positive. In particular, high-quality studies
that use "natural experiments" — cases where there was a big, unexpected spike in immigration —
suggest that the absolute effect of immigration on native workers is neutral or positive. It's much easier
to isolate the effect on native workers in those cases than it is by trying to statistically weed out other
potential causes of changes in wages. The Mariel boatlift, when Cuba unexpectedly sent 125,000 people
to Florida, did not hurt employment or wages among native workers in Miami at all. A huge spike in
Russian immigration to Israel in the early 1990s appeared to give existing workers a nearly 9 percent
raise.

3. PLAN SOLVES THE INTERNAL LINK – THEIR BIVENS EVIDENCE SAYS THE PRIMARY
CONSTRAINT ON GROWTH IS SLOW SPENDING. IMMIGRATION IS KEY TO SOLVE.
WHITE 2017
[Martha C. White, 8-2-2017, "Trump's immigration PLAN could lead to almost 5 million lost jobs," NBC
News, https://www.nbcnews.com/business/economy/slash-immigration-gdp-victim-research-findsn792821 MYY]
There are myriad reasons why economists say immigration accelerates, rather than slows, economic
growth. SIMPLE MATH: MORE IMMIGRANTS BUY MORE THINGS “It’s a combination of more people
buying and increasing size of the market,” Burham said. “It’s also a matter of more people creating a
larger pool of savings and investments that can create economic growth in the long run,” on both a
personal and entrepreneurial level. Fewer people in the United States means less consumption of goods
and services. With consumer spending responsible for an estimated two-thirds of the nation’s economy,
immigrants provide an infusion of demand for everything from cars to cable TV. “More immigrants are
going to be buying more,” said Mark Zandi, chief economist at Moody’s Analytics. “They are already big
players… almost all of the increase in home ownership since it started rising is among Hispanic
households. It’s already obvious that the immigrant population is key to consumer spending,” he said.
“It drives a lot of activity.” A near full-employment labor market combined with waves of Baby Boomers
leaving the labor force already creates a challenge for companies that need to fill jobs, one that will be
greater if there are fewer people available to take those jobs. “One of the ongoing challenges for the
United States economy is the aging workforce,” said Mark Hamrick, senior economic analyst at
Bankrate.com.
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1AR Answers to Wages Disadvantages – Extensions to 2AC “No LINK”
Extend our 2AC Matthews 2015 evidence that says that studies show immigration has
a positive or neutral economic effect. First, it’s better than their __________ evidence
(Put their author’s name)
because…
(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2 THERE’S NO LINK – THE BEST STUDIES AND HISTORY PROVE THAT POPULATION CAN
INCREASE BY 8% WITHOUT DECREASING WAGES.
CLEMENS 2017
[Michael Clemens, 8-3-2017, "There's no evidence that immigrants hurt any American workers," Vox,
https://www.vox.com/the-big-idea/2017/6/23/15855342/immigrants-wages-trump-economics-marielboatlift-hispanic-cuban MYY]
An ideal “natural experiment” like this actually happened in Miami in 1980. Over just a few months,
125,000 mostly low-skill immigrants arrived from Mariel Bay, Cuba. This vast seaborne exodus — Fidel
Castro briefly lifted Cuba’s ban on emigration -— is known as the Mariel boatlift. Over the next few
months, the workforce of Miami rose by 8 percent. By comparison, normal immigration to the US
increases the nationwide workforce by about 0.3 percent per year. So if immigrants compete with native
workers, Miami in the 1980s is exactly where you should see natives’ wages drop. Berkeley’s Card
examined the effects of the Cuban immigrants on the labor market in a massively influential study in
1990. In fact, that paper became one of the most cited in immigration economics. The design of the
study was elegant and transparent. But even more than that, what made the study memorable was
what Card found. In a word: nothing. The Card study found no difference in wage or employment trends
between Miami — which had just been flooded with new low-skill workers — and other cities. This was
true for workers even at the bottom of the skills ladder. Card concluded that “the Mariel immigration
had essentially no effect on the wages or employment outcomes of non-Cuban workers in the Miami
labor market.”
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2AC Frontline – TOPICALITY - “Permanent Residence” Answers
1. WE MEET – H-1B visas are a restriction on legal immigration because H-1B
classification is a limitation on who can legally move to the US for permanent
residence. The PLAN directly lifts this restriction by converting it to a
permanent residence visa.
2. WE MEET – SKILLED GUEST WORKERS ARE CURRENTLY AN AREA OF “LEGAL IMMIGRATION” –
IT’S NOT JUST LEGAL PERMANENT RESIDENTS
PASSEL & COHN 2015
[Jeffrey S. Passel and D’Vera Cohn, 3-26-2015, "Share of Unauthorized Immigrant Workers in Production,
Construction Jobs Falls Since 2007," Pew Research Center's Hispanic Trends Project,
http://www.pewhispanic.org/2015/03/26/share-of-unauthorized-immigrant-workers-in-productionconstruction-jobs-falls-since-2007/ MYY]
The “legal immigrant” population is defined as people granted legal permanent residence; those granted
asylum; people admitted as refugees; and people admitted under a set of specific authorized temporary
statuses for longer-term residence and work. This group includes “naturalized citizens,” legal immigrants
who have become U.S. citizens through naturalization; “legal permanent resident aliens” who have been
granted permission to stay indefinitely in the U.S. as permanent residents, asylees or refugees; and
“legal temporary migrants” (including students, diplomats and “high-tech guest workers”) who are
allowed to live and, in some cases, work in the U.S. for specific periods of time (usually longer than one
year).

3. COUNTER INTERPRETATION: “LEGAL RESTRICTIONS ON IMMIGRATION” REFERS TO WHO
MAY ENTER, HOW LONG THEY STAY, AND WHEN THEY LEAVE
CORNELL LAW SCHOOL LEGAL INFORMATION INSTITUTE, 2017
["Immigration," LII / Legal Information Institute, https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/immigration, 1/30]
Federal immigration law determines whether a person is an alien, the rights, duties, and obligations
associated with being an alien in the United States, and how aliens gain residence or citizenship within
the United States. It also provides the means by which certain aliens can become legally naturalized
citizens with full rights of citizenship. Immigration law serves as a gatekeeper for the nation's border,
determining who may enter, how long they may stay, and when they must leave.
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4. COUNTER-STANDARDS:
A. GROUND – They overlimit the topic which kills education by preventing us from
learning about key areas of the topic. Our INTERPRETATION provides the clearest
GROUND at the core of the topic because we include agricultural worker visas and
student visas, which are the center of public controversy for immigration policy.
B. LIMITS – our INTERPRETATION is a better LIMIT because it is in the contest of
immigration LAW, not just “immigration.” This context is important for any
interpretation of the topic and provides a clear LIMIT.
5. They say there’s a TOPICAL version of the AFFIRMATIVE, but there’s no author who
advocates using green cards instead of H-1B visas for skilled workers. Our
AFFIRMATIVE is at the center of the topic literature and sets PREDICTABLE LIMITS.
6. TOPICALITY is not a voting issue – you should use REASONABILITY in evaluating
whether the AFFIRMATIVE is REASONABLY TOPICAL and whether our
INTERPRETATION creates REASONABLE LIMITS for the topic.
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1AR Answers to TOPICALITY = Permanent Residence – Extension to
“WE MEET – Skilled Guest Workers”
Extend our 2AC WE MEET and our Passel and Cohn 2015 evidence that says that legal
immigration includes skilled guest workers. First, it’s better than their __________
(Put their author’s name)
evidence because…
(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2 LEGAL IMMIGRATION INCLUDES WORKER STATUS – HERE’S ANOTHER PROFESSOR AND EXPERT
BALLARD, 2016
- Jaimie Ballard, professor of Family Social Science at the University of Minnesota (Immigrant and
Refugee Families, https://doi.org/10.24926/8668.0901 bold in original
Legal or documented immigrants. For the purposes of this chapter, legal immigrants are defined as
individuals who were granted legal residence in the United States. This would include those from other
countries who were granted asylum, admitted as refugees, admitted under a set of specific authorized
temporary statuses for longer-term residence and work, or granted lawful permanent residence status
or citizenship
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NEGATIVE – H-1B Visas
File Folders Needed: (6)
1NC HARMS (Competitiveness)
2NC/1NR HARMS (Competitiveness)
1NC HARMS (Doctors)
2NC/1NR HARMS (Doctors)
1NC Solvency
2NC/1NR Solvency
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1NC – HARMS (Competitiveness) frontline
1. THERE IS NO TECH WORKER SHORTAGE.
BARTELS 2017
[Andrew Bartels, 10-26-2017, "Debunking the US Tech Talent Shortage," Forbes,
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forrester/2017/10/26/debunking-the-us-tech-talentshortage/#4cb779cc1339 MYY]
Is the US suffering a tech talent gap? That impression has been showing up in the press a lot, and seems
to fit with a perception of a dysfunctional US education system. But while it may be challenging to
recruit workers with certain tech skills, Forrester believes that the fears of a crisis in the American tech
labor market are vastly overblown. In fact, data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics and other sources
indicate that supply and demand relationship for broad categories of tech workers is quite healthy: US
businesses are adding tech jobs at a fast pace. Coveted professions, such as application developer and
security specialist, have seen impressive annual average job growth rates above 7% over the last five
years. Professions related to the management and analysis of tech systems have grown at CAGRs above
3%. Both rates are well above the national average of 1.9%. Tech wage growth has been lackluster—
indicating that competition for talent is reasonable. Despite the large number of tech jobs added to the
US economy, the average annual growth of mean wages for most high-demand tech professions has
been below 3%. This is not too far off the national average of 2.0%, and considerably less than other
non-tech professions that are in high demand, such as credit analyst (4%), pharmacy aides (4.9%), and
personal financial advisor (7.9%). The growth of tech graduates has been outpacing that of tech jobs.
Graduation data from the US Department of Education indicate that the number of individuals
graduating with tech-related degree and diplomas has been growing faster than the number of new US
tech jobs. While the US arguably needs even more tech graduates, this data tell us that the situation is
getting better—not worse: [graph removed]
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2. HEGEMONY TURN – AMERICA’S DECLINE AS THE WORLD’S SUPERPOWER IS INEVITABLE AND TRYING
TO MAINTAIN GLOBAL LEADERSHIP LEADS TO WAR AND TURNS THE AFFIRMATIVE.
KLARE 2015
[Michael T. Klare (a professor of peace and world security studies at Hampshire College). “America’s
Days as a Global Superpower Are Numbered. Now What?” The Nation (28 May 2015).
http://www.thenation.com/article/americas-days-global-superpower-are-numbered-now-what/ MYY]
However initially gratifying such a stance is likely to prove for John McCain and the growing body of war
hawks in Congress, it will undoubtedly prove disastrous in practice. Anyone who believes that the clock
can now be turned back to 2002, when U.S. strength was at its zenith [^high point^] and the Iraq
invasion had not yet depleted American wealth and vigor, is undoubtedly suffering from delusional
thinking. China is far more powerful than it was 13 years ago, Russia has largely recovered from its postCold War slump, Iran has replaced the U.S. as the dominant foreign actor in Iraq, and other powers have
acquired significantly greater freedom of action in an unsettled world. Under these circumstances,
aggressive muscle-flexing in Washington is likely to result only in calamity or humiliation. Time to Stop
Pretending Back, then, to our original question: What is a declining superpower supposed to do in the
face of this predicament? Anywhere but in Washington, the obvious answer would for it to stop
pretending to be what it’s not. The first step in any 12-step imperial-overstretch recovery program
would involve accepting the fact that American power is limited and global rule an impossible fantasy.
Accepted as well would have to be this obvious reality: like it or not, the U.S. shares the Planet with a
coterie [^”coh-tare-ee” - small, select group^] of other major powers—none as strong as we are, but
none so weak as to be intimidated by the threat of U.S. military intervention. Having absorbed a more
realistic assessment of American power, Washington would then have to focus on how exactly to
cohabit [^live together^] with such powers—Russia, China, and Iran among them—and manage its
differences with them without igniting yet more disastrous regional firestorms. If strategic juggling and
massive denial were not so embedded in the political life of this country’s “war capital,” this would not
be an impossibly difficult strategy to pursue, as others have suggested. In 2010, for example,
Christopher Layne of the George H.W. Bush School at Texas A&M argued in the American Conservative
that the U.S. could no longer sustain its global superpower status and, “rather than having this
adjustment forced upon it suddenly by a major crisis… should get ahead of the curve by shifting its
position in a gradual, orderly fashion.” Layne and others have spelled out what this might entail: fewer
military entanglements abroad, a diminishing urge to garrison [^occupy with troops^] the Planet,
reduced military spending, greater reliance on allies, more funds to use at home in rebuilding the
crumbling infrastructure of a divided society, and a diminished military footprint in the Middle East. But
for any of this to happen, American policymakers would first have to abandon the pretense
[^illusion^] that the United States remains the sole global superpower—and that may be too bitter a
pill for the present American psyche (and for the political aspirations of certain Republican candidates)
to swallow. From such denialism, it’s already clear, will only come further ill-conceived military
adventures abroad and, sooner or later, under far grimmer circumstances, an American reckoning with
reality.
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3 NO IMPACT - HISTORY PROVES AMERICA IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR PEACE
FETTWEIS 2010
Christopher J. (Professor of national security affairs @ U.S. Naval War College) “Threat and Anxiety in US
Foreign Policy,” Survival, Volume 52, Issue 2 April 2010 , pages 59 – 82
One potential explanation for the growth of global peace can be dismissed fairly quickly: US actions do
not seem to have contributed much. The limited evidence suggests that there is little reason to believe
in the stabilising power of the US hegemon [“hej-eh-moh-nee”, global leadership”, click text here for
hyperlink with more info], and that there is no relation between the relative level of American activism
and international stability. During the 1990s, the United States cut back on its defence spending fairly
substantially. By 1998, the United States was spending $100 billion less on defence in real terms than it
had in 1990, a 25% reduction.29 To internationalists, defence hawks and other believers in hegemonic
stability, this irresponsible 'peace dividend' endangered both national and global security. 'No serious
analyst of American military capabilities', argued neo-conservatives William Kristol and Robert Kagan in
1996, 'doubts that the defense budget has been cut much too far to meet America's responsibilities to
itself and to world peace'.30 And yet the verdict from the 1990s is fairly plain: the world grew more
peaceful while the United States cut its forces. No state seemed to believe that its security was
endangered by a less-capable US military, or at least none took any action that would suggest such a
belief. No militaries were enhanced to address power vacuums; no security dilemmas drove insecurity
or arms races; no regional balancing occurred once the stabilis-ing presence of the US military was
diminished. The rest of the world acted as if the threat of international war was not a pressing concern,
despite the reduction in US military capabilities. Most of all, the United States was no less safe. The
incidence and magnitude of global conflict declined while the United States cut its military spending
under President Bill Clinton, and kept declining as the George W. Bush administration ramped the
spending back up. Complex statistical analysis is unnecessary to reach the conclusion that world peace
and US military expenditure are unrelated.
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2NC/1NR HARMS (Competitiveness) Extension to 1NC “No Tech
Shortage”
Extend our 1NC Bartels 2017 evidence which says that there is no tech shortage.
1. It’s much better than their _______________________ evidence because:
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2NC/1NR HARMS (Competitiveness) Extensions to 1NC Hegemony
TURN
Extend our 1NC Klare 2015 evidence which says that hegemony causes war.
1. It’s much better than their _______________________ evidence because:
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2. US HEGEMONIC DECLINE IS GOOD – IT PREVENTS A CONFLICT WITH CHINA. THE PLAN
INCREASES HEGEMONY AND CAUSES WAR.
GLASER 2015
[John Glaser, 5-28-2015, "The US and China can avoid a collision course – if the US gives up its empire ," Guardian,
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/may/28/conflict-us-china-not-inevitable-empire MYY]

But the apparently looming conflict between the US and China is not because of China’s rise per se, but
rather because the US insists on maintaining military and economic dominance among China’s
neighbors. Although Americans like to think of their massive overseas military presence as a benign
force that’s inherently stabilizing, Beijing certainly doesn’t see it that way. According to political
scientists Andrew Nathan and Andrew Scobell, Beijing sees America as “the most intrusive outside actor
in China’s internal affairs, the guarantor of the status quo in Taiwan, the largest naval presence in the
East China and South China seas, [and] the formal or informal military ally of many of China’s
neighbors.” (All of which is true.) They think that the US “seeks to curtail China’s political influence and
harm China’s interests” with a “militaristic, offense-minded, expansionist, and selfish” foreign policy.
China’s regional ambitions are not uniquely pernicious or aggressive, but they do overlap with America’s
ambition to be the dominant power in its own region, and in every region of the world. Leaving aside
caricatured debates about which nation should get to wave the big “Number 1” foam finger, it’s worth
asking whether having 50,000 US troops permanently stationed in Japan actually serves US interests and
what benefits we derive from keeping almost 30,000 US troops in South Korea and whether Americans
will be any safer if the Obama administration manages to reestablish a US military presence in the
Philippines to counter China’s maritime territorial claims in the South China Sea. Many commentators
say yes. Robert Kagan argues not only that US hegemony [“hej-eh-moh-nee”, global leadership”, click
text here for hyperlink with more info] makes us safer and richer, but also that it bestows peace and
prosperity on everybody else. If America doesn’t rule, goes his argument, the world becomes less free,
less stable and less safe. But a good chunk of the scholarly literature disputes these claims. “There are
good theoretical and empirical reasons”, wrote political scientist Christopher Fettweis in his book
Pathologies of Power, “to doubt that US hegemony is the primary cause of the current stability.” The
international system, rather than cowering in obedience to American demands for peace, is far more
“self-policing”, says Fettweis. A combination of economic development and the destructive power of
modern militaries serves as a much more satisfying answer for why states increasingly see war as
detrimental to their interests. International relations theorist Robert Jervis has written that “the pursuit
of primacy was what great power politics was all about in the past” but that, in a world of nuclear
weapons with “low security threats and great common interests among the developed countries”,
primacy does not have the strategic or economic benefits it once had. Nor does US dominance reap
much in the way of tangible rewards for most Americans: international relations theorist Daniel Drezner
contends that “the economic benefits from military predominance alone seem, at a minimum, to have
been exaggerated”; that “There is little evidence that military primacy yields appreciable geoeconomic
gains”; and that, therefore, “an overreliance on military preponderance is badly misguided.” The
struggle for military and economic primacy in Asia is not really about our core national security interests;
rather, it’s about preserving status, prestige and America’s neurotic image of itself. Those are pretty
dumb reasons to risk war.
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3. HEGEMONY DECLINE IS GOOD – IT REDUCES GLOBAL VIOLENCE.
ACHCAR & MILLS 2015
[Gilbert Achcar () & Tom Mills (a researcher at the University of Bath). 6-1-15 “The End Of Empire?: Violence And US Hegemony In The Middle
East.” The New Left Project
http://www.newleftproject.org/index.php/site/article_comments/the_end_of_empire_violence_and_us_hegemony_in_the_middle_east MYY]

Violence in the region is not new, alas. If anything, the peak of violence coincided with the peak of US
hegemony [“hej-eh-moh-nee”, global leadership”, click text here for hyperlink with more info]. Think of
the violence of the US onslaught on Iraq in 1991, which turned that country back to the Stone Age in the
words of the UN special reporter. Think of the devastating embargo imposed on Iraq thereafter, which
caused the death of 90,000 people, by UN estimates, every year for twelve years, while the country was
under almost continual bombing. And then think of the shift after 9/11 and the invasion and occupation
of Iraq in 2003. Think of the level of violence reached in Iraq soon afterwards, especially the brutality of
US occupation. The idea that it is the decline of US influence that led to increased violence will then
appear what it truly is: a completely absurd proposition.

4. A) HEGEMONY IS BAD – IT FUELS NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION.
VAN DER LINDEN 2009
[Van der Linden, Harry, “Barack Obama, Resort to Force, and U.S. Military Hegemony”, International Journal of Applied Philosophy 23/1 (2009):
95-104. MYY]

The Obama administration might fare a bit better in terms of the elimination of weapon systems aimed
at global military power projection. Obama favors investment in weapons and their support systems
that sustain America’s “naval dominance“ and its “global reach in the air,” such as unmanned aerial
vehicles and the KC-X air-refueling aircrafts, but at least the Bush administration endeavor to weaponize
space is rejected and more serious efforts toward the elimination of nuclear weapons might be
expected.15 Obama explicitly endorses the proposal of George Schultz, Henry Kissinger, William Perry,
and Sam Nunn to work toward a nuclear-free world, including such steps as reducing the American and
Russian arsenals and creating safer launching protocols for nuclear weapons. However, Obama shares
their failure to see that U.S. military hegemony [“hej-eh-moh-nee”, global leadership”, click text here for
hyperlink with more info] is a cause of nuclear proliferation and that ending this hegemony might be a
necessary condition for halting this proliferation in its tracks and moving toward a gradual global
abolition of nuclear weapons. Skeptics may even see their plea for the abolition of nuclear weapons as
an attempt to prevent that the spread of nuclear weapons among some countries in the South will
restrain U.S. military hegemony.16

4 B) PROLIFERATION CAUSES EXTINCTION.
MACDONALD 2005
[Brad Macdonald, 5-1-2005, "Nuclear Non-Proliferation: A Hopeless Cause," theTrumpet, https://www.thetrumpet.com/1395-nuclear-nonproliferation-a-hopeless-cause MYY]

Mankind has lived on death’s doorstep for 50 years. Extinction by nuclear warfare has threatened life on
Earth since 1955. Tragically, most people have failed to realize the gravity of this problem. Nuclear
proliferation is the greatest threat to mankind, yet our attempts to curb it are failing abysmally.
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2NC/1NR HARMS (Competitiveness) Extension to 1NC “U.S. is not key
to peace”
Extend our 1NC Fettweis 2010 evidence which says that the U.S. is not key to peace.
1. It’s much better than their _______________________ evidence because:
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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1NC – HARMS (Doctors) Frontline
1. PLAN CAN’T SOLVE PANDEMICS – THE WORLD IS JUST NOT READY
TAYLOR 2018
[Michael Taylor, 2-10-2018, "World must act faster to prevent pandemic diseases," Reuters,
https://www.reuters.com/article/global-cities-disease/world-must-act-faster-to-prevent-pandemicdiseases-u-n-risk-chief-idUSL4N1Q007D MYY]
The world must ramp up efforts to prevent huge infectious disease outbreaks - such as flu strains that
can jump from animals to humans - which could kill millions of people, the chief of the U.N.’s disaster
risk agency said on Saturday. The use of vaccine technologies and disease surveillance is very low across
most of the world because the dangers posed by pandemics [“pan-deh-mick”, massive-scale disease] are
“out of sight, out of mind”, said Robert Glasser, head of the United Nations’ Office for Disaster Risk
Reduction. “We’ve had the emergence of new viruses and viruses are mutating all the time, like avian
influenza, SARS ... people are not generally aware of them because they are hazards that don’t strike
very often,” he told the Thomson Reuters Foundation. “But when they do strike, they can be
enormously devastating,” Glasser said on the sidelines of the World Urban Forum - the world’s biggest
conference on urban issues.
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2. NO IMPACT - PANDEMICS DON’T CAUSE EXTINCTION BECAUSE OF HUMAN RESILIENCE
ADALJA 2016
[Amesh Adalja, an infectious-disease physician at the University of Pittsburgh., 6-17-2016, "Why Hasn't Disease Wiped out the Human Race?,"
Atlantic, https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2016/06/infectious-diseases-extinction/487514/ MYY]

But when people ask me if I’m worried about infectious diseases, they’re often not asking about the
threat to human lives; they’re asking about the threat to human life. With each outbreak of a headlinegrabbing emerging infectious disease comes a fear of extinction itself. The fear envisions a large
proportion of humans succumbing to infection, leaving no survivors or so few that the species can’t be
sustained.
I’m not afraid of this apocalyptic scenario, but I do understand the impulse. Worry about the end is a
quintessentially human trait. Thankfully, so is our resilience.
For most of mankind’s history, infectious diseases were the existential threat to humanity—and for good
reason. They were quite successful at killing people: The 6th century’s Plague of Justinian knocked out
an estimated 17 percent of the world’s population; the 14th century Black Death decimated a third of
Europe; the 1918 influenza pandemic [“pan-deh-mick”, massive-scale disease] killed 5 percent of the
world; malaria is estimated to have killed half of all humans who have ever lived.
Any yet, of course, humanity continued to flourish. Our species’ recent explosion in lifespan is almost
exclusively the result of the control of infectious diseases through sanitation, vaccination, and
antimicrobial therapies. Only in the modern era, in which many infectious diseases have been tamed in
the industrial world, do people have the luxury of death from cancer, heart disease, or stroke in the 8th
decade of life. Childhoods are free from watching siblings and friends die from outbreaks of typhoid,
scarlet fever, smallpox, measles, and the like.
So what would it take for a disease to wipe out humanity now?
In Michael Crichton’s The Andromeda Strain, the canonical book in the disease-outbreak genre, an alien
microbe threatens the human race with extinction, and humanity’s best minds are marshaled to combat
the enemy organism. Fortunately, outside of fiction, there’s no reason to expect alien pathogens to
wage war on the human race any time soon, and my analysis suggests that any real-life domestic
microbe reaching an extinction level of threat probably is just as unlikely.
Any apocalyptic pathogen would need to possess a very special combination of two attributes. First, it
would have to be so unfamiliar that no existing therapy or vaccine could be applied to it. Second, it
would need to have a high and surreptitious transmissibility before symptoms occur. The first is
essential because any microbe from a known class of pathogens would, by definition, have family
members that could serve as models for containment and countermeasures. The second would allow
the hypothetical disease to spread without being detected by even the most astute clinicians.
The three infectious diseases most likely to be considered extinction-level threats in the world
today—influenza, HIV, and Ebola—don’t meet these two requirements. Influenza, for instance, despite
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(….Adalja continues)
its well-established ability to kill on a large scale, its contagiousness, and its unrivaled ability to shift and
drift away from our vaccines, is still what I would call a “known unknown.” While there are many
mysteries about how new flu strains emerge, from at least the time of Hippocrates, humans have been
attuned to its risk. And in the modern era, a full-fledged industry of influenza preparedness exists, with
effective vaccine strategies and antiviral therapies.
HIV, which has killed 39 million people over several decades, is similarly limited due to several factors.
Most importantly, HIV’s dependency on blood and body fluid for transmission (similar to Ebola) requires
intimate human-to-human contact, which LIMITS contagion. Highly potent antiviral therapy allows most
people to live normally with the disease, and a substantial group of the population has genetic
mutations that render them impervious to infection in the first place. Lastly, simple prevention
strategies such as needle exchange for injection drug users and barrier contraceptives—when
available—can curtail transmission risk.
Ebola, for many of the same reasons as HIV as well as several others, also falls short of the mark. This is
especially due to the fact that it spreads almost exclusively through people with easily recognizable
symptoms, plus the taming of its once unfathomable 90 percent mortality rate by simple supportive
care.
Beyond those three, every other known disease falls short of what seems required to wipe out
humans—which is, of course, why we’re still here. And it’s not that diseases are ineffective. On the
contrary, diseases’ failure to knock us out is a testament to just how resilient humans are. Part of our
evolutionary heritage is our immune system, one of the most complex on the Planet, even without the
benefit of vaccines or the helping hand of antimicrobial drugs. This system, when viewed at a species
level, can adapt to almost any enemy imaginable. Coupled to genetic variations amongst humans—
which open up the possibility for a range of advantages, from imperviousness to infection to a tendency
for mild symptoms—this adaptability ensures that almost any infectious disease onslaught will leave a
large proportion of the population alive to rebuild, in contrast to the fictional Hollywood versions.
While the immune system’s role can never be understated, an even more powerful protector is the
faculty of consciousness. Humans are not the most prolific, quickly evolving, or strongest organisms on
the Planet, but as Aristotle identified, humans are the rational animals—and it is this fundamental
distinguishing characteristic that allows humans to form abstractions, think in principles, and PLAN longrange. These capacities, in turn, allow humans to modify, alter, and improve themselves and their
environments. Consciousness equips us, at an individual and a species level, to make nature safe for the
species through such technological marvels as antibiotics, antivirals, vaccines, and sanitation. When
humans began to focus their minds on the problems posed by infectious disease, human life ceased
being nasty, brutish, and short. In many ways, human consciousness became infectious diseases’
worthiest adversary.
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2NC/1NR HARMS (Doctors) – Extension to 1NC “PLAN can’t solve
pandemics”
Extend our 1NC Taylor 2018 evidence which says that PLAN can’t solve pandemics because the world
isn’t ready.
1. It’s much better than their _______________________ evidence because:
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2NC/1NR HARMS (Doctors) Extensions to – “No IMPACT”
Extend our 1NC Adalia 2016 evidence which says that pandemics won’t cause extinction.
1. It’s much better than their _______________________ evidence because:
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2. DISEASES BURN OUT AND OUR GENETICS STOP WIDESPREAD DISEASE
YORK 2014
IAN YORK, PhD in Immunology, T-Cell Immunobiologist, 6-4-14 “Why don't diseases completely wipe out species?”, Ian York, Quora, June 4,
2014, https://www.quora.com/Why-dont-diseases-completely-wipe-out-species#THUR //chiragjain

But mostly diseases don't drive species extinct. There are several reasons for that. For one, the most
dangerous diseases are those that spread from one individual to another. If the disease is highly lethal,
then the population drops, and it becomes less likely that individuals will contact each other during the
infectious phase. Highly contagious diseases tend to burn themselves out that way. Probably the main
reason is variation. Within the host and the pathogen population there will be a wide range of variants.
Some hosts may be naturally resistant. Some pathogens will be less virulent. And either alone or in
combination, you end up with infected individuals who survive. We see this in HIV, for example. There is
a small fraction of humans who are naturally resistant or altogether immune to HIV, either because of
their CCR5 allele or their MHC Class I type. And there are a handful of people who were infected with
defective versions of HIV that didn't progress to disease. We can see indications of this sort of thing
happening in the past, because our genomes contain many instances of pathogen resistance genes that
have spread through the whole population. Those all started off as rare mutations that conferred a
strong selection advantage to the carriers, meaning that the specific infectious diseases were serious
threats to the species.
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3. EVEN IF THEY WIN THAT PANDEMICS CAUSE EXTINCTION, THE NUCLEAR WAR THEY CAUSE
THROUGH OUR DISADVANTAGE OUTWEIGHS ON PROBABILITY.
SANDBERG 2017
[Ryan F. Mandelbaum interviewing Anders Sandberg, Senior Research Fellow at The Future of Humanity
Institute at Oxford University, 8-7-2017, "When Will Humanity Finally Die Out?," Gizmodo,
https://gizmodo.com/when-will-humanity-finally-die-out-1797234281 MYY]
Currently, the most likely cause of human extinction is a human-caused disaster. While natural risks are
still around (meteor IMPACTs, gamma ray bursts, a really nasty pandemic [“pan-deh-mick”, massivescale disease]...) they are less likely than human-caused disasters like nuclear war, bioweapons, or
wrecking the civilizational and ecological infrastructure we need to survive. Some emerging technologies
like AI, misuse of synthetic biology, or self-replicating machines may also produce exciting new threats.
The actual disaster likely to do us in is likely a combination of several kinds: a disaster wipes out most
humans, leaves the survivors vulnerable, and then something else makes the situation worse until all are
extinct.
The probability of this happening is uncertain. There has been probability estimates ranging from 4050% over the next century, over an informal poll among researchers suggesting 19% risk, to calculations
suggesting 9%. The research community does not know, but the risk does seem to be nonzero and is
potentially high enough that we are more likely to be killed by an extinction event than a car crash
across our lives. If this is true, then we should expect humanity to die out within a few decades or
centuries.
But if we get our act together and reduce the risk, what then? Mammalian species tend to survive 1-2
million years, so were we just a normal species the best bet would be something like 800,000-1.8 million
years (we have been around for about 200,000 years already).
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1NC - SOLVENCY Frontline
1. NO SOLVENCY – TECH WORKERS DON’T WANT TO COME TO THE US AS LONG AS TRUMP IS
PRESIDENT. THE AFFIRMATIVE WILL ONLY INCREASE UNCERTAINTY.
LIEN 2017
[Tracey Lien, 12-14-2017, "Wary of Trump, some foreign-born tech workers are choosing Canada instead
of Silicon Valley," latimes, http://www.latimes.com/business/technology/la-fi-tn-tech-canada20171214-story.html MYY]
Unlike many liberal-leaning technology workers in Silicon Valley, Axolotl doesn’t consider herself “antiTrump.” But the new administration’s position on immigration — the unexpected travel bans, the antiimmigration rhetoric, the president’s tweets about scrapping entire visa categories — made her
question whether the U.S. was the right country for her.
“Trump seemed too unpredictable,” she said. She was preparing to start a family with her partner, and
“let’s say something happens in the U.S. and I cannot stay — it will be more complicated when you have
a child. I could have handled this kind of unpredictability two years ago. But now? Not anymore.”
Uncertainty in the United States has been a boon to Canada, which since the election has seen a surge in
immigration and interest from tech workers and entrepreneurs.
In-bound inquiries to the Vancouver Economic Commission, an agency in British Columbia that helps
entrepreneurs and companies get set up in the region, have increased 400% this year, said Ian McKay,
chief executive of the commission. The number of tech workers from around the world migrating to
Canada is on track to beat 2016’s total by 18%, according to data from Immigration, Refugees and
Citizenship Canada.
Though election-related calls to move to Canada aren’t unusual — actress Susan Sarandon said in 2008
she’d move to Canada if John McCain won; performer Cher pledged in 2015 she’d move to Jupiter if
Trump won — surveys of tech workers in the U.S. suggest some are seriously considering making the
move. In a survey of its users, job search start-up Hired found that 40% of respondents said they had
thought about leaving the U.S. since the 2016 election, of which 32% said Canada was their top choice.
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2. NO SOLVENCY - DOCTORS WON’T COME TO THE US BECAUSE OF TRUMP’S IMMIGRATION
POLICIES.
CRUZ 2018
[Melissa Cruz, 4-13-2018, "Fewer Foreign Doctors Could Spell Disaster for America’s Most Underserved
Communities," Immigration IMPACT, http://immigrationIMPACT.com/2018/04/13/foreign-doctorspoor-rural-communities MYY]
The United States has long been the country of choice for international physicians seeking a graduate
medical education. But for the second year in a row, the number of foreign doctors who applied to
graduate residency programs in the United States has declined.
This has triggered concern that the Trump administration’s strict immigration policies are causing a
downturn among a healthcare system that increasingly relies on high-skilled immigrants to fill in the
gaps.
American hospitals depend on foreign physicians to fill their residency programs each year—in 2015,
nearly 25 percent of residents across all medical fields were born outside of the United States. In
subspecialist residency programs, foreign medical graduates accounted for more than a third of
residents.
But those numbers appear to be dwindling. Just over 7,000 international medical graduates applied to
study in the United States for 2018, down 217 from last year and nearly 400 applicants from 2016.
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2NC/1NR SOLVENCY “Trump Scares Away Workers”– Extensions to
1NC
Extend our 1NC Lien 2017 evidence which says that workers won’t come because Trump will scare
them away.
1. It’s much better than their _______________________ evidence because:
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2. TRUMP’S RHETORIC SCARES H-1B WORKERS AWAY. THE PLAN CAN’T SOLVE
SATALINE 2017
[Suzanne Sataline, 9-18-2017, "Trump Has Started a Brain Drain Back to India," Foreign Policy,
http://foreignpolicy.com/2017/09/22/trump-has-started-a-brain-drain-back-to-india/ MYY]
Tangled and contradictory immigration policies of this sort have frustrated Indian immigrants for years,
but the United States was seen as a prize worth pursuing. Now, though, many Indians — long a vital
pillar of U.S. hospitals, tech firms, and engineering efforts — are reconsidering their options. Despite a
chummy Rose Garden meeting between U.S. President Donald Trump and Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in June, the permanent legal status of many Indians in America has become far more
uncertain since Trump’s election. In the president’s short time in office, his promises and policies —
from the “Muslim ban” to a directive that may alter who gets a work visa — have convinced many
foreign nationals that they are not welcome. For many of the 2.4 million Indian nationals living in the
United States, including roughly 1 million who are scientists and engineers, the fears are existential;
although roughly 45 percent are naturalized citizens, hundreds of thousands still depend on
impermanent visas that must be periodically renewed. Changes in the U.S. skilled visa scheme could
trigger large economic and intellectual losses, especially in states with many South Asian residents such
as California and New Jersey. Some foreign nationals there wonder if Trump’s policies will trigger an
Indian brain drain. Since Trump’s election, the number of Indian-born residents in the United States
searching for jobs back in India has climbed more than tenfold, consulting firm Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu found. Six hundred people were searching in December, and the number spiked in March to
7,000. Four out of 10 U.S. colleges say they’ve seen a sharp drop in international applicants for the fall
term, especially among applicants from India and China, the top sources for international students.
Nearly 167,000 Indians studied at American colleges in the 2015-2016 school year. Some graduates from
Indian colleges have considered setting out for Canada, which is wooing tech workers, or heading to
Europe. Personal safety fears are driving decisions, as well. After a white U.S. Navy veteran shot two
Indian engineers in Kansas in February, killing one, Indian newspapers ran news coverage of the story
and editorials for days. The vet had angrily questioned the pair about their visa status. This year, the
number of people applying for a high-skilled worker visa, the H-1B, dropped for the first time in four
years — from 236,000 last year to 199,000, the government reported. Attorneys sensed that Trump’s
travel ban and vows to tighten vetting procedures have unnerved petitioners. The new wave of H-1B
applicants began processing on Sep. 18 – with the numbers severely tightened. More applications are
being challenged than ever before. “The platform he got elected on, that hatred, denigrating other
religions, it wasn’t making America great again and uplift the world. It’s ‘We’re going to make America
great’ at the cost to the rest of the world. We’re doing long-term damage here,” says Vivek Wadhwa, a
distinguished fellow at Carnegie Mellon University. At the same time, the opportunities in India are
growing exponentially. “They don’t have to leave.” Nearly 127,000 Indians were given H-1B visas to work
in the United States in the 2016 fiscal year, far more than any other nationality. (The Chinese claimed
21,600 visas.) Most of the 85,000 documents awarded annually by lottery go to outsourcing companies.
Such firms recruit foreigners with college diplomas, most of whom are Indian, to work in technical jobs.
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(…Sataline continues)
For years, big tech companies such as Microsoft and Google have pressed the government to raise the
number of visas allotted, saying they can’t find enough Americans with the necessary skills. H-1B critics
say there are enough Americans with technology degrees to fill all the country’s technical jobs. In April,
Trump rolled out another “America First” policy and announced changes to the program. He signed an
executive order that may alter who gets the annual visas, saying he wants to ensure that only the
highest-skilled, best-paid immigrant workers gain entry. Lower-skilled workers would be prevented from
taking jobs from Americans, he said. Outsourcing firms, such as Infosys, expect a sharp drop in the
number of visas they would receive, which would hurt Indians who possess only undergraduate degrees.
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3. UNCERTAINTY ABOUT TRUMP’S POLICIES SCARES OFF FOREIGN STUDENTS
GLUM 2017
[Julia Glum, 11-13-2017, "Is Donald Trump hurting international education?," Newsweek,
http://www.newsweek.com/trump-international-education-study-abroad-708667 MYY]
The number of new international students in the U.S. has dropped — and some believe President
Donald Trump's rhetoric is scaring off foreign youth. The Institute of International Education reported on
Monday that the number of first-time international students enrolling in the U.S. fell by more than 3
percent between the 2015-2016 and 2016-2017 school years. That means that about 10,000 fewer new
international students had signed up for classes stateside. It comes as the Trump administration has
proposed cutting the budget for educational exchange programs in half. The brain drain dates from the
late part of the presidential campaign, before Trump's election in November 2016, so it's hard to
definitively say whether his anti-immigrant rhetoric had any effect. But other Institute survey data
released this fall shows institutions [institutions] reported a 7 percent decline in new international
students, with the falloff attributed partly to visa issues and "an uncertain U.S. social and political
climate."
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2NC/1NR SOLVENCY “Trump Scares Away Doctors”– Extensions to
1NC
Extend our 1NC Cruz 2018 evidence which says that doctors won’t come because Trump will scare
them away.
1. It’s much better than their _______________________ evidence because:
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2. TRUMP IS DETERRING DOCTORS FROM IMMIGRATING – PERCEPTION IS KEY
DUCHARME 2018
[Jamie Ducharme, 6-8-2018, "Trump's Immigration Policies Are Making It Harder for Foreign Doctors to
Work in the U.S. — And That Could Hurt Patients," Time, http://time.com/5299488/internationalmedical-graduates/ MYY]
His situation is only the latest threat to international medical graduates. Several immigration policy
changes under the Trump administration have left them deterred from or unable to practice medicine in
the U.S. — which could be disastrous for a health care system already in the midst of a growing
physician shortage. The changes could particularly affect patient care in community and underserved
urban hospitals. “I don’t want to sound paranoid, but I just think the current administration is trying to
intimidate foreign workers and trying to intimidate hospital systems,” Daniel says. “For somebody who’s
lived in the country for four years, that’s definitely not something I was expecting.” (A White House
spokesperson referred TIME to United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) and did not
offer a separate comment.) In Daniel’s case, after presenting USCIS with the same Association of
American Medical Colleges resident stipend estimates that he’s used in his application for the last four
years, USCIS responded with a request for evidence (RFE) seeking more specific, localized data — data
that he says does not exist for resident physicians. Unless he can come up with it or mount a convincing
enough legal argument before his visa expires on June 30 — the day before many medical residency
programs begin across the country — Daniel will have to go back to Israel almost immediately, leaving
his training unfinished and his hospital short a doctor. The visa situation threatens the status of
thousands of training physicians nationwide — roughly 25% of foreign medical residents in the U.S. rely
on H-1B visas — and prompted a number of medical organizations to send a joint letter to the USCIS on
May 30 expressing concern about the change. USCIS spokesman Michael Bars told TIME that any
requests for evidence are in line with existing laws and standards. “USCIS recognizes the use of valid
private wage surveys by petitioners to establish the prevailing wage for an H-1B petition,” Bars said in a
statement. “However, USCIS will continue to issue RFEs or denials, if appropriate, when officers
determine that the petitioner has not established eligibility for the benefit sought. In keeping with the
law as directed by the President’s Buy America, Hire America Executive Order as well as the intention of
Congress, ensuring that H-1B employers are complying with all eligibility requirements serves to
safeguard the integrity of the program to protect the wages, working conditions, and jobs of U.S.
workers.” In a second statement, Bars added that, “USCIS continues to review issues pertaining to
private wage surveys and will consider issuing additional guidance to our officers in the future, if
needed. If a petitioner has questions or concerns about its case, it may send an inquiry to USCIS through
appropriate customer service channels.” While the exact number of foreign doctors affected by policy
changes isn’t known, signs of the trend have appeared in a few ways. Fewer non-U.S.-citizen
international medical graduates registered for the residency match this year than in any since 2005,
according to the 2018 Main Residency Match report. The number who became active applicants (7,067)
was the lowest since 2012, the report adds. In 2016, for example, that number was closer to 7,500.
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(…Ducharme continues)
The downturn seems especially pronounced among residents of countries included in President Donald
Trump’s original 2017 travel ban. (A revised travel ban looks likely to be upheld by the Supreme Court.)
By recent estimates, about 8,000 doctors practicing in the U.S. were trained in countries included in the
original ban. Eighteen percent fewer doctors from countries included in Trump’s executive order came
through the group that helps international medical graduates get certifications necessary to practice in
the U.S., the Educational Commission for Foreign Medical Graduates (ECFMG), in 2017, according to the
group’s president, Dr. William Pinsky. There’s also been an overall drop in the number of people
applying for ECFMG certification over the past two years, he says. “I’m hoping that the trend, or almost
trend, that we’re seeing is because people are just waiting to see what’s going to happen,” Pinsky says.
“But the fact is, there are opportunities for training around the world other than the United States.”
That’s something Sanaz Attaripour-Isfahani knows well. An international medical graduate trained in
Iran and currently completing a fellowship in the U.S., Attaripour-Isfahani says she doesn’t regret the
five-year logistical battle and multiple visa application denials it took to get here for residency. But she’s
already seen that not everyone feels that way: Her sister, a doctor in Iran, decided to pursue residency
in Canada, because the obstacles to getting into the U.S. are too great. “I am very proud of what I gained
here. [But] she does not think it’s worth it,” Attaripour-Isfahani says. “In the future, definitely, we will
have a lot less Iranian doctors, comparing with what we had over the last 10 years.” International
medical graduates may increasingly gravitate toward programs in Europe, the U.K. and Canada if
political trends continue, says Dr. Yusuke Tsugawa, a Japanese-trained doctor who has studied
international medical graduates and is now an assistant professor of medicine at the University of
California Los Angeles’ David Geffen School of Medicine. “In addition to the actual changes that have
been made in the last one or two years, I think there’s some concerns about uncertainty around what’s
going to happen in the future,” Tsugawa says. “They don’t want to come to the U.S. to start their
training and get kicked out during the training, because that would be devastating for their careers.”
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Open Borders – Version 1 (Beginners)
AFFIRMATIVE
File Folders Needed: (5)
1AC (PLAN, Advantage 1 – HARMS [Economy], Advantage 2 – HARMS [Inequality], SOLVENCY)
2AC HARMS (Economy)
2AC/1AR HARMS (Inequality)
2AC SOLVENCY
2AC/1AR Answers to Off-Case (Trump Base, Brain Drain, Wages, Topicality)
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1AC - PLAN
PLAN: THE UNITED STATES FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD ESTABLISH
OPEN BORDERS BY REMOVING ALL LEGAL RESTRICTIONS ON IMMIGRATION.
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1AC - Advantage 1 – HARMS (Economy)
Advantage 1 is HARMS – the Economy:
TRUMP’S IMMIGRATION POLICIES UNDERMINE LABOR FORCE GROWTH. THAT WILL HURT THE ECONOMY
FOR DECADES.
US NEWS AND WORLD REPORT 2017
[Christopher Thornberg. https://www.usnews.com/opinion/op-ed/articles/2017-03-10/donald-trumps-immigration-policies-will-slow-long-run-us-economic-growth

President Donald Trump's first speech to Congress was notable for the more conciliatory tone he took
on many issues, as compared to his previous addresses or his campaign promises. One place where
there was no retreat, however, was on the issue of immigration. Here, he again reiterated his PLAN to
build a wall and ramp up efforts to deport undocumented migrants – efforts he suggests will lower
unemployment and crime rates, raise wages and save billions of dollars in public spending. The idea that
immigrants, legal or otherwise, steal American jobs or are a major source of crime in the United States is
easily debunked by taking an even cursory look at actual data. Increasing deportations and reducing
permits for legal immigration into the country would produce few short-run benefits for American
citizens or the U.S. economy, and nothing to offset the massive price tag that would come with such an
effort. Moreover, such changes could create serious short run labor shortages in critical and immigrantheavy sectors such as technology, construction, agriculture and food processing. But the true damage of
the policies being promoted by the current administration will be felt not in the short term, but rather in
coming decades. One ongoing and serious concern is the slowing of long-run U.S. economic growth.
Depending whom you ask, blame is piled on various culprits from regulations and taxes to income
inequality. What is often ignored, or not understood, is that labor force growth, by itself, is responsible
for roughly half of the nation's economic output growth. Indeed, one of the biggest issues facing the U.S.
economy is the slowing of our labor force expansion. From 1967 to 1987, the labor force grew by an
average of 2.24 percent per year. The following 20 years saw that drop to 1.26 percent. Over the last
decade, labor force growth has slowed to a paltry 0.5 percent. There are many reasons for the
deceleration. The huge demographic bulge known as the baby-boom generation is reaching retirement
age, and the shift of women from the home to the workplace has largely ended – women now make up
close to half of the U.S. labor force. Moreover, fertility rates in the U.S., like in much of the developed
world, have been falling. Add it all up and the decline in the pace of labor force growth in the U.S. would
have been much worse but for the one saving grace – immigration. According to the U.S. Census,
immigration is responsible for half of the nation's population growth. According to U.S. Census forecasts
made prior to the recent changes in immigration policy, in 20 years immigration will account for over
two-thirds of U.S. population growth. In short – slowing or stopping the pace of immigration will
ultimately slow labor force growth and, in turn, economic output growth. What are the implications of
slowing output? One of the most important is the IMPACT on social entitlements. Most of the developed
world has made promises, in the form of financial payments and subsidized health care, to retired
citizens. These programs are built on a pay-as-you-go model and are becoming unsustainable given the
collapsing ratio of working people to retired people. While the U.S. system is heading toward
inSOLVENCY, just like systems in Europe or Japan, we have slightly more breathing room, largely
because of faster labor force growth – driven by a faster pace of immigration.
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WORKER SHORTAGE IS COMING NOW.
RAICE & MORATH 2018
[Shayndi Raice and Eric Morath, 3-29-2018, "Iowa’s Employment Problem: Too Many Jobs, Not Enough People," WSJ,
https://www.wsj.com/articles/iowas-employment-problem-too-many-jobs-not-enough-people-1522580400 MYY]

It is a problem playing out in many parts of the Midwest, a region with lower unemployment and higher
job-opening rates than the rest of the country. Employers, especially in more rural areas, are finding that
there are just too few workers. That upends a long-running view in Washington, D.C., and many state
capitals, where policy makers often say the unemployed simply lack the skills to get hired. Mr.
Schumaker said Iowa has plenty of free programs to train workers. And Iowa Gov. Kim Reynolds is
poised to sign Tuesday legislation that would provide an estimated $18 million for worker-training
programs. But shrinking high-school classes leave fewer potential trainees. Other states, like Indiana and
Wisconsin, are undertaking similar moves. President Donald Trump has touted worker-training
programs, and his daughter Ivanka visited Iowa in March to highlight the efforts. The U.S. labor market
is the tightest it has been in nearly two decades. The national unemployment rate held at a 17-year low
of 4.1% for five straight months, and the number of job openings is at a record. In the Midwest, the
worker shortage is even more pronounced. If every unemployed person in the Midwest was placed
into an open job, there would still be more than 180,000 unfilled positions, according to the most
recent Labor Department data. The 12-state region is the only area of the country where job openings
outnumber out-of-work job seekers. “The crux of the problem is that we don’t have the people here,”
said Dave Zrostlik, president of commercial truck manufacturer Stellar Industries Inc., based in Garner, a
rural city of about 3,000 people near Mason City. The shortage of labor is hurting Stellar’s bottom line.
“We’ve got the biggest backlog of orders ever,” said Mr. Zrostlik, as he walked past an assembly line
sitting unused because he can’t find the workers to staff a second shift. Normally, his 450-employee
company fills orders in about eight weeks. Today, it takes 18 weeks or more. With about 28,000
residents, Mason City is the largest town in about a 100-mile radius. It supports industries like
manufacturing, construction and agriculture. A sign at an Arby’s restaurant on the highway from Mason
City to Garner proclaims, “If you’re smiling, we’re hiring.” Firms in rural areas are more likely to report
their applicant pool is limited, the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta said. Controlling for other factors,
such as the size of a business or education level required for a job, 68% of rural firms reported too few
applicants for open jobs, versus 57% of employers in urban areas. The Midwest has seen an outflow of
people. A net 1.3 million people living in the Midwest in 2010 had left by the middle of last year,
according to census data. The area also attracts fewer immigrants than the rest of the country. As a
result, Midwest employers are more dependent on filling jobs with workers who already live there.
Iowa’s 2.9% unemployment rate has already drawn thousands of workers off the sidelines. The share of
Iowa adults working or seeking work was 67.9% in February, nearly five percentage points higher than
the national average, U.S. Labor Department data show. North Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin and
Kansas similarly have a relatively high rate of adults in the labor force. That suggests many potential
workers on the fringe of the labor market have come back. And those who aren’t working now may not
be for other reasons, such as staying home with children or a lack of transportation.
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LEGAL RESTRICTIONS ON IMMIGRATION HURT THE ECONOMY. REMOVAL HAS HUGE BENEFITS.
HYDE 2015
[Tim Hyde, 6-29-2015, "Do Global Migration Barriers Cost Trillions?," American Economic Association,
https://www.aeaweb.org/research/do-global-migration-barriers-cost-trillions MYY]
In Economics and Emigration: Trillion-Dollar Bills on the Sidewalk? (PDF), author Michael Clemens argues
that barriers to migration may be the single largest class of market distortions in the global economy.
Many workers around the world — as many as 40% in some countries — would like to emigrate from
their current homes in search of better-paying jobs, but legal and physical barriers to migration often
bar the way. These barriers create large disparities between what workers could earn and what they are
actually earning, which means the global economy is not reaching its full potential. Consider a strapping
young construction worker who can’t find work or a well-trained doctor using inferior equipment; they
could both produce more (and earn more) if they relocate to a country with strong demand for new
houses and a growing high-tech medical sector. Taken on a global scale, these types of missed
opportunities add up to a drag on the economy that could approach $100 trillion annually. Clemens
highlights recent estimates on the global cost of barriers to labor mobility, and they dwarf the estimated
costs of trade barriers, which tend to receive more attention. Of course, the estimates are highly
uncertain, and rely on an interlocking set of assumptions about the movement of capital and the earning
power of hypothetical migrants arriving in their new countries. Despite these limitations, and the fact
that the researchers cited here use a wide range of economic models, they all generally find the same
thing: huge gains could result if migration restrictions are lessened or eliminated. The most optimistic
estimates indicate that the size of the world economy would more than double if migration barriers
were lifted. For the most part, these gains would accrue to the migrants who travel to new countries
and dramatically increase their incomes. However, even a modest increase in migration may have
negative consequences for both those left behind in the old country and non-migrants in the new
country.
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ECONOMIC DOWNTURN CAUSES TRUMP TO WAGE DIVERSIONARY WAR.
FOSTER 2016
[Dennis M. Foster, professor of international studies and political science at the Virginia Military
Institute., 12-19-2016, "Would President Trump Go To War To Divert Attention From Problems At
Home?," Washington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2016/12/19/yestrump-might-well-go-to-war-to-divert-attention-from-problems-at-home/?utm_term=.ef85fcf0ed43
MYY]
If the U.S. economy tanks, should we expect Donald Trump to engage in a diversionary war? Since the
age of Machiavelli, analysts have expected world leaders to launch international conflicts to deflect
popular attention away from problems at home. By stirring up feelings of patriotism, leaders might
escape the political costs of scandal, unpopularity — or a poorly performing economy. One often-cited
example of diversionary war in modern times is Argentina’s 1982 invasion of the Falklands, which
several (though not all) political scientists attribute to the junta’s desire to divert the people’s attention
from a disastrous economy. In a 2014 article, Jonathan Keller and I argued that whether U.S. presidents
engage in diversionary conflicts depends in part on their psychological traits — how they frame the
world, process information and develop PLANs of action. Certain traits predispose leaders to more
belligerent behavior. Do words translate into foreign policy action? One way to identify these traits is
content analyses of leaders’ rhetoric. The more leaders use certain types of verbal constructs, the more
likely they are to possess traits that lead them to use military force. For one, conceptually simplistic
leaders view the world in “black and white” terms; they develop unsophisticated solutions to problems
and are largely insensitive to risks. Similarly, distrustful leaders tend to exaggerate threats and rely on
aggression to deal with threats. Distrustful leaders typically favor military action and are confident in
their ability to wield it effectively. Thus, when faced with politically damaging problems that are hard to
solve — such as a faltering economy — leaders who are both distrustful and simplistic are less likely to
put together complex, direct responses. Instead, they develop simplistic but risky “solutions” that divert
popular attention from the problem, utilizing the tools with which they are most comfortable and
confident (military force). Based on our analysis of the rhetoric of previous U.S. presidents, we found
that presidents whose language appeared more simplistic and distrustful, such as Harry Truman, Dwight
Eisenhower and George W. Bush, were more likely to use force abroad in times of rising inflation and
unemployment. By contrast, John F. Kennedy and Bill Clinton, whose rhetoric pegged them as more
complex and trusting, were less likely to do so. What about Donald Trump? Since Donald Trump’s
election, many commentators have expressed concern about how he will react to new challenges and
whether he might make quick recourse to military action. For example, the Guardian’s George Monbiot
has argued that political realities will stymie Trump’s agenda, especially his promises regarding the
economy. Then, rather than risk disappointing his base, Trump might try to rally public opinion to his
side via military action. I sampled Trump’s campaign rhetoric, analyzing 71,446 words across 24 events
from January 2015 to December 2016. Using a program for measuring leadership traits in rhetoric, I
estimated what Trump’s words may tell us about his level of distrust and conceptual complexity. The
graph below shows Trump’s level of distrust compared to previous presidents. These results are
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startling. Nearly 35 percent of Trump’s references to outside groups paint them as harmful to himself,
his allies and friends, and causes that are important to him — a percentage almost twice the previous
high. The data suggest that Americans have elected a leader who, if his campaign rhetoric is any
indication, will be historically unparalleled among modern presidents in his active suspicion of those
unlike himself and his inner circle, and those who disagree with his goals. As a candidate, Trump also
scored second-lowest among presidents in conceptual complexity. Compared to earlier presidents, he
used more words and phrases that indicate less willingness to see multiple dimensions or ambiguities in
the decision-making environment. These include words and phrases like “absolutely,” “greatest” and
“without a doubt.” A possible implication for military action I took these data on Trump and plugged
them into the statistical model that we developed to predict major uses of force by the United States
from 1953 to 2000. For a president of average distrust and conceptual complexity, an economic
downturn only weakly predicts an increase in the use of force. But the model would predict that a
president with Trump’s numbers would respond to even a minor economic downturn with an increase
in the use of force. For example, were the misery index (aggregate inflation and unemployment) equal
to 12 — about where it stood in October 2011 — the model predicts a president with Trump’s
psychological traits would initiate more than one major conflict per quarter.
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1AC - Advantage 2 – HARMS (Inequality)
Advantage 2 is HARMS – Inequality:
ELIMINATING US RESTRICTIONS ON IMMIGRATION LEADS TO MASSIVE BENEFITS FOR PEOPLE GLOBALLY.
MATTHEWS 2014
[Dylan Matthews, 12-15-2014, "The case for open borders," Vox,
https://www.vox.com/2014/9/13/6135905/open-borders-bryan-caPLAN-interview-gdp-double MYY]
Even if open borders would be economically beneficial for recipient countries, it's worth asking if it
benefits the countries people are leaving. A common worry is that open borders would cause a "brain
drain," taking talent away from developing countries and hurting them, even as it helps their (former)
residents.
The idea here is a little confused; we should care about making life better for people, whether or not
they stay in their home country. But it's wrong even on its own terms. If we're worried about brain
drain, we should really be concerned about the current immigration system, in which high-skilled
immigrants are privileged over low-skilled ones, ensuring that what migration does occur
disproportionately takes the former out of their home countries.
In any case, emigration actually helps home countries in a wide variety of ways. Emigrants typically send
back money, which can be hugely consequential for their home country's economy. They can create
social networks in host countries, and later come home and use those connections to advance their
home country's development. CaPLAN points to the Chinese diaspora as a prime example: "A lot of
what’s going on in the development of China is there is this huge, disparate community of ethnic
Chinese all over the place, and they have relatives in China. This makes it very easy for them to do
business with each other."
Moreover, actual examples we have of open borders suggest that migrants' home countries actually
benefit. Take Puerto Rico. Shortly after the US conquered it in the Spanish American War, the Supreme
Court established that it was illegal to restrict migration between the island and the rest of the United
States. The result was open borders between the US and a much poorer territory, imposed more or less
randomly by a court. It made for a good test of the policy's effect: since then, Puerto Rico has far
surpassed neighboring countries like the Dominican Republic economically.
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MIGRATION IS THE BEST SOLUTION TO INEQUALITY, SPECIFICALLY WHEN IT DOESN’T DISCRIMINATE
BETWEEN HIGH AND LOW SKILLED WORKERS.
LONG 2015
[Katy Long, Visiting Scholar at Stanford University and also teaches for the School of Advanced Study at
the University of London., 2-5-2015, "Borders and Inequality," Open Borders: The Case,
https://openborders.info/blog/borders-and-inequality/ MYY]
For the effects of birthplace upon life chances cannot be overstated. In 2012, the World Bank concluded
that ‘more than fifty percent of one’s income depends on the average income of the country where a
person lives or was born … a very large chunk of our income will be determined by only one variable,
citizenship, that we generally acquire at birth’. Where we are born determines to an enormous extent
both how likely it is we are going to need to move, and also how free we will be to do so. Inequality,
then, is largely determined at birth and tied to geography. This means there’s still a powerful moral
case for using migration as a means to remedy the arbitrary inequalities of birthplace that we usually
conveniently ignore. Norway, for instance, offers much more to all its citizens than Afghanistan can. The
West’s citizens cannot possibly claim that the relative riches that derive from our citizenship are fair:
they are above all a fortunate accident of birth. When it comes to justifying borders as a means of
preserving some equality within – protection for the poorest citizens -– this needs to be balanced
against the risk that such borders aren’t about protection as much as they are about maintaining
privilege. So what does this mean when it comes to thinking about borders and inequality? First, it
suggests that ‘protection, not privilege’ is a good maxim around which to build a ‘fair’ migration policy.
Our fellow citizens should be protected from harm, the basic promises of the social contract met.
However, providing this is done, international migrants should not be locked out. For at that point our
interest in maintaining what are essentially inherited privileges – that 50% lifetime birthplace bonus –
begins to look pretty selfish. At some point, borders are no longer self-preservation: they’re greed.
Principle, of course, is one thing: practice is another. This line of reasoning has at least two important
political implications. First, if borders are to be defended as a protection against inequality, the
justification rests first on demonstrating tangible progress in promoting equality between citizens, and
then on showing such measures are being helped by restricting immigration. The evidence strongly
suggests that states are currently unable to show either of these conditions holding true. In fact,
immigration plays a crucial role in underpinning the current institutions and fiscal commitments that are
intended to bridge the equality gaps between citizens too. Second, if more migration is to be justified on
the grounds that it helps to reduce global inequality, efforts to relax border controls and open up
freedom of movement cannot focus only on the movement of elites: the highly-skilled and the highlypaid. This is directly counter to current policy trends. Increasing numbers of states are selling citizenship
to the highest bidder: but in an age of elite hypermobility, fences are also being built to ensure the poor
are kept in place.
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INEQUALITY FUELS TERRORISM.
FERRO 2015
[Shane Ferro, 12-1-2015, "How Economic Inequality Makes Terror Attacks More Likely," HuffPost,
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/thomas-piketty-terrorism_us_565e24d2e4b08e945fed3e38
MYY]
Economist Thomas Piketty says income inequality plays a big part in fueling radical Islamic terrorism that
originates in the Middle East. Piketty, famous for his best-selling book Capital in the 21st Century, which
argues global inequality has massively widened in recent decades, wrote in French newspaper Le Monde
last week that “it’s obvious: terrorism feeds on the powder keg of Middle Eastern inequality, that we
[the West] have largely contributed to creating.” (The article was picked up by The Washington Post on
Monday.) While Piketty says “we,” he points fairly directly to American foreign policy over the last three
decades. He gives examples of the Gulf War and the Iraq War, both of which he says were
“asymmetrical wars,” with many more local casualties than Western ones, largely fought over Western
oil interests. It’s not just the West, though. Piketty points out that the region’s “oil monarchies,” which
make up less than 10 percent of the population, take in 60 percent to 70 percent of the region’s GDP.
(He’s mostly referring to countries that make up the Arabian Peninsula and its immediate neighbors.)
Very little of the money goes to regional development, he says, and a large part of the population,
including women and migrant workers, are kept in “semi-slavery.” As for the terrorism bubbling up
closer to his home in Paris, Piketty points to economic austerity and a lack of opportunity for
immigrants. “It is austerity which led to the rise of national self-interest and identity tensions,” he
writes. What Picketty doesn’t address in his column, but is definitely related to the phenomenon he is
describing, is the extraordinarily high rate of youth unemployment in the Middle East. Unemployment
for people ages 15 to 24 in the region is nearly 25 percent, according to the International Monetary
Fund.
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1AC – SOLVENCY
Contention 3 is SOLVENCY:
SMALLER REFORMS WILL FAIL. ONLY REMOVING LEGAL RESTRICTIONS CAN SOLVE WITHOUT DECIMATING
HUMAN RIGHTS. THE PLAN SPILLS OVER TO CHALLENGE WHITE SUPREMACY.
SHIVANI 2017
[Anis Shivani, publisher and editor at FUturist Press: A Coalition for Millennial Change., 3-6-https://www.salon.com/2017/03/15/everyoneswrong-on-immigration-open-borders-are-the-only-way-to-defeat-trump-and-build-a-better-world/ ]

10. Open borders are the only way to go. We are in a situation of chaos, breeding technical illegality,
because federal regulations have become too complex. Comprehensive immigration reform of any type
would make these laws even more cumbersome by drastically curtailing family unification (our quotas,
even after the 1965 liberalization, have always been vastly insufficient to the needs) and thus inviting
more illegality. I don’t want to rest my case for open borders on the economic justification, but studies
in the 1980s noted that world economic output would double if open borders prevailed everywhere,
and studies in the 2000s showed even greater gains for the world economy. Americans often compare
the nation to a house, arguing that immigrants who enter without inspection or overstay their visas are
like robbers whom we have every right to detain and expel. But a country or even a state or a city or a
neighborhood is not a house (just as it is simplistic to compare a country’s budget to a household’s). The
nation is dynamic and includes all of us. The nation is an abstraction is only as good as the operation of
freedom within it. The same is even truer of the world. If the world cannot be put inside a border, then a
country trying to do the same is foolish. A wall is a fantasy, not a reality, that makes us economically and
politically weaker. None of the moral grounds for exclusion make any sense, despite our knee-jerk resort
to national sovereignty [^having authority^]. Imagine if America had kept admitting Asians throughout
the 19th and 20th centuries, instead of allowing them in only after 1965. Imagine if we had continued
allowing Southern and Eastern Europeans after 1925. Would we have been a more progressive country,
less likely to have succumbed to the burdens of an empire, with a more global outlook in the crucial
midcentury years? Today immigrants are treated as criminals for their violations, with deportation as
the ultimate life-altering penalty, and yet immigrants are not provided the rights due to a criminal
defendant. Immigration is and always has been a civil matter; it is not a crime to be present without
authorization. We have in essence two sets of laws, one for immigrants, who do not have the rights of
defendants when charged with “crimes,” and one for everyone else. The only solution to this anomaly is
to cease treating immigration VIOLATIONS as crimes and to completely end detention for immigration. If
an immigrant commits a crime, he or she should be prosecuted under normal laws, as a criminal
defendant not as a “criminal alien.” Ultimately, the only solution is to reduce the complexities, to end
the web of regulations and exceptions — which, just as in corporate law, favor the powerful at the
expense of the weak — and to finally shed immigration laws altogether. Immigration should become a
purely voluntary [^doing by your choice, not because you are forced to^] affair, no different than filing
taxes. We trust citizens to do that, reporting millions of dollars in income. So why can’t we trust people

(Continued on next page…)
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to report their status and file for changes based on equities they have built in our community? As soon
as a person steps on our soil, [they]he or she should have full constitutional rights, so as to not be
subject to exploitation. Why can’t we visualize immigration without government regulation? We
certainly did very well with that regime until the federal bureaucracy emerged in the 1880s, and with
revived global understanding we can do so again. President Donald Trump is taking advantage, for white
nationalist purposes, of a legacy of tragically unfair rules that have defined our immigration system ever
since it has existed. We are now bearing the full fruits of a system that was begging to end in
catastrophe. In the first six months of 2011, more than 46,000 immigrants with at least one U.S. citizen
child were deported by the Obama administration. In the 10 years following the passage of the 1996
law, more than 12 million people were forced to agree to voluntary [^doing by your choice, not because
you are forced to^] departure. Though Immigration and Customs Enforcement under Trump is
dramatically apprehending immigrants in public venues — a theater of cruelty meant to terrorize
everyone — and causing great consternation [^concern^], this exact process of splitting up families has
been going on for two vicious decades, in numbers that classify as one the world’s major human rights
calamities. Countless numbers of immigrants, even legal permanent residents, have been hauled away
from their families, their communities, everything they know and love, based on some minor
misdemeanor they may have committed decades ago, which has suddenly been reclassified as an
"aggravated felony,” and is cause for their deportation to places they have no memory of. Such
immigrants do not have the right to be heard by a judge except in a perfunctory manner, with little
room for clemency based on individual circumstances. We do not call our immigrant detention facilities
concentration camps, but at any given time we have about 34,000 immigrants serving time in prisons far
from home, waiting to be deported. Is this any different than the prison regimes of the most brutal
governments we have protested? Migration is a human right. A person anywhere in the world has the
right to migrate, just as there is a right to free speech or association. In fact, most other rights follow
from the right to migrate. If governments are allowed to lock up people behind walls, then it’s only a
matter of time before other rights will dissipate, too. If we do not recognize migration as an inviolable
human right, and if we do not give up the idea of the wall, we are bound to lose human rights for all of
us. American citizenship, by having become associated with the hypernationalist project, will at first look
enviable and untouchable, but ultimately will be so cheapened as to be worth nothing. For the courts, as
they face the Trump assault, the challenge is clear: Do away with the plenary power doctrine and extend
full constitutional rights to immigrants. Rights should depend on personhood not citizenship, as some of
our best legal minds have recognized throughout our history. One thing that would strongly push the
country in the opposite direction than the one Trump intends is for individual states, particularly
progressive states in the West or Northeast, to pass laws as favorable to immigrants as the ones in
Arizona, Georgia and Alabama have been unfavorable. What if, say, California were to pass legislation
extending full human rights to all people present in the state? That would set up a historic
confrontation, bringing out all the anomalies in our inhuman immigration regime for due public
consideration. “Sanctuary” would become a constructive, constitutional, universal concept, not a purely
reactive one against police powers. Every time we say that we should let immigrants stay because they
do the dirtiest work that native-born folks aren’t willing to do, we should remember that we do not
justify our ancestors’ arrival with that logic. We deserve to be here because we have a human right to
be, just as we accepted this in the centuries preceding racist federal bureaucracies. We are here because
we are humans, not because of our utility toward someone else’s comfort.
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REMOVING ALL RESTRICTIONS IS THE ONLY SOLUTION THAT CAN WORK IN A GLOBALIZING WORLD.
JOHNSON 2008
[Kevin R. Johnson, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, School of Law, University of California, Davis, Professor of Public Interest Law and
Chicana/o Studies, “Opening the Floodgates: Why America Needs to Rethink Its Borders and Immigration Laws”, Southern Methodist University
Law Review, 3, 3–5 MYY]

To this point, the U.S. immigration laws have responded in rather limited ways to the phenomenon of
globalization [^the spread of commerce and commercialism around the world^] . Incremental reforms
have done little to address the nation's true immigration needs. Similarly, the rights of immigrants have
tended to expand over time, but have done so in fits and starts.2 After years of consideration, the U.S.
government took *4 the cautious step of recognizing dual nationality, which quickly grew in popularity
among Mexican nationals living in the United States. However, the U.S. immigration laws have failed
more generally to respond to the globalizing economy. Open borders are consistent with the integrating
world economy. I have outlined arguments for a far-reaching change in the U.S. immigration laws that
would respond to the rapidly changing world in which we live. Open borders would mark a true
revolution in current U.S. immigration law and would create an admissions system in which migration
more closely approximates demand. The elimination of exaggerated border controls would offer many
benefits to the United States. As part of a globalizing economy, the nation stands to reap economic
benefits from freer labor migration. As a matter of economic theory, international trade with Mexico
and much of the world--which the United States has eagerly embraced--differs little from labor
migration. A utilitarian approach would allow for labor migration and add the benefits of new labor to
the national economy. Importantly, the removal of controls would end the sheer brutality inherent in
current immigration enforcement, which results in physical abuse, promotes racial discrimination, and
relegates certain groups of U.S. citizens and lawful immigrants to second-class status, both inside and
outside the United States. Permeable borders would allow for the admission of immigrants in numbers
approximating the demand for immigration and make it unnecessary for many noncitizens seeking entry
into the United States to circumvent the law. The immigration laws would not create the need for
aggressive enforcement, with its discriminatory IMPACTs and deadly results. Last but not least, strong
policy arguments exist for the abolition of border controls. Experience demonstrates that, at least within
modern sensibilities, overzealous border controls simply cannot be enforced by the U.S. government.
Undocumented immigration is not viewed as criminal by many law-abiding Americans,3 nor is the
employment of undocumented immigrants.4 Abolition of border controls would recognize the economic
and social reality of immigration. Millions of undocumented immigrants make valuable contributions to
the U.S. economy but are forced to live on the margins of society and, subject to exploitation because of
their uncertain immigration status, work in poor conditions for substandard wages.5 Foreign policy
benefits would accrue from a system in which nationals of other societies were welcomed rather than
labeled a public menace, barred from entry, and treated as pariahs in our midst. It may well be that
“[d]espite the rapid globalization of the world economy, the countries of terra firma [^“firm ground” in
Latin^] are unlikely to abandon the concept of *5 individual, sovereign [^having authority^] nations in
favor of a world of free borders and unrestricted migration.”6 Times have changed, however. It is to be
hoped that the time will come when the United States will realize that closed borders are far from
inevitable and, in fact, do not serve the national interests. Closed borders result in immoral
consequences that, in the annals of history, have shamed the United States and will continue to do so.
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2AC/1AR – Open Borders – Version 1 (Beginners)
AFFIRMATIVE
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2AC HARMS (Economy) “No labor shortage” Answers to 1NC
They say, “there’s no labor shortage,” but …
1. Our ______________________ evidence says that __________________________________.
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their _____________________________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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2AC HARMS (Economy) “PLAN can’t solve inflation” Answers to 1NC
They say, “PLAN can’t solve inflation,” but …
1. Our ______________________ evidence says that __________________________________.
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their _____________________________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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2. THEY SAY THERE’S A TRADE WAR WITH CHINA, BUT THAT’S NOT TRUE
BABONES 2018
[Salvatore Babones, 5-3-2018, "Why There Will Be No Trade War Between The U.S. And China," Forbes,
https://www.forbes.com/sites/salvatorebabones/2018/05/04/why-there-will-be-no-trade-warbetween-the-u-s-and-china/ MYY]
Yet for all their public bluster--Trump via his personal Twitter account, Xi at secondhand via the jingoistic
[^nationalistic^] Global Times party tabloid--the two leaders have shown a remarkable ability to work
together. Xi Jinping is almost certainly behind the sudden progress toward peace on the Korean
peninsula. And Donald Trump has quietly dropped American objections to China's human rights record.
Common goals
Just as on other issues, behind the scenes Trump and Xi seem to be working together on trade. At first
glance, that may sound ludicrous. China's trade surplus with the United States hit a record high in 2017,
and is on track to repeat this year. But China has actually been working hard to bring down the
politically-sensitive surplus, and though it may seem somewhat out of character, Trump has quietly
recognized that fact.
Economic theory holds that trade surpluses are a sign of an undervalued currency. As a candidate for
President, Trump campaigned relentlessly against China's currency policies, and even promised to label
China a currency manipulator on Day 1 of his Presidency. That day came and went with no
announcement and since his inauguration, Trump has turned down the opportunity to do so several
times. The reason? It's probably no coincidence that the Chinese yuan has risen 8.6% against the dollar
since Trump took office.
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2AC HARMS (Inequality) Democracy Turn Answers to 1NC
They say, “open borders hurt democracy,” but …
1. Our ______________________ evidence says that __________________________________.
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their _____________________________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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2. PLAN SOLVES DEMOCRACY – REMOVING RESTRICTIONS ON IMMIGRATION IS KEY TO DURABLE
DEMOCRATIZATION AND SPREADING DEMOCRATIC NORMS.
PETERS & MILLER 2018
[Margaret E. Peters, an assistant professor of political science at UCLA and the author of the award-winning book, Trading Barriers: Immigration
and the Remaking of Globalization, & , Michael K. Miller, an associate professor of political science and international affairs at George
Washington University, 7-7-2018, "Better Democracy Promotion through Immigration," Lawfare, https://www.lawfareblog.com/betterdemocracy-promotion-through-immigration MYY]

One explanation for their concern is that these dictators recognize the ways that democratic norms and
oppositional tools can spread from emigrants living in well-functioning democracies back to their
countries of origin. When emigrants from autocracies go to democracies, they learn about life in a free
society. This includes learning about fundamental rights, like freedom of the press and association, and
what free and fair elections look like. Immigrants often start their own newspapers, for instance; prior to
World War I there were over 1,300 foreign-language newspapers in the United States. In countries like
Ireland and Norway, non-citizen residents can vote in local elections, learning about democracy firsthand. Migrants can also learn the tools of civil society by joining unions and other organized groups and
participating in peaceful protests. For example, immigrants to the United States have participated in
protests for comprehensive immigration reform.
Migrants also learn about parts of daily life in a democracy that citizens in democracies often take for
granted, such as not having to constantly pay bribes and not getting harassed by the police for their
political views. They can learn that it is acceptable to challenge a government official, such as a school
principal with whom they disagree. They may also learn about what their home country’s government is
doing from the free press abroad or from contacts with other migrants.
Migrants spread the resulting norms and tools of organization when they return home, or
communicate them to their friends and family through “social remittances [^money sent back home^]
.” Migrants and their families thus become a constituency for democratic change. Some migrants even
take leadership roles in the opposition back home, as occurred in Mexico, Taiwan, and Indonesia.
Authoritarian governments understand that their migrants to democracies could spread democratic
norms back home and take steps to guard against this. For example, the regimes in Morocco, Tunisia,
and Algeria created Amicales, or migrants’ organizations, in the 1960s that were used by the
governments to keep tabs on their migrants in Europe and to discourage them from naturalizing and
participating in European society. China currently uses their Chinese Students and Scholars Association
in much the same way.
Understanding the role that migrants play in the spread of democracy provides an opportunity for
policymakers in well-functioning democracies. Through development aid and regime change in places
like Iraq and Afghanistan, democratic governments have spent billions trying to democratize autocracies
with relatively little success. Opening their borders to migrants from autocracies can help spread
democratic norms without spending additional funds. In fact, as many economists point out, increasing
immigration would improve economic growth and help with looming fiscal crises from aging
populations, all while having little or no effect on the citizens’ wages. Increasing immigration to wellfunctioning democracies is a way to spread democracy and make money while doing it.
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1AR HARMS (Inequality) – ANSWERS to - Democracy TURN
They say open borders hurt democracy, but group their arguments.
1. Our _________ evidence says that _________________________________________________.
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their __________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2. NO LINK – OPEN BORDERS DON’T WEAKEN THE NATION-STATE
SOMIN 2015
[Ilya Somin, Professor of Law at George Mason University. His research focuses on constitutional law,
property law, and popular political participation., 8-18-2015, "Nations Can And Do Exist Without
Immigration Restrictions," Washington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/volokhconspiracy/wp/2015/08/18/nations-can-and-do-exist-without-immigrationrestrictions/?utm_term=.9309fe6a90c5 MYY]
One of the most common arguments advanced by immigration restrictionists is that we must curtail
migration because a nation can’t exist without borders. As Republican presidential front-runner Donald
Trump recently put in his recent statement on immigration policy, “A nation without borders is not a
nation. [Therefore] There must be a wall across the southern border.” This claim is simply false. Even if
we assume that a nation cannot exist without borders (itself a contestable claim because many nations
have historically had unclear or contested boundaries), it does not follow that the maintenance of
borders requires immigration restrictions. In reality, borders have a wide range of other functions,
besides regulating immigration. For example, they define the territory within which a given
government’s laws are binding, and also the land area within which it may deploy its armed forces
without getting permission from other governments. If all immigration restrictions were abolished
tomorrow, borders could readily continue to facilitate these and other purposes. A nation that doesn’t
exclude peaceful migrants can still bar invading armies. The history of the United States also shows that
borders – and nations – can exist without immigration restrictions. Until the Chinese Exclusion Act of
1882, the federal government did not forbid voluntary [^doing by your choice, not because you are
forced to^] immigration. Indeed, the original meaning of the Constitution did not give Congress the
power to do so, allowing it to restrict eligibility for citizenship, but not to forbid migration. Some state
governments had laws excluding immigrants, but not the federal government (and migrants excluded by
one state could still potentially enter through another). If we take Trump’s theory (and others like it)
seriously, the Declaration of Independence did not make the United States a nation because it did not
establish any immigration restrictions. Even worse, it condemned George III for “obstructing the laws for
naturalization of foreigners [and] refusing to pass others to encourage their migration hither.” Instead of
celebrating Independence Day on July 4, we should commemorate the enactment of the Chinese
Exclusion Act. Jefferson Davis and his friends need not have taken the trouble of trying to secede from
the United States in 1861. They should instead have argued that it simply did not exist in the first place.
Even today, some nations, such as Argentina, do not restrict immigration. Few would argue that
Argentina is not a real nation, that it has no borders, or that it somehow ceased to exist when it adopted
a virtual open borders policy towards migrants in 2004.
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2AC SOLVENCY “Can’t solve inequality” Answers to 1NC
They say we can’t solve global inequality, but…

1. Extend Shivani 2017 – migration is a human right that’s key to all other rights.
That means only by doing the PLAN can we access improved workers rights.
2. THE PLAN CAN SOLVE - IMMIGRATION FUELS REMITTANCES WHICH ARE THE BEST MECHANISM
TO SOLVE GLOBAL POVERTY.
SHULMAN 2014
[Carl Shulman, 5-27-2014, "How migration liberalization might eliminate most absolute poverty,"
*Reflective Disequilibrium*, http://reflectivedisequilibrium.blogspot.com/2014/05/how-migrationliberalization-might.html MYY]
If one is focused on the poorest because of their higher marginal utility of income, one issue is that
when only some of the poor migrate, those who do may gain so much as to significantly reduce their
marginal gains from income. For example Clemens estimates the place premium for mid-skilled workers
migrating from Haiti to the United States as multiplying mean income by some 10 times. This is
obviously a tremendous gain to the migrant, but it might not generate as much human welfare as
doubling the incomes of 10 different workers, although more than doubling the incomes of 2 workers.
However, a single migrant worker may send remittances [^money sent back home^] to a number of
other family members back home. For 2009, the World Bank told us:
the World Bank estimates that remittances totalled USD 440 billion in 2010, of which USD 325 billion
went to developing countries, involving some 192 million migrants or 3.0% of world population. For
some individual recipient countries, remittances can be as high as a third of GDP. Remittances also now
account for about a third of total global external finance; moreover, the flow of remittances seems to be
significantly more stable than other forms of external finance.
World Bank data for 2013 show remittances up to $542 billion, including $70 billion to India (3.7% of
GDP), $60 billion to China (0.7% of GDP), $21 billion to Nigeria (7.9% of GDP), $15 billion to Pakistan
(6.1% of GDP), and $14 billion to Bangladesh (12.2% of GDP).
While the scale of remittances is already larger than absolute poverty, the current migration flows
towards skilled workers and middle-income countries, and migrant incomes even more so. However,
remittances for
skilled workers are suppressed because they are more likely to be able to bring their families to a new
country, while less skilled workers undertake temporary migration for employment. 2005 data on
migrant remittances in East and Southeast Asia show substantial remittances even for low-paid and less
skilled workers:
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2AC Frontline –Trump Base DISADVANTAGE Answers
1. THE INTERNAL LINK IS NOT UNIQUE – TRUMP LOST A THIRD OF HIS BASE AND DID NOT LASH
OUT.
SILVER 2017
[Nate Silver, 5-25-2017, "Donald Trump’s Base Is Shrinking," FiveThirtyEight, https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/donald-trumps-base-isshrinking/ MYY]

But the theory isn’t supported by the evidence. To the contrary, Trump’s base seems to be eroding.
There’s been a considerable decline in the number of Americans who strongly approve of Trump, from a
peak of around 30 percent in February to just 21 or 22 percent of the electorate now. (The decline in
Trump’s strong approval ratings is larger than the overall decline in his approval ratings, in fact.) Far
from having unconditional love from his base, Trump has already lost almost a third of his strong
support. And voters who strongly disapprove of Trump outnumber those who strongly approve of him
by about a 2-to-1 ratio, which could presage an “enthusiasm gap” that works against Trump at the
midterms. The data suggests, in particular, that the GOP’s initial attempt (and failure) in March to pass
its unpopular health care bill may have cost Trump with his core supporters.

2. THE LINK IS NOT UNIQUE – TRUMP BACKED DOWN ON SEPARATING FAMILIES AND THE IMPACT
OF THE DISADVANTAGE DIDN’T HAPPEN.
KARNI & JOHNSON 2018
[Annie Karni and Eliana Johnson, 6-20-2018, "The day Trump caved," POLITICO, https://www.politico.com/story/2018/06/20/trump-cavesfamily-separation-660870 MYY]

But on Wednesday, facing what has grown into the biggest moral and political crisis of his
administration, the president whose default position is to double down, simply caved in. Sitting behind
the Resolute Desk in the Oval Office flanked by Vice President Mike Pence and embattled Homeland
Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen, Trump signed an executive order temporarily halting his policy of
separating children from their parents at the border. “The border’s just as tough,” Trump told reporters.
“But we do want to keep families together.” The about-face came less than 24 hours after Trump was
stridently insisting he was powerless to change the situation, instead blaming Congress for scenes of
children caged in former big-box stores. On Tuesday, speaking in front of a business group, Trump even
referenced his first campaign speech, in which he called Mexican immigrants rapists and accused them
of bringing drugs and crime into the country. “Remember I made that speech and I was badly
criticized?” he said. “‘Oh it’s so terrible, what he said.’ Turned out I was 100 percent right. That’s why I
got elected.” As recently as Friday, the White House circulated talking points quoting the president
himself saying that his hands were tied: “We can’t do it through an executive order.” His ultimate
reversal was all the more remarkable because the immigration and border security has been his
signature political issue, one that has energized his political base and helped elevate him to office.

3. Their IMPACT is NON-UNIQUE: Extend Foster 2016 – Trump responds to minor
economic decline with war. The STATUS QUO will diversionary war because of the
collapse of the economy due to a lack of workers, but the PLAN has a risk of solving it.
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4. THEIR IMPACT IS NOT UNIQUE - THE RUSSIA INVESTIGATION IS A HUGE ALTERNATIVE CAUSE
FOR WAR.
BLOOMFIELD 2018
[Douglas Bloomfield, Washington lobbyist and consultant. He spent nine years as the legislative director
and chief lobbyist for the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC). 7-4-2018, "Washington
Watch: Wag the Dog," The Jerusalem Post, https://www.jpost.com/Opinion/Washington-Watch-Wagthe-Dog-543317 MYY]
In Washington special counsel Robert Mueller is looking into the Russian role in the 2016 presidential
election and other crimes. One of those lines of inquiry is believed to be possible obstruction of justice
by the president for firing FBI director James Comey for refusing to shut down the investigation of thennational security advisor Mike Flynn. Flynn is one of two former Trump campaign and White House
officials to have pleaded guilty to charges in the Russia investigation. Two others have been indicted
and 13 Russian nationals have been charged with election interference. A lot more shoes are expected
to fall. Trump and Netanyahu are understandably nervous about these investigations and can’t make
them go away. That has led to speculation in both countries that they may be looking for a military
diversion. Trump has been talked out – for now at least – of his yearning to give North Korea’s “little
Rocket Man” Kim Jong-un a “bloody nose” strike against his nuclear facilities. That could quickly ignite a
major war and cause millions of deaths, Trump was told. A surgical strike against Iran – maybe its
factories and militia allies in Syria or even a nuclear site in Iran – could be less costly, but also lead to
wide-ranging consequences. Thousands of American military and civilian personal in the region are
potential targets.

5. NO LINK – CONSERVATIVE MEDIA SHIELDS TRUMP FROM CRITICISM.
LEVITZ 18
[Eric, http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/08/2018-midterms-trump-red-wave-gop-basedelusional-fake-news.html MYY]
For decades now, the conservative movement has sought to keep its core voters confined to a carefully
curated media ecosystem — one where the Democratic Party is a Marxist-Islamist organization, America
is the world’s most over-taxed nation, illegal immigrants bear sole responsibility for the stagnation of
middle-class wages (and/or all violent crime), and there’s never been a better time to buy gold coins. In
many respects, this project has been a great boon to the Republican Party. Research suggests that Fox
News’ existence significantly boosts the GOP’s vote-share (and might have even swung the 2004
election to George W. Bush). And, in addition to helping Republicans win elections, the right-wing echochamber has given the party a freer hand once in power. More tax cuts for the wealthy, less social
insurance for the working class, and near-total impunity for polluters and predatory lenders is not a
popular platform, even with Republican voters. But by supplying conservatives with “alternative facts”
about such policies; stoking their cultural resentments and racialized fears; and branding all nonconservative media as biased or liberal (or, in today’s parlance, “fake news”) the GOP has succeeded in
retaining the loyalty of its grassroots, while betraying their stated preferences on a wide range of
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2AC Frontline –Brain Drain DISADVANTAGE Answers
1. PLAN SOLVES – OPEN BORDERS ARE KEY TO ENSURE KNOWLEDGE CIRCULATION THAT SOLVES
BRAIN DRAIN.
NEW YORK TIMES 2015
[Adam Davidson, a founder of NPR’s “Planet Money” and a contributing writer for the magazine., 3-242015, "Debunking the Myth of the Job-Stealing Immigrant," The New York Times,
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/29/magazine/debunking-the-myth-of-the-job-stealingimmigrant.html?_r=0 MYY]
This paradox of immigration is bound up with the paradox of economic growth itself. Growth has
acquired a bad reputation of late among some, especially on the left, who associate the term with
environmental destruction and rising inequality. But growth through immigration is growth with
remarkably little downside. Whenever an immigrant enters the United States, the world becomes a bit
richer. For all our faults, the United States is still far better developed economically than most nations,
certainly the ones that most of our immigrants have left. Our legal system and our financial and physical
infrastructure are also far superior to most (as surprising as that might sometimes seem to us). So when
people leave developing economies and set foot on American soil, they typically become more
productive, in economic terms. They earn more money, achieve a higher standard of living and add
more economic value to the world than they would have if they stayed home. If largely open borders
were to replace our expensive and restrictive lottery system, it’s likely that many of these immigrants
would travel back and forth between the United States and their native countries, counteracting the
potential brain drain by sharing knowledge and investment capital. Environmentally, immigration
tends to be less damaging than other forms of growth, because it doesn’t add to the number of people
on earth and often shifts people to more environmentally friendly jurisdictions.
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2. BRAIN CIRCULATION - MIGRANTS REMAIN CONNECTED TO THEIR HOME COUNTRIES WHICH
ENSURES DEVELOPMENT THROUGH INVESTMENT AND KNOWLEDGE SHARING

RAPOPORT 2017
[Hillel Rapoport, professor at the Paris School of Economics, February 2017, “Who is Afraid of the Brain
Drain? A Development Economist’s View” CEPII, http://www.cepii.fr/PDF_PUB/pb/2017/pb2017-14.pdf
MYY]
The above-described “incentive” effect takes place before migration occurs; once migrants have left,
however, they can still affect economic, political and social outcomes in their home country. By sending
money or returning after some time,6 or by forming diaspora networks that serve as bridges between
host and home countries. Along those bridges, many things can circulate: goods, investments,
technologies, ideas, values. This is the last strand of brain drain research I want to emphasize before
concluding. Indeed, being able to draw on a network of skilled compatriots scattered around the world
(especially if they live in the leading countries in terms of technological innovation, financial power, and
democracy standards) is crucial to many developing and emerging countries in their search for better
integration into the global economy. There is growing evidence and understanding that migrants in
general, and skilled migrants in particular, favor the economic, financial and even political and cultural
integration of their home country into the global economy. The recent literature has consistently shown
this, starting from the “trade creating” effect of migration and ending with the uncovering of “social
remittances” [^money sent back home^] (Levitt and Lamba Nieves, 2011) in the realms of demography
or politics). Two forces are at play. First, an “information channel”, whereby migrants reduce transaction
costs between their host and home countries, allowing more trade flows (both imports and exports) and
inflows of Foreign Direct Investments as well as other forms of financial investments (e.g., international
bank loans, purchase of home-country bonds, etc.). While for trade, there is no substantial difference
between low- and high-skill migrants in terms of ability to convey the relevant transaction-facilitating
information, for financial flows in general, and for FDI in particular, skilled migrants seems to have a
significant advantage.7 And second, a “knowledge diffusion channel”, whereby migrants transfer
knowledge, including technological knowledge, but also social norms, preferences and values (e.g.
preferences for lower fertility or for democracy), from the host to the home economy. It is not clear
whether high- or low-skill migrants have an advantage in initiating such transfers, except for innovation
adoption and diffusion, where, quite obviously, there is a strong advantage for the former.8 7
Conclusion As we have seen, the recent economic literature does not support the traditional and still
very popular view that the brain drain is an impediment to developing countries’ current and future
economic performance. To the contrary, the possibility for people to “sell” their human capital abroad
generates incentives to invest more in human capital, and a demand for higher quality, more
internationally transferrable education, which ultimately also benefits those who do not emigrate. There
are also counteracting forces of course: the depletion effect of emigration, the lack of incentives if
people are credit-constrained, and some diversion in terms of fields of study away from the home
countries’ needs (e.g., geriatrics instead of pediatrics). And the benefits from skilled diasporas, which
appear to be considerable and multi-dimensional, should not be overlooked. So even if one adopts a
consequentialist view that focuses exclusively on the effects of migration on the source countries,
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disregarding people’s rights to emigrate and giving little weight to the migrants themselves, the
evidence does not support what I would call the now outdated mercantilist view of the brain drain.

3. ALTERNATE CAUSE - TERRORISM IS A BIGGER AND MORE PROBABLE CAUSE OF NUCLEAR WAR
BETWEEN INDIA AND PAKISTAN
AYOOB 2018
[Mohammed Ayoob, senior fellow at the Center for Global Policy in Washington, DC, and University
Distinguished Professor Emeritus of International Relations at Michigan State University., 3-14-2018,
"India and Pakistan: Inching Toward Their Final War?," National Interest,
http://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/india-pakistan-inching-toward-their-final-war24902/page/0/1 MYY]
The escalation in the last two years in terror attacks, especially by Jaish-e-Muhammad, with the obvious
connivance of the Pakistan army, on Indian military targets in Kashmir and surrounding Indian states has
made the situation very perilous. In the past several months, terrorist groups operating from Pakistan
have undertaken several such major attacks, causing significant loss of life among Indian security forces.
A major terrorist attack on the Uri camp in Jammu and Kashmir in September 2016, which left
seventeen military personnel dead, motivated the Indian government to reassess its strategy for
responding to such attacks. On September 29, 2016, India launched its first publicly acknowledged
“surgical strike” against terrorist bases in Pakistan. Although there had been speculation that India had
conducted such strikes earlier as well, this was the first admission by New Delhi that it was ready to
launch major retaliatory attacks against targets in Pakistan and Pakistan-occupied Kashmir. In the latest
incident, in February 2018, Jaish terrorists attacked an Indian military camp in Jammu; five army
personnel and four militants were killed. In retaliation, the Indian army destroyed a Pakistani army post
with the help of rocket launchers, killing, according to Indian sources , twenty-two Pakistani personnel.
This tit-for-tat exchange is reaching dangerous proportions. So far, the Pakistani military has
downplayed Indian incursions and retaliatory attacks and refused to recognize their seriousness,
because it does not want to appear weak in the eyes of the Pakistani public, which is then likely to
clamor for revenge. However, the Pakistani military cannot continue to downplay Indian attacks,
especially in light of the increasing fatalities. There is the danger that at some point, either by
miscalculation or by design, an Indian surgical strike in Pakistani territory will push the Pakistani
military—which controls the nuclear weapons—to retaliate in force. If a full-scale war erupts, at some
point Pakistan, unable to counter superior Indian conventional forces, could resort to battlefield nuclear
weapons, as its doctrine proclaims. While India subscribes to a no-first-use doctrine, it has made it
abundantly clear that it will massively retaliate against any use of battlefield nuclear weapons by
Pakistan without making a distinction between tactical and strategic nuclear weapons. This strategy, as
enunciated in a statement issued by the government of India on January 4, 2003, is designed to inflict
unacceptable damage on the enemy. Former Indian national security advisor Shivshankar Menon
elaborated this strategy in his memoirs: “India would hardly risk giving Pakistan the chance to carry out
a massive nuclear strike after the Indian response to Pakistan using tactical nuclear weapons. In other
words, Pakistani tactical nuclear weapon use would effectively free India to undertake a comprehensive
first strike against Pakistan.”
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2AC Frontline – Wages DISADVANTAGE Answers
1. TURN - IMMIGRATION FUELS EXPORTS, DRIVES UP WAGES, AND INCREASES GROWTH.
KANE 2015
[Timothy Kane, JP Conte Fellow in Immigration Studies at the Hoover Institution at Stanford University,
2-17-2015, "The Economic Effect Of Immigration," Hoover Institution,
https://www.hoover.org/research/economic-effect-immigration MYY]
There are many more subtleties to consider, but the third chart gets the basic point across. The mix of
goods and skill levels matter, but two nuances bear consideration. First, many immigrants send a
portion of their income out of the domestic economy in the form of remittances [^money sent back
home^], but it is hard to know if this is materially different from domestic purchase of imports, and
besides, ultimately those cash flows circulate back to demand for U.S. goods in the form of exports.
Second, migrants are paid their marginal product (as is any worker), meaning that much if not most of
their value added to production directly benefits the native population. Finally, if you believe that a
growing economy leads to faster real wage growth due to increased productivity–a standard freemarket principle established by Adam Smith’s 1776 Wealth of Nations–then it is natural to predict a
general equilibrium increase in the wage level because of immigration. Empirical studies of
immigration’s effect on national economies confirm the general IMPACT shown in the third chart. A
review by David Card in 2007 concluded that “more than two decades of research on the local labor
market IMPACTs of immigration have reached a near consensus that increased immigration has a small
but discernible negative effect on the relative (emphasis in original) wages of low-skilled native workers”
but also a small, positive overall effect.1 Two 2009 studies by Giovanni Peri and Chad Sparber found that
“total immigration to the United States from 1990 to 2007 was associated with a 6.6% to 9.9% increase
in real income per worker.”2 In the face of the reality that average wage levels are not negatively
affected, one counterpoint is that the IMPACT differs among skill levels (i.e., that low-skill migrants
depress wages for native low-skill workers), but that is not how the world works. National and even
state economies are much more dynamic than simple theory; it thus seems that immigration tends to
complement native skill levels. The bottom line is that one can oppose the Obama administration’s
executive actions as lawless and even harmful to long-term reform and still favor more legal
immigration. When immigration reform is done right, it will use the fact-based reality that immigrants of
all skill levels are good for the native economy, including wages, jobs, and economic growth.

2. Their IMPACT is NOT UNIQUE - Extend the US News and World Report 2017
evidence – the STATUS QUO crushes economic growth because Trump’s policies
kill labor force growth which accounts for half of all growth. That’s an
ALTERNATIVE cause to the DISADVANTAGE’s IMPACT.
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3. PLAN SOLVES THE INTERNAL LINK – THEIR BIVENS EVIDENCE SAYS THE PRIMARY
CONSTRAINT ON GROWTH IS SLOW SPENDING. IMMIGRATION IS KEY TO SOLVE.
WHITE 2017
[Martha C. White, 8-2-2017, "Trump's immigration PLAN could lead to almost 5 million lost jobs," NBC
News, https://www.nbcnews.com/business/economy/slash-immigration-gdp-victim-research-finds-n792821 MYY]
There are myriad reasons why economists say immigration accelerates, rather than slows, economic
growth. SIMPLE MATH: MORE IMMIGRANTS BUY MORE THINGS “It’s a combination of more people
buying and increasing size of the market,” Burham said. “It’s also a matter of more people creating a
larger pool of savings and investments that can create economic growth in the long run,” on both a
personal and entrepreneurial level. Fewer people in the United States means less consumption of goods
and services. With consumer spending responsible for an estimated two-thirds of the nation’s economy,
immigrants provide an infusion of demand for everything from cars to cable TV. “More immigrants are
going to be buying more,” said Mark Zandi, chief economist at Moody’s Analytics. “They are already big
players… almost all of the increase in home ownership since it started rising is among Hispanic
households. It’s already obvious that the immigrant population is key to consumer spending,” he said.
“It drives a lot of activity.” A near full-employment labor market combined with waves of Baby Boomers
leaving the labor force already creates a challenge for companies that need to fill jobs, one that will be
greater if there are fewer people available to take those jobs. “One of the ongoing challenges for the
United States economy is the aging workforce,” said Mark Hamrick, senior economic analyst at
Bankrate.com.

4. LINK TURN - OPEN BORDERS INCREASE WAGES BY RAISING VALUE OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE
MATTHEWS 2014
[Dylan, 12-15-2014, , https://www.vox.com/2014/9/13/6135905/open-borders-bryan-caPLAN-interview-gdp-double

Opponents of open borders often grant that it would grow the economy. The problem, they say, is that
most of those benefits presumably accrue to migrants. What about the workers who are already there?
Don't they lose out, in particular low-skilled workers who are already struggling and would face
increased competition from low-skilled immigrants? Not necessarily. "Low-skilled" is actually kind of a
misleading term here. Even American high school dropouts have at least one key skill that immigrants
generally don't: the ability to speak English. That makes it possible for immigrants to complement the
labor of low-skilled, native-born workers, rather than replacing it. "Low-skilled Americans who are fluent
in English in a place like New York City wind up supervising the low-skilled immigrants," CaPLAN says.
"They wind up being the bridge, or the people who train immigrants in jobs that they wouldn’t even
know about from their home countries." Think about it this way. Low-skilled immigrants increase the
supply of people who can do janitorial work or wash dishes or whatnot, which you'd expect to reduce
wages for Americans in those jobs. But they also decrease, relatively speaking, the supply of people who
can speak English. That raises wages for Americans who can speak English. "When you put that together,
it’s at least unclear whether most Americans lose," Caplan surmises. "Furthermore, you can change your
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occupation. You could move to a job that does less of what is worth less after immigration, and move
into a job that does more of what’s valued more."
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1AR – Answers To – Wages DISADVANTAGE – Extension to 2AC “Plan
solves INTERNAL LINK – Spending”
Extend our 2AC White 2017 evidence that says that immigrants increase spending,
which boosts the economy. First, it’s better than their __________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2 PLAN SOLVES THE INTERNAL LINK – IMMIGRANTS ARE KEY TO CONSUMER SPENDING.
ROODMAN 2014
[David Roodman, Senior Advisor to the Open Philanthropy Project; dabbler on the side, 9-3-2014, "The
domestic economic IMPACTs of immigration," https://davidroodman.com/blog/2014/09/03/thedomestic-economic-IMPACTs-of-immigration/ MYY]
One factor damping the economic side effects of immigration is that immigrants are consumers as well
as producers. They increase domestic demand for goods and services, perhaps even more quickly than
they increase domestic production (Hercowitz and Yashiv 2002), since they must consume as soon as
they arrive. They expand the economic pie even as they compete for a slice. This is not to suggest that
the market mechanism is perfect—adjustment to new arrivals is not instantaneous and may be
incomplete—but the mechanism does operate. A second damper is that in industrial economies, the
capital supply tends to expand along with the workforce. More workers leads to more offices and more
factories. Were receiving economies not flexible in this way, they would not be rich. This mechanism too
may not be complete or immediate, but it is substantial in the long run: since the industrial revolution,
population has doubled many times in the US and other now-wealthy nations, and the capital stock has
kept pace, so that today there is more capital per worker than 200 years ago. A third damper is that
while workers who are similar compete, ones who are different complement. An expansion in the
diligent manual labor available to the home renovation business can spur that industry to grow, which
will increase its demand for other kinds of workers, from skilled general contractors who can manage
complex projects for English-speaking clients to scientists who develop new materials for home building.
Symmetrically, an influx of high-skill workers can increase demand for low-skill ones. More computer
programmers means more tech businesses, which means more need for janitors and security guards.
Again, the effect is certain, though its speed and size are not.
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1AR – Answers To – Wages DISADVANTAGE – Extension to 2AC
“Immigration benefits economy”
Extend our 2AC Kane 2015 evidence that says that studies show immigration have a
net positive economic effect. First, it’s better than their __________ evidence
(Put their author’s name)
because…
(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2 IMMIGRATION EITHER HAS A NEUTRAL OR POSITIVE IMPACT ON WAGES.
MATTHEWS 2015
[Dylan Matthews, 7-29-2015, "Bernie Sanders's fear of immigrant labor is ugly — and wrongheaded,"
Vox, https://www.vox.com/2015/7/29/9048401/bernie-sanders-open-borders MYY]
The third point is that Borjas's results are heavily contested — and most of the rest of the literature
suggests that the effect on native workers' wages is neutral or positive. In particular, high-quality studies
that use "natural experiments" — cases where there was a big, unexpected spike in immigration —
suggest that the absolute effect of immigration on native workers is neutral or positive. It's much easier
to isolate the effect on native workers in those cases than it is by trying to statistically weed out other
potential causes of changes in wages. The Mariel boatlift, when Cuba unexpectedly sent 125,000 people
to Florida, did not hurt employment or wages among native workers in Miami at all. A huge spike in
Russian immigration to Israel in the early 1990s appeared to give existing workers a nearly 9 percent
raise.
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2AC Frontline – TOPICALITY “Permanent Residence” Answers
1. WE MEET – our PLAN text specifically says we “remove all restrictions on legal
immigration.” Evaluate the TOPICALITY of the PLAN text in vacuum. We have
SOLVENCY advocates that show that all our advantages follow from removing
these restrictions.
2. COUNTER INTERPRETATION: “LEGAL RESTRICTIONS ON IMMIGRATION” REFERS TO WHO
MAY ENTER, HOW LONG THEY STAY, AND WHEN THEY LEAVE
CORNELL LAW SCHOOL LEGAL INFORMATION INSTITUTE, 2017
["Immigration," LII / Legal Information Institute, https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/immigration, 1/30]

Federal immigration law determines whether a person is an alien, the rights, duties, and obligations
associated with being an alien in the United States, and how aliens gain residence or citizenship within
the United States. It also provides the means by which certain aliens can become legally naturalized
citizens with full rights of citizenship. Immigration law serves as a gatekeeper for the nation's border,
determining who may enter, how long they may stay, and when they must leave.

3. COUNTER-STANDARDS:
A. GROUND – our INTERPRETATION provides the clearest GROUND at the core of the
topic because we include H-1B, agricultural worker visas, and student visas, which are
the center of public controversy for immigration policy. We preserve NEGATIVE
GROUND. Our AFFIRMATIVE makes it easy for them to LINK all the core of the topic
DISADVANTAGES: Trump Base, Wages, and Brain Drain. Prefer big AFFIRMATIVES like
ours to small AFFIRMATIVES that their INTERPRETATION pushes for.
B. LIMITS – our INTERPRETATION is a better LIMIT because it is in the contest of
immigration LAW, not just “immigration.” This context is important for any
interpretation of the topic and provides a clear LIMIT.
4. They say “EXTRA TOPICALITY” – no part of our AFFIRMATIVE is EXTRA TOPICAL.
In the world of the AFFIRMATIVE, there are no restrictions on permanent
residence therefore everyone has this status if they want it. Our AFFIRMATIVE
is within their LIMITS on the topic. We are just a large reform of legal
immigration, all their research on immigration applies to our AFFIRMATIVE.
There’s no IMPACT.
5. TOPICALITY is not a voting issue – you should use REASONABILITY in evaluating
whether the AFFIRMATIVE is REASONABLY TOPICAL and whether our
INTERPRETATION creates REASONABLE LIMITS for the topic.
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1AR Answers to TOPICALITY = Permanent Residence – Extension to
COUNTER-INTERPRETATION
Extend our 2AC COUNTER-INTERPRETATION and our Cornell Law School Legal
Information Institute 2017 evidence that says that restrictions on legal immigration
means deciding who gets to come, how they long they get to stay, and when they
leave. First, it’s better than their __________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2 LEGAL PERMANENT RESIDENCE IS ONLY A SUBSET OF “LEGAL IMMIGRATION”
PASSEL & COHN 2015
[Jeffrey S. Passel and D’Vera Cohn, 3-26-2015, "Share of Unauthorized Immigrant Workers in Production,
Construction Jobs Falls Since 2007," Pew Research Center's Hispanic Trends Project,
http://www.pewhispanic.org/2015/03/26/share-of-unauthorized-immigrant-workers-in-productionconstruction-jobs-falls-since-2007/ MYY]
The “legal immigrant” population is defined as people granted legal permanent residence; those granted
asylum; people admitted as refugees; and people admitted under a set of specific authorized temporary
statuses for longer-term residence and work. This group includes “naturalized citizens,” legal immigrants
who have become U.S. citizens through naturalization; “legal permanent resident aliens” who have been
granted permission to stay indefinitely in the U.S. as permanent residents, asylees or refugees; and
“legal temporary migrants” (including students, diplomats and “high-tech guest workers”) who are
allowed to live and, in some cases, work in the U.S. for specific periods of time (usually longer than one
year).

3 LEGAL IMMIGRATION INCLUDES MORE THAN JUST LEGAL PERMANENT RESIDENCE – HERE’S ANOTHER
PROFESSOR AND EXPERT
BALLARD, 2016
- Jaimie Ballard, professor of Family Social Science at the University of Minnesota (Immigrant and
Refugee Families, https://doi.org/10.24926/8668.0901 bold in original
Legal or documented immigrants. For the purposes of this chapter, legal immigrants are defined as
individuals who were granted legal residence in the United States. This would include those from other
countries who were granted asylum, admitted as refugees, admitted under a set of specific authorized
temporary statuses for longer-term residence and work, or granted lawful permanent residence status
or citizenship
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NEGATIVE – Open Borders – Version 1
(Beginners)
File Folders Needed: (6)
1NC HARMS (Economy)
1NC HARMS (Inequality)
1NC SOLVENCY
2NC/1NR HARMS (Economy)
2NC/1NR HARMS (Inequality)
2NC/1NR SOLVENCY
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1NC – HARMS (Economy) Frontline
1. NO LABOR SHORTAGE – THERE’S A LOW LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATE.
POPOVICH 2018
[Mark G. Popovich, 1-26-2018, "Is America Missing 5,800,000 Workers?," Aspen Institute,
https://www.aspeninstitute.org/blog-posts/america-missing-5800000-workers/ MYY]
There’s consistent talk about worker shortages. Employers are reporting difficulty hiring qualified
workers, and some regional markets have high numbers of job openings unfilled. The fears of a
tightening labor market and rising inflation led Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen to say in November
2017 that interest rates would continue to slowly rise. Let’s consider taking the alarm level over worker
shortages down some decibels. There is a net growth in total employment. There are also plenty of job
openings. Yet there should be at least 5.8 million more people at work. With millions of workers
disengaged from jobs, can this be a real “worker shortage?” Maybe we should respond to the lowered
participation rate by addressing lagging wages and salaries and repairing the fraying social contract to
attract those millions back into the labor force. Consider this: There can’t be a labor shortage when 5.8
million workers are missing in action. That’s the alarming fact hidden in plain sight within the good news
of job growth. The 20 million increase in jobs between 2010 and 2017 was a huge relief. But during the
same time, the labor market participation rate continued to slide. The percentage of the labor force that
is employed fell a full two percentage points in the same period (from 64.8 percent to 62.7 percent).
Between 1993 and 2006 (excluding recessions), the labor force participation rate averaged 66.6 percent.
A strong economy should pull individuals “off the bench” and back to paid work. If today’s economy
were revving at the higher participation rate of 2010, 5.8 million more individuals would be found on the
payrolls.
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2. PLAN CAN’T SOLVE INFLATION – TRADE WAR WITH CHINA, TAX CUTS, AND GOVERNMENT SPENDING
ARE ALL ALTERNATIVE CAUSES
BARLEY 2018
[Richard Barley, 7-5-2018, "The Big Risk of a Trade War: Inflation ," WSJ, https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-big-risk-of-a-trade-war-inflation1522926022?ns=prod/accounts-wsj MYY]

There is never a good time to start a trade war. But in 2018, the shots exchanged by the U.S. and China
could be particularly troubling for investors, because they stoke a fear that has already rocked markets:
inflation.
The year’s wobbles started with a sharp rise in U.S. bond yields, sparked by signs that inflation is picking
up. Protectionism is just fuel for that fire. The U.S.’s threat to impose tariffs on $50 billion of Chinese
imports across 1,300 categories of products and China’s swift response has raised the risk of a more
serious disruption.
Over the past two decades, China has, for the most part, exerted a giant deflationary force on prices in
the U.S. and elsewhere. It is one reason why a shopping cart of clothes, for instance, costs less for U.S.
consumers than 20 years ago.
While tariffs are still a threat, not a reality, disruptions to trade could ultimately prove inflationary, as
they represent a shock to the supply side of the economy. That would add to the inflation worry that is
already weighing on bond investors. It would be piled on top of other forces that suggest inflationary
pressures should build, such as U.S. tax and spending policy and low unemployment, which suggest
strong demand, including for imports.
U.S. import inflation picked up to 3.5% in February, having dipped close to 1% in 2017. Prices of Chinese
imports are up just 0.3% over the past year. A trade spat could give them room to rise further.
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1NC – HARMS (Inequality) Frontline
DEMOCRACY TURN – OPEN BORDERS WEAKEN THE DEMOCRATIC NATION STATE WHICH FUELS
INEQUALITY
ESKOW 2015

[Richard (Rj) Eskow, 8-5-2015, ""Open Borders": A Gimmick, Not a Solution," HuffPost,
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/rj-eskow/open-borders-a-gimmick-no_b_7945140.html MYY]
The issue isn’t immigration. The issue is fair play for all working people. Principled opposition to “open
borders” can and should be based on the recognition that the rights of all workers — immigrant and
native-born, in the US and overseas — are eroded when workplace protections are weakened
anywhere, and when human lives are subjected to the global flow of capital. Changing the System
Sanders, unlike his open-borders opponents, recognizes that the global workforce faces a systemic
problem. The concentration of wealth and political power, both in the US and globally, is diminishing
workers’ wages and making them less able to improve their own working conditions. That problem must
be addressed systemically, with a transformation that is both economic and political. The principal
instrument for that change is the democratic nation-state, an entity which the open-borders concept
would seriously weaken. In that sense, open borders resembles NAFTA-style corporate trade: both give
corporations the ability to apply their economic power across national boundaries in pursuit of maximal
profits at minimal cost, either by outsourcing jobs to workers overseas or paying minimal wages to
workers at home. As we said at the outset, “open borders” is a superficially attractive idea — until it’s
subjected to critical thinking, at which point its true nature is revealed. Its proponents attempt to make
a “moral case” in its defense. But there is no moral case to be made for sacrificing democratic decisionmaking and national sovereignty [^having authority^] to oligarchic [^government run by the most
powerful few people^] and and corporate whims. “Open borders” is a recipe for the further
commodification [^viewing others only in terms of their value in money^] of human beings. It treats
people as economic inputs to be moved about the globe at the whim of global capital. It is neither
rational nor humane, and it has yet to receive the thorough public debunking it deserves. We need a
systemic solution to global wealth inequality, rather than intellectual gimmicks designed to promote
exploitation and sow confusion.
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1NC – SOLVENCY Frontline
NO SOLVENCY - OPEN BORDERS IN THE US CAN NEVER SOLVE GLOBAL INEQUALITY.
SMITH 2015
[Ian Smith, an investigative associate with the Immigration Reform Law Institute., 8-12-2015, "Sanders v.
Klein on immigration: The old Left against the adolescent Left," TheHill, http://thehill.com/blogs/ballotbox/250867-sanders-v-klein-on-immigration-the-old-left-against-the-adolescent-left MYY]
This wasn’t always the case, however. Progressives who understood the ironclad rule of economics that
increasing labor supply decreases wages have included such notable names as Barbara Jordan, Cesar
Chavez, Coretta Scott King, Ralph Nader, Gene McCarthy, Arthur Schlesinger, Glenn Greenwald (more on
him below) and Michael Lind. By sidestepping such cause-and-effect basics, open-borders liberals like
Klein are fast-becoming the creationists of labor economics. Klein’s puddle-deep inequality solution
should immediately strike serious analysts as problematic. For starters, his math is way off. Considering
we take in 1 to 1.5 million (legal) immigrants per year and the globally impoverished amounts to around
1 to 1.5 billion, it’s difficult to see how mass immigration into the U.S. could make any difference
whatsoever—this also assumes most of the global poor even have the means to travel here. Second,
using immigration as a cheap form of foreign aid could actually make things worse globally. Mass
immigration enables Third World governments to continue their chronically corruptive policies as it lets
their oppressed subjects simply move elsewhere instead of rallying for much-needed domestic reforms.
Despite large portions of Central America’s population now living in the US, progress toward economic
justice in the region has for decades at best been flat. Expanding immigration has not and will not solve
the sending-country’s problems and the migrant-waves we see today will likely only cease once the
host-nation (that is, us) grows so socially stratified as a result that it begins to resemble the very
sending-country itself.
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2NC/1NR HARMS (Economy) “No labor shortage” – Extension to 1NC
Extend our 1NC Popovich 2018 evidence which says that there’s no labor shortage now.
1. It’s much better than their _______________________ evidence because:
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2NC/1NR HARMS (Economy) “PLAN can’t solve inflation” – Extension
to 1NC
Extend our 1NC Barley 2018 evidence which says that inflation and a trade war with China will hurt
the economy now.
1. It’s much better than their _______________________ evidence because:
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2NC/1NR HARMS (Inequality) Democracy Turn – Extension to 1NC
Extend our 1NC Eskow 2015 evidence which says that open borders damage democracy.
1. It’s much better than their ___Peters and Miller____________________ evidence because:
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
______Only our evidence is written in the context of open borders. Their evidence assumes
migrants who return to their home countries with democratic ideas – that’s not what happens
with permanent immigration under open borders. Eskow tells us that open borders make
corporations even more powerful in destroying democratic institutions.___________________
(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_________democracy is the best way to check inequality. That means that if we win that the
PLAN guts democracy it TURNS the
AFFIRMATIVE_________________________________________
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2. THE PLAN LEADS TO MASSIVE POPULATION GROWTH THAT CRUSHES DEMOCRACY AND
FUELS INEQUALITY.
MONTENEGRO 2015
[Robert, https://bigthink.com/ideafeed/thought-experiment-what-if-the-us-had-100-open-borders 8/25]

Smith wrote again on the topic of open borders a couple weeks ago in a piece that plays out like a giant
thought experiment. Smith's hypothetical situation: If all borders were opened and 1 billion people
immigrated to the United States over the course of 50 years, could the country maintain its "political
character and structure"? Smith thinks not. He spends the length of the piece exploring in-depth
situations in which constitutional democracy would likely erode if the U.S. were tasked with governing
tons of new people. Likening this hypothetical bloated America to the empires of Rome and the UK,
Smith argues that the eventual form of government would straddle the line between the
authoritarianism [^a government that does not allow individual rights or freedoms^] of the former and
the improvisational approach of the latter. Law enforcement, public schooling, higher education: All
these things would struggle beneath the weight of a suddenly larger populace. As groups of people
would likely self-segregate within this new America, organized government would probably empower
sects of each community to maintain law and order. Certain ideas and values we perceive to be chiefly
American (one person, one vote, as an example) would likely be abandoned: "Certain American ideals
would die of their own increasing impracticality, e.g., “equality of opportunity,” the social safety net,
one person, one vote, or non-discrimination in employment. Americans might continue to feel that
these ideals were right long after they had ceased to be practiced, as the Romans seemed to feel that
Rome ought to be governed by its senate long after real governance had passed to the emperors... If
open borders included open voting, US political institutions would be overhauled very quickly as political
parties reinvented themselves to appeal to the vast immigrant masses, but I’ll assume the vote would be
extended gradually so that native-born Americans (including many second-generation immigrants)
would always comprise a majority of the electorate. This would put an end to majority rule, for a large
fraction, likely a majority, of the resident population would lack votes."
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3. IMMIGRATION FUELS POPULIST BACKLASH BECAUSE OF DEEPLY EMBEDDED RACISM THAT
DESTROYS DEMOCRACY – THAT MAKES US FAR WORSE IN THE LONG TERM
HIDALGO 2018
[Javier Hidalgo, 4-12-2018, "What's the Best Objection to Open Borders?," Bleeding Heart Libertarians,
http://bleedingheartlibertarians.com/2018/04/whats-the-best-objection-to-open-borders/ MYY]
Here’s the objection. It’s incredibly important for liberal democracies to survive and flourish. About a
century ago, there were hardly any liberal democracies in the world. Despotism was the norm. Now,
there are plenty of liberal democracies (I’m thinking of places like Australia, Germany, South Korea, and
other countries that score in the top of the Freedom House rankings). Why is the survival of liberal
democracy so important? That’s probably kind of obvious. Liberal democracies do much better at
protecting individual rights than every other government known to man. And their institutions
generate sustained economic growth. But too much immigration endangers liberal democracy.
Immigration generates a populist backlash. Proximity to immigrants makes people love populism. When
native citizens see many immigrants arriving, especially immigrants very different from them, this
activates an authoritarian [^a government that does not allow individual rights or freedoms^] threat
response. Immigration makes traditionalists and nationalists a little bonkers. They become willing to
support authoritarian strongmen and restrictions on individual liberty in the name of shoring up
traditional values. Rightly or wrongly, a significant fraction of citizens are allergic to mass immigration.
And that’s the problem. If humans were better than they in fact are, then open borders would be a nobrainer. We’re not though. And, to placate our unreasonable compatriots, we need restrictions on
immigration. Only this will head off the destabilizing response from populists. Populism is a kind of
moral blackmail—but sometimes you should pay off your blackmailer. Sure, more immigration in the
short-term would have big benefits. But, as effective altruists counsel us, if you want to do good, the
long-term swamps any short-term benefits. If much more immigration raises the probability of
destabilizing liberal democracies by just a hair, then it might make sense to forgo the local benefits for
the long term gains. The upshot: we need to trample on the rights of foreigners now to safeguard the
future for liberal democracy.
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2NC/1NR SOLVENCY “PLAN can’t solve inequality”– Extension to 1NC
Extend our 1NC Smith 2015 evidence which says that PLAN can’t solve global inequality.
2. It’s much better than their _______________________ evidence because:
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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Open Borders – Version 2 (Advanced)
AFFIRMATIVE
File Folders Needed: (5)
1AC (Advantage 1 – HARMS [Racism], Advantage 2 – HARMS [Global Warming], SOLVENCY, Advantage 3
– HARMS [Human Rights])
2AC HARMS (Inequality)
2AC/1AR SOLVENCY
2AC/1AR HARMS (Global Warming)
2AC/1AR Off-Case (Trump Base, Brain Drain, Wages, Topicality)
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1AC - PLAN
PLAN: THE UNITED STATES FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD ESTABLISH
OPEN BORDERS BY REMOVING ALL LEGAL RESTRICTIONS ON IMMIGRATION.
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1AC - Advantage 1 (HARMS) – Racism
Advantage 1 is HARMS – Racism:
IMMIGRATION RESTRICTIONS RESULT IN RACISM AND DISCRIMINATION. OPEN BORDERS SOLVE
JOHNSON 2003
[Kevin R. Johnson, Open Borders?, 51 UCLA L. Rev. 193, 216–18 (2003) Westlaw. MYY]

The U.S. immigration laws historically have discriminated against persons from developing countries
populated predominantly by people of color. Modern immigration laws continue to have racially
disparate impacts; nonetheless, most immigrants to the U.S. are people of color from developing
nations. Consequently, punitive immigration laws necessarily--and adversely--affect large numbers of
noncitizens of color. The U.S. emphasis on border enforcement, for example, has contributed to racial
seekers, with people of color most directly affected. Under current conditions, immigration controls
contribute to racism and discrimination in the U.S. This can be seen most starkly with the post-9/11
heightened scrutiny of noncitizens, which was accompanied by a precipitous rise in racial discrimination
and hate crimes against Arabs and Muslims generally. Although not without flaws, the efforts to
eradicate racial discrimination in domestic law are exemplified by the watershed Supreme Court
decision of Brown v. Board. An open entry system would be consistent with the prevailing
antidiscrimination norm. It would avoid some of the adverse consequences of border enforcement in
the U.S. and remove a powerful contributor to racial discrimination in American social life. Open borders
would avoid some of the social costs of closed borders, including but not limited to promoting
discrimination against a racially stratified labor force in the U.S. Although immigrants at some level
“choose” to migrate under those conditions, the U.S. government has greatly magnified the potential
HARMS through its policies. The civil rights HARMS resulting from the enforcement of the U.S.
immigration laws are not limited to noncitizens at the border, but extend to legal immigrants and U.S.
citizens of certain national origin ancestries in the interior of the country. Monumental efforts to
prevent certain groups of outsiders from entering the country stigmatize those here who share common
ancestry with those excluded. Put concretely, the U.S. government's zealous efforts to seal the southern
border to keep Mexican migrants out of the country effectively tells Mexican American citizens that they
are unwanted. The same is true with respect to the IMPACT of the “war on terror” on the Arab and
Muslim communities. Stigmatizing IMPACTs similar to those attributable to the notorious national
origins quota system, which barred immigration of inferior races from eastern and southern Europe and
served as the bedrock of the U.S. immigration laws from 1924-65, flow from border enforcement efforts
aimed at particular groups of immigrants in the modern era. As plain-talking President Truman put it
when he unsuccessfully vetoed the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, the quota system was
premised on the view that Americans with English or Irish names were better people and better citizens
than Americans with Italian or Greek or Polish names. It was thought that people of West European
origin made better citizens than Rumanians or Yugoslavs or Ukrainians or Hungarians or Balts or
Austrians. Such a concept...violates the great political doctrine of the Declaration of Independence that
“all men are created equal.” The repeal of the quota system in 1965 allowed immigration to become
more open and fairer than in the past. Immigration from Asia increased dramatically. More immigrants
of African ancestry came to the U.S. as well. Open borders would send an expressivist message that
people from other nations, including people of color from the developing world, have equal dignity with
all people. Rather than classified as undesirable and dehumanized “aliens” subject to exclusion and
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brutal border enforcement, citizens of all other nations would be welcomed as persons worthy of
membership in U.S. society. Such important messages would do much to minimize the nativism and
racism that often has infected public discourse over immigration, and shaped the treatment of
immigrants and certain groups of citizens in the U.S.

WE HAVE A MORAL OBLIGATION TO REJECT RACISM IN EVERY INSTANCE.
MEMMI 2000
MEMMI Professor Emeritus of Sociology @ Univ. Of Paris Albert-; RACISM, pp.163-165
The struggle against racism will be long, difficult, without intermission, without remission, probably
never achieved, yet for this very reason, it is a struggle to be undertaken without surcease and without
concessions. One cannot be indulgent toward racism. One cannot even let the monster in the house,
especially not in a mask. To give it merely a foothold means to augment the bestial part in us and in
other people which is to diminish what is human. To accept the racist universe to the slightest degree is
to endorse fear, injustice, and violence. It is to accept the persistence of the dark history in which we
still largely live. It is to agree that the outsider will always be a possible victim (and which [person] man
is not [themself] himself an outsider relative to someone else?). Racism illustrates in sum, the inevitable
negativity of the condition of the dominated; that is it illuminates in a certain sense the entire human
condition. The anti-racist struggle, difficult though it is, and always in question, is nevertheless one of
the prologues to the ultimate passage from animality to humanity. In that sense, we cannot fail to rise
to the racist challenge. However, it remains true that one’s moral conduct only emerges from a choice:
one has to want it. It is a choice among other choices, and always debatable in its foundations and its
consequences. Let us say, broadly speaking, that the choice to conduct oneself morally is the condition
for the establishment of a human order for which racism is the very negation. This is almost a
redundancy. One cannot found a moral order, let alone a legislative order, on racism because racism
signifies the exclusion of the other and his or her subjection to violence and domination. From an ethical
point of view, if one can deploy a little religious language, racism is “the truly capital sin.”fn22 It is not
an accident that almost all of humanity’s spiritual traditions counsel respect for the weak, for orphans,
widows, or strangers. It is not just a question of theoretical counsel respect for the weak, for orphans,
widows or strangers. It is not just a question of theoretical morality and disinterested commandments.
Such unanimity in the safeguarding of the other suggests the real utility of such sentiments. All things
considered, we have an interest in banishing injustice, because injustice engenders violence and
death. Of course, this is debatable. There are those who think that if one is strong enough, the assault
on and oppression of others is permissible. But no one is ever sure of remaining the strongest. One day,
perhaps, the roles will be reversed. All unjust society contains within itself the seeds of its own
death. It is probably smarter to treat others with respect so that they treat you with respect. “Recall,”
says the bible, “that you were once a stranger in Egypt,” which means both that you ought to respect
the stranger because you were a stranger yourself and that you risk becoming once again someday. It is
an ethical and a practical appeal – indeed, it is a contract, however implicit it might be. In short, the
refusal of racism is the condition for all theoretical and practical morality. Because, in the end, the
ethical choice commands the political choice. A just society must be a society accepted by all. If this
contractual principle is not accepted, then only conflict, violence, and destruction will be our lot. If it is
accepted, we can hope someday to live in peace. True, it is a wager, but the stakes are irresistible.
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1AC - Advantage 2 (HARMS) – Global Warming
Advantage 2 is HARMS – Global Warming:
LACK OF POLITICAL WILL IS THE BIGGEST BARRIER TO LIMITING WARMING TO 1.5 DEGREES.
RUSSELL 2018
[Ruby Russell (With Afp and Reuters), 1-15-2018, "1.5C degree goal 'extremely unlikely' – IPCC," DW,
http://www.dw.com/en/15c-degree-goal-extremely-unlikely-ipcc/a-42154601 MYY]
According to Reuters, the IPCC document says limiting temperature rise to 1.5-degree is technically
possible, but would require unprecedented economic shifts from fossil fuels. Minninger boiled down
failure to implement such change to a lack of political will. "The technology is available, so we can't say
it's not possible," she said. "We have been having climate negotiations for 20 years already, and no
serious steps have been taken. Not a single ton of CO2 has been reduced." "Climate change is a
miserable political failure," Minninger concluded.
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IN THE STATUS QUO THE US IS UNLIKELY TO ADDRESS CLIMATE CHANGE BECAUSE OTHER COUNTRIES
BEAR THE COST. ONLY OPEN BORDERS CREATES THE POLITICAL SHIFT NECESSARY TO CREATE
MEANINGFUL ACTION.
HICKEL 2018
[Jason Hickel, 2-23-2018, "To stop climate change, we need to open borders," Al Jazeera, https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/stopclimate-change-open-borders-180223144922968.html MYY]

But there is something more to be said here. An open border policy may also be the key to stopping
climate change itself. Scientists tell us that on our present trajectory we have only a 5 percent chance of
keeping global warming below the danger threshold of 2 degrees, as our addiction to endlessly
expanding economic growth and consumption is swiftly wiping out the gains we're making through
technology and renewable energy. As a recent op-ed in the New York Times put it, "The climate crisis?
It's capitalism, stupid." We need a new economic system - one that does not require this mad rush up an
exponential curve - but our leaders are unwilling to take that step. There is a yawning gap between the
threat posed by climate breakdown and how little we are doing to address it. This is a puzzle. Why are
we so willing to gamble thus with the fate of human civilization, with 95 percent certainty of
catastrophe? Is it that we're in denial? Are we just repressing a reality that's too traumatic to confront?
Yes, probably. But it's also something much simpler: a geography problem. The great irony of global
warming is that its causes and consequences are inversely distributed. The rich nations of the global
North are responsible for 70 percent of historical CO2 emissions, but they bear only about 18 percent of
the total costs. It's the South that takes the hit: according to the Climate Vulnerability Monitor, the
global South loses nearly $600bn each year due to drought, floods, landslides, storms and wildfires. As
climate change worsens, their losses will reach a staggering $1 trillion per year by 2030. And then there's
the human toll. Global warming claims some 400,000 lives each year worldwide - many due to extreme
weather events but most due to climate change-induced hunger and disease (pdf). Only 2 percent of
these deaths occur in the North. The South suffers the rest, and the vast majority of climate mortality
occurs in the countries with the lowest carbon emissions in the world. Yes, Britain has its floods,
southern Europe its droughts, and the United States its hurricanes. But as devastating as these are for
ordinary people's lives, those governments have so far absorbed the costs and kept chugging along with
the status quo - more growth, more consumption, more emissions, more capitalism. They are not acting
on climate change because they have no real reason to care. The consequences of their industrial overconsumption are harming lands far beyond their borders. It's a textbook case of moral hazard: they are
willing to take the risk because someone else bears the cost. Of course, eventually, this will change.
They will get serious when their coastal cities flood and their food imports dry up - but by then it will be
too late. The solution is simple, at least conceptually: open the borders. By tearing down the walls that
separate the causes and consequences of climate change we can force a more honest reckoning with
reality. Once the victims of climate change have the right to seek refuge in Europe and North America, it
will obliterate the moral hazard of global warming. As rich nations finally start to feel the heat, so to
speak, you can bet they'll act fast, doing everything in their power to ensure that people's home regions
remain livable. Even if it means pushing for a new, more ecological, economic model. This might seem
unrealistic at a time of rising anti-immigrant sentiment. But either we do it now, finding orderly ways to
integrate climate refugees and allowing ourselves to be spurred to action by the suffering we're forced
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to confront, or down the road, we're going to face a refugee crisis more severe, violent and destabilising
than anything we can imagine. We have a choice.
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WARMING CAUSES EXTINCTION---TRIGGERS TIPPING POINTS AND POSITIVE FEEDBACKS WHICH MAKE
THE PLANET UNINHABITABLE

KLEIN 2014
Naomi, award-winning journalist, syndicated columnist, former Miliband Fellow at the London School of Economics, member of the board of
directors of 350.org, This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. the Climate, pp. 12-14

In a 2012 report, the World Bank laid out the gamble implied by that target. “As global warming
approaches and exceeds 2-degrees Celsius, there is a risk of triggering nonlinear tipping elements.
Examples include the disintegration of the West Antarctic ice sheet leading to more rapid sea-level rise,
or large-scale Amazon dieback drastically affecting ecosystems, rivers, agriculture, energy production,
and livelihoods. This would further add to 21st-century global warming and IMPACT entire continents.”
In other words, once we allow temperatures to climb past a certain point, where the mercury stops is
not in our control.¶ But the bigger problem—and the reason Copenhagen caused such great despair—is
that because governments did not agree to binding targets, they are free to pretty much ignore their
commitments. Which is precisely what is happening. Indeed, emissions are rising so rapidly that unless
something radical changes within our economic structure, 2 degrees now looks like a utopian dream.
And it’s not just environmentalists who are raising the alarm. The World Bank also warned when it
released its report that “we’re on track to a 4-C warmer world [by century’s end] marked by extreme
heat waves, declining global food stocks, loss of ecosystems and biodiversity, and life-threatening sea
level rise.” And the report cautioned that, “there is also no certainty that adaptation to a 4-C world is
possible.” Kevin Anderson, former director (now deputy director) of the Tyndall Centre for Climate
Change, which has quickly established itself as one of the U.K’s premier climate research institutions, is
even blunter; he says 4 degrees Celsius warming—7.2 degrees Fahrenheit—is “incompatible with an
organized, equitable, and civilized global community.”¶ We don’t know exactly what a 4 degree Celsius
world would look like, but even the best-case scenario is likely to be calamitous. Four degrees of
warming could raise global sea levels by 1 or possibly even 2 meters by 2100 (and would lock in at least
a few additional meters over future centuries). This would drown some island nations such as the
Maldives and Tuvalu, and inundate many coastal areas from Ecuador and Brazil to the Netherlands to
much of California and the northeastern United States as well as huge swaths of South and Southeast
Asia. Major cities likely in jeopardy include Boston, New York, greater Los Angeles, Vancouver, London,
Mumbai, Hong Kong, and Shanghai.¶ Meanwhile, brutal heat waves that can kill tens of thousands of
people, even in wealthy countries, would become entirely unremarkable summer events on every
continent but Antarctica. The heat would also cause staple crops to suffer dramatic yield losses across
the globe (it is possible that Indian wheat and U.S. could plummet by as much as 60 percent), this at a
time when demand will be surging due to population growth and a growing demand for meat. And since
crops will be facing not just heat stress but also extreme events such as wide-ranging droughts, flooding,
or pest outbreaks, the losses could easily TURN out to be more severe than the models have predicted.
When you add ruinous hurricanes, raging wildfires, fisheries collapses, widespread disruptions to water
supplies, extinctions, and globe-trotting diseases to the mix, it indeed becomes difficult to imagine that
a peaceful, ordered society could be sustained (that is, where such a thing exists in the first place).¶ And
keep in mind that these are the optimistic scenarios in which warming is more or less stabilized at 4
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(Continued on next page…)
(…Klein continues)
degrees Celsius and does not trigger tipping points beyond which runaway warming would occur. Based
on the latest modeling, it is becoming safer to assume that 4 degrees could bring about a number of
extremely dangerous feedback loops—an Arctic that is regularly ice-free in September, for instance, or,
according to one recent study, global vegetation that is too saturated to act as a reliable “sink”, leading
to more carbon being emitted rather than stored. Once this happens, any hope of predicting IMPACTs
pretty much goes out the window. And this process may be starting sooner than anyone predicted. In
May 2014, NASA and the University of California, Irvine scientists revealed that glacier melt in a section
of West Antarctica roughly the size of France now “appears unstoppable.” This likely spells down for the
entire West Antarctic ice sheet, which according to lead study author Eric Rignot “comes with a sea level
rise between three and five metres. Such an event will displace millions of people worldwide.” The
disintegration, however, could unfold over centuries and there is still time for emission reductions to
slow down the process and prevent the worst. ¶ Much more frightening than any of this is the fact that
plenty of mainstream analysts think that on our current emissions trajectory, we are headed for even
more than 4 degrees of warming. In 2011, the usually staid International Energy Agency (IEA) issued a
report predicting that we are actually on track for 6 degrees Celsius—10.8 degrees Fahrenheit—of
warming. And as the IEA’s chief economist put it: “Everybody, even the school children, knows that this
will have catastrophic implications for all of us.” (The evidence indicates that 6 degrees of warming is
likely to set in motion several major tipping points—not only slower ones such as the aforementioned
breakdown of the West Antarctic ice sheet, but possibly more abrupt ones, like massive releases of
methane from Arctic permafrost.) The accounting giant PricewaterhouseCoopers as also published a
report warning businesses that we are headed for “4-C , or even 6-C” of warming.¶ These various
projections are the equivalent of every alarm in your house going off simultaneously. And then every
alarm on your street going off as well, one by one by one. They mean, quite simply, that climate change
has become an existential crisis for the human species. The only historical precedent for a crisis of this
depth and scale was the Cold War fear that we were headed toward nuclear holocaust, which would
have made much of the Planet uninhabitable. But that was (and remains) a threat; a slim possibility,
should geopolitics spiral out of control. The vast majority of nuclear scientists never told us that we were
almost certainly going to put our civilization in peril if we kept going about our daily lives as usual, doing
exactly what we were already going, which is what climate scientists have been telling us for years. ¶ As
the Ohio State University climatologist Lonnie G. Thompson, a world-renowned specialist on glacier
melt, explained in 2010, “Climatologists, like other scientists, tend to be a stolid group. We are not given
to theatrical rantings about falling skies. Most of us are far more comfortable in our laboratories or
gathering data in the field than we are giving interviews to journalists or speaking before Congressional
committees. When then are climatologists speaking out about the dangers of global warming? The
answer is that virtually all of us are now convinced that global warming poses a clear and present
danger to civilization.”
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1AC – SOLVENCY
Contention 3 is SOLVENCY:
SMALLER REFORMS WILL ENSURE INCREASED HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS. ONLY COMPLETELY
REMOVING LEGAL RESTRICTIONS SPILLS OVER TO BROADER PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS.
SHIVANI 2017
10. Open borders are the only way to go. We are in a situation of chaos, breeding technical illegality,
because federal regulations have become too complex. Comprehensive immigration reform of any type
would make these laws even more cumbersome by drastically curtailing family unification (our quotas,
even after the 1965 liberalization, have always been vastly insufficient to the needs) and thus inviting
more illegality. I don’t want to rest my case for open borders on the economic justification, but studies
in the 1980s noted that world economic output would double if open borders prevailed everywhere,
and studies in the 2000s showed even greater gains for the world economy. Americans often compare
the nation to a house, arguing that immigrants who enter without inspection or overstay their visas are
like robbers whom we have every right to detain and expel. But a country or even a state or a city or a
neighborhood is not a house (just as it is simplistic to compare a country’s budget to a household’s). The
nation is dynamic and includes all of us. The nation is an abstraction is only as good as the operation of
freedom within it. The same is even truer of the world. If the world cannot be put inside a border, then a
country trying to do the same is foolish. A wall is a fantasy, not a reality, that makes us economically and
politically weaker. None of the moral grounds for exclusion make any sense, despite our knee-jerk resort
to national sovereignty [^having authority^]. Imagine if America had kept admitting Asians throughout
the 19th and 20th centuries, instead of allowing them in only after 1965. Imagine if we had continued
allowing Southern and Eastern Europeans after 1925. Would we have been a more progressive country,
less likely to have succumbed to the burdens of an empire, with a more global outlook in the crucial
midcentury years? Today immigrants are treated as criminals for their violations, with deportation as
the ultimate life-altering penalty, and yet immigrants are not provided the rights due to a criminal
defendant. Immigration is and always has been a civil matter; it is not a crime to be present without
authorization. We have in essence two sets of laws, one for immigrants, who do not have the rights of
defendants when charged with “crimes,” and one for everyone else. The only solution to this anomaly is
to cease treating immigration VIOLATIONS as crimes and to completely end detention for immigration. If
an immigrant commits a crime, he or she should be prosecuted under normal laws, as a criminal
defendant not as a “criminal alien.” Ultimately, the only solution is to reduce the complexities, to end
the web of regulations and exceptions — which, just as in corporate law, favor the powerful at the
expense of the weak — and to finally shed immigration laws altogether. Immigration should become a
purely voluntary [^doing by your choice, not because you are forced to^] affair, no different than filing
taxes. We trust citizens to do that, reporting millions of dollars in income. So why can’t we trust people

(Continued on next page…)
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(…Shivani continues)
to report their status and file for changes based on equities they have built in our community? As soon
as a person steps on our soil, [they]he or she should have full constitutional rights, so as to not be
subject to exploitation. Why can’t we visualize immigration without government regulation? We
certainly did very well with that regime until the federal bureaucracy emerged in the 1880s, and with
revived global understanding we can do so again. President Donald Trump is taking advantage, for white
nationalist purposes, of a legacy of tragically unfair rules that have defined our immigration system ever
since it has existed. We are now bearing the full fruits of a system that was begging to end in
catastrophe. In the first six months of 2011, more than 46,000 immigrants with at least one U.S. citizen
child were deported by the Obama administration. In the 10 years following the passage of the 1996
law, more than 12 million people were forced to agree to voluntary [^doing by your choice, not because
you are forced to^] departure. Though Immigration and Customs Enforcement under Trump is
dramatically apprehending immigrants in public venues — a theater of cruelty meant to terrorize
everyone — and causing great consternation [^concern^], this exact process of splitting up families has
been going on for two vicious decades, in numbers that classify as one the world’s major human rights
calamities. Countless numbers of immigrants, even legal permanent residents, have been hauled away
from their families, their communities, everything they know and love, based on some minor
misdemeanor they may have committed decades ago, which has suddenly been reclassified as an
"aggravated felony,” and is cause for their deportation to places they have no memory of. Such
immigrants do not have the right to be heard by a judge except in a perfunctory manner, with little
room for clemency based on individual circumstances. We do not call our immigrant detention facilities
concentration camps, but at any given time we have about 34,000 immigrants serving time in prisons far
from home, waiting to be deported. Is this any different than the prison regimes of the most brutal
governments we have protested? Migration is a human right. A person anywhere in the world has the
right to migrate, just as there is a right to free speech or association. In fact, most other rights follow
from the right to migrate. If governments are allowed to lock up people behind walls, then it’s only a
matter of time before other rights will dissipate, too. If we do not recognize migration as an inviolable
human right, and if we do not give up the idea of the wall, we are bound to lose human rights for all of
us. American citizenship, by having become associated with the hypernationalist project, will at first look
enviable and untouchable, but ultimately will be so cheapened as to be worth nothing. For the courts, as
they face the Trump assault, the challenge is clear: Do away with the plenary power doctrine and extend
full constitutional rights to immigrants. Rights should depend on personhood not citizenship, as some of
our best legal minds have recognized throughout our history. One thing that would strongly push the
country in the opposite direction than the one Trump intends is for individual states, particularly
progressive states in the West or Northeast, to pass laws as favorable to immigrants as the ones in
Arizona, Georgia and Alabama have been unfavorable. What if, say, California were to pass legislation
extending full human rights to all people present in the state? That would set up a historic
confrontation, bringing out all the anomalies in our inhuman immigration regime for due public
consideration. “Sanctuary” would become a constructive, constitutional, universal concept, not a purely
reactive one against police powers. Every time we say that we should let immigrants stay because they
do the dirtiest work that native-born folks aren’t willing to do, we should remember that we do not
justify our ancestors’ arrival with that logic. We deserve to be here because we have a human right to
be, just as we accepted this in the centuries preceding racist federal bureaucracies. We are here because
we are humans, not because of our utility toward someone else’s comfort.
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1AC Advantage 3 – HARMS (Human Rights)
Advantage 3 is Harms – Human Rights:
US HUMAN RIGHTS GET MODELED GLOBALLY AND STOP HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS IN REPRESSIVE
REGIMES.
GREEN 2017
[Shannon N. Green, director and senior fellow of the Human Rights Initiative at the Center for Strategic
and International Studies., 3-8-2017, "When the U.S. Gives Up on Human Rights, Everyone Suffers,"
Foreign Policy, http://foreignpolicy.com/2017/04/04/when-the-u-s-gives-up-on-human-rights-everyonesuffers/ MYY]
Of course, U.S. global leadership on democracy and human rights is not merely based on what it says or
does overseas. What matters more is the example that America sets. By that measure, the Trump
administration has already significantly eroded U.S. credibility. Why would another country listen to the
United States about protecting vulnerable populations, given perceptions that the immigration and
refugee executive order was religiously motivated? What authority does America have standing up for
besieged journalists when the president of the United States has tweeted that the news media is the
“enemy of the American People?” How can U.S. diplomats press security partners to protect civilians
during military operations while the White House is contemplating loosening drone strike restrictions
that seek to prevent civilian casualties? Rights-abusing countries will have a much easier time brushing
away U.S. criticisms of their behavior so long as these deficiencies persist at home.
Authoritarian [^a government that does not allow individual rights or freedoms^] governments — weary
of the United States prodding them on human rights and critical of what they perceive as Western
meddling in their sovereign [^having authority^] affairs — are likely celebrating this TURN of events.
The president of Turkey, Recip Tayyip Erdogan, welcomed Trump’s election and heralded an era of
greater cooperation. Increasingly rebuked by the Obama administration for his consolidation of power
and crackdown on the military and judiciary, especially after a failed coup attempt in July 2016, Erdogan
has much to gain by the United States looking the other way as Turkey creeps toward
authoritarianismCountries from Saudi Arabia to Cambodia appear less inhibited in going after political
opponents, assuming that Trump’s election means that they will get a free pass on human rights
VIOLATIONS.
By no means is authoritarian retrenchment [^a step backwards^] a new phenomenon. For the past
decade, governments have been dismantling democratic institutions and curtailing human rights.
Freedom House has documented 11 straight years in which there have been more declines in political
and civil liberties than gains. However, the United States often served as a check on the worst impulses
of autocrats. Without a champion of human rights in the White House, such regimes will likely go
unchallenged as they commit egregious abuses and power grabs.
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UNDERMINING HUMAN RIGHTS LEADS TO VIOLATIONS THAT RESULT IN GENOCIDE.
HOFFMAN 2004
[Paul Hoffman, Legal Director, ACLU Foundation of Southern California member of Amnesty
International’s executive committee and professor at Oxford University/George Washington University
School of Law, 11-1-2004, "Human Rights And Terrorism," Human Rights Quarterly, https://www-jstororg.flagship.luc.edu/stable/20069768?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents MYY]
History shows that when societies trade human rights for security, most often they get neither. Instead,
minorities and other marginalized groups pay the price through VIOLATION of their human rights.
Sometimes this trade-off comes in the form of mass murder or genocide, other times in the form of
arbitrary arrest and imprisonment, or the suppression of speech or religion. Indeed, millions of lives
have been destroyed in the last sixty years when human rights norms have not been observed.5
Undermining the strength of international human rights law and institutions will only facilitate such
human rights VIOLATIONS in the future and confound efforts to bring violators to justice.6

HUMAN RIGHTS COME FIRST – THERE IS A MORAL OBLIGATION TO PROTECT RIGHTS.
MAIESE 2003
[Michelle Maiese, 7-1-2003, "Human Rights VIOLATION s," Beyond Intractability,
https://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/human_rights_VIOLATION s%20 MYY]
There is now near-universal consensus that all individuals are entitled to certain basic rights under any
circumstances. These include certain civil liberties and political rights, the most fundamental of which is
the right to life and physical safety. Human rights are the articulation of the need for justice, tolerance,
mutual respect, and human dignity in all of our activity.[1] Speaking of rights allows us to express the
idea that all individuals are part of the scope of morality and justice. To protect human rights is to
ensure that people receive some degree of decent, humane treatment. To violate the most basic human
rights, on the other hand, is to deny individuals their fundamental moral entitlements. It is, in a sense, to
treat them as if they are less than human and undeserving of respect and dignity. Examples are acts
typically deemed "crimes against humanity," including genocide, torture, slavery, rape, enforced
sterilization or medical experimentation, and deliberate starvation. Because these policies are
sometimes implemented by governments, limiting the unrestrained power of the state is an important
part of international law. Underlying laws that prohibit the various "crimes against humanity" is the
principle of nondiscrimination and the notion that certain basic rights apply universally.[2]
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2AC SOLVENCY “Legal system discriminates” – ANSWERS TO 1NC
They say that the legal system will still discriminate after the PLAN, but…
1. Our ______________________ evidence says that __________________________________.
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their _____________________________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
___________
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2AC HARMS (Racism) “Nativist backlash” – ANSWERS TO 1NC
They say that PLAN causes a nativist backlash, but…
1. Our ______________________ evidence says that __________________________________.
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their _____________________________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

2. WE CAN’T BE AFRAID TO DO WHAT’S RIGHT BECAUSE OF RACISTS - IMMIGRATION RESTRICTIONS
ARE IMMORAL AND CAUSE PREVENTABLE DEATHS.
JONES 2018
[Reece, prof Geography Univ Hawaii Manoa https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/feb/16/democrats-immigration-policy-open-borders-dreamers]

Finally, there is not a moral or ethical reason to justify restricting the movement of other human beings
at borders. Border controls harm other people by limiting their opportunities and by causing many to die
when they do try to move. In 2016, more than 7,800 people died simply trying to move from one place
to another. Today, Donald Trump and his supporters see migrants as the barbarians at the gate.
However, future generations may look back on our era and see the people violently manning the gates
as the true barbarians.
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2AC HARMS (Global Warming) – ANSWERS TO 1NC “Too late”
They say that it’s too late to SOLVE global warming, but…
1. Our ______________________ evidence says that __________________________________.
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their _____________________________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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2. WARMING CAN STILL BE STOPPED—WE MUST ACT BEFORE 2020.
HARVEY 2017
[Fiona Harvey, 6-28-2017, "World has three years left to stop dangerous climate change, warn experts," Guardian,
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/jun/28/world-has-three-years-left-to-stop-dangerous-climate-change-warn-experts MYY]

Avoiding dangerous levels of climate change is still just about possible, but will require unprecedented
effort and coordination from governments, businesses, citizens and scientists in the next three years, a
group of prominent experts has warned. Warnings over global warming have picked up pace in recent
months, even as the political environment has grown chilly with Donald Trump’s formal announcement
of the US’s withdrawal from the Paris agreement. This year’s weather has beaten high temperature
records in some regions, and 2014, 2015 and 2016 were the hottest years on record. But while
temperatures have risen, global carbon dioxide emissions have stayed broadly flat for the past three
years. This gives hope that the worst effects of climate change – devastating droughts, floods,
heatwaves and irreversible sea level rises – may be avoided, according to a letter published in the
journal Nature this week. The authors, including former UN climate chief Christiana Figueres and Hans
Joachim Schellnhuber of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, argue that the next three
years will be crucial. They calculate that if emissions can be brought permanently lower by 2020 then
the temperature thresholds leading to runaway irreversible climate change will not be breached.
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3. POLITICAL WILL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR TO MANAGE GLOBAL WARMING BY 2050
ROGERS 2018
[Erin Rogers, 5-29-2018, "Part one: Building political will for climate action," Hewlett Foundation,
https://www.hewlett.org/part-one-building-political-will-for-climate-action/ MYY]
Let’s first take a step back to understand exactly what needs to change and how fast. In the United
States, doing our fair share to stay below a 2-degree rise in global temperature (and thus avoid the
suffering that comes with that warming) means nearly fully decarbonizing our economy by 2050. To stay
on track toward that goal and meet our obligations under the Paris climate accord, we’ll need to
accomplish a lot by 2025—a mere seven years from now. About a third of our electricity will need to
come from renewable energy sources like solar and wind by then. These clean sources provide less than
10% of our electricity now. About half of today’s coal-fired power will have to come off-line or fully
capture their emissions. At least a quarter of our car and truck sales will need to be fully electric, up
from 1% electric vehicle sales now. And about 80% of all new residential water and space heaters sold
will have to be electric, not gas. (For reference, this means that people will have to buy electric vehicles
and electric heaters at the same pace they bought cell phones, the internet, or color TVs during their
take-off periods—a heavy lift.) The fuel efficiency of regular gasoline-fueled cars and trucks can’t
decrease, despite current attempts to undermine our national fuel economy standards. We’d have to at
least double energy efficiency in buildings, appliances, and industry. Political will can make or break our
ability to hit those marks. But what is political will, exactly? At its core, it is simply the willingness and
ability of decision-makers to implement and sustain a policy. In order to build political will, supporters of
a policy can shape the circumstances under which decision-makers act, in order to make positive
outcomes more likely. Converting public support into policy action often means overcoming powerful
incumbents, wealthy opponents, and the perpetual force of the status quo. In the case of climate
change, opponents have spent billions of dollars to stymie climate solutions and sow confusion and
deep polarization amongst decision-makers and the public. Because of this, the public is deeply divided
on acknowledging the overwhelming scientific evidence of climate change. Yet large majorities of the
public favor a wide range of climate solutions, including clean energy, carbon pollution limits, and
cleaner, more efficient vehicles. However, decision-makers, broadly speaking, are not acting on this
wide-spread public support for solutions. Why? They lack the political will to overcome narrow but wellfunded opposition and break from the status quo to provide the solutions the public demands.
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1AR HARMS (Global Warming) – Answers to “It’s too late”
They say, “it’s too late to SOLVE global warming,” but group their responses.
1. Our ______________________ evidence says that __________________________________.
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their _____________________________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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2. ANY RISK THAT WARMING CAN BE STOPPED MEANS YOU VOTE AFFIRMATIVE. DELAYING
ACTION CAUSES MASSIVE AMOUNTS OF SUFFERING, CONFLICT, AND DEATH.
ROBERTS 2018
[David Roberts, 1-19-2018, "This graphic explains why 2 degrees of global warming will be way worse than 1.5," Vox,
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/1/19/16908402/global-warming-2-degrees-climate-change MYY]

At our present rate of emissions, our carbon budget for a good (66 percent) chance of limiting warming
to 1.5 degrees will be used up in six years. Except, oops, that graphic is two years old, so now it’s down
to four years. To hit the brakes at 1.5 degrees, global carbon emissions would need to immediately
begin plunging, faster than they ever have, and hit zero by 2050 (and then go negative): That would
require the equivalent of the US mobilization for World War II, only global, and sustained for the rest of
the century. The chances of that happening seem ... remote. For all we know, Trump will still be in office
when the 1.5 degree budget is used up. But we should be clear about the decision we are making, even
if we’re only making it by not making a decision. By delaying the necessary work of decarbonization, we
are consigning millions of people in tropical regions to less food and in the Mediterranean to less water
— with all the attendant health problems and conflict. We’re allowing more heat waves and higher seas.
We’re giving up on the world’s coral reefs, and with them the hundreds of species that rely on them.
And even then, the decision will still face us: 2 degrees or 3? Again, it will mean more heat waves, more
crop losses, more water shortages, more inundated coastal cities, more disease and conflict, millions
more suffering. And even then, the decision: 3 degrees or 4? The longer we wait, the more human
suffering and irreversible damage to ecosystems we inscribe into our collective future. But there’s no
hiding, no escaping the imperative to decarbonize. It must be done if our species is to have a long-term
home on Earth.
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2AC HARMS (Global Warming) – ANSWERS TO 1NC “Technology can’t
SOLVE Global Warming”
They say that technology can’t solve global warming, but…
1. Our ______________________ evidence says that __________________________________.
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their _____________________________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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2. STEADY ROLLOUT OF TECHNOLOGY IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN A SINGLE INNOVATION TO SOLVE.
BERES 2015
Senior Tech Editor, Huffington Post https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/tech-climatechange_us_566f2719e4b0fccee16f7215
The most basic question was, of course, the easiest to answer. Tech — more specifically, energy
technology — is fundamental to combatting global warming.
“It’s absolutely decisive,” Parson said. “You can understand climate change as a mostly technical
problem to which there is a mostly technical solution.”
Fossil fuels are the big problem — viable ALTERNATIVES to dirty energy sources like coal and oil would
put us in a much better place. Technology also could help offset damage already done.
“It’s a huge change that has to happen, and it doesn’t have to happen on a dime,” Parson said. “A lot of
what has to happen to change the energy system isn’t discovering the brilliant new breakthrough
technology that’s going to make it all better. It’s rolling new, better technologies out through the whole
system and getting them deployed and used.”
There’s a lot of work left, even if we have some of the baseline energy technology that will help, like
more efficient solar power and wind power.
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2AC HARMS (Human Rights) “Trump kills human rights credibility” –
ANSWERS TO 1NC
They say that Trump has killed our human rights credibility, but…
1. Our ______________________ evidence says that __________________________________.
(Put our authors’ names from 1AC/2AC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their _____________________________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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2. THE PLAN SOLVES – INTERNATIONAL SKEPTICISM OF TRUMP MEAN THAT REVERSALS OF HIS
POLICIES SOLVE HUMAN RIGHTS LEADERSHIP.
NOSSEL 2017
[Suzanne Nossel, 6-19-2017, "It’s OK That Trump Doesn’t Care About Human Rights," Foreign Policy,
https://foreignpolicy.com/2017/06/19/its-ok-that-trump-doesnt-care-about-human-rights/ MYY]
This is not to suggest that advocates should give up on the role of the United States as a defender of
human rights. Now, with authoritarianism [^a government that does not allow individual rights or
freedoms^] on the rise in China, Russia, Turkey, the Philippines, and Hungary and intact in much of the
Middle East and Africa — and backsliding likely to accelerate amid an absence of leadership from the
White House — brave rights defenders and dissidents in those countries need more international
support, not less. Left to their own interests, governments like Russia and China that wish to weaken
international human rights institutions and instruments will seize opportunities to expand their
influence. Progress made in advancing norms of international accountability, LGBT rights, and the
protection of journalists and human rights defenders will almost certainly atrophy. But crocodile tears
from President Trump, should they even be offered, will address none of that. Much more important are
efforts to show the world that the current administration is neither the only face of America’s role in the
world nor the sole vessel for U.S. values. Most foreign governments and informed citizens know that
most of Washington regards his leadership with skepticism and that his public approval ratings are at
historic lows. Members of Congress, civil society organizations, and other institutions work to defend
human rights globally and can speak out and step up where the current administration won’t. The role
of these actors in showing solidarity with dissidents, calling out repressive policies, supporting rights
defenders, and advocating for the role of institutions and norms should redouble as the White House
retreats. That Trump won’t — and can’t credibly — speak out doesn’t mean that American society or
even the American government must go quiet. Members of Congress can hold hearings, send letters,
take meetings with visiting advocates, take part in delegations, and otherwise demonstrate that the U.S.
government as a whole takes seriously its role as a human rights standard-bearer, even if the current
administration amounts to an egregious lapse. Funders should step up to help alleviate the strain that
civil society organizations face in trying to address the challenges posed by the president’s domestic
policies while simultaneously trying to fill the vacuum created by the administration’s retreat from
America’s traditional role as a rights defender globally. These groups should not be forced to choose
now that the agenda at home has grown so imperative as well. In recent years, private funders of
human rights campaigns have been shifting their support away from U.S.- and European-based groups in
favor of direct help to advocates working in hotspots around the world. The logic is simple: The solution
to human rights abuses in Turkey, Russia, or China won’t be found in Washington. The Obama
administration reinforced these efforts through its own campaign to buttress local civil society
organizations around the world, offer them financial support, and elevate their participation in
international diplomacy. Importantly, this assistance in funding and organizational development came
backed with the moral leadership of the U.S. government voiced at the highest levels and through its
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(Continued on next page…)
…Nossel continues)
diplomatic missions. But with President Trump’s budget dramatically scaling back such support,
foundations should reinvest additional resources in organizations and partners who can keep faith with
international counterparts, raise the global media profile of rights VIOLATIONS and crises, and apply
pressure through international mechanisms and forums. Such efforts will help blunt the IMPACT of the
Trump administration’s indifference, catalyze the engagement of Capitol Hill on human rights issues, and
sustain and strengthen connections internationally. Trump’s retreat from leadership on human rights
can be mitigated if nongovernmental groups lean in. Just as civil society organizations and the media are
tempering some of the president’s most tempering some of the president’s most constitutionally and
morally dubious domestic policies, so they should also help to bridge shortfalls in funding, speak out for
those who counted on the United States for support, and fortify civil society groups that the Trump
administration is abandoning. The best way to preserve America’s global human rights leadership is
not to put words in Trump’s mouth but to demonstrate that the U.S. system of government, strong
independent civil society, and claim to global leadership are strong enough to withstand his term of
office.
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1AR HARMS (Human Rights) “Trump kills credibility” Answers
They say that Trump kills our human rights credibility, but group their responses.
1. TRUMP DOESN’T HARM U.S. LEADERSHIP FOREVER. HIS DAMAGE CAN BE REVERSED BY THE
PLAN.
BYMAN 2018
[Daniel Byman, a senior fellow at the Center for Middle East Policy at the Brookings Institution, where
he focuses on counterterrorism and Middle East security. He is also a professor at Georgetown
University's School of Foreign Service., 6-14-2018, "Recovering From the Trump Foreign Policy," Lawfare,
https://www.lawfareblog.com/recovering-trump-foreign-policy MYY]
The United States is also losing much of its soft power. Part of this stems from the abandonment of
cherished ideals that, whatever America’s inconsistency over the years, still had the power to inspire.
Trump has scorned the idea of the United States as a haven for those fleeing persecution, perhaps
America’s longest legacy. He has highlighted and exacerbated intolerance, complaining about people
from “shithole” countries, building a wall to deal with a nonexistent surge in migration from Mexico and
playing up anti-Muslim sentiment. The Trump administration is even separating children from their
families at the border. This ugly side of America preceded Trump and will endure after he leaves office,
but in the past, U.S. leaders have downplayed, not exacerbated, these sentiments. Trump’s words and
actions seem to confirm what some anti-American voices have long claimed: that the United States is
racist and intolerant. Such judgments based on Trump’s rhetoric may grow as fewer international
students get to know the United States by studying at its universities. American universities are the best
in the world, and as foreign nationals who studied in the United States rise through the ranks of
government and industry, some have assimilated U.S. values, and many are comfortable working with
Americans. But the number of international students fell 7 percent in the fall of 2017, and this decline is
likely to continue as visa restrictions and this administration’s hostility to foreigners make America less
attractive. Over time, this will diminish the number of high-quality students who want to stay and work
in America, reducing an important source of innovation and skilled labor. It also reduces the number of
foreigners who go home with an understanding, and appreciation, of America and its traditional values.
European countries with more open educational policies will enjoy the advantages America once held.
And the caliber of foreign universities will improve as these top-quality students choose to study there,
and U.S. institutions will decline. Trump has dug America into a hole, and the next administration will
spend much of its time trying to get out. None of Trump’s changes are irreversible, but they are hard to
reverse. It took generations for presidents of both parties to build up these advantages. Although they
have been quickly squandered, they cannot quickly be restored. The next administration should focus
not only on rectifying Trump’s day-to-day blunders but also on how to restore institutions, soft power,
the credibility of American values overseas and the deeper sources of U.S. power.
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2. They say ALTERNATIVE causes and point to Guantanamo, but the biggest issue
now is immigration.
A) Our Green 2017 evidence specifically isolates international perception of
Trump’s immigration policy.
B) Our Byman 2018 evidence indicates that Trump’s restrictions on immigrations
fuel international skepticism because fewer people migrate and gain complex
views. That means that the PLAN is key.
3. ACTION NOW IS KEY – BROADER ACTION BY THE US GOVERNMENT CAN COUNTERACT TRUMP’S
IMPACT ON US LEADERSHIP.
YARHI-MILO 2018
[Keren Yarhi-Milo is Assistant Professor of Politics and International Affairs at Princeton University,
January/February 2018, “After Credibility.” Foreign Affairs. pp. 68-77. MYY ]
The long-term ramifications of Trump’s credibility crisis remain unclear. The United States cannot
control the conclusions that others draw from the president’s behavior. But international observers will
look at how the U.S. political system responds to Trump’s statements, and when and how it
counteracts them. Even if American foreign policy during the Trump administration remains consistent
and coherent in action, if not in rhetoric, the United States has already paid a significant price for
Trump’s behavior: the president is no longer considered the ultimate voice on foreign policy. Foreign
leaders are turning elsewhere to gauge American intentions. With the U.S. domestic system so polarized
and its governing party so fragmented, communicating intent has become more difficult than ever. The
more bipartisan and univocal U.S. signaling is, the less likely it is that Trump’s damage to American
credibility will outlast his tenure.
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2AC Frontline – Trump Base DISADVANTAGE Answers
1. THE INTERNAL LINK IS NOT UNIQUE – TRUMP LOST A THIRD OF HIS BASE AND DID NOT LASH
OUT.
SILVER 2017
[Nate Silver, 5-25-2017, "Donald Trump’s Base Is Shrinking," FiveThirtyEight, https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/donald-trumps-base-isshrinking/ MYY]

But the theory isn’t supported by the evidence. To the contrary, Trump’s base seems to be eroding.
There’s been a considerable decline in the number of Americans who strongly approve of Trump, from a
peak of around 30 percent in February to just 21 or 22 percent of the electorate now. (The decline in
Trump’s strong approval ratings is larger than the overall decline in his approval ratings, in fact.) Far
from having unconditional love from his base, Trump has already lost almost a third of his strong
support. And voters who strongly disapprove of Trump outnumber those who strongly approve of him
by about a 2-to-1 ratio, which could presage an “enthusiasm gap” that works against Trump at the
midterms. The data suggests, in particular, that the GOP’s initial attempt (and failure) in March to pass
its unpopular health care bill may have cost Trump with his core supporters.

2. THE LINK IS NOT UNIQUE – TRUMP BACKED DOWN ON SEPARATING FAMILIES AND THE IMPACT
OF THE DISADVANTAGE DIDN’T HAPPEN.
KARNI & JOHNSON 2018
[Annie Karni and Eliana Johnson, 6-20-2018, "The day Trump caved," POLITICO, https://www.politico.com/story/2018/06/20/trump-cavesfamily-separation-660870 MYY]

But on Wednesday, facing what has grown into the biggest moral and political crisis of his
administration, the president whose default position is to double down, simply caved in. Sitting behind
the Resolute Desk in the Oval Office flanked by Vice President Mike Pence and embattled Homeland
Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen, Trump signed an executive order temporarily halting his policy of
separating children from their parents at the border. “The border’s just as tough,” Trump told reporters.
“But we do want to keep families together.” The about-face came less than 24 hours after Trump was
stridently insisting he was powerless to change the situation, instead blaming Congress for scenes of
children caged in former big-box stores. On Tuesday, speaking in front of a business group, Trump even
referenced his first campaign speech, in which he called Mexican immigrants rapists and accused them
of bringing drugs and crime into the country. “Remember I made that speech and I was badly
criticized?” he said. “‘Oh it’s so terrible, what he said.’ Turned out I was 100 percent right. That’s why I
got elected.” As recently as Friday, the White House circulated talking points quoting the president
himself saying that his hands were tied: “We can’t do it through an executive order.” His ultimate
reversal was all the more remarkable because the immigration and border security has been his
signature political issue, one that has energized his political base and helped elevate him to office.

3. Their IMPACT is NON-UNIQUE: Extend Foster 2016 – Trump responds to minor
economic decline with war. The STATUS QUO will diversionary war because of the
collapse of the economy due to a lack of workers, but the PLAN has a risk of solving it.
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4. THEIR IMPACT IS NOT UNIQUE - THE RUSSIA INVESTIGATION IS A HUGE ALTERNATIVE CAUSE
FOR WAR.
BLOOMFIELD 2018
[Douglas Bloomfield, Washington lobbyist and consultant. He spent nine years as the legislative director
and chief lobbyist for the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC). 7-4-2018, "Washington
Watch: Wag the Dog," The Jerusalem Post, https://www.jpost.com/Opinion/Washington-Watch-Wagthe-Dog-543317 MYY]
In Washington special counsel Robert Mueller is looking into the Russian role in the 2016 presidential
election and other crimes. One of those lines of inquiry is believed to be possible obstruction of justice
by the president for firing FBI director James Comey for refusing to shut down the investigation of thennational security advisor Mike Flynn. Flynn is one of two former Trump campaign and White House
officials to have pleaded guilty to charges in the Russia investigation. Two others have been indicted
and 13 Russian nationals have been charged with election interference. A lot more shoes are expected
to fall. Trump and Netanyahu are understandably nervous about these investigations and can’t make
them go away. That has led to speculation in both countries that they may be looking for a military
diversion. Trump has been talked out – for now at least – of his yearning to give North Korea’s “little
Rocket Man” Kim Jong-un a “bloody nose” strike against his nuclear facilities. That could quickly ignite a
major war and cause millions of deaths, Trump was told. A surgical strike against Iran – maybe its
factories and militia allies in Syria or even a nuclear site in Iran – could be less costly, but also lead to
wide-ranging consequences. Thousands of American military and civilian personal in the region are
potential targets.

5. NO LINK – CONSERVATIVE MEDIA SHIELDS TRUMP FROM CRITICISM.
LEVITZ 18
[Eric, http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/08/2018-midterms-trump-red-wave-gop-basedelusional-fake-news.html MYY]
For decades now, the conservative movement has sought to keep its core voters confined to a carefully
curated media ecosystem — one where the Democratic Party is a Marxist-Islamist organization, America
is the world’s most over-taxed nation, illegal immigrants bear sole responsibility for the stagnation of
middle-class wages (and/or all violent crime), and there’s never been a better time to buy gold coins. In
many respects, this project has been a great boon to the Republican Party. Research suggests that Fox
News’ existence significantly boosts the GOP’s vote-share (and might have even swung the 2004
election to George W. Bush). And, in addition to helping Republicans win elections, the right-wing echochamber has given the party a freer hand once in power. More tax cuts for the wealthy, less social
insurance for the working class, and near-total impunity for polluters and predatory lenders is not a
popular platform, even with Republican voters. But by supplying conservatives with “alternative facts”
about such policies; stoking their cultural resentments and racialized fears; and branding all nonconservative media as biased or liberal (or, in today’s parlance, “fake news”) the GOP has succeeded in
retaining the loyalty of its grassroots, while betraying their stated preferences on a wide range of
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2AC Frontline – Brain Drain DISADVANTAGE Answers
1. TURN - PLAN SOLVES – OPEN BORDERS ARE KEY TO ENSURE KNOWLEDGE CIRCULATION THAT
SOLVES BRAIN DRAIN.
NEW YORK TIMES 2015
[Adam Davidson, a founder of NPR’s “Planet Money” and a contributing writer for the magazine., 3-242015, "Debunking the Myth of the Job-Stealing Immigrant," The New York Times,
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/29/magazine/debunking-the-myth-of-the-job-stealingimmigrant.html?_r=0 MYY]
This paradox of immigration is bound up with the paradox of economic growth itself. Growth has
acquired a bad reputation of late among some, especially on the left, who associate the term with
environmental destruction and rising inequality. But growth through immigration is growth with
remarkably little downside. Whenever an immigrant enters the United States, the world becomes a bit
richer. For all our faults, the United States is still far better developed economically than most nations,
certainly the ones that most of our immigrants have left. Our legal system and our financial and physical
infrastructure are also far superior to most (as surprising as that might sometimes seem to us). So when
people leave developing economies and set foot on American soil, they typically become more
productive, in economic terms. They earn more money, achieve a higher standard of living and add
more economic value to the world than they would have if they stayed home. If largely open borders
were to replace our expensive and restrictive lottery system, it’s likely that many of these immigrants
would travel back and forth between the United States and their native countries, counteracting the
potential brain drain by sharing knowledge and investment capital. Environmentally, immigration
tends to be less damaging than other forms of growth, because it doesn’t add to the number of people
on earth and often shifts people to more environmentally friendly jurisdictions.
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2. BRAIN CIRCULATION - MIGRANTS REMAIN CONNECTED TO THEIR HOME COUNTRIES WHICH
ENSURES DEVELOPMENT THROUGH INVESTMENT AND KNOWLEDGE SHARING

RAPOPORT 2017
[Hillel Rapoport, professor at the Paris School of Economics, February 2017, “Who is Afraid of the Brain Drain? A Development Economist’s
View” CEPII, http://www.cepii.fr/PDF_PUB/pb/2017/pb2017-14.pdf MYY]

The above-described “incentive” effect takes place before migration occurs; once migrants have left,
however, they can still affect economic, political and social outcomes in their home country. By sending
money or returning after some time,6 or by forming diaspora networks that serve as bridges between
host and home countries. Along those bridges, many things can circulate: goods, investments,
technologies, ideas, values. This is the last strand of brain drain research I want to emphasize before
concluding. Indeed, being able to draw on a network of skilled compatriots scattered around the world
(especially if they live in the leading countries in terms of technological innovation, financial power, and
democracy standards) is crucial to many developing and emerging countries in their search for better
integration into the global economy. There is growing evidence and understanding that migrants in
general, and skilled migrants in particular, favor the economic, financial and even political and cultural
integration of their home country into the global economy. The recent literature has consistently shown
this, starting from the “trade creating” effect of migration and ending with the uncovering of “social
remittances [^money sent back home^]” (Levitt and Lamba Nieves, 2011) in the realms of demography
or politics). Two forces are at play. First, an “information channel”, whereby migrants reduce transaction
costs between their host and home countries, allowing more trade flows (both imports and exports) and
inflows of Foreign Direct Investments as well as other forms of financial investments (e.g., international
bank loans, purchase of home-country bonds, etc.). While for trade, there is no substantial difference
between low- and high-skill migrants in terms of ability to convey the relevant transaction-facilitating
information, for financial flows in general, and for FDI in particular, skilled migrants seems to have a
significant advantage.7 And second, a “knowledge diffusion channel”, whereby migrants transfer
knowledge, including technological knowledge, but also social norms, preferences and values (e.g.
preferences for lower fertility or for democracy), from the host to the home economy. It is not clear
whether high- or low-skill migrants have an advantage in initiating such transfers, except for innovation
adoption and diffusion, where, quite obviously, there is a strong advantage for the former.8 7
Conclusion As we have seen, the recent economic literature does not support the traditional and still
very popular view that the brain drain is an impediment to developing countries’ current and future
economic performance. To the contrary, the possibility for people to “sell” their human capital abroad
generates incentives to invest more in human capital, and a demand for higher quality, more
internationally transferrable education, which ultimately also benefits those who do not emigrate. There
are also counteracting forces of course: the depletion effect of emigration, the lack of incentives if
people are credit-constrained, and some diversion in terms of fields of study away from the home
countries’ needs (e.g., geriatrics instead of pediatrics). And the benefits from skilled diasporas, which
appear to be considerable and multi-dimensional, should not be overlooked. So even if one adopts a
consequentialist view that focuses exclusively on the effects of migration on the source countries,
disregarding people’s rights to emigrate and giving little weight to the migrants themselves, the
evidence does not support what I would call the now outdated mercantilist view of the brain drain.
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3. THEIR IMPACT IS NOT UNIQUE - TERRORISM IS A BIGGER AND MORE PROBABLE CAUSE OF
WAR IN SOUTH ASIA AND THE PLAN HAS THE BEST CHANCE OF SOLVENCY.
AYOOB 2018
[Mohammed Ayoob, senior fellow at the Center for Global Policy in Washington, DC, and University
Distinguished Professor Emeritus of International Relations at Michigan State University., 3-14-2018,
"India and Pakistan: Inching Toward Their Final War?," National Interest,
http://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/india-pakistan-inching-toward-their-final-war24902/page/0/1 MYY]
The escalation in the last two years in terror attacks, especially by Jaish-e-Muhammad, with the obvious
connivance of the Pakistan army, on Indian military targets in Kashmir and surrounding Indian states has
made the situation very perilous. In the past several months, terrorist groups operating from Pakistan
have undertaken several such major attacks, causing significant loss of life among Indian security forces.
A major terrorist attack on the Uri camp in Jammu and Kashmir in September 2016, which left
seventeen military personnel dead, motivated the Indian government to reassess its strategy for
responding to such attacks. On September 29, 2016, India launched its first publicly acknowledged
“surgical strike” against terrorist bases in Pakistan. Although there had been speculation that India had
conducted such strikes earlier as well, this was the first admission by New Delhi that it was ready to
launch major retaliatory attacks against targets in Pakistan and Pakistan-occupied Kashmir. In the latest
incident, in February 2018, Jaish terrorists attacked an Indian military camp in Jammu; five army
personnel and four militants were killed. In retaliation, the Indian army destroyed a Pakistani army post
with the help of rocket launchers, killing, according to Indian sources , twenty-two Pakistani personnel.
This tit-for-tat exchange is reaching dangerous proportions. So far, the Pakistani military has
downplayed Indian incursions and retaliatory attacks and refused to recognize their seriousness,
because it does not want to appear weak in the eyes of the Pakistani public, which is then likely to
clamor for revenge. However, the Pakistani military cannot continue to downplay Indian attacks,
especially in light of the increasing fatalities. There is the danger that at some point, either by
miscalculation or by design, an Indian surgical strike in Pakistani territory will push the Pakistani
military—which controls the nuclear weapons—to retaliate in force. If a full-scale war erupts, at some
point Pakistan, unable to counter superior Indian conventional forces, could resort to battlefield nuclear
weapons, as its doctrine proclaims. While India subscribes to a no-first-use doctrine, it has made it
abundantly clear that it will massively retaliate against any use of battlefield nuclear weapons by
Pakistan without making a distinction between tactical and strategic nuclear weapons. This strategy, as
enunciated in a statement issued by the government of India on January 4, 2003, is designed to inflict
unacceptable damage on the enemy. Former Indian national security advisor Shivshankar Menon
elaborated this strategy in his memoirs: “India would hardly risk giving Pakistan the chance to carry out
a massive nuclear strike after the Indian response to Pakistan using tactical nuclear weapons. In other
words, Pakistani tactical nuclear weapon use would effectively free India to undertake a comprehensive
first strike against Pakistan.”
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2AC Frontline – Wages DISADVANTAGE Answers
1. TURN - OPENING BORDERS FUELS EXPORTS, DRIVES UP WAGES, AND INCREASES GROWTH.
KANE 2015
[Timothy Kane, JP Conte Fellow in Immigration Studies at the Hoover Institution at Stanford University,
2-17-2015, "The Economic Effect Of Immigration," Hoover Institution,
https://www.hoover.org/research/economic-effect-immigration MYY]
There are many more subtleties to consider, but the third chart gets the basic point across. The mix of
goods and skill levels matter, but two nuances bear consideration. First, many immigrants send a
portion of their income out of the domestic economy in the form of remittances [^money sent back
home^], but it is hard to know if this is materially different from domestic purchase of imports, and
besides, ultimately those cash flows circulate back to demand for U.S. goods in the form of exports.
Second, migrants are paid their marginal product (as is any worker), meaning that much if not most of
their value added to production directly benefits the native population. Finally, if you believe that a
growing economy leads to faster real wage growth due to increased productivity–a standard freemarket principle established by Adam Smith’s 1776 Wealth of Nations–then it is natural to predict a
general equilibrium increase in the wage level because of immigration. Empirical studies of
immigration’s effect on national economies confirm the general IMPACT shown in the third chart. A
review by David Card in 2007 concluded that “more than two decades of research on the local labor
market IMPACTs of immigration have reached a near consensus that increased immigration has a small
but discernible negative effect on the relative (emphasis in original) wages of low-skilled native workers”
but also a small, positive overall effect.1 Two 2009 studies by Giovanni Peri and Chad Sparber found that
“total immigration to the United States from 1990 to 2007 was associated with a 6.6% to 9.9% increase
in real income per worker.”2 In the face of the reality that average wage levels are not negatively
affected, one counterpoint is that the IMPACT differs among skill levels (i.e., that low-skill migrants
depress wages for native low-skill workers), but that is not how the world works. National and even
state economies are much more dynamic than simple theory; it thus seems that immigration tends to
complement native skill levels. The bottom line is that one can oppose the Obama administration’s
executive actions as lawless and even harmful to long-term reform and still favor more legal
immigration. When immigration reform is done right, it will use the fact-based reality that immigrants of
all skill levels are good for the native economy, including wages, jobs, and economic growth.
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2. PLAN SOLVES THE INTERNAL LINK – THEIR BIVENS EVIDENCE SAYS THE PRIMARY
CONSTRAINT ON GROWTH IS SLOW SPENDING. IMMIGRATION IS KEY TO SOLVE.
WHITE 2017
[Martha C. White, 8-2-2017, "Trump's immigration PLAN could lead to almost 5 million lost jobs," NBC
News, https://www.nbcnews.com/business/economy/slash-immigration-gdp-victim-research-finds-n792821 MYY]
There are myriad reasons why economists say immigration accelerates, rather than slows, economic
growth. SIMPLE MATH: MORE IMMIGRANTS BUY MORE THINGS “It’s a combination of more people
buying and increasing size of the market,” Burham said. “It’s also a matter of more people creating a
larger pool of savings and investments that can create economic growth in the long run,” on both a
personal and entrepreneurial level. Fewer people in the United States means less consumption of goods
and services. With consumer spending responsible for an estimated two-thirds of the nation’s economy,
immigrants provide an infusion of demand for everything from cars to cable TV. “More immigrants are
going to be buying more,” said Mark Zandi, chief economist at Moody’s Analytics. “They are already big
players… almost all of the increase in home ownership since it started rising is among Hispanic
households. It’s already obvious that the immigrant population is key to consumer spending,” he said.
“It drives a lot of activity.” A near full-employment labor market combined with waves of Baby Boomers
leaving the labor force already creates a challenge for companies that need to fill jobs, one that will be
greater if there are fewer people available to take those jobs. “One of the ongoing challenges for the
United States economy is the aging workforce,” said Mark Hamrick, senior economic analyst at
Bankrate.com.

3. LINK TURN - OPEN BORDERS INCREASE WAGES BY RAISING VALUE OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE
MATTHEWS 2014
[Dylan, 12-15-2014, , https://www.vox.com/2014/9/13/6135905/open-borders-bryan-caPLAN-interview-gdp-double

Opponents of open borders often grant that it would grow the economy. The problem, they say, is that
most of those benefits presumably accrue to migrants. What about the workers who are already there?
Don't they lose out, in particular low-skilled workers who are already struggling and would face
increased competition from low-skilled immigrants? Not necessarily. "Low-skilled" is actually kind of a
misleading term here. Even American high school dropouts have at least one key skill that immigrants
generally don't: the ability to speak English. That makes it possible for immigrants to complement the
labor of low-skilled, native-born workers, rather than replacing it. "Low-skilled Americans who are fluent
in English in a place like New York City wind up supervising the low-skilled immigrants," CaPLAN says.
"They wind up being the bridge, or the people who train immigrants in jobs that they wouldn’t even
know about from their home countries." Think about it this way. Low-skilled immigrants increase the
supply of people who can do janitorial work or wash dishes or whatnot, which you'd expect to reduce
wages for Americans in those jobs. But they also decrease, relatively speaking, the supply of people who
can speak English. That raises wages for Americans who can speak English. "When you put that together,
it’s at least unclear whether most Americans lose," Caplan surmises. "Furthermore, you can change your
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occupation. You could move to a job that does less of what is worth less after immigration, and move
into a job that does more of what’s valued more."
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1AR – Answers To – Wages DISADVANTAGE – Extension to 2AC “Plan
solves INTERNAL LINK – Spending”
Extend our 2AC White 2017 evidence that says that immigrants increase spending,
which boosts the economy. First, it’s better than their __________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2 PLAN SOLVES THE INTERNAL LINK – IMMIGRANTS ARE KEY TO CONSUMER SPENDING.
ROODMAN 2014
[David Roodman, Senior Advisor to the Open Philanthropy Project; dabbler on the side, 9-3-2014, "The
domestic economic IMPACTs of immigration," https://davidroodman.com/blog/2014/09/03/thedomestic-economic-IMPACTs-of-immigration/ MYY]
One factor damping the economic side effects of immigration is that immigrants are consumers as well
as producers. They increase domestic demand for goods and services, perhaps even more quickly than
they increase domestic production (Hercowitz and Yashiv 2002), since they must consume as soon as
they arrive. They expand the economic pie even as they compete for a slice. This is not to suggest that
the market mechanism is perfect—adjustment to new arrivals is not instantaneous and may be
incomplete—but the mechanism does operate. A second damper is that in industrial economies, the
capital supply tends to expand along with the workforce. More workers leads to more offices and more
factories. Were receiving economies not flexible in this way, they would not be rich. This mechanism too
may not be complete or immediate, but it is substantial in the long run: since the industrial revolution,
population has doubled many times in the US and other now-wealthy nations, and the capital stock has
kept pace, so that today there is more capital per worker than 200 years ago. A third damper is that
while workers who are similar compete, ones who are different complement. An expansion in the
diligent manual labor available to the home renovation business can spur that industry to grow, which
will increase its demand for other kinds of workers, from skilled general contractors who can manage
complex projects for English-speaking clients to scientists who develop new materials for home building.
Symmetrically, an influx of high-skill workers can increase demand for low-skill ones. More computer
programmers means more tech businesses, which means more need for janitors and security guards.
Again, the effect is certain, though its speed and size are not.
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2AC Frontline – TOPICALITY “Permanent Residence” Answers
1. WE MEET – our PLAN text specifically says we “remove all restrictions on legal
immigration.” Evaluate the TOPICALITY of the PLAN text in a vacuum. We have
SOLVENCY advocates that show that all our advantages follow from removing
these restrictions.
2. COUNTER INTERPRETATION: “LEGAL RESTRICTIONS ON IMMIGRATION” REFERS TO WHO
MAY ENTER, HOW LONG THEY STAY, AND WHEN THEY LEAVE
CORNELL LAW SCHOOL LEGAL INFORMATION INSTITUTE, 2017
["Immigration," LII / Legal Information Institute, https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/immigration, 1/30]

Federal immigration law determines whether a person is an alien, the rights, duties, and obligations
associated with being an alien in the United States, and how aliens gain residence or citizenship within
the United States. It also provides the means by which certain aliens can become legally naturalized
citizens with full rights of citizenship. Immigration law serves as a gatekeeper for the nation's border,
determining who may enter, how long they may stay, and when they must leave.

3. COUNTER-STANDARDS:
A. GROUND – our INTERPRETATION provides the clearest GROUND at the core of the
topic because we include H-1B, agricultural worker visas, and student visas, which are
the center of public controversy for immigration policy. We preserve NEGATIVE
GROUND. Our AFFIRMATIVE makes it easy for them to LINK all the core of the topic
DISADVANTAGES: Trump Base, Wages, and Brain Drain. Prefer big AFFIRMATIVES like
ours to small AFFIRMATIVES that their INTERPRETATION pushes for.
B. LIMITS – our INTERPRETATION is a better LIMIT because it is in the contest of
immigration LAW, not just “immigration.” This context is important for any
interpretation of the topic and provides a clear LIMIT.
4. They say “EXTRA TOPICALITY” – no part of our AFFIRMATIVE is EXTRA TOPICAL.
In the world of the AFFIRMATIVE, there are no restrictions on permanent
residence therefore everyone has this status if they want it. Our AFFIRMATIVE
is within their LIMITS on the topic. We are just a large reform of legal
immigration, all their research on immigration applies to our AFFIRMATIVE.
There’s no IMPACT.

5. TOPICALITY is not a voting issue – you should use REASONABILITY in evaluating
whether the AFFIRMATIVE is REASONABLY TOPICAL and whether our
INTERPRETATION creates REASONABLE LIMITS for the topic.
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1AR – TOPICALITY = Permanent Residence – Extension to COUNTERINTERPRETATION
Extend our 2AC COUNTER-INTERPRETATION and our Cornell Law School Legal
Information Institute 2017 evidence that says that restrictions on legal immigration
means deciding who gets to come, how they long they get to stay, and when they
leave. First, it’s better than their __________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2 LEGAL PERMANENT RESIDENCE IS ONLY A SUBSET OF “LEGAL IMMIGRATION”
PASSEL & COHN 2015
[Jeffrey S. Passel and D’Vera Cohn, 3-26-2015, "Share of Unauthorized Immigrant Workers in Production,
Construction Jobs Falls Since 2007," Pew Research Center's Hispanic Trends Project,
http://www.pewhispanic.org/2015/03/26/share-of-unauthorized-immigrant-workers-in-productionconstruction-jobs-falls-since-2007/ MYY]
The “legal immigrant” population is defined as people granted legal permanent residence; those granted
asylum; people admitted as refugees; and people admitted under a set of specific authorized temporary
statuses for longer-term residence and work. This group includes “naturalized citizens,” legal immigrants
who have become U.S. citizens through naturalization; “legal permanent resident aliens” who have been
granted permission to stay indefinitely in the U.S. as permanent residents, asylees or refugees; and
“legal temporary migrants” (including students, diplomats and “high-tech guest workers”) who are
allowed to live and, in some cases, work in the U.S. for specific periods of time (usually longer than one
year).

3 LEGAL IMMIGRATION INCLUDES MORE THAN JUST LEGAL PERMANENT RESIDENCE – HERE’S ANOTHER
PROFESSOR AND EXPERT
BALLARD, 2016
- Jaimie Ballard, professor of Family Social Science at the University of Minnesota (Immigrant and
Refugee Families, https://doi.org/10.24926/8668.0901 bold in original
Legal or documented immigrants. For the purposes of this chapter, legal immigrants are defined as
individuals who were granted legal residence in the United States. This would include those from other
countries who were granted asylum, admitted as refugees, admitted under a set of specific authorized
temporary statuses for longer-term residence and work, or granted lawful permanent residence status
or citizenship
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NEGATIVE – Open Borders – Version 2
(Advanced)
File Folders Needed: (8)
1NC SOLVENCY
1NC HARMS (Racism)
1NC HARMS (Global Warming)
1NC HARMS (Human Rights)
2NC/1NR HARMS (Racism)
2NC/1NR HARMS (Global Warming)
2NC/1NR (Human Rights)
2NC/1NR SOLVENCY
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1NC – SOLVENCY Frontline
1. THE STRUCTURE OF US LAW DENIES LEGAL IMMIGRANTS RIGHTS. EVEN IF THEY REMOVE
RESTRICTIONS ON IMMIGRATION AND LET EVERYONE IN, THOSE IMMIGRANTS WILL BE SUBJECT TO THE
DISCRIMINATORY LAWS OF THE U.S., WHICH ENSURES CONTINUED RIGHTS VIOLATIONS.
MICHAELSON 2018
[Jay Michaelson, 3-1-2018, https://www.thedailybeast.com/its-not-just-trump-the-law-is-designed-to-deny-immigrants-their-basic-rights MYY]

How is any of this possible? Well, long before the Trump administration’s crackdown, American law has
treated immigrants, legal and illegal, as less than equal. There are three ways this inequality plays out.
First, in no other area of law are law enforcement officers granted so much discretion. The way our
immigration laws are written, ICE and the Department of Justice can choose at random who stays and
who goes. That’s why DACA, the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program, is such an easy
program to repeal; it’s basically nothing more than an internal memo, left over from the Obama
administration. It’s also why Jamal was targeted. Until Jan. 25, 2017, the government said that it would
not hunt down people with strong familial and communal ties—people like Syed Ahmed Jamal. Then,
Donald Trump signed an executive order, and poof!, that policy was gone. No judicial review, no
administrative process. Because the executive branch is given so much discretion in immigration law
enforcement, it can change its mind willy-nilly. Or, as it has done, in a way that systematically targets
Muslims and Latinos. That wide discretion also gives an unlimited, inquisitorial authority to ICE and
immigration courts. What they say goes, for good or ill. Earlier this month, for example, ICE moved to
deport Jesus Berrones, an undocumented Arizona man whose 5-year-old son is battling leukemia. After
media exposure—Berrones took shelter in a church—ICE changed its mind. “In an exercise of discretion,
ICE has granted Jesus Armando Berrones-Balderas a one-year stay of removal on humanitarian
grounds,” a spokesman said. That story has a happy ending (for now), but consider how this family’s
lives hang in the balance, dependent solely on the discretion of law enforcement. Not so lucky is Ricardo
Querales, an HIV-positive gay refugee who was granted asylum in 2004 but arrested for a minor drug
offense in 2009. Querales was told last month—again, at a routine check-in and with no advance
warning—that he was being deported to Venezuela. Due to the economic crisis in that country, HIV
medications are not widely available, which means his deportation is practically a death sentence. There
are hundreds of stories like these, of men and women—almost always Latino or Muslim—bouncing
around in an administrative roulette wheel, with their lives at stake. Second, the judicial processes that
immigrants face—again, whether their status is legal, illegal, or uncertain—take place outside the
normal judicial system. In the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965, Congress severely limited judicial
review of immigration decisions and placed all but final determinations in the hands of special
immigration courts, which themselves are under the authority of the Department of Justice, not the
judiciary. It’s an entirely different system, without many of the features and protections most Americans
take for granted. And those courts are a mess. In New York, people wait an average of two years for
their claims to be heard. During that time, they may be detained (without bail or bail hearing) under
harsh conditions; Justice Breyer’s dissent in Jennings cited a 2017 Department of Homeland Security
document “reporting instances of invasive procedures, substandard care, and mistreatment, e.g.,
indiscriminate strip searches, long waits for medical care and hygiene products,” and so on. As bad as
mass incarceration and private prisons are, this Kafkaesque system is even worse. Research by one
American University professor found that administrative detention is routinely inhumane.
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2NC/1NR SOLVENCY “Legal system discriminates” – Extension to 1NC
Extend our 1NC Michaelson 2018 evidence which says that even after the PLAN, the legal system and
immigration agencies can abuse and discriminate against people.
1. It’s much better than their _______________________ evidence because:
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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1NC – HARMS (Racism) Frontline
BACKLASH TURN – THE PLAN TRIGGERS A NATIVIST BACKLASH THAT INCREASES RACISM AND A
ROLLBACK OF THE PLAN’S OPENING OF BORDERS
NAIK 2015
[Vipul Naik, PhD in mathematics from University of Chicago, 8-2015, "Nativist backlash," Open Borders:
The Case, https://openborders.info/nativist-backlash/ MYY]
In an Open Borders Action Group post comment, Nathan Smith has highlighted how the way nativist
backlash occurs depends not only on the way migration is liberalized but also the reasons that
liberalization happened in the first place. He argues that liberalization that happens because people
genuinely accepted the arguments in favor of a right to migrate would be more robust than
liberalization that happens through executive or judicial fiat, or because people sign on to migration
liberalization due to incorrectly optimistic beliefs about the effects of migration on their well-being (this
ties in to Vipul Naik’s post on convincing people to sustainably support migration liberalization). The
trouble with “nativist backlash” as a standalone topic, is that a nativist backlash against open borders
seems to presuppose that open borders is somehow established first. But for open borders to be
established, something major would have to change in the policymaking process and/or public opinion.
And whatever that change was, would presumably affect the likelihood and nature of any nativist
backlash. If open borders were established based on false advertising that it wasn’t really radical and
wouldn’t make that much difference, then there would doubtless be a nativist backlash. Likewise if it
were established by some sort of presidential and judicial fiat without popular buy-in. But if open
borders came about because large majorities were persuaded that people have a natural right to
migrate and it’s unjust to imprison them in the country of their birth, then people might be willing to
accept the drastic consequences of their moral epiphanies. So any claim that “open borders will
inevitably provoke a nativist backlash” just seems ill formulated. One first needs a scenario by which
open borders is established. Then one could assess the probability and likely character of a nativist
backlash, but it would be different for every open borders scenario. The types of nativist backlash
Nativist backlash can be manifested in many different ways, just like general sentiment against
migration and migrants: Political/policy backlash, manifested in a rollback of immigration liberalization,
possibly to the previous levels, or even stricter. Backlash expressed through domestic policy, such as
rollback of rights for immigrants. Backlash in the private, non-political sphere, such as increase in
violence or discrimination against migrants and foreigners.
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2NC/1NR Harms (Racism) “Nativist Backlash”– Extension to 1NC
Extend our 1NC Naik 2015 evidence which says that open borders trigger a nativist backlash.
1. It’s much better than their _______________________ evidence because:
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2. ANTI-IMMIGRANT SENTIMENTS ARE DEEPLY INGRAINED IN AMERICA, THE PLAN TRIGGERS
BACKLASH.
LOZADA 2017
[Carlos Lozada, 10-13-2017, "Review," Washington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/book-party/wp/2017/10/13/why-fear-ofimmigrants-puts-democracy-at-risk/ MYY]

I think about that moment, invariably as glimpsed from the back seat of a car — it’s funny how certain
vantage points stay with you — whenever immigrants become targets in national politics. That night
always reminds me that animus against outsiders long predates the Trump presidency and that, as
frightening and disorienting as it felt to a child, things can always get far worse.
In “Go Back to Where You Came From,” Sasha Polakow-Suransky describes the TURN toward antiimmigrant, anti-refugee and anti-Islam fervor in Europe, dwelling on Holland, Denmark and France,
though he always seems to be glancing across the Atlantic. He compares Marine Le Pen voters in
northern France to Donald Trump voters in southeastern Michigan; he suggests that Trump and rightwing Dutch politician Geert Wilders are both faux economic populists; and he worries that, in Europe
and the United States, democracies are threatened by popular fear of immigrants.
“What if, in reaction to the challenges of mass migration, liberal democracies abandon their
constitutional principles and adopt exclusionary policies that erode their long-standing commitment to
human rights?” he asks. “There could come a day when, even in wealthy Western nations, liberal
democracy ceases to be the only game in town.”
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1NC – Harms (Global Warming) Frontline
1. TOO LATE TO SOLVE – WE’RE PAST THE TIPPING POINT AND GLOBAL WARMING IS LOCKED IN.
WALKER 2016
[Peter Walker quoting Dr. Thomas Crowthers, who headed up the study at Yale Climate & Energy
Institute, but is now a Marie Curie fellow at the Netherlands Institute of Ecology. “Climate change
escalating so fast it is 'beyond point of no return'” The Independent (1 December 2016)
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/donald-trump-climate-change-policy-global-warmingexpert-thomas-crowther-a7450236.html MYY]
Global warming is beyond the “point of no return”, according to the lead scientist behind a groundbreaking climate change study. The full IMPACT of climate change has been underestimated because
scientists haven't taken into account a major source of carbon in the environment. Dr Thomas
Crowther’s report has concluded that carbon emitted from soil was speeding up global warming. The
findings, which say temperatures will increase by 1C by 2050, are already being adopted by the United
Nations. Dr Crowther, speaking to The Independent, branded Donald Trump’s sceptical stance on
climate change as “catastrophic for humanity”. “It’s fair to say we have passed the point of no return on
global warming and we can’t reverse the effects, but certainly we can dampen them,” said the
biodiversity expert. “Climate change may be considerably more rapid than we thought it was.” The
report, by an exhaustive list of researchers and published in the Nature journal, assembled data from 49
field experiments over the last 20 years in North America, Europe and Asia. It found that the majority of
the Earth’s terrestrial store of carbon was in soil, and that as the atmosphere warms up, increasing
amounts are emitted in what is a vicious cycle of “positive feedbacks”. The study found that 55bn
tonnes in carbon, not previously accounted for by scientists, will be emitted into the atmosphere by
2050. “As the climate warms, those organisms become more active and the more active they become,
the more the soil respires – exactly the same as human beings," said Dr Crowther, who headed up the
study at Yale Climate & Energy Institute, but is now a Marie Curie fellow at the Netherlands Institute of
Ecology. “Our study shows that this major feedback has already certainly started, and it will have a
significant IMPACT on the climate in the coming decades. This information will be critical as we strive to
understand how the climate is going to change in the future. And it will also be critical if we are to
generate meaningful strategies to fight against it.”

2. TECHNOLOGY CAN’T SOLVE GLOBAL WARMING
GOERING 2015
[Laurie Goering, 7-8-2015, "Technical solutions alone can't fix climate change," Reuters,
https://www.reuters.com/article/climatechange-science-technology-idUSL8N0ZO3TU20150708]
“The biggest risk of all that we face is that we’re addressing the wrong problem,” University of Oslo
sociologist Karen O’Brien told a week-long conference of climate researchers in Paris. Using more
renewable energy and setting up crop insurance schemes and early warning systems is important, she
said. But climate change “is more than a technical challenge”.
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2NC/1NR HARMS (Global Warming) – “Too Late to Solve” Extensions
to 1NC
Extend our 1NC Walker 2016 evidence which says that it’s too late to reverse global warming.
1. It’s much better than their _______________________ evidence because:
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2. FEEDBACK LOOPS ARE IN EFFECT– MEANS GLOBAL WARMING IS NOW SELF-REINFORCING.
TEMPLE 2018
[James Temple, 1-4-2018, "The year climate change began to spin out of control," MIT Technology
Review, https://www.technologyreview.com/s/609642/the-year-climate-change-began-to-spin-out-ofcontrol/ MYY]
In December, NOAA released an unsettling Arctic report card declaring that the North Pole had reached
a “new normal,” with no sign of returning to a “reliably frozen region.” Rising temperatures have locked
in a long-term trend of shrinking glaciers, receding sea ice, and warming permafrost. Between October
2016 and September 2017, the area above the 60th parallel north experienced the second-warmest air
temperature anomaly since 1900. In March, satellites recorded the lowest sea-ice winter maximum on
record. Melting glaciers and sea ice are particularly worrisome trends because they trigger critical
secondary effects, notably including increasing rates of sea-level rise. This development also sets up
dangerous climate feedback loops as reflective white snow and ice TURN into heat-absorbing dark-blue
water. It means the Arctic will send less heat back into space, which leads to more warming, more
melting, and more sea-level rise still. “We see a major increase in temperatures in the high latitudes, in
the area and coasts around the Arctic Ocean, so it seems like this process has already started,” says
Vladimir Romanovsky, a professor of geophysics at the Permafrost Laboratory at the University of
Alaska, Fairbanks. He says another cause for concern is that permafrost is warming, approaching
thawing temperatures in parts of the Alaskan interior. The problem there is that permafrost traps
massive amounts of greenhouse gases beneath the surface. As it melts, those gases are released,
forming a separate self-reinforcing cycle.
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2NC/1NR HARMS (Global Warming) – “Tech Can’t Solve” Extensions to
1NC
Extend our 1NC Goering 2015 evidence which says that technology can’t solve global warming.
1. It’s much better than their _______________________ evidence because:
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2. TECHNOLOGY HAS NO SOLUTION TO GLOBAL WARMING IN SIGHT AND NATIONS WON’T
SPEND MONEY ON IT

BIELLO 2017
[David Biello, 1-18-2017, "How Far Can Technology Go to Stave Off Climate Change?," Yale E360,
https://e360.yale.edu/features/how_far_can_technology_go_to_stave_off_climate_change MYY]
The key question is: Can engineers and entrepreneurs invent and deploy enough technologies — and
the world’s governments adopt the right incentives and policies to eliminate carbon from the global
economy — all in time to avert major upheaval from climate change? Already, technological advances
are making clean energy sources such as solar and wind more efficient and cheaper, leading to steady
growth in their deployment. But renewable energy increases are still being outrun by even-faster
increases in fossil fuel consumption as the economies of developing nations like China and India grow
and developed nations, such as the U.S., do far too little to wean themselves off oil, coal, and natural
gas. This lack of progress underscores the urgent need for technological innovations, although deploying
technologies at the scale needed to significantly slow climate change will require major government
expenditures and, hence, a massive dose of global will that has so far been lacking. Some of these
technologies may not even be on the horizon, but one tool that many experts say will have to be used is
the removal of CO2 from the atmosphere.
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1NC – HARMS (Human Rights) Frontline
1. NO SOLVENCY – TRUMP CAUSES IRREPARABLE HARM TO US LEADERSHIP.
MOHAN 2017
[C. Raja Mohan, Director of Carnegie India, 6-2-2017, "Judy Asks: Is This the End of U.S. Leadership?,"
Carnegie Europe, http://carnegieeurope.eu/strategiceurope/70152 MYY]
U.S. President Donald Trump’s decision to pull out of the 2015 Paris climate change accord underlines
that the United States has become a major variable in international politics. Seen together with Trump’s
decision to walk out of the Trans-Pacific Partnership and his questioning of long-standing U.S. military
alliances, the decision on the Paris accord casts a big shadow over the United States’ credibility as an
interlocutor and reliability as a partner. Meanwhile, the damage to the international order is likely to
be deep and possibly irreversible. There is no escaping the fact that the United States is deeply divided
over America’s globalism [^the spread of commerce and commercialism around the world^] and the
question of whether the burdens of the country’s international leadership are worth bearing. All major
actors in the international system must inevitably come to terms with the volatility in America’s external
orientation induced by the turmoil in its domestic politics.
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2NC/1NR HARMS (Human Rights) – “Trump kills credibility” Extension
to 1NC
Extend our 1NC Mohan 2017 evidence which says that Trump has ruined our human rights credibility.
1. It’s much better than their _______________________ evidence because:
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
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2. NO SOLVENCY – TRUMP’S FOREIGN POLICY SUPPORTS ALLIES THAT VIOLATE HUMAN
RIGHTS

BANDOW 2017
[senior fellow at Cato Institute. https://www.japantimes.co.jp/opinion/2017/05/15/commentary/world-commentary/u-s-human-rights-conundrum/#.W0afkdJKhnI]

Moreover, ignoring human rights often creates long-term trouble. For instance, Washington’s support
for brutal, dictatorial regimes undermines American security policy in the Mideast. Among those nations
playing important roles in U.S. regional strategy today are Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Israel, Libya, Jordan,
Saudi Arabia and Turkey. All have human rights issues which undermine their effectiveness as U.S.
partners. In Bahrain, home of the U.S. 5th Fleet, a Sunni monarchy holds a Shiite majority population in
political bondage. The U.S. State Department noted “limitation on citizens’ ability to choose their
government peacefully,” “restrictions on free expression, assembly, and association,” as well as “lack of
due process in the legal system.” The authoritarian [^a government that does not allow individual rights
or freedoms^] sectarian-minority government is a prescription for long-term instability. Iran can
interfere while claiming to be on the side of the persecuted majority. Trump appears to have a budding
bromance with Egyptian President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi. However, Cairo has been moving backward on
human rights. The U.S. State Department cited “excessive use of force by security forces, deficiencies in
due process, and the suppression of civil liberties.” Add to political repression economic problems and
the el-Sisi regime looks vulnerable to internal if not popular challenge. Iraq has been ravaged by the
Islamic State group. However, Baghdad has its own human rights problems. The U.S. State’s
Department’s report noted that “Sectarian hostility, widespread corruption, and lack of transparency at
all levels of government and society weakened the government’s authority and worsened effective
human rights protections.” The security forces “committed some human rights VIOLATION s, and there
continued to be reports of (government-allied Shiite militias) killing, torturing, kidnapping and extorting
civilians.” Government abuses, concentrated on Sunnis, aided the rise of IS. And if Baghdad doesn’t
reform, its misbehavior is likely to generate more insurgents and terrorists in the future. Washington’s
closest ally, Israel, is not exempt. Millions of Palestinians have suffered under its occupation. Detailed
the department: “Significant human rights abuses also included excessive use of force or deadly force by
Israeli Security Forces (ISF) … and Israeli demolition of Palestinian homes and related displacement.”
This has spurred violent resistance by Palestinians and significant antagonism throughout the Arab and
Muslim worlds. In Jordan, the U.S. State Department cited “citizens’ inability to choose their ultimate
governing authority; restrictions on the freedom of expression, including detention of journalists, which
limited the ability of citizens and media to criticize government policies and officials; and mistreatment
and allegations of torture by security and government officials.” The lack of good ALTERNATIVES to
Hashemite rule doesn’t immunize the monarchy from opposition. Libya is in the throes of civil conflict if
not civil war. The lack of effective governance has led to criminality, violence and human rights abuses
by a multitude of parties. The nominal government’s failings make chaos more likely than stability to
remain Libya’s reality. In the name of alliance solidarity, Washington has backed Saudi Arabia’s brutal
war in Yemen. Yet the U.S. State Department detailed “citizens’ lack of the ability and legal means to
choose their government; restrictions on universal rights, such as freedom of expression, including on
the internet, and the freedoms of assembly, association, movement, and religion; and pervasive gender
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discrimination.” Added to these are arbitrary arrest, lack of due process, overcrowded prisons, and
nonexistent judicial independence.

3. ALTERNATIVE CAUSES – GUANTANAMO BAY AND VIOLATIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS
CAUSE CREDIBILITY LOSSES THE PLAN CAN’T SOLVE.
SHATTUCK 2008
[John Shattuck, 2008, "Restoring U.S. Credibility on Human Rights," ABA Human Rights Magazine,
https://www.americanbar.org/publications/human_rights_magazine_home/human_rights_vol35_2008/
human_rights_fall2008/hr_fall08_shattuck.html MYY]
International public opinion of the recent U.S. record on human rights has been devastating. A poll
conducted last year in eighteen countries on all continents by the British Broadcasting Corporation
revealed that 67 percent disapproved of U.S. detention practices in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Another
poll in Germany, Great Britain, Poland, and India found that majorities or pluralities condemned the
United States for torture and other VIOLATIONS of international law. A third poll by the Chicago Council
on Foreign Relations showed that majorities in thirteen countries, including many traditional allies,
believe “the U.S. cannot be trusted to act responsibly in the world.”
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1NC Trump Base DISADVANTAGE Shells
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1NC vs. H-1B Visas (Specific) – TRUMP BASE DISADVANTAGE
A. UNIQUENESS - TRUMP’S BASE SUPPORT IS ON THE BRINK – IMMIGRATION POLICY IS KEY.
NAKAMURA 2018
[David Nakamura, 4-3-2018, "Trump heats up rhetoric on border, immigration as some supporters grow
impatient," Washington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/ MYY]
President Donald Trump's sharp shift in tone on immigration this week from would-be dealmaker back
to the hard-line stance comes amid signs that some of his conservative base is growing impatient. Over
the past two days, Trump has issued declarations on Twitter that shut the door on a legislative deal to
protect young undocumented immigrants from deportation, blamed Democrats for the failure,
demanded the Mexican government take stronger action to close the border, and conflated a refugee
crisis from Central America with the Obama-era deferred-action program that Trump ended in the fall.
In doing so, Trump has again fanned fears that U.S. immigration policies have weakened the country
and led to public safety risks, even though illegal immigration is at some of the lowest levels in years.
“Must build Wall and secure our borders with proper Border legislation,” Trump tweeted Monday.
“Democrats want No Borders, hence drugs and crime!” Trump had, in recent weeks, cast himself as
remaining open to an immigration deal even after the White House helped scuttle a bipartisan PLAN in
February that would have provided a path to citizenship for young immigrants known as “dreamers” and
authorized $25 billion toward the president's border wall. Immigration talks continued through much of
March but collapsed after Congress approved a $1.3 trillion spending bill that did not include an
immigration deal or funding for many of the tougher border security measures the administration
proposed. Since then, Trump has faced growing criticism from some conservatives who had supported
him over his inability to secure funding for the wall, which he had initially promised Mexico would pay
for.
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B. LINK - TRUMP HAS SIGNALED THAT HE WILL MAKE THE H-1B PROGRAM MORE RESTRICTIVE TO
SOLIDIFY HIS BASE – THE PLAN LOSES THEIR SUPPORT.
PAARLBERG 2017
[Michael Paarlberg, 4-1-2017, "Are Trump's H1-B visa reforms just a dog-whistle for his base?,"
Guardian, https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/apr/20/h-1b-visas-trump-opposesimmigration-executive-order MYY]
President Trump uses executive orders the same way he uses Twitter: a way to vaguely state broad
policy intentions without actually changing policy. His “Buy American, Hire American” executive order,
which he unveiled on Tuesday at a tool manufacturing PLANt in Kenosha, Wisconsin, does effectively
nothing except send a signal to his nationalist base, which is precisely what it is designed to do. What
the “hire American” part is supposed to do is order federal agencies to review and propose reforms to
the H-1B visa system, under which 85,000 high-skill foreign workers annually can obtain three-year
permits to work for companies in the US. No one knows what these potential reforms might look like,
but they could involve anything from lowering the yearly cap to raising the targeted salary to adjusting
the process for awarding the visas. Or nothing at all. Or as Trump explained, “It’s America first, you
better believe it. It’s time. It’s time, right?” It’s easy go after the H-1B program, which in its current form
no one likes but no one can agree on how to improve. Business groups say it’s too restrictive. Labor
groups say it displaces US workers and lowers their wages. It’s a lot like Obamacare, in that it makes a
ripe target for Trump’s harangues before he passes on to someone else the impossible task of crafting
something everyone will like. There are, in fact, many valid critiques of the current H-1B program. It ties
workers to a single employer, who applies and pays for their work visa. If they lose their job, they can be
removed from the US, giving employers enormous power over workers and little incentive to pay them
the market rate. And given the high fees those companies do pay (up to $10k per worker), it gives large
firms who can afford it a competitive advantage over smaller firms. As demand by employers for these
visas far outstrips supply – there were 199,000 applications for 85,000 available slots for next year –
visas are allocated by lottery, which large firms reportedly game by filing multiple applications for the
same worker through subsidiaries. Trump would know, being a direct beneficiary of this and other
temporary guestworker programs. His wife, first lady Melania Trump, was the lucky recipient of an H-1B
in 1996 (H-1Bs are normally reserved for those with advanced degrees, with a special exception for
fashion models, who must be “of distinguished merit and ability”). And since 2013, Trump-owned
properties including Mar-a-Lago and Trump Vineyards have applied for more than 500 guestworker visas
under the H-2A program for temporary foreign farmworkers. But the rural working-class voters Trump
went after during the election are not the ones IMPACTed by H-1Bs. Those are mostly techies in Silicon
Valley, a region far from Kenosha, Wisconsin, that went overwhelmingly – 73% to 85% – for Clinton.
Over half of H-1B recipients hold a master’s, professional, or doctorate degree, and over half are
employed in the IT industry. Most are under 35. Curtailing the H-1B program may raise wages or
employment for US tech workers, or it may spur companies to offshore more work to other countries, as
they often threaten to do. But it won’t bring factory jobs back to Wisconsin. And it’s unclear what the
IMPACT would even be for Silicon Valley as a whole. Most companies that benefit from the H-1B
program are not, as Howard University’s Ron Hira has found, traditional US-based IT companies, but
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rather foreign-owned outsourcing companies, primarily from India, trying to gain a foothold in US
markets and hiring Indian nationals as temps. A full 71% of all H-1B applicants in 2015 were from India,
with China in second at 10%. It’s this demographic fact that explains a little more about the political
calculation behind an executive order that does nothing now and will do nothing for those tool
manufacturing workers in Kenosha. Before the two of them teamed up for Trump’s campaign, Steve
Bannon interviewed Trump on his radio show, where the two of them discussed the issue of foreign
labor in Silicon Valley. Trump, taking a more dovish position, argued against sending skilled foreign
workers back home after receiving education in the US, saying “we have to keep our talented people in
this country”. Bannon objected, complaining that “two-thirds or three-quarters of CEOs in Silicon Valley
are from south Asia or from Asia,” and declaring that “A country is more than an economy. We’re a civic
society.” This is the real purpose of Trump’s executive order: a dog-whistle to those among Trump’s
supporters who agree with Bannon that there are too many Asians in Silicon Valley, and maybe the
country as a whole. It’s a constituency that he knows he needs to cater to, more so now with his
demotion of Bannon and the subsequent vitriol Bannon’s white nationalist allies have been directing at
his rival Jared Kushner, and threaten to eventually direct at Trump himself.
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C. IMPACT - COLLAPSE OF BASE SUPPORT LEADS TO DIVERSIONARY NUCLEAR WAR.
STREET 2016
[Tim Street, Senior Programme Officer on the Sustainable Security programme at ORG and has worked
for many years on the politics of nuclear disarmament and the arms trade., 11-30-2016, "President
Trump: Successor to the Nuclear Throne," Oxford Research Group,
https://www.oxfordresearchgroup.org.uk/president-trump-successor-to-the-nuclear-throne MYY]
The problem now, for the US and the world, is that if Trump does make good on his campaign promises
then this will have several damaging consequences for international peace and security and that if
Trump does not sufficiently satisfy his supporters then this will likely pour fuel on the flames at home,
which may then quickly spread abroad. The people of the US and the world thus now have a huge
responsibility to act as a restraining influence and ensure that the US retains an accountable,
transparent and democratic government. This responsibility will only grow if crises or shocks take place
in or outside the US which ambitious and extremist figures take advantage of, framing them as threats
to national security in order to protect their interests and power. If such scenarios emerge the next
administration and its untried and untested President will find themselves with a range of extremely
powerful tools and institutional experience at their disposal, including nuclear weapons, which may
prove too tempting to resist when figuring out how to respond to widespread anger, confusion and
unrest, both at home and abroad.
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1NC vs. Open Borders (Specific) – TRUMP BASE DISADVANTAGE
A. UNIQUENESS - TRUMP’S BASE SUPPORT IS ON THE BRINK – IMMIGRATION POLICY IS KEY.
NAKAMURA 2018
[David Nakamura, 4-3-2018, "Trump heats up rhetoric on border, immigration as some supporters grow
impatient," Washington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/ MYY]
President Donald Trump's sharp shift in tone on immigration this week from would-be dealmaker back
to the hard-line stance comes amid signs that some of his conservative base is growing impatient. Over
the past two days, Trump has issued declarations on Twitter that shut the door on a legislative deal to
protect young undocumented immigrants from deportation, blamed Democrats for the failure,
demanded the Mexican government take stronger action to close the border, and conflated a refugee
crisis from Central America with the Obama-era deferred-action program that Trump ended in the fall.
In doing so, Trump has again fanned fears that U.S. immigration policies have weakened the country
and led to public safety risks, even though illegal immigration is at some of the lowest levels in years.
“Must build Wall and secure our borders with proper Border legislation,” Trump tweeted Monday.
“Democrats want No Borders, hence drugs and crime!” Trump had, in recent weeks, cast himself as
remaining open to an immigration deal even after the White House helped scuttle a bipartisan PLAN in
February that would have provided a path to citizenship for young immigrants known as “dreamers” and
authorized $25 billion toward the president's border wall. Immigration talks continued through much of
March but collapsed after Congress approved a $1.3 trillion spending bill that did not include an
immigration deal or funding for many of the tougher border security measures the administration
proposed. Since then, Trump has faced growing criticism from some conservatives who had supported
him over his inability to secure funding for the wall, which he had initially promised Mexico would pay
for.

B. LINK - TRUMP USES OPPOSITION TO OPEN BORDERS TO SHORE UP HIS BASE.
NEW YORK TIMES 2018
[Editorial Board, 4-4-2018, "Opinion," New York Times,
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/04/opinion/trumps-national-guard-border.html MYY]
Mr. Trump has long stoked a xenophobic fear of newcomers among his political base. Ahead of the 2018
midterm elections, he seems increasingly desperate to find ways to compensate for his failure to deliver
on his promise to build a “big, beautiful” border wall on Mexico’s dime.
On Sunday, Mr. Trump began a new round of confusing tweets and specious claims about
undocumented immigrants. The president tweeted about “the big caravan of People from Honduras,
now coming across Mexico and heading to our ‘Weak Laws’ Border,” suggesting Central American
hordes were converging upon the United States to take advantage of the Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals program, or DACA. “Must pass tough laws and build the WALL,” another tweet read.
“Democrats allow open borders, drugs and crime!”
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C. IMPACT - COLLAPSE OF BASE SUPPORT LEADS TO DIVERSIONARY NUCLEAR WAR.
STREET 2016
[Tim Street, Senior Programme Officer on the Sustainable Security programme at ORG and has worked
for many years on the politics of nuclear disarmament and the arms trade., 11-30-2016, "President
Trump: Successor to the Nuclear Throne," Oxford Research Group,
https://www.oxfordresearchgroup.org.uk/president-trump-successor-to-the-nuclear-throne MYY]
The problem now, for the US and the world, is that if Trump does make good on his campaign promises
then this will have several damaging consequences for international peace and security and that if
Trump does not sufficiently satisfy his supporters then this will likely pour fuel on the flames at home,
which may then quickly spread abroad. The people of the US and the world thus now have a huge
responsibility to act as a restraining influence and ensure that the US retains an accountable,
transparent and democratic government. This responsibility will only grow if crises or shocks take place
in or outside the US which ambitious and extremist figures take advantage of, framing them as threats
to national security in order to protect their interests and power. If such scenarios emerge the next
administration and its untried and untested President will find themselves with a range of extremely
powerful tools and institutional experience at their disposal, including nuclear weapons, which may
prove too tempting to resist when figuring out how to respond to widespread anger, confusion and
unrest, both at home and abroad.
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2NC/1NR LINK – H-1B Visas (Specific)
TRUMP’S BASE SUPPORTS FURTHER RESTRICTIONS ON H-1B PROGRAMS. THE PLAN REVERSES THIS
STANCE.
ROTHMAN 2015
[Noah Rothman, 8-16-2015, "Trump’s War on Legal Immigration a Tipping Point for the GOP,"
Commentary Magazine, https://www.commentarymagazine.com/politics-ideas/campaignselections/trumps-war-on-legal-immigration-a-tipping-point-for-the-gop/ MYY]
Trump’s “PLAN” would end birthright citizenship – effectively creating criminals of the infants who are
born in the United States, and who necessarily do not have visa permission to be here, the second the
cord is cut. Trump’s “PLAN” is exposed as nakedly nativist when he addresses American workers. He
hopes to increase youth employment opportunities by terminating rather than reforming J-1 student
visas – a program that allows foreign students to come to the United States and study or work in
internships. The United States is already facing pressure from English-language countries around the
world in the race to attract foreign students to study in American schools – a program that not only
provides America with economic benefits but also enhances the vibrancy of its intellectual life. Trump’s
“PLAN” would hike the prevailing wage for H-1B visa applicants (perhaps H-1B1 and E-3 applicants as
well). Presumably, this policy would create more incentives for employers to hire natural-born
Americans, but its effect would be to reduce skilled immigration from nations like India and China – two
countries that recently overtook Mexico as chief sources of emigration. Finally, and perhaps most
cruelly, Trump’s “PLAN” would make it harder for those fleeing persecution and death in their home
countries to be granted refugee status. All that’s missing from his campaign platform is a proposal to rip
the plaque with Emma Lazarus’ words right off the base of the Statue of Liberty and to repatriate the
lady in the harbor back to her native France at the nearest possible convenience. Politically, those on
the right who have fallen for Trump and his hardline throat clearing on the issue of immigration will
love this “PLAN.” Its very unworkability is, for some, its most attractive quality. Those who are
unacquainted with how constitutional democracies create and enforce laws, or are perhaps
contemptuous of that process, will see this as a display of resolve amid spinelessness. Republican
consultants who watched Rick Perry and Rand Paul wilt after they attacked Trump’s approach on the
merits will be disinclined to advise their candidates to take aim at Trump’s “PLAN.” If the GOP’s slate of
2016 candidates fails to attack this propagandist soapbox agitation masquerading as a platform, it will
mark the moment when Trump finally began to rub off on the GOP. This “PLAN” is a road to electoral
ruin. The GOP’s viable and responsible candidates would be best advised to call this inhumane and
unrealistic approach to immigration reform what it is in stark terms, even at the risk of their standing in
the polls and the alienation of the conservative movement’s talker class. The GOP is at risk of losing the
general before it even begins.
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TRUMP’S BASE IS ANGRY AT H-1B VISAS. RESTRICTIONS ARE KEY TO APPEASE THEM.
NATARAJAN 2017
[Nikhila Natarajan, 04-19-2017, "Trump signs executive order on H1B visa review, says lottery system is
all wrong," First Post, https://www.firstpost.com/world/trump-signs-executive-order-on-h1b-visareview-says-lottery-system-is-all-wrong-3391920.html MYY]
He’s finally done it - Donald Trump has signed an executive order on stricter enforcement and review of
the H1B visa - popular in the technology industry to bring "highly skilled" foreign workers into the US,
typically at a price advantage. How the "highly skilled" has been defined has been at the heart of rising
anger with American 'victims' lashing out at how H1B bodyshops are gaming the system to import low
grade, low paid toiling masses into their mainland. After months of screw tightening measures, the H1B
visa got hammered some more - this time by the US President Trump on a gorgeous, wind swept spring
afternoon in Wisconsin as he ratcheted up his old campaign war cry of ‘Buy American, Hire American’ in
front of a 500 strong gathering of workers and local stars, including the White House chief of staff,
Reince Priebus, a Kenosha native. Trump won an upset victory against Hillary Clinton here in Wisconsin
and this latest executive order comes at a difficult time for the White House unable to show much in
terms of legislative overhaul and the sweeping 'Muslim ban' blocked by courts. Although we will
continue to hear pundits say that Trump's H1B move is all talk and the sheer complication involved in
implementing real change is a mirage, fact is that the H1B has already been hammered even without
this executive order. Since Trump took office in January this year, the H1B has come in for a three
pronged attack from the Justice Department, Department of Homeland Security and the United States
Citizenship and Immigration Services. H1B workers and the body shops that contract them out to clients
in the US are sweating, this much is clear. Speaking to workers at Snap-On Tools in Kenosha, Wisconsin
which falls on the southwestern shore of Lake Michigan, Trump made his most pointed remarks yet on
the H1B, turning the knife in, showing he has done his homework and/ or been briefed in great detail by
his innermost circle. Trump's dishevelled chief strategist Stephen Bannon, just the man who may have
scribbled this sort of 'nationalist' headline grabber, marked attendance in WI. Trump has put his official
stamp on the “H1B lottery is bad” idea and going by how much has become tougher in the last few
months for H1B workers even without Trump speaking on the topic, this is a clear indication that the
H1B lottery system will be the next one for the meat cleaver. “…we are going to enforce the Hire
American rules that are designed to protect jobs and wages of workers in the United States. We believe
jobs must be offered to American workers first. Does that make sense? Right now, widespread abuse in
our immigration system is allowing American workers of all backgrounds to be replaced by workers
brought in from other countries to fill the same job for sometimes less pay. This will stop. American
workers have long called for reforms to end these visa abuses. And today, their calls are being answered
for the first time. That includes taking the first steps to set in motion a long-overdue reform of H1B
visas. “Right now, H1B visas are awarded in a totally random lottery -- and that's wrong. Instead, they
should be given to the most-skilled and highest-paid applicants, and they should never, ever be used to
replace Americans. No one can compete with American workers when they're given a fair and level
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(…Natarajan continues)
playing field, which has not happened for decades.” On the campaign trail and in his tough talking
inaugural address, Trump promised an "America First" method. Less than 100 days into his Presidency
and faced with rising anxiety among his voter base that he’s gone soft on the hard choices, Trump
Wisconsin speech shows a certain hark back to the campaign in a bid to win back the base. Remember
that Trump is already collecting money for his 2020 run and no other President has done that so early
into their first term. This is a base Trump won’t want to lose to even another Republican, forget about
Democrats. Already being flayed for ousting Stephen Bannon from his prized National Security Council,
Trump’s H1B remarks will warm the heart of his hardcore voters faraway from the more hip New York
and Washington D.C. Indian nationals are the largest single group of recipients of the 65,000 H1B visas
issued yearly to new applicants under a Congress mandated cap. Exemptions on the cap are available to
up to 20,000 applicants who have a US master’s degree. The actual number of Indian nationals working
in the United States under the H1B programme is significantly higher, however, because H1B visas
typically roll over in a three year plus three year cycle. From the time George W. Bush signed into law
the Immigration Act of 1990 which opened the H1B floodgates for Indians till 2016, never before has the
H1B been in such sharp focus as it has been in the last 100 days. As it TURNS out, the H1B backlash is the
one 'America First' campaign promise that Trump has delivered on for his vote base. Everything else from Obamacare to tax reform is meeting a dumpster fire in Congress.
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2NC/1NR LINK – Open Borders (Specific)
TRUMP’S BASE OPPOSES OPEN BORDERS – PREFER OUR EVIDENCE. BREITBART IS A PUBLICATION
CONNECTED TO AND REPRESENTATIVE OF TRUMP’S BASE.
BREITBART 2018
[Breitbart News, 5-24-2018, "Exclusive—Stephen Miller: Big Summer Fight Brewing over Open Borders,"
Breitbart, https://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/05/24/exclusive-stephen-miller-bigsummer-fight-brewing-over-open-borders/ MYY *we do not endorse the racist, sexist, homophobic,
transphobic, ableist etc views of Breitbart and only cite it because it is directly representative of the
people who voted Trump into office.]
As Breitbart News has reported, GOP midterm voters and swing voters have consistently ranked
immigration as the most important issue to them, with the majority favoring Trump’s PLAN to reduce
legal immigration levels to raise Americans’ wages. Miller hints that Trump is in sync with his base of
supporters and Independents who see reducing immigration as a driving factor in the midterm elections.
“The big fight this summer is going to be with the open borders Democratic caucus in Congress,” Miller
tells Breitbart News. “That is the fundamental political contrast and political debate that is unfolding
right now. The Democratic party is at grave risk of completely marginalizing itself from the American
voters by continuing to lean into its absolutist anti-enforcement positions.”

DATA PROVES - TRUMP HAS CONSISTENTLY RILED UP HIS BASE USING FEAR OF OPEN BORDERS. THE
PLAN IS HIS BASE’S WORST FEAR.
CARLSEN 2018
[Laura Carlsen, 2-10-2018, "Open Borders and Trump's False Narrative," Truthout,
https://truthout.org/articles/open-borders-and-trump-s-false-narrative/ MYY]
But we are facing a government and a segment of the US population that has little or no consideration
for democratic and ethical principles. In this unusual context, the best task is to understand the buttons
that have been pushed to bring to power the most vile expressions of xenophobia and racism in a
society that considers itself civilized. A study by the University of California-Los Angeles helps with this
task. In an exhaustive analysis of 6,000 tweets and 300 speeches by Donald Trump, before, during and
after the campaign as president, the study finds that “open borders” is one of the fundamental
metaphors for mobilizing voters in the places necessary to win the Electoral College vote. Trump’s
message is impressively consistent. For an entreprenuer-cum-politician criticized for his off-the-cuff and
often incoherent expressions, the research team found a discourse that through force of repetition and
its utterly simplistic nature managed to win an election using concepts of racism and misogyny that had
been roundly rejected in mainstream political culture before this campaign.
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2NC/1NR – “Trump lost his base” Answer to 2AC
They say Trump lost 1/3 of his base, but…
1. TRUMP IS MORE POPULAR THAN EVER WITH HIS BASE
BACON, FEBRUARY 2018
[Perry Bacon Jr., 2-16-2018, "Republicans Are Coming Home To Trump," FiveThirtyEight,
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/republicans-are-coming-home-to-trump/ MYY]
Gallup’s most recent weekly survey, conducted from Feb. 5 to 11, showed President Trump’s job
approval rating among self-identified Republicans at 86 percent. It was the third straight week that his
rating was above 85 percent — an improvement compared with 2017. Trump’s support among
Republicans spent much of last year in the low 80s, even dipping into the 70s at times. SurveyMonkey
polling from the first week of February shows a similar pattern: 89 percent of Republican said they
approve of Trump’s handling of his job as president. And the share of Republicans who “strongly
approve” — in the mid-50s for much of last year — is up to 61 percent.

2. Even if Trump lost one third of his voters, he still has two thirds of his base,
which means that the only action that triggers Trump going to war is one that
loses more of his base. The PLAN alienates most of his base and the key
elements of it.
3. TRUMP BACKS DOWN UNDER PRESSURE TO SATISFY HIS BASE—DACA PROVES. EITHER A) THE PLAN
LEADS TO A BACKLASH OR B) TRUMP ROLLS BACK THE PLAN AND THEY CAN’T SOLVE THE HARMS
SIDDIQUI 2018
[Sabrina Siddiqui, 2-14-2018, "Trump refuses to yield on immigration, causing more division on Capitol
Hill," Guardian, https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/feb/14/trump-refuses-to-yield-onimmigration-causing-more-division-on-capitol-hill MYY]
The crisis over Dreamers was brought on by Trump’s decision in September to rescind the Obama-era
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program, known as Daca, which enabled roughly 700,000 young,
undocumented immigrants to come out of the shadows and obtain temporary legal status. Trump gave
Congress until 5 March to replace the program through legislation and initially signaled he would be
open to a compromise containing more modest border security measures and even suggested in a
meeting last month that he was open to signing any immigration agreement that came to his desk. But
faced with backlash from his base, Trump swiftly reversed course and retreated back to the hard-right
immigration agenda that defined his presidential campaign.
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2NC/1NR “NON UNIQUE: Family Separation” – Answer to 2AC
They say the family separation issue proves the LINK is NOT UNIQUE, but …
Our _______ _ evidence says that _________________________________________ _.
(Put our authors’ names from 1NC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

1. It’s better than their __________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_____________________________ _____________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________ _____________________________
_____________________________ _________________

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________.__________________
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2 FAMILY SEPARATION EXAMPLE GOES NEGATIVE - TRUMP BACKED DOWN ON SEPARATING
FAMILIES BECAUSE IT WAS UNPOPULAR WITH HIS BASE.
CHAN 2018
[Tara Francis, 6-15, "'Disgraceful': Separating immigrant children from their parents is so unpopular even Trump's base is not supporting it,"
http://www.businessinsider.com/evangelical-christian-catholic-response-zero-tolerance-border-policy-children-2018-6?r=UK&amp;IR=T]

The Trump administration's policy of removing immigrant children from their families has become so
controversial that even the President's base of core supporters is speaking out. In April, Attorney
General Jeff Sessions announced a "zero tolerance" policy towards those crossing the US border illegally.
Arizona, New Mexico, and some districts of California and Texas have been ordered to criminally
prosecute adults, causing them to lose custody of any accompanying children. Most children are sent to
live with family members — but until then, they are largely housed in about 100 government-run
centers, one of which LIMITS kids to two hours of outdoor time a day. As of Thursday there were 11,432
children in the custody of the Department of Health and Human Services, and the emotional turmoil on
families doing serious damage. In 2016, 81% of white evangelicals voted for Trump. But some of the
movement's leaders have started to criticize the administration's "zero tolerance" policy. Evangelical
leader and Samaritan's Purse CEO Franklin Graham is a vocal Trump supporter, who prayed at Trump's
inauguration and defended the presidents' "concern for Christian values." He is now among those to
disavow the policy. "It's disgraceful. It's terrible to see families ripped apart and I don't support that one
bit," Graham told CBN News this week, though he blamed "politicians for the last 20, 30 years" rather
than Trump explicitly.
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2NC/1NR “NO LINK – Conservative media”– Answer to 2AC
They say that conservative media prevents Trump’s base from turning on him, but …
Our _______ _ evidence says that _________________________________________ _.
(Put our authors’ names from 1NC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

1. It’s better than their __________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_____________________________ _____________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________ _____________________________
_____________________________ _________________

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________.__________________
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2. THEY SAY NO LINK BECAUSE CONSERVATIVE MEDIA SPINS THE PLAN, BUT THAT’S NOT TRUE
BECAUSE CONSERVATIVE MEDIA RAISES THE ALARM AT MERE SPECULATION THAT TRUMP IS
CONCEDING GROUND ON IMMIGRATION.
FREJ 2017
[Willa Frej, HuffPost reporter, 9-14-2017, "Anti-Immigration Conservatives Flip Out Over Trump-Dem
Deal Reports," HuffPost, https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/anti-immigration-conservativesdaca_us_59ba36d6e4b02da0e13f440a MYY]
Anti-immigration conservatives flipped out over news that President Donald Trump made a deal with
Democratic leaders on immigration. Following dinner at the White House on Wednesday night, House
Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) and Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-N.Y.) announced
that Trump had agreed to legislation that would save the country’s 800,000 Dreamers from deportation.
The U.S.-Mexico border wall― a central Trump campaign promise― was not part of this deal, they said.
The meeting was the result of widespread backlash over the administration’s decision earlier this month
to end Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA), a program created during former president Barack
Obama’s administration that protects undocumented immigrants who came to the U.S. as children.
Trump on Thursday denied that the group had reached a firm agreement, and both White House Press
Secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders and Schumer’s communications director have said the president
would continue to push for the wall in other agreements. Conservative pundits still cried betrayal,
though. Far-right news outlet Breitbart News ran with the headline, “Amnesty Don.” “President Trump
signaled a full-fledged cave on the issue of giving amnesty to nearly 800,000 illegal aliens currently
protected by an Obama-created executive immigration program,” Breitbart reporter John Binder wrote.
Fox News host and Trump ally Sean Hannity, who blamed Republican leaders, said that “it’s over” for the
president if he abandons his hardline immigration stance. Rep. Steve King (Iowa), one of Congress’ most
vocal immigration opponents, warned that Trump supporters would be “disillusioned beyond repair” if
reports of the deal were true. When Trump tweeted on Thursday that Dreamers were in the U.S.
“through no fault of their own,” conservative firebrand Ann Coulter wondered, “who DOESN’T want
Trump impeached?” Fox Business host Lou Dobbs called the reported deal a “huge loss,” while former
Illinois congressman Joe Walsh (R) said that Trump “screwed his base.”
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2NC/1NR “ALTERNATE CAUSE - Russia”– Answer to 2AC
They say Russia is the only reason Trump would launch a diversionary war, but …
Our _______ _ evidence says that _________________________________________ _.
(Put our authors’ names from 1NC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

1. It’s better than their __________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_____________________________ _____________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________ _____________________________
_____________________________ _________________

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________.__________________
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2. IMMIGRATION IS THE KEY ISSUE TO TRUMP’S BASE. THIS MEANS UNLESS THEIR ARGUMENTS
ARE SPECIFICALLY ABOUT TRUMP’S IMMIGRATION POLICIES, THEY DON’T ANSWER OUR
LINK
HAUSLOHNER AND TRAN 2018
[Abigail Hauslohner and Andrew Ba Tran, 7-2-2018, "Trump is making inroads in reducing legal
immigration," Chicago Tribune, http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/ct-legal-migrationsteep-decrease-20180702-story.html MYY]
During the 2016 presidential campaign, Trump repeatedly criticized the rate of immigration under
Obama as dangerous and unchecked. He called for "a total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering
the United States." He has vowed to bring about "extreme vetting" and to keep out those who don't
share "our values." His stance on immigration fueled his rise to the White House; 64 percent of voters
who identified immigration as the most important issue facing the country voted for Trump, according
to exit polls.
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1NC Brain Drain DISADVANTAGE Shells
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Brain Drain DISADVANTAGE 1NC – H-1B Visas (Specific)
A. UNIQUENESS AND LINK - NEW RESTRICTIONS ON H-1B ENSURE RECIRCULATION OF
WORKERS TO INDIA – THE PLAN REMOVES TIME LIMITS PREVENTING THIS.
ECONOMIC TIMES 2018
[Economic Times, 1-5-2018, "US President Donald Trump's new disruptive H-1B visa move can be a boon
for India," https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/nri/visa-and-immigration/trumps-new-disruptive-h1b-visa-move-can-be-a-boon-for-india/articleshow/62365964.cms MYY]
More than 500,000 skilled Indian workers might have to come back from the US if a proposal by the
Donald Trump administration not to extend H-1B visa of those waiting for permanent residency (Green
Card) is implemented. The move would not only disrupt careers but also families. On top of that, India is
already passing through a jobs crisis. The grim outlook, however, has a silver lining. While it will be a big
loss for individuals, it could be a huge gain for the country. Just when India's new-age enterprise is
taking off as innovative startups mushroom in all big cities and the government is keen to make doing
business easier, the return of such a large number of Indian tech workers can give a big push to Indian
business. Most of these workers are the brightest Indians who have passed out of elite Indian
institutions. While Indians are proud of Sundar Pichai who heads Google and Satya Nadella who heads
Microsoft, they are still American success stories. It's true that it is easier for bright Indians to make a
mark in the U.S. given the right ecosystem and an overall helpful atmosphere. A Pichai or a Nadella
won't have been as successful in India as they are in the US. But it is also true that India is changing. The
startup sector has just taken off and the government has shown commitment to reforms, as reflected in
India's jump of 30 spots in World Bank's Ease of Doing Business rankings. Of America’s 87 unicorns— as
startups valued at more than $1 billion are called—were founded or co-founded by Indian
entrepreneurs, the highest among 44 by all immigrants. 26% of all startups in the US have been founded
by Indians. If India gets back even a small part of such a huge pool of talent, there is bound to be a new
rush of blood in India's business sector. Even if some of these people are working in India—innovators
that they are—Indian business will get a big boost. That's why Anand Mahindra, Chairman of Mahindra
Group, welcomes them. Responding to the news of changes in the H-1B rules that can led to return of
these Indians, Mahindra tweeted a few days ago: "If that happens, then I say 'Swagatam, Welcome
Home.' You're coming back in time to help India Rise..." For long, India has lost it's best talent to the
West in what has come to be called brain drain. Trump's decision can trigger a reverse brain drain.
This could be an unintended benefit of an otherwise disruptive move.
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B. IMPACT - THAT COLLAPSES THE INDIAN ECONOMY – THEY’RE UNIQUELY VULNERABLE TO LOSS
OF HUMAN CAPITAL

SRINIVASAN 2011
[Rajesh Srinivasan, Ph.D., Gallup Regional Director, Asia, being interviewed by Gallup Management
Journal, 7-7-11 “Who Wants to Leave India?; A certain percentage of Indian adults would like to leave
the country permanently if they could. What would this migration mean for India's economy,” lexis]
Dr. Srinivasan: I don't think so. The government knows the number of Indian citizens leaving and the
number coming back. What they don't know is what proportion of the larger citizenry would want to
leave if they had the opportunity. And because there are LIMITS to how many people actually leave,
both based on demand -- conditions outside the country -- and supply -- migration control within the
country -- the government hasn't had as much to be concerned about. Now, if borders were open and
labor mobility was completely free, if people could go anywhere they wanted to, it would be a different
story. Even if you're only talking about the 5% of adults who want to leave, losing them all would pose
a significant challenge, particularly when you look at the educated group. And the government knows
that while many have expressed a desire to leave, they can't. However, the downside of being
complacent -- assuming it won't happen, so we don't have to do anything about it -- is that many of the
people who want to leave but can't are essentially disengaged or unproductive, or they just haven't
realized their true potential as employees or citizens, wherever they are. If India can't figure out how to
channel them and make them feel that they are productive citizens, they won't be very useful within
their organizations, the community, or the country. So from that perspective, the government should be
actively thinking about how to create opportunities so the aspirational needs of its citizens can be met
within India.
GMJ: So maybe brain drain is a bigger threat than India thinks?
Dr. Srinivasan: Perhaps. Let's look at it from another angle. Gallup has three indexes that measure
migration patterns. The first is the Potential Net Migration Index, which looks at the general population,
what proportion wants to leave versus what proportion wants to come in. The second is the Potential
Net Youth Migration Index, which looks at the desire to migrate among people ages 15 to 29 and the
potential net change to that population. The third, the Potential Net Brain Gain Index, looks only at
educated people, those with "tertiary education," which is defined as four years of education beyond
high school or a college degree. In India, all three indexes are negative, which indicates a potential
population loss. But the Potential Net Brain Gain Index, the one based on tertiary education, is
significantly larger than the other two. This suggests that the best educated really want out, while
fewer educated people want in. And if they really could leave, the implications of this could be
potentially catastrophic for the Indian economy. There already is a war for talent -- for smart,
intellectual, talented, educated people -- within the private sector in India. Added to that, my perception
is that younger educated people are moving away from government employment to private sector
employment. And even within the private sector, workers have a stronger preference for solid blue-chip
companies.
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2. WEAKENING INDIAN GROWTH RISKS INDO-PAK NUCLEAR WAR AND COLLAPSE OF THE GLOBAL
ECONOMY

BOUTON 2010
[Marshall M. Bouton, President – Chicago Council on Global Affairs, 2010, “America’s Interests in India”,
CNAS Working Paper, October,
http://www.cnas.org/files/documents/publications/CNAS_USInterestsinIndia_ Bouton.pdf]
In South Asia, the most immediately compelling U.S. interest is preventing terrorist attacks on the U.S.
homeland originating in or facilitated by actors in South Asia, particularly in Afghanistan and Pakistan. To
avert that possibility, the United States also has an interest in the stability and development of both
countries. At the same time, the United States has a vital interest in preventing conflict between
Pakistan and India, immediately because such a conflict would do great damage to U.S. efforts in
Afghanistan and Pakistan (such as the diversion of Pakistani military attention away from the
insurgency) and because it would pose the severe risk of nuclear escalation. Finally, the United States
has an interest in peace and stability in South Asia as a whole. Instability and violence in nearly every
one of India’s neighbors, not to mention in India itself, could, if unchecked, undermine economic and
political progress, potentially destabilizing the entire region. At present, a South Asia dominated by a
politically stable and economically dynamic India is a hugely important counterweight to the prevalent
instability and conflict all around India’s periphery. Imagining the counterfactual scenario, a South Asian
region, including India, that is failing economically and stumbling politically, is to imagine instability on a
scale that would have global consequences, including damage to the global economy, huge dislocations
of people and humanitarian crisis, increasing extremism and terrorism, and much greater potential for
unchecked interstate and civil conflict.
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Brain Drain DISADVANTAGE 1NC (General)
A. UNIQUENESS AND LINK - RESTRICTIONS ON LEGAL IMMIGRATION ARE DRIVING
RECIRCULATION OF SKILLED WORKERS TO INDIA.
WADHWA 2018
(Vivek, Distinguished Fellow at Carnegie Mellon University at Silicon Valley, “How Trump is making China
and India great again,” 1-23, https://www.hindustantimes.com/analysis/how-trump-is-making-chinaand-india-great-again/story-0FKz16kitI0CVjz0mIohBJ.html)
Now with his constant tirades against immigrants, particularly from what he calls “sh*thole countries”,
Donald Trump is giving many countries the greatest gift of all: causing the trickle of returning talent to
become a flood. For India, the timing could not be better. With hundreds of millions of people now
gaining access to the Internet through inexpensive smartphones, India is about to experience a
technology boom that will transform the country itself. And with the influx of capital and talent, it will
be able to challenge Silicon Valley—just as China is doing. This is the irony of America’s rising nativism
and protectionism. When I met Prime Minister Vajpayee, I was the CEO of a technology startup in North
Carolina. Later, I became an academic and started researching why Silicon Valley was the most
innovative place on this Planet. I learnt that it was diversity and openness that gave Silicon Valley its
global advantage; foreign-born people were dominating its entrepreneurial ecosystem and fueling
innovation and job growth. My research teams at Duke, the University of California at Berkeley, New
York University, and Harvard documented that between 1995 and 2005, immigrants founded 52% of
Silicon Valley’s technology companies. The founders came from almost every nation in the world:
Australia to Zimbabwe. Immigrants also contributed to the majority of patents filed by leading US
companies in that period: 72% of the total at Qualcomm, 65% at Merck, 64% at General Electric, and
60% at Cisco Systems. Surprisingly, 40% of the international patent applications filed by the US
government also had foreign-national authors. Indians have achieved the most extraordinary success in
Silicon Valley. They have founded more start-ups than the next four immigrant groups, from Britain,
China, Taiwan, and Japan, combined. Despite comprising only 6% of the Valley’s population and 1% of
the nations, Indians founded 15.5% of Silicon Valley startups and contributed to 14% of US global
patents. At the same time, I also realised that protectionist demands by nativists were causing American
political leaders to advocate immigration policies that were (and are) choking US innovation and
economic growth. The government would constantly expand the number of H1-B visas in response to
the demands of businesses but never the number of green cards, which were limited to 140,000 for the
so-called key employment categories. The result? The queues kept increasing. I estimate that today
there are around 1.5 million skilled workers and their families stuck in immigration limbo, and that more
than a third of these are Indians. Meanwhile, I have witnessed a rapid change in the aspirations among
international students. The norm would be for students from China and India to stay in the US
permanently because there were hardly any opportunities back home. This changed. My engineering
students began to seek short-term employment in the US to gain experience after they graduated but
their ultimate goal was to return home to their families and friends. Human resource directors of
companies in India and China increasingly reported that they were flooded with resumés from US

(Continued on next page…)
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(…Wadhwa continues)
graduates. For students, the prospect of returning home and working for a hot company such as Baidu,
Alibaba, Paytm, or Flipkart is far more enticing than working for an American company. You cannot
blame them, especially given that delays in visa processing will lock them into a menial position for at
least a decade during the most productive parts of their careers. This has been an incredible boon for
China. One measure of the globalisation [^the spread of commerce and commercialism around the
world^] of innovation is the number of technology start-ups with post-money valuations of $1 billion or
higher. These companies are commonly called “unicorns”. As recently as 2000, nearly all of these were
in the US; countries such as China and India could only dream of being home to a Google, Amazon, or
Facebook. Now, according to South China Morning Post, China has 98 unicorns, which is 39% of the
world’s 252 unicorns. In comparison, America has 106, or 42%, and India has 10 unicorns, 4%. An
analysis by the National Foundation for American Policy revealed that 51% of the unicorns in the US
have at least one immigrant founder. It is clear how shortsighted the US government has been. With the
clouds of nativism circling the White House, things will only get worse. America’s share of successful
technology startups will continue to shrink and Silicon Valley will see competition like never before.
America’s loss is India’s gain.
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B. IMPACT - OPEN BORDERS COLLAPSE THE INDIAN ECONOMY – THEY’RE UNIQUELY VULNERABLE
TO LOSS OF HUMAN CAPITAL.
SRINIVASAN 2011
[Rajesh Srinivasan, Ph.D., Gallup Regional Director, Asia, being interviewed by Gallup Management
Journal, 7-7-11 “Who Wants to Leave India?; A certain percentage of Indian adults would like to leave
the country permanently if they could. What would this migration mean for India's economy,” lexis]
Dr. Srinivasan: I don't think so. The government knows the number of Indian citizens leaving and the
number coming back. What they don't know is what proportion of the larger citizenry would want to
leave if they had the opportunity. And because there are LIMITS to how many people actually leave,
both based on demand -- conditions outside the country -- and supply -- migration control within the
country -- the government hasn't had as much to be concerned about. Now, if borders were open and
labor mobility was completely free, if people could go anywhere they wanted to, it would be a different
story. Even if you're only talking about the 5% of adults who want to leave, losing them all would pose
a significant challenge, particularly when you look at the educated group. And the government knows
that while many have expressed a desire to leave, they can't. However, the downside of being
complacent -- assuming it won't happen, so we don't have to do anything about it -- is that many of the
people who want to leave but can't are essentially disengaged or unproductive, or they just haven't
realized their true potential as employees or citizens, wherever they are. If India can't figure out how to
channel them and make them feel that they are productive citizens, they won't be very useful within
their organizations, the community, or the country. So from that perspective, the government should be
actively thinking about how to create opportunities so the aspirational needs of its citizens can be met
within India.
GMJ: So maybe brain drain is a bigger threat than India thinks?
Dr. Srinivasan: Perhaps. Let's look at it from another angle. Gallup has three indexes that measure
migration patterns. The first is the Potential Net Migration Index, which looks at the general population,
what proportion wants to leave versus what proportion wants to come in. The second is the Potential
Net Youth Migration Index, which looks at the desire to migrate among people ages 15 to 29 and the
potential net change to that population. The third, the Potential Net Brain Gain Index, looks only at
educated people, those with "tertiary education," which is defined as four years of education beyond
high school or a college degree. In India, all three indexes are negative, which indicates a potential
population loss. But the Potential Net Brain Gain Index, the one based on tertiary education, is
significantly larger than the other two. This suggests that the best educated really want out, while
fewer educated people want in. And if they really could leave, the implications of this could be
potentially catastrophic for the Indian economy. There already is a war for talent -- for smart,
intellectual, talented, educated people -- within the private sector in India. Added to that, my perception
is that younger educated people are moving away from government employment to private sector
employment. And even within the private sector, workers have a stronger preference for solid blue-chip
companies.
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2. WEAKENING INDIAN GROWTH RISKS INDO-PAK NUCLEAR WAR AND COLLAPSE OF THE GLOBAL
ECONOMY

BOUTON 2010
[Marshall M. Bouton, President – Chicago Council on Global Affairs, 2010, “America’s Interests in India”,
CNAS Working Paper, October,
http://www.cnas.org/files/documents/publications/CNAS_USInterestsinIndia_ Bouton.pdf]
In South Asia, the most immediately compelling U.S. interest is preventing terrorist attacks on the U.S.
homeland originating in or facilitated by actors in South Asia, particularly in Afghanistan and Pakistan. To
avert that possibility, the United States also has an interest in the stability and development of both
countries. At the same time, the United States has a vital interest in preventing conflict between
Pakistan and India, immediately because such a conflict would do great damage to U.S. efforts in
Afghanistan and Pakistan (such as the diversion of Pakistani military attention away from the
insurgency) and because it would pose the severe risk of nuclear escalation. Finally, the United States
has an interest in peace and stability in South Asia as a whole. Instability and violence in nearly every
one of India’s neighbors, not to mention in India itself, could, if unchecked, undermine economic and
political progress, potentially destabilizing the entire region. At present, a South Asia dominated by a
politically stable and economically dynamic India is a hugely important counterweight to the prevalent
instability and conflict all around India’s periphery. Imagining the counterfactual scenario, a South Asian
region, including India, that is failing economically and stumbling politically, is to imagine instability on a
scale that would have global consequences, including damage to the global economy, huge dislocations
of people and humanitarian crisis, increasing extremism and terrorism, and much greater potential for
unchecked interstate and civil conflict.
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2NC/1NR – Brain Drain DISADVANTAGE
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2NC/1NR LINKS to H-1B (Specific)
TRUMP’S HOSTILITY TOWARDS H-1B VISAS DRIVES RECIRCULATION OF WORKERS TO INDIA—THE PLAN
REVERSES THAT.
SHENG 2018
[Ellen Sheng, Special To Cnbc, 4-1-2018, "Silicon Valley is fighting a brain-drain war with Trump that it
may lose," CNBC, https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/09/trumps-war-on-immigration-causing-siliconvalley-brain-drain.html MYY]
The H-1B visa is the primary avenue for skilled immigrants to enter the United States. While it's well
known that companies in Silicon Valley rely on H-1B visas, it is also used heavily by companies in New
York, Texas and Washington, D.C. A recent Pew Research Center report revealed that between 2010 and
2016, almost a third of visas went to businesses in the New York City area. Increased restrictions and
rejections of H-1B visas have companies worried. Recent reports suggest that restrictions on foreignborn workers could have outsized IMPACT on the tech industry. A recent report from the Silicon Valley
Competitiveness and Innovation Project found that the country's largest tech companies rely more on
foreign-born workers than domestic ones. In Silicon Valley at least 57 percent of workers in science,
tech, engineering and mathematics with a bachelor's degree or higher were born outside the United
States, the report said. According to data from the U.S. Department of Labor, IBM applied for 12,381 H1B visas last year, Microsoft 5,029 visas and Google 4,897. Brain drain begins For decades the United
States has attracted some of the best and brightest. Now some are starting to see the reverse happen.
Vivek Wadhwa, a distinguished fellow and adjunct professor at Carnegie Mellon University's College of
Engineering and author of The Immigrant Exodus: Why America Is Losing the Global Race to Capture
Entrepreneurial Talent, said that in his current class at Carnegie Mellon, not one of the foreign students
is looking to stay. Foreign students from India, China and elsewhere who used to stay are now returning
to their home countries to start businesses. This is alarming because it will adversely IMPACT U.S.
innovation, Wadhwa said. "In the next five to 10 years, we're going to be competing with China and
India and Singapore and many other countries all over the world for talent like never before," he said.
The U.S. has seen its share of tech "unicorns" drop dramatically in recent years, according to data from
CB Insights. Of the 214 unicorn start-ups globally, 41 percent are based in the United States compared to
75 percent in 2013. Meanwhile, the proliferation of tech unicorns from outside has been increasing,
especially from China. China is now home to 36 percent of tech unicorns compared to 12 percent in
2014. If we keep going on the path we are on, China will have more tech unicorns than the United
States. China is catching up to the United States in advanced technology on everything from artificial
intelligence and gene editing to quantum computing, Wadhwa said, adding that once that happens,
"China will be neck-to-neck with Silicon Valley, and then they're going to eat our lunch." Toughened
immigration policies To be sure, U.S. immigration has been difficult for quite some time, but now
Trump's executive orders and antiimmigration rhetoric has further accelerated the trend. Tahmina
Watson, Seattle-based immigration attorney and author of The Startup Visa: Key to Job Growth &
Economic Prosperity in America, said she's started to see extreme scrutiny of H-1B visa applications.
Routine applications that were once commonly accepted are now sent back requiring more
documentation. H-1B visa extensions are facing more scrutiny. Watson is also seeing a sudden spike in
H-1B visa denials.
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2NC/1NR Open Borders LINK Extensions (Specific)
Extend Srinvasan 2011 – even if only 5% of the people who want to emigrate leave
under open borders, that’s enough to trigger economic collapse.
Extend Wadhwa 2018 – Trump’s anti-immigration policies fuel the return of workers
to India. The PLAN reverses those and ensures people emigrate to the US. That means
there’s massive brain drain in the world of the PLAN.
EVEN A SMALL LOSS OF HUMAN TALENT TRIGGERS RIPPLING ECONOMIC DAMAGE – IT’S A NEGATIVE
MULTIPLIER

SRINIVASAN 2011
[Rajesh Srinivasan, Ph.D., Gallup Regional Director, Asia, being interviewed by Gallup Management
Journal, 7-7-11, “Who Wants to Leave India?; A certain percentage of Indian adults would like to leave
the country permanently if they could. What would this migration mean for India's economy,” lexis]
GMJ: But a relatively small percentage of Indian adults -- 5% -- want to leave the country permanently.
Dr. Srinivasan: Right. But in a country with a population of more than a billion, that's still a lot people in
absolute numbers.
GMJ: So if the ambitious, energetic, educated people who would like to leave actually did leave, what
effect could that have on the Indian economy?
Dr. Srinivasan: The desire to leave and the reality of migrating are quite different things. The expression
"If I had a chance, I would leave now" reflects aspirational needs, while the reality is that not everyone
can migrate. But if everyone who wanted to leave actually did leave, India should be extremely worried.
That's because the people who want to leave are exactly the kind of workers that India needs to keep to
help with the country's development -- to help develop the economy, reduce poverty, create better
governance, and stimulate entrepreneurship. Certainly, the government would like these talented,
educated people to stay; or, if nothing else, the government would like to make it easy for them to
consider returning at some point, and it has taken action to address this issue. But I'm not sure that the
government actually recognizes that it's a big problem.
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2NC/1NR IMPACT Extensions
BRAIN DRAINS UNIQUELY SHIP-WRECKS DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND LONG-TERM GLOBAL GROWTH
ELLIOT 2004
[Larry Elliot, 12-17-04, “Stop the brain drain,” The Guardian,
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2004/dec/17/outlook.development)
The West is stripping the developing world of its talent. The pressures of ageing populations and the
need to be at the frontier of technological change have meant skilled labour is in short supply, so raiding
parties have been sent out to find doctors, nurses, teachers, scientists and IT specialists prepared to
move to Europe or North America. The West wants highly qualified expatriates to staff its hospitals and
laboratories, even though the consequences for the developing countries affected by the brain drain are
severe. Recent research from the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
shows the extent of the problem, particularly for smaller nations. For the big beasts of the developing
world China, India and Brazil the loss of highly skilled workers amounts to less than 5% of the stock
available in their countries. But for the smaller nations of the Caribbean and Africa, the figures are
frighteningly high. Mozambique, Ghana and Tanzania have seen almost half their highly skilled
populations leave; for Jamaica, it is about 75%. This brain drain is being encouraged by the
inducements offered by the West, even among countries that tend to have an exemplary record in
development. In Sweden, for example, key foreign personnel who are in scarce supply pay no taxes on
25% of their income for 10 years. Similar tax breaks are offered by the Netherlands and Austria. Losing
elite workers especially when you don't have many of them in the first place hurts. The OECD makes the
point that "emigration of highly skilled workers may adversely affect small countries, preventing them
from reaching a critical mass of human resources, which would be necessary to foster long-term
economic development".
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INDIA-PAKISTAN CONFLICT ESCALATES – NO CHECKS TO ALL-OUT NUCLEAR WAR
BARNO 2015
(distinguished practitioner & scholar in residence at the School of International Service at American University. Both are nonresident senior
fellows at the Brent Scowcroft Center at the Atlantic Council. Retired Army Lt., & PhD, David Barno & Nora Bensahel, 11/5,
http://qz.com/541502/a-nuclear-war-between-india-and-pakistan-is-a-very-real-possibility/)

A “pink flamingo” is a term recently coined by Frank Hoffman to describe predictable but ignored events
that can yield disastrous results. Hoffman argues that these situations are fully visible, but almost
entirely ignored by policymakers. Pink flamingos stand in stark contrast to “black swans“—the
unpredictable, even unforeseeable shocks whose outcomes may be entirely unknown. The tense
nuclear stand-off between India and Pakistan may be the most dangerous pink flamingo in today’s
world. The Indian subcontinent—home to both India and Pakistan—remains among the most dangerous
corners of the world, and continues to pose a deep threat to global stability and the current world order.
Their 1,800-mile border is the only place in the world where two hostile, nuclear-armed states face off
every day. And the risk of nuclear conflict has only continued to rise in the past few years, to the point
that it is now a very real possibility. India and Pakistan have fought three wars since they gained
independence in 1947, including one that ended in 1971 with Pakistan losing approximately half its
territory (present-day Bangladesh). Today, the disputed Line of Control that divides the disputed
Kashmir region remains a particularly tense flashpoint. Both the Kargil crisis of 1999 and the 2001 attack
on the Indian Parliament by Pakistan-supported militants brought both nations once again to the brink
of war. Yet, unlike earlier major wars, these two crises occurred after both India and Pakistan became
nuclear-armed states. Quick and forceful diplomatic intervention played a pivotal role in preventing a
larger conflict from erupting during each crisis. These stakes are even higher, and more dangerous,
today. Since 2004, India has been developing a new military doctrine called Cold Start, a limited war
option designed largely to deter Islamabad from sponsoring irregular attacks against New Delhi. It
involves rapid conventional retaliation after any such attack, launching a number of quick armoured
assaults into Pakistan and rapidly securing limited objectives that hypothetically remain below Pakistan’s
nuclear threshold. In accordance with this doctrine, the Indian military is meant to mobilise half a million
troops in less than 72 hours. The problem is, unlike its neighbours India and China, Pakistan has not
renounced the first use of nuclear weapons. Instead, Pakistani leaders have stated that they may have
to use nuclear weapons first in order to defend against a conventional attack from India. Therefore, both
to counter Cold Start and help to offset India’s growing conventional superiority, Pakistan has
accelerated its nuclear weapons programme—and begun to field short-range, low yield tactical nuclear
weapons. Some observers now judge this nuclear programme to be the fastest growing in the world.
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(Continued on next page…)
(…Barno continues)
Pakistan will reportedly have enough fissile material by 2020 to build more than 200 nuclear warheads—
more than the UK PLANs to have by that time. It is not simply the pace of the build-up that should cause
concern. Pakistan’s arsenal of short-range tactical nuclear weapons is a game changer in other ways.
Pakistan clearly intends to use these weapons—on its own soil if necessary—to counter Cold Start’s
PLAN for sudden Indian armoured thrusts into Pakistan. The introduction of these weapons has altered
the long-standing geometry between the two nuclear powers and increases the risk of escalation to a
nuclear exchange in a crisis. Beyond the risks of runaway nuclear escalation, Pakistan’s growing tactical
nuclear weapons programme also brings a wide array of other destabilising characteristics to this
already unstable mix: the necessity to position these short-range weapons close to the border with
India, making them more vulnerable to interdiction; the need to move and disperse these weapons
during a crisis, thereby signalling a nuclear threat; and the prospects of local commanders being given
decentralised control of the weapons—a “use it or lose it” danger if facing an Indian armoured
offensive. Furthermore, large numbers of small nuclear weapons scattered at different locations
increase the risk that some will fall into the hands of violent extremists. A terrorist group gaining control
of a nuclear weapon remains one of the most frightening potential spin-offs of the current arms race.
Perhaps the most dangerous scenario that could lead to catastrophe is a replay of the 2008 Mumbai
terrorist attacks. In November 2008, 10 terrorists launched attacks that left 166 people dead before the
last of attackers were finally killed by Indian security forces almost 60 hours after the attacks began. By
that time, there was strong evidence that the attackers were Pakistani and belonged to a Pakistansupported militant group. Indian public outrage and humiliation were overwhelming. Only through the
combination of diplomatic pressure from the US and immense restraint exerted by then-Indian prime
minister Manmohan Singh was an Indian retaliatory strike averted. The chances of such Indian
government restraint in a similarly deadly future scenario are unlikely. Experts such as Stephen Cohen of
the Brookings Institution and former US ambassador to India Robert Blackwill agree that if there were
another Mumbai, Indian prime minister Narendra Modi would not step back from using military force in
response, unlike his predecessors. Indian public opinion would demand retaliation, especially after the
unpopular degree of restraint exercised by the Singh government after the Mumbai attacks. But there
remains no meaningful senior-level dialogue between the two states—last August’s PLANned meeting
between the two national security advisers was cancelled after disagreements about Kashmiri
separatists.
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2NC/1NR Remittances Turn Answer to 2AC
They say that remittances help the countries people emigrate from, but …
Our _______ _ evidence says that _________________________________________ _.
(Put our authors’ names from 1NC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

1. It’s better than their __________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_____________________________ _____________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________ _____________________________
_____________________________ _________________

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________.__________________
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2. REMITTANCES FAIL TO REPLACE THE GROWTH LOST BY WORKERS’ DEPARTURE
LUCAS 2008
[Robert E. B. Lucas, Trade, Equity and Development Program, Carnegie Endowment, July 2008,
“International Labor Migration in a Globalizing Economy,” Trade, Equity, and Development Program,
Number 92 http://carnegieendowment.org/files/international_migration_globalizing_economy.pdf]
Long-term dependence upon a strategy of exporting labor in return for remittance [^money sent back
home^] inflows can prove risky and costly. The risks arise from the potential for sudden cessation
[^stopping^] of the migration opportunity; large numbers of migrants were suddenly repatriated [^sent
back home^] at the time of the Gulf War, for instance. Having a large portion of the country’s adult
population absent may also prove costly in terms of family cohesion and even the functioning of society
more generally. The absence of parents may harm the education and upbringing of children; this is
offset to some extent by additional spending on education permitted by remittance inflows and shaped
by the returns to education if the child follows the parent overseas (McKenzie and Rapoport 2006). For
some of the tiny island states, such a strategy may nonetheless make sense—where the limited
domestic market and high transport costs pose barriers to job creation at home (Pritchett 2004). For
most countries, however, such barriers are not binding though the emigration-remittance option may
alleviate the political pressure to address a lack of employment creation at home.

3. REMITTANCES CAN’T BALANCE THE LOSS OF HUMAN CAPITAL AND CAN’T MAKE UP FOR THE LOST
GROWTH IN HOME COUNTRIES

KAPUR AND MCHALE, 2005
[Devesh Kapur & John McHale, government and Asian studies professor at the University of Texas-Austin
and economics professor at Queen's School of Business in Kingston, 11-21-05, “Are We Losing the Global
Race for Talent?” Wall Street Journal,
http://www.cgdev.org/doc/Book%20Reviews/WSJ_Best%20and%20Brightest.pdf]
Against this view, some argue that remittances [^money sent back home^] compensate for the brain
drain. But while the increasing amounts of money sent home do help, the argument is mistaken on
three counts: First, remittances come mostly from low-skilled workers. Physicians and managers are far
more likely to come from the institution-building middle-class whose families back home need money
much less. Second, money alone is not enough. Just as foreign-aid has not guaranteed development,
countries that receive the most remittances relative to the size of their economy -from Haiti to Somalia - have not developed as a result. Finally, remittances mainly augment consumption, though there is
evidence that they fund education, and microbusinesses. The lack of broader investment is no surprise
given weak institutions, a consequence (and cause) of human capital flight.
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4. BRAIN DRAIN’S DISADVANTAGES OUTWEIGH BENEFITS OF REMITTANCES
FAINI 2003
[Riccardo Fani, PhD from MIT, Italian Ministry of the Economy, University of Brescia, IZA and CEPR, he dead now x_x, 2003, “The brain drain: an
unmitigated blessing?,” http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.485.5028&rep=rep1&type=pdf]

In the most recent decade migration policies have taken a new turn. In response to the growing
shortages of skilled labour, immigration polices have increasingly been geared to favour the entry of
skilled workers, while continuing to penalize unskilled flows. Such trends raises major concerns among
sending countries, on at least two counts. First, sending countries will be substantially restricted in their
ability to rely on unskilled migration as an engine of growth and convergence. Second, the bias toward
skilled flows risks exacerbating the brain drain and could well deprive such countries from their most
skilled and talented people. On both counts, it is argued, growth prospects in emigration countries will
be curtailed. The LINK between migration and growth in sending countries is however quite complex.
First, sustained migratory flows may be associated with an equally large flow of remittances [^money
sent back home^] that may help relieve the foreign exchange constraint in the home country. Second,
migrants may return home after having acquired a set of productive skills with a beneficial IMPACT on
the growth prospects of their home country. Finally, the policy bias in host countries toward skilled
flows may not necessarily penalize sending countries. As argued most recently by Stark, Helmenstein,
and Prskawetz (1997, 1998), the incentive to acquire skills may be strengthened by the prospect of
being able to migrate. Even in the presence of a brain drain, therefore, the average education level of
those left behind in the home country may be higher than otherwise. 4 Accordingly, in this “revisionist”
approach to the analysis of the brain drain, skilled migration may TURN into a “brain gain” even if no
account is taken of the potentially positive effects on the home country of remittances and return
migration. Allowing for such factors would then further strengthen the case of the revisionist approach,
to the extent for instance that skilled migrants, because of their higher earnings, are likely to generate a
larger flow of remittances. As of now, however, the empirical evidence in support of the supposedly
positive effects of skilled migration on the home country is at best limited. Moreover, even the
theoretical predictions of the revisionist approach are not unambiguous. First, skilled migrants may have
looser LINKs with their home country, for instance because they are more likely to bring their family to
the host country and may therefore remit less rather than more. Second, prospective migrants may
want to strengthen their chance for admission to the host country by pursuing their graduate studies
there. The most talented individuals would then have an incentive to migrate at a relatively early stage
of their school curriculum, thereby definitely reducing the average enrolment ratio in the home
country’s educational system. Contrary to the revisionist approach, then a higher probability for skilled
workers to migrate may be associated with a decline in the home country’s educational achievements.
Moreover, as shown in the early contribution of Bhagwati and Hamada (1974), the brain drain may
interact with domestic distortions so as to unambiguously reduce welfare in the home country. Finally,
even the IMPACT of return migration on the home country welfare may be less favourable than
generally presumed (Constant and Massey, 2002). The purpose of this paper is to take a further look at
the theoretical underpinnings and empirical evidence about the LINK between skilled migration,
education, and remittances. We find little support for the revisionist approach. On the contrary, our
results suggest that the concerns in sending countries about the economic IMPACT of skilled migration
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(Continued on next page…
…Faini continues)
are warranted. First, a higher skilled content of migration is found to be associated with a lower flow of
remittances. As noted earlier, we interpret this result as indicating that skilled migrants tend to loosen
their LINKs with their home country, are more likely to bring their family to the host country and,
therefore, have a lower propensity to remit. Second, we find little evidence suggesting that raising the
skill composition of migration has a positive effect on the educational achievements in the home
country. On the contrary, the tertiary enrolment ratio in sending countries is negatively associated with
the skilled content of migration.
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2NC/1NR Brain Circulation Turn Answer to 2AC
They say that immigrants go back and create brain circulation, but …
Our _______ _ evidence says that _________________________________________ _.
(Put our authors’ names from 1NC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

1. It’s better than their __________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_____________________________ _____________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________ _____________________________
_____________________________ _________________

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________.__________________
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2. ANY BRAIN CIRCULATION IS MINIMAL.
HARVEY 2008
[William Department of Geography at University of British Columbia, November 2008, “Brain Circulation?” Asian Population Studies, 4:3)

The above results are highly important because they show that British and Indian scientists are not
making significant personal investments in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology sector in their home
countries. In contrast, Saxenian (2006, p. 309) argues that a small number of “Successful Indian
entrepreneurs from the United States also invested actively in Indian technology start----ups, both
directly as angel investors and indirectly through commitments to venture capital funds, and they
demonstrated their loyalty to their alma maters – universities like the Indian Institutes of Technology.”
One of the advantages of my interview----based research is that I could determine the nature of
investments that respondents made in their home countries. Although a sizeable proportion of people
were making personal investments in their home countries, these investments were not significant in
terms of the amount of money invested. My results, for example, show the presence of British----born
and Indian----born serial entrepreneurs around Boston but these individuals have yet to make significant
personal investments such as starting----up companies in their home countries. In light of my research
findings, it appears that highly skilled migrants are not necessarily making significant investments in
their home countries. As I mentioned above, arguably a key reason for this is because it is more difficult
to collaborate and start----up companies in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology sector compared to
other sectors such as Information and Communications Technology. Further research is needed to
establish the extent of the investments that other highly skilled migrant groups are making in different
sectors in their home countries.

3. THE RISK OF THE LINK TURN IS LESS THAN TEN-PERCENT.
GAULÉ 2010
[Patrick Gaulé, Assistant Professor, CERGE-EI, 12-14-2010, Cepr Policy Portal, https://voxeu.org/article/brain-drain-one-way-street-new-evidence-us-academics

Due to intrinsic difficulties in following workers as they move across countries, the available empirical
evidence on return migration of skilled workers is very limited. In a recent paper (Gaule 2010), I deploy a
novel approach for measuring return migration. By focusing on academic scientists, I am able to use
publicly available academic records to reconstruct career histories. I rely on the availability of finegrained biographical data collected biennially by the American Chemical Society to guide students in
their choice of graduate schools. I also take advantage of the fact that the main output of academic
scientists – scientific publications – can be observed. My hand-collected data includes 1,953 individuals
and covers extensively foreign faculty affiliated with a US PhD-granting chemistry, chemical engineering,
or biochemistry departments between 1993 and 2010. About half of the individuals in the sample came
to the US as graduate students, one third came as postdoctoral research fellows and the rest as faculty.
The odds of returning home are less than 10% The incidence of return migration in my sample is low.
Among foreign faculty who had their first US faculty appointment after 1993, 4.5% have returned to
their home country by 2010. Using out-of-sample predictions, I estimate that a further 4.3% will return
to their home country before the age of 65, assuming no change in trend in future years. Distinguishing
by source country, the incidence of return migration is relatively high for Australia, Canada, and
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European countries but very low for China and India. In fact, I observe only one return to India and three
to China, despite the fact the Chinese and Indians are the largest groups in my sample.
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2NC/1NR – “ALTERNATIVE causes to Indo-Pak Conflict” Answer to 2AC
They say that terrorism in the status quo triggers Indo-Pak war, but…
Our _______ _ evidence says that _________________________________________ _.
(Put our authors’ names from 1NC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

1. It’s better than their __________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_____________________________ _____________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________ _____________________________
_____________________________ _________________

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________.__________________
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2. ECONOMIC STRENGTH IN THE STATUS QUO PREVENTS CONFLICT ESCALATION.
MAMOON & MURSHED, 10
– Professor the Birmingham Business School, University of Birmingham & Centre for the Study of Civil
War (CSCW), PRIO, Oslo, Norway [Dawood & Mansoob, “The conflict mitigating effects of trade in the
India-Pakistan case” Econ Gov, 11:145, 2010,
http://www.springerLINK.com/content/4736rl34w118q532/fulltext.pdf]
However, if India is able to export or import more, this would at least put a check on any rise in the
severity of conflict and hostilities would adjust to some average level. Any decline in Indian trade will
enhance hostilities. The current low levels of bilateral trade between Pakistan and India is conflict
enhancing, so more trade with increased exports by both sides to each other should be encouraged.
More access to Pakistani markets on the Indian side may not lead to conflict mitigation if Pakistan is not
able to also export more to India. A rise in education expenditure puts a check on hostilities, as seen in
Graph 1e. Graph 1f is the standard representation of India-Pakistan conflict, and not only best fits
historical trends but also explain the rationale behind recent India- Pakistan peace initiatives with
decreasing hostilities when not only India but Pakistan also has had economic growth rates as high as 7%
per annum. The forecasts suggest that conflict will rise, even if there is a significant increase in
combined democracy scores, if growth rates plummet. Both Pakistan and India have seen many such
years, when hostilities between both countries rose significantly when at least one of the countries is
performing poorly, but were channeling more resources on the military as a proportion of their GDPs.
The forecasts favour the economic version over the democratic version of the liberal peace. Thus one
may look at current peace talks between both countries with optimism as both are performing well on
the economic front and channeling fewer resources on the military as a proportion of national
income, while at the same time having a divergent set of political institutions, though recently Pakistan
has edged towards greater democracy with elections in February 2008
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3. ECONOMIC GROWTH IS KEY TO PEACEFUL INDIAN RISE. DECLINE CAUSES VIRULENT
NATIONALISM

JOSHI 2011
[Yogesh Joshi, CSIS-Pacific Forum, 5-16-11, “Will India Continue to Rise Peacefully?”,
http://www.worldpoliticsreview.com/articles/8855/will-india-continue-to-rise-peacefully]
India's current strategy is to bandwagon with other liberal democracies to ensure its ascent. The history
of international politics tells us, though, that rising states often TURN aggressive. Wilhelmine Germany
and contemporary China fit this bill. If India's rise continues, delusions of power may lead it to be
assertive in its neighborhood and around the Indian Ocean. Pakistan's apprehension toward India's
continuous growth is not without reason, and other smaller South Asian countries are courting China to
counterbalance India. In fact, the narrative of rising power is slowly percolating in New Delhi as it
pursues a colossal military buildup. Remarks by the chief of the Indian army in the aftermath of Osama
bin Laden's death, indicating that India has the capability to undertake U.S.-like surgical strikes in
Pakistan, are a case in point. As India's power grows, so will its appetite for power projection -- and
other states' anxieties. Second, when power and nationalism collide, the results are often explosive.
India's democracy does not shield it from deleterious nationalism. India's nuclear weapons tests are an
apt example. Although the 1974 nuclear test aimed primarily to bail out an incompetent and corrupt
government by fomenting nuclear nationalism, the 1998 tests were motivated by the Bhartiya Janta
Party's desire to brand itself as the symbol of a muscular -- Hindu -- India. The "maximalists," as eminent
Indian scholar Kanti Bajpayee calls them, believe in an open-ended nuclear arsenal to deter the U.S., as
well as China and Pakistan. The recent rise of Hindu extremism and nationalism threatens the secular
and democratic fabric of the Indian state, as illustrated by the 2001 Godhra riots and killings of minority
Muslims in Gujarat state. Pakistan and China have been the primary targets of India's right-wing
nationalists, but the U.S. has also received flak for its terror policies and for cajoling China at India's
expense. If India's economy stagnates or religious polarization accelerates, the increasing hold of rightwing Hindu fundamentalists on domestic politics may result in an overtly hostile foreign policy. To
sustain its peaceful rise, India needs to shield itself from the ill effects of delusional power and crude
nationalism. The time has come for a rising India to think thoroughly about its role in the future global
order and the peaceful mechanisms it must employ to achieve its desired ends.
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Wages DISADVANTAGE NEGATIVE
File Folders Needed: (5)
1NC Shells
2NC/1NR LINKS
2NC/1NR UNIQUENESS
2NC/1NR INTERNAL LINKS
2NC/1NR Answers to 2AC
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1NC Wages DISADVANTAGE Shells
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1NC vs. H-1B (Specific)Wages DISADVANTAGE
A. UNIQUENESS: WAGE GROWTH IS HIGH NOW BECAUSE OF A TIGHT LABOR MARKET
GILLESPIE 2018
– ECONOMIC ANALYST @ CNN (PATRICK, “AMERICA GETS A RAISE: WAGE GROWTH FASTEST SINCE 2009,” CNN,
HTTP://MONEY.CNN.COM/2018/02/02/NEWS/ECONOMY/JANUARY-JOBS-REPORT-2018/INDEX.HTML)//BB

The U.S. economy added 200,000 jobs in January, and wages grew at the fastest pace in eight
years. The unemployment rate stayed at 4.1%, the lowest since 2000, the Labor Department
said Friday. Wages were up 2.9% compared with a year earlier, the best pace since June 2009.
Wage growth has been the last major measure to make meaningful progress since the end of
the Great Recession. The Federal Reserve would like wages to grow even faster -- 3% or more -but Friday's report was a welcome sign for workers after years of stagnant pay. Economists say
it's time to take note of how strong, or "tight," the U.S. job market is. Friday's numbers show
2018 "will be a year of rising wages and the tightest labor market in over a generation," said
Joseph Brusuelas, chief U.S. economist at RSM, an accounting and consulting firm. Some
economists anticipate that the Republican tax law will continue to boost wages, because some
large corporations are giving their workers raises. One-time bonuses, which many other
companies have given out, are not counted in the wage growth calculation. Several states also
raised their minimum wage at the start of the year, which helped overall wages grow. And
experts say wages had to rise at some point as the country kept adding jobs and unemployment
stayed low. In a tight job market, there are more jobs available than there are workers to fill
them. That forces employers to offer higher pay to attract and keep workers. "It's too early to
call this a trend but the breakout [in wage growth] is very welcome news," says Robert Frick,
chief economist at Navy Federal "It's a very big deal, let's hope it continues." Employers' words
may finally be translating into action. For years, employers have increasingly said they can't find
skilled workers -- or any workers -- to apply for job openings. Some economists say there's a
wide gap between the skills employers are demanding and the ones workers have. But other
experts contest that if employers were really desperate for workers, they would raise their
wages to recruit or retain new employees. Regardless, America has nearly 6 million job
openings, near a record high. "There is no question that employers are now having to be more
aggressive to compete for workers," says Peter Harrison, CEO of Snagajob, a jobs platform
focused on hourly work. Job gains in January came across the board. Construction companies
hired 36,000 workers. Health care businesses added 21,000 new hires. Restaurants and bars
gained 31,000 more bartenders, waiters and cooks. Manufacturing gained 15,000 jobs. "We are
really firing on all cylinders," says Josh Wright, chief economist at iCIMS, a software firm focused
on human resources. "It just shows how broad the growth and the positive feelings are across
the economy."
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B. LINK - INCREASED ‘HIGH SKILLED’ IMMIGRATION COLLAPSES WAGES
HUANG 10
– PhD in economics @ KU (Serena, “THE IMPACT OF HIGH-SKILLED IMMIGRATION ON WAGES
OF U.S. NATIVES,” http://www2.ku.edu/~econ/people/documents/JMP_HuangOt2010.pdf)//BB
Despite the large amount of research on immigration, there is no consensus regarding its wage
consequences. This study sheds new light on the effect of immigration in the United States by
focusing on the high-skilled labor market, using a rich data set on scientists and engineers,
exploiting cross-occupation variation in immigration, and incorporating a new instrumental
variable. I find a negative and significant IMPACT of immigrants on the wages of high-skilled
native workers between 1993 and 2006. This analysis begins with the widely-accepted general
equilibrium model and estimates the elasticity of substitution between immigrants and natives.
Assuming a multi-level nested CES production function, empirical results fail to reject the null
hypothesis that high-skilled immigrants and natives are perfect substitutes within the same
education-experience group. One would expect immigrants to lower wages of natives, given
perfect substitution. The second method uses a reduced-form approach to gauge the effect of
increased immigration on wages. Using a new instrument, the ratio of foreign- to U.S.-born
bachelor’s degree holders, individual level regressions find a negative and significant effect of
immigration on native wages. IV estimates indicate that a ten percent increase in employment
due to an influx of high-skilled immigrants reduces wages of natives in the same occupation by
2.8 to 4.4 percent. These results are consistent with theoretical predictions that increased labor
supply puts downward pressure on wages. Because there is some evidence of imperfect
substitution between female immigrants and 28 natives, the effect of immigration may be less
severe among women. Reduced-form estimates confirm this hypothesis and indicate increased
immigration has larger negative wage effects on male native workers but does not reduce wages
of female natives.
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C. INTERNAL LINK - HIGH WAGES ARE THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR FOR
GROWTH

BIVENS 2017
– PhD @ The New School for Social Research (Josh, “Inequality is slowing US economic growth,”
Economic Policy Institute, https://www.epi.org/publication/secular-stagnation/)//BB
This new attention to the crisis of American pay is totally proper. The failure of wages of the vast
majority of Americans to benefit from economy-wide growth in productivity (or income
generated in an average hour of work) has been the root cause of the stratospheric rise in
inequality and the concentration of economic growth at the very top of the income distribution.
Had this upward redistribution not happened, incomes for the bottom 90 percent of Americans
would be roughly 20 percent higher today.3 In short, the rise in inequality driven by anemic
wage growth has imposed an “inequality tax” on American households that has robbed them of
a fifth of their potential income. There would be huge benefits to American well-being from
blocking or reversing this upward redistribution. This welfare gain stemming from blocking
upward redistribution is the primary reason to champion policy measures to boost wage growth
and lead to a more equal distribution of income gains. Put simply, a dollar is worth more to a
family living paycheck to paycheck than it is to families comfortably in the top 1 percent of the
income distribution. Proponents of increases in the minimum wage and other measures to
boost American wages have often argued that there are benefits to these policies besides the
welfare gains stemming from pure redistribution. These proponents have often argued that
boosting wages would even benefit aggregate economic outcomes, like growth in gross
domestic product (GDP) or employment. Recent evidence about developments in the American
and global economies strongly indicate that these arguments are correct: boosting wages of the
bottom 90 percent would not just raise these households’ incomes and welfare (a more-thansufficient reason to do so), it would also boost overall growth. For the past decade (and maybe
even longer), the primary constraint on American economic growth has been too-slow spending
by households, businesses, and governments. In economists’ jargon, the constraint has been
growth in aggregate demand lagging behind growth in the economy’s productive capacity
(including growth of the labor force and the stock of productive capital, such as PLANts and
equipment). Much research indicates that this shortfall of demand could become a chronic
problem in the future, constantly pulling down growth unless macroeconomic policy changes
dramatically.
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D. IMPACT - ECONOMIC-INDUCED DECLINE LEADS CAUSES NUCLEAR WAR
MANN 2014
(Eric Mann is a special agent with a United States federal agency, with significant domestic and international counterintelligence and
counter-terrorism experience. Worked as a special assistant for a U.S. Senator and served as a presidential appointee for the U.S.
Congress. He is currently responsible for an internal security and vulnerability assessment program. Bachelors @ University of South
Carolina, Graduate degree in Homeland Security @ Georgetown. “AUSTERITY, ECONOMIC DECLINE, AND FINANCIAL WEAPONS OF
WAR: A NEW PARADIGM FOR GLOBAL SECURITY,” May 2014,
https://jscholarship.library.jhu.edu/bitstream/handle/1774.2/37262/MANN-THESIS-2014.pdf)

The conclusions reached in this thesis demonstrate how economic considerations within states
can figure prominently into the calculus for future conflicts. The findings also suggest that
security issues with economic or financial underpinnings will transcend classical determinants of
war and conflict, and change the manner by which rival states engage in hostile acts toward one
another. The research shows that security concerns emanating from economic uncertainty and
the inherent vulnerabilities within global financial markets will present new challenges for
national security, and provide developing states new asymmetric options for balancing against
stronger states.¶ The security areas, identified in the proceeding chapters, are likely to mature
into global security threats in the immediate future. As the case study on South Korea suggest,
the overlapping security issues associated with economic decline and reduced military spending
by the United States will affect allied confidence in America’s security guarantees. The study
shows that this outcome could cause regional instability or realignments of strategic
partnerships in the Asia-pacific region with ramifications for U.S. national security. Rival states
and non-state groups may also become emboldened to challenge America’s status in the
unipolar international system.¶ The potential risks associated with stolen or loose WMD,
resulting from poor security, can also pose a threat to U.S. national security. The case study on
Pakistan, Syria and North Korea show how financial constraints affect weapons security making
weapons vulnerable to theft, and how financial factors can influence WMD proliferation by
contributing to the motivating factors behind a trusted insider’s decision to sell weapons
technology. The inherent vulnerabilities within the global financial markets will provide
terrorists’ organizations and other non-state groups, who object to the current international
system or distribution of power, with opportunities to disrupt global finance and perhaps
weaken America’s status. A more ominous threat originates from states intent on increasing
diversification of foreign currency holdings, establishing ALTERNATIVES to the dollar for
international trade, or engaging financial warfare against the United States.
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1NC vs. Open Borders (Specific) – Wages DISADVANTAGE
A. UNIQUENESS: WAGE GROWTH IS HIGH NOW BECAUSE OF A TIGHT LABOR MARKET
GILLESPIE 2018
– economic analyst @ CNN (Patrick, “America gets a raise: Wage growth fastest since 2009,” CNN,
http://money.cnn.com/2018/02/02/news/economy/january-jobs-report-2018/index.html)//BB

The U.S. economy added 200,000 jobs in January, and wages grew at the fastest pace in eight
years. The unemployment rate stayed at 4.1%, the lowest since 2000, the Labor Department
said Friday. Wages were up 2.9% compared with a year earlier, the best pace since June 2009.
Wage growth has been the last major measure to make meaningful progress since the end of
the Great Recession. The Federal Reserve would like wages to grow even faster -- 3% or more -but Friday's report was a welcome sign for workers after years of stagnant pay. Economists say
it's time to take note of how strong, or "tight," the U.S. job market is. Friday's numbers show
2018 "will be a year of rising wages and the tightest labor market in over a generation," said
Joseph Brusuelas, chief U.S. economist at RSM, an accounting and consulting firm. Some
economists anticipate that the Republican tax law will continue to boost wages, because some
large corporations are giving their workers raises. One-time bonuses, which many other
companies have given out, are not counted in the wage growth calculation. Several states also
raised their minimum wage at the start of the year, which helped overall wages grow. And
experts say wages had to rise at some point as the country kept adding jobs and unemployment
stayed low. In a tight job market, there are more jobs available than there are workers to fill
them. That forces employers to offer higher pay to attract and keep workers. "It's too early to
call this a trend but the breakout [in wage growth] is very welcome news," says Robert Frick,
chief economist at Navy Federal "It's a very big deal, let's hope it continues." Employers' words
may finally be translating into action. For years, employers have increasingly said they can't find
skilled workers -- or any workers -- to apply for job openings. Some economists say there's a
wide gap between the skills employers are demanding and the ones workers have. But other
experts contest that if employers were really desperate for workers, they would raise their
wages to recruit or retain new employees. Regardless, America has nearly 6 million job
openings, near a record high. "There is no question that employers are now having to be more
aggressive to compete for workers," says Peter Harrison, CEO of Snagajob, a jobs platform
focused on hourly work. Job gains in January came across the board. Construction companies
hired 36,000 workers. Health care businesses added 21,000 new hires. Restaurants and bars
gained 31,000 more bartenders, waiters and cooks. Manufacturing gained 15,000 jobs. "We are
really firing on all cylinders," says Josh Wright, chief economist at iCIMS, a software firm
focused on human resources. "It just shows how broad the growth and the positive feelings are
across the economy."
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B. LINK - OPEN BORDERS CAUSE A RACE-TO-THE-BOTTOM IN WAGES, AND CIRCUMVENTS
LIMITATIONS ON INEQUALITY

ESKOW 16
- serves on the IEET Board of Directors and as a Senior Fellow with the Campaign for America's Future, CEO of Health Knowledge
(Richard, ““Open Borders”: A Gimmick, Not a Solution,” Huffington Post, https://www.huffingtonpost.com/rj-eskow/open-bordersa-gimmick-no_b_7945140.html)//BB

Proposals like “open borders” aren’t made in a vacuum. We already know how such programs
lead to abuse — and the victims are likely to be immigrants themselves. The Downward Spiral
Bier argues that workers from other countries should work for $2 or $3 per hour once they get
here. That, in a nutshell, is why Sanders is right and the open-borders crowd is wrong. The openborders idea is inextricably Linked to an approach in which US wages, along with those of
foreign workers, are trapped in a race to the bottom. This approach would lead to a downward
spiral for the middle class, as powerful corporate forces impose their will on an inexhaustible
supply of cheap and replaceable labor. Bier mocks the idea that an open borders policy means
“doing away with the concept of the nation state.” But his policy prescription would leave a
sovereign [^having authority^] people unable to set its own minimum wage or determine its
own employment policies. False Choice Perhaps the term “open border” should be replaced
with the phrase “cheap lawnmowing,” since that is the essence of the argument as one writer
presents it. In characteristically hyperbolic libertarian style, Jason Brennan’s “Libertarianism:
What Everyone Needs to Know” says this about the idea: “Most people on the progressive left
actively try to restrain the world’s poorest and most vulnerable people from making life-saving
and life-changing trades with willing employers. They thus condemn the world’s poor to death
and misery. The progressive left is delighted with me when I donate money to the poor through
OxFam. But the left forbids me from hiring the poor to mow my lawn, even though that helps
them more than an OxFam donation.” This is a false choice. The world’s masses will not be
forced to choose between perpetual poverty on the one hand or taking a weed whacker to
Jason Brennan’s crabgrass on the other. That is where the thinking of Sanders and his colleagues
is far more sophisticated and systems-based than that of Bier, Klein, or other open-borders
advocates. An Ugly Misstatement One of those advocates is Dylan Matthews, who works for
Klein at Vox. Matthews repeats many of the libertarians’ discredited arguments. He even
accuses Sanders of “treating Americans’ lives as more valuable and worthy of concern than the
lives of foreigners.” That is an ugly misstatement of Sanders’ position. Sanders, himself the son
of an immigrant, is a strong supporter of immigration and immigrants’ rights who wants to
ensure that we have fair and humane policies in this area. He supports the DREAM Act, and
believes the Administration’s Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) should be expanded
to include the parents of citizens, the parents of legal permanent residents and the parents of
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(Continued on next page…)
(…Eskow continues)
DREAMers. The issue isn’t immigration. The issue is fair play for all working people. Principled
opposition to “open borders” can and should be based on the recognition that the rights of all
workers — immigrant and native-born, in the US and overseas — are eroded when workplace
protections are weakened anywhere, and when human lives are subjected to the global flow of
capital. Changing the System Sanders, unlike his open-borders opponents, recognizes that the
global workforce faces a systemic problem. The concentration of wealth and political power,
both in the US and globally, is diminishing workers’ wages and making them less able to improve
their own working conditions. That problem must be addressed systemically, with a
transformation that is both economic and political. The principal instrument for that change is
the democratic nation-state, an entity which the open-borders concept would seriously weaken.
In that sense, open borders resembles NAFTA-style corporate trade: both give corporations the
ability to apply their economic power across national boundaries in pursuit of maximal profits at
minimal cost, either by outsourcing jobs to workers overseas or paying minimal wages to
workers at home. As we said at the outset, “open borders” is a superficially attractive idea —
until it’s subjected to critical thinking, at which point its true nature is revealed. Its proponents
attempt to make a “moral case” in its defense. But there is no moral case to be made for
sacrificing democratic decision-making and national sovereignty to oligarchic [^government run
by the most powerful few people^] and corporate whims. “Open borders” is a recipe for the
further commodification [^viewing others only in terms of their value in money^] of human
beings. It treats people as economic inputs to be moved about the globe at the whim of global
capital. It is neither rational nor humane, and it has yet to receive the thorough public
debunking it deserves. We need a systemic solution to global wealth inequality, rather than
intellectual gimmicks designed to promote exploitation and sow confusion.
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C. INTERNAL LINK - HIGH WAGES ARE THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR FOR
GROWTH

BIVENS 2017
– PhD @ The New School for Social Research (Josh, “Inequality is slowing US economic growth,”
Economic Policy Institute, https://www.epi.org/publication/secular-stagnation/)//BB
This new attention to the crisis of American pay is totally proper. The failure of wages of the vast
majority of Americans to benefit from economy-wide growth in productivity (or income
generated in an average hour of work) has been the root cause of the stratospheric rise in
inequality and the concentration of economic growth at the very top of the income distribution.
Had this upward redistribution not happened, incomes for the bottom 90 percent of Americans
would be roughly 20 percent higher today.3 In short, the rise in inequality driven by anemic
wage growth has imposed an “inequality tax” on American households that has robbed them of
a fifth of their potential income. There would be huge benefits to American well-being from
blocking or reversing this upward redistribution. This welfare gain stemming from blocking
upward redistribution is the primary reason to champion policy measures to boost wage growth
and lead to a more equal distribution of income gains. Put simply, a dollar is worth more to a
family living paycheck to paycheck than it is to families comfortably in the top 1 percent of the
income distribution. Proponents of increases in the minimum wage and other measures to
boost American wages have often argued that there are benefits to these policies besides the
welfare gains stemming from pure redistribution. These proponents have often argued that
boosting wages would even benefit aggregate economic outcomes, like growth in gross
domestic product (GDP) or employment. Recent evidence about developments in the American
and global economies strongly indicate that these arguments are correct: boosting wages of the
bottom 90 percent would not just raise these households’ incomes and welfare (a more-thansufficient reason to do so), it would also boost overall growth. For the past decade (and maybe
even longer), the primary constraint on American economic growth has been too-slow spending
by households, businesses, and governments. In economists’ jargon, the constraint has been
growth in aggregate demand lagging behind growth in the economy’s productive capacity
(including growth of the labor force and the stock of productive capital, such as PLANts and
equipment). Much research indicates that this shortfall of demand could become a chronic
problem in the future, constantly pulling down growth unless macroeconomic policy changes
dramatically.
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D. IMPACT - ECONOMIC-INDUCED DECLINE LEADS CAUSES NUCLEAR WAR
MANN 2014
(Eric Mann is a special agent with a United States federal agency, with significant domestic and international counterintelligence and
counter-terrorism experience. Worked as a special assistant for a U.S. Senator and served as a presidential appointee for the U.S.
Congress. He is currently responsible for an internal security and vulnerability assessment program. Bachelors @ University of South
Carolina, Graduate degree in Homeland Security @ Georgetown. “AUSTERITY, ECONOMIC DECLINE, AND FINANCIAL WEAPONS OF
WAR: A NEW PARADIGM FOR GLOBAL SECURITY,” May 2014,
https://jscholarship.library.jhu.edu/bitstream/handle/1774.2/37262/MANN-THESIS-2014.pdf)

The conclusions reached in this thesis demonstrate how economic considerations within states
can figure prominently into the calculus for future conflicts. The findings also suggest that
security issues with economic or financial underpinnings will transcend classical determinants of
war and conflict, and change the manner by which rival states engage in hostile acts toward one
another. The research shows that security concerns emanating from economic uncertainty and
the inherent vulnerabilities within global financial markets will present new challenges for
national security, and provide developing states new asymmetric options for balancing against
stronger states.¶ The security areas, identified in the proceeding chapters, are likely to mature
into global security threats in the immediate future. As the case study on South Korea suggest,
the overlapping security issues associated with economic decline and reduced military spending
by the United States will affect allied confidence in America’s security guarantees. The study
shows that this outcome could cause regional instability or realignments of strategic
partnerships in the Asia-pacific region with ramifications for U.S. national security. Rival states
and non-state groups may also become emboldened to challenge America’s status in the
unipolar international system.¶ The potential risks associated with stolen or loose WMD,
resulting from poor security, can also pose a threat to U.S. national security. The case study on
Pakistan, Syria and North Korea show how financial constraints affect weapons security making
weapons vulnerable to theft, and how financial factors can influence WMD proliferation by
contributing to the motivating factors behind a trusted insider’s decision to sell weapons
technology. The inherent vulnerabilities within the global financial markets will provide
terrorists’ organizations and other non-state groups, who object to the current international
system or distribution of power, with opportunities to disrupt global finance and perhaps
weaken America’s status. A more ominous threat originates from states intent on increasing
diversification of foreign currency holdings, establishing ALTERNATIVES to the dollar for
international trade, or engaging financial warfare against the United States.
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2NC/1NR LINKS to H-1B (Specific)
COMPANIES WILL USE H-1B VISAS TO DRIVE DOWN WAGES AND LAY-OFF HIGHER PAID
WORKERS.
GREEN 2017
[Miranda Green, 2-16-2017, http://www.decodedc.com/whats-real-reason-tech-companies-want-hire-foreign-workers/]

Salzman said there’s no proof that there’s shortage of high-skilled workers in the U.S. He points
to reports of technology companies laying off thousands of workers as proof that the problem
isn’t that there is no available native U.S. labor. One high-profile example he cites involved
Disney in 2015. The New York Times reported the company laid off 250 employees and most of
their jobs were transferred to workers on the H-1B program. Many of the fired workers were
required to train their replacements as part of their severance package. A similar thing
happened at California Edison, where 300 American workers were laid off and replaced by highskilled foreign workers. According to the most recent Department of Labor data from 2015, the
top three H-1B occupations are computer systems analysts, software developers and computer
programmers. Salzman argues that while many of the hires are programmers, the jobs they fill
are largely in IT roles that could filled by Americans. “It’s help desk. It’s systems admin. It’s
maintain your laptops and database management. These are not the Google jobs. These are not
the Microsoft jobs. That’s the bulk of the demand and most of the demand is what’s called IT
services,” he said. He adds that in reality there’s a labor boom in the U.S. in the high-skilled
arena, so much so that Ph.D. science students are having trouble finding work — not the other
way around. According to a 2016 study by the National Science Foundation, doctoral students in
science and engineering fields who reported definite work commitments or a postdoc position
dropped to the lowest in 15 years. So why do tech companies go through such lengths to apply
for visas and hope for foreign labor to fill jobs if they could find workers right here in the U.S.?
Testifying in March 2016 on the IMPACT of high-skilled immigration on U.S. workers, Ron Hira, a
research associate at the Economic Policy Institute, a nonprofit, nonpartisan think tank, told a
U.S. Senate subcommittee that H-1B labor was much cheaper than American labor. Referring to
a study conducted by EPI, Hira said the wages of H-1B workers were at least $40,000 lower per
worker — about a 40 to 50 percent discount. The current labor laws state that companies can
pay H-1B workers based on four skill levels all with different salary ranges. According to the
United States Department of Labor website, hiring foreign workers cannot adversely affect the
wages and working conditions of U.S. workers comparably employed, and to try to control this
“the department’s regulations require that the wages offered to a foreign worker must be the
prevailing wage rate for the occupational classification in the area of employment.” However,
according to Hira, companies routinely define a H-1B employee’s role as the lowest skill level
because it corresponds with the lowest payment and it’s an easy work around for tech
companies. “About 40 percent of all H-1B applications are at Level 1 now, and another 40
percent or at Level 2,” he told IEEE Spectrum.
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EMPIRICALLY PROVEN THAT INCREASING H-1B VISAS CAUSES A DECREASE IN WAGES.
SIMONS 2018
[John Simons, 7-16-2018, "H-1B Visas Keep Down U.S. Tech Wages, Study Shows," WSJ, https://www.wsj.com/articles/a-new-lookat-the-h-1b-visa-programs-IMPACT-on-american-workers-1489483811?ns=prod/accounts-wsj MYY]

A new research paper on the effects of the H-1B visa program on workers suggests the influx of
skilled foreign workers has historically led to lower wages and employment for American tech
workers. Such findings could further inflame debate around immigration of high-skilled workers,
but some economists caution against making too much of the result. Economists from the
University of Michigan and the University of California, San Diego, analyzed employment, wages
and other factors over an eight-year period ending in 2001. They found that, while the visa
program bolstered the U.S. economy and corporate profits, tech-industry wages would have
been as much as 5.1% higher in the absence of the H-1B visa program and employment of U.S.
workers in the field would have been as much as 10.8% higher in 2001.
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H-1B WORKERS DRIVE DOWN WAGES, WITHOUT RAISING EMPLOYMENT OR INNOVATION.
BENDERLY 2015
[Beryl Lieff 6-11-2015, http://www.sciencemag.org/careers/2015/05/economists-h-1b-visas-suppress-wages]

A new study presented that same day at Harvard University provides strong evidence supporting
the critics’ view. It finds that adding employees on the H-1B visa, which is among the
commonest and arguably most contentious vehicles for admitting highly skilled guest workers to
the United States, has “insignificant effect on patenting, … substantially crowd[s] out
employment of other workers, [and] leads to lower average employee wages while raising firm
profits.” The Effects of High-Skilled Immigration on Firms: Evidence from H-1B Visa Lotteries, by
economists Kirk Doran of the University of Notre Dame in Indiana, Alexander Gelber of the
University of California, Berkeley, and Adam Isen of the Office of Tax Analysis at the U.S.
Department of the Treasury, uses an innovative analytical approach to gauge the effect on
companies of adding H-1Bs. The authors used data from U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services, the Internal Revenue Service, and the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office to track
outcomes for firms that won the lottery and, thus, received new H-1B workers. “Our paper is the
first we know to isolate the effect of an additional H-1B visa given to a particular firm on
outcomes at that firm,” they write in the paper. “We demonstrate that H-1Bs given to a firm on
average do not raise the firm’s patenting and/or other employment, contrary to firms’ frequent
claims. Overall our results are more consistent with the second [i.e., the critics’] narrative, in
which H-1Bs replace other workers to some extent, are paid less than ALTERNATIVE workers,
and increase the firm’s profits (despite little, if any, effect on firm patenting).” In addition, “we
robustly find that new H-1Bs cause no significant increase in firm employment. New H-1Bs
substantially and statistically significantly crowd out median employment of other workers,”
they continue. This result conflicts with the widely repeated claim that foreign workers create
American jobs, which is based, as we have previously reported, partly on the work of economist
Madeline Zavodny of Agnes Scott College in Decatur, Georgia. Furthermore, “[o]ur results are
consistent with the possibility that H-1B and non-H-1B workers are perfect substitutes. This is
notable in light of frequent claims that H-1Bs have unique skills that cannot easily be obtained
elsewhere.”

INFLUX OF HIGH SKILLED IMMIGRANTS DRIVES DOWN WAGES AND ELIMINATES TONS OF JOBS—
IT OUTWEIGHS THE LINK TURN.
BUKHARI 2017
[Jeff Bukhari, 2-15-2017, "Why H1-B Visas Aren't So Great for Silicon Valley Workers," Fortune,
http://fortune.com/2017/02/15/h1-b-silicon-valley-wages/ MYY]
There is a caveat, though, that could give ammunition to opponents of the H-1B visa program.
Without the added foreign labor, the study concluded that domestic employment in the
computer science sector would have been between 6.1% and 10.8% higher in 2001. Put simply,
for every 100 foreign computer scientists working in the U.S., between 33 and 61 domestic
workers were displaced. The influx of foreign workers also held down wages, the authors
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concluded, with compensation being 2.6% to 5.1% lower than if foreign workers were not
allowed.
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2NC/1NR LINKS to Open Borders (Specific)
OPEN BORDERS MEAN A 10% INCREASE IN WORKERS RESULTS IN 3% DECREASE IN WAGES.
JUDIS 2018
[John Judis, 2-1-2018, http://prospect.org/article/two-sides-immigration-policy MYY]

But there are a number of studies that show that while immigration has resulted in a rise in
overall wealth, it has been a significant, though not the only, factor in the decline of wages
among the low-skilled workers who had to compete with the influx of new immigrants. In 1997,
the same year the Jordan Commission issued its findings, the National Academy of Sciences
published a report on immigration. While lauding the overall effects of immigration, the report
acknowledged that “almost one-half of the decline in real wages for native-born high school
dropouts from 1980 to 1994 could be attributed to the adverse IMPACT of unskilled foreign
workers.” Last year, the National Academy of Sciences published a new extensive study of
immigration. It found again that “to the extent that negative wage effects are found, prior
immigrants—who are often the closest substitutes for new immigrants—are most likely to
experience them, followed by native-born high school dropouts, who share job qualifications
similar to the large share of low-skilled workers among immigrants to the United States.” These
findings would accord with the simple law of supply and demand. A rapid increase in supply
either holds down increases in wages or results in reduced wages. Harvard economist George
Borjas, who participated in the NAS study, estimates that within a particular skill group, a 10
percent increase in supply results in at least a 3 percent reduction in wages. As the NAS study
notes, the two groups in the labor force most immediately affected are prior immigrants and
high school dropouts. Many of the first-generation immigrants are Hispanic, and many of the
high school dropouts, or those with only a high school degree, are African American. And there
are studies showing that workers from these two groups have been hit hard by competition
from immigrants. In a 2014 survey, sociologist Stephen Steinberg concluded that legal and illegal
immigration had damaged opportunities for African Americans “in construction, light
manufacturing, building maintenance, the hotel and leisure industry, the health care industry,
and even public-sector jobs where one-third of blacks are employed.” In 2010, the U.S. Civil
Rights Commission issued a report on “The IMPACT of Illegal Immigration on the Wages and
Employment Opportunities of Black Workers.” It concluded that “illegal immigration to the
United States in recent decades has tended to depress both wages and employment rates for
low-skilled American citizens, a disproportionate number of whom are black men.” As Steinberg
notes, one of the great ironies of our recent history is that immigration policy, which was partly
inspired by the civil rights movement, has probably had a negative effect on African Americans
at a time when African Americans might have been able to take advantage of the passage of civil
rights acts outlawing employment discrimination. Some pundits and political scientists insist
that unskilled immigrants don’t take jobs from native-born Americans. On building crews, for
instance, immigrants and non-immigrants work side by side; most construction laborers are
native-born. In other sectors, however, as businesses use legal and illegal immigrant labor to
drive out unions and drive down wages and working conditions, native-born workers do begin to
shun certain jobs.
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INCREASES IN IMMIGRATION DRIVE UP INEQUALITY BY REDUCING WAGES WHILE INCREASING
CORPORATE PROFITS.
BORJAS 2016
[George J. Borjas, professor of economics and social policy at the Harvard Kennedy School, September/October 2016, "Yes,
Immigration Hurts American Workers," POLITICO Magazine, https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/09/trump-clintonimmigration-economy-unemployment-jobs-214216 MYY]

Both low- and high-skilled natives are affected by the influx of immigrants. But because a
disproportionate percentage of immigrants have few skills, it is low-skilled American workers,
including many blacks and Hispanics, who have suffered most from this wage dip. The monetary
loss is sizable. The typical high school dropout earns about $25,000 annually. According to
census data, immigrants admitted in the past two decades lacking a high school diploma have
increased the size of the low-skilled workforce by roughly 25 percent. As a result, the earnings of
this particularly vulnerable group dropped by between $800 and $1,500 each year. We don’t
need to rely on complex statistical calculations to see the harm being done to some workers.
Simply look at how employers have reacted. A decade ago, Crider Inc., a chicken processing
PLANt in Georgia, was raided by immigration agents, and 75 percent of its workforce vanished
over a single weekend. Shortly after, Crider placed an ad in the local newspaper announcing job
openings at higher wages. Similarly, the flood of recent news reports on abuse of the H-1B visa
program shows that firms will quickly dismiss their current tech workforce when they find
cheaper immigrant workers. But that’s only one side of the story. Somebody’s lower wage is
always somebody else’s higher profit. In this case, immigration redistributes wealth from those
who compete with immigrants to those who use immigrants—from the employee to the
employer. And the additional profits are so large that the economic pie accruing to all natives
actually grows. I estimate the current “immigration surplus”—the net increase in the total
wealth of the native population—to be about$50 billion annually. But behind that calculation is
a much larger shift from one group of Americans to another: The total wealth redistribution
from the native losers to the native winners is enormous, roughly a half-trillion dollars a year.
Immigrants, too, gain substantially; their total earnings far exceed what their income would
have been had they not migrated.
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2NC/1NR – UNIQUENESS Extensions
WAGE GROWTH IN JUNE WAS THE HIGHEST IN 2018. HIGH DEMAND FOR WORKERS COUPLED
WITH LOW SUPPLY IS KEY.
KLINE 2018
[Daniel B. Kline, 7-5-2018, "Salaries: US wage growth in June was 2018's strongest so far," USA
TODAY, https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/economy/2018/07/05/us-wage-growth-injune-was-2018s-strongest-so-far/36579285/ MYY]
Median base pay for workers in the United States climbed by 1.6 percent in June to $52,052,
according to the latest edition of Glassdoor's Local Pay Report. That was the strongest growth in
the wage statistic so far in 2018. "With unemployment hovering around historic lows,
employers' need to fill roles climbs," said Glassdoor Chief Economist Andrew Chamberlain in a
press release. "What results is that more workers, especially in high demand industries like
healthcare, finance, and e-commerce, are in the driver's seat to negotiate for better pay in order
to fill these roles." The Glassdoor data showed that traditional blue-collar jobs -- such as truck
driver, warehouse associate, and materials handler -- posted large wage gains. The increases
were tied to the increasing demand for manpower in those areas created by growth in ecommerce, and Chamberlain expects that wages for these positions will continue to climb
throughout 2018.

DIRECTION OF STATUS QUO IS STRONGER WAGE GROWTH. TIGHT LABOR MARKET IS KEY.
CBS 2018
[Cbs, 1-17-2018, "Fed: Economy is solid, but wage growth is "modest"”
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/fed-economy-is-solid-but-wage-growth-is-modest/]
In its latest "Beige Book" survey of business conditions nationwide, the Fed said that wages
were rising at a modest pace. Some Fed districts were seeing a broader range of industries
giving pay raises, especially in areas where employers are having a harder time filling
positions. As of December, hourly earnings were growing at a rate of 2.5 percent, according to
the Labor Department. With the nation's unemployment rate at its lowest level in more than 17
years, that remains below the pace of wage growth that many economists expected to see. Still,
many experts think a healthy labor market is likely to moderately boost worker pay this year, a
boon for the econoomy. "The wage increases -- current and future -- are [and] will be supportive
for the consumer," Jennifer Lee, senior economist with BMO Capital Markets, said in a note.
While 11 of the Fed's 12 regions described growth as modest or moderate, the Dallas region
reported robust growth compared to 2017, led by strength in a number of sectors including
manufacturing.
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4% WAGE GROWTH IS LIKELY IN THE STATUS QUO.
COX 2018
[Jeff Cox, 1-29-2018, "An economic indicator is signaling paychecks could get significantly bigger
this year," CNBC, https://www.cnbc.com/2018/01/29/an-indicator-shows-wages-could-grow-4percent-this-year-jim-paulsen.html MYY]
Significant wage increases may be on the way now that one measure of economic growth has
caught up with the unemployment rate. In fact, worker earnings could rise by as much as 4
percent in 2018 after years of lackluster gains, according to a trend spotted by Jim Paulsen, chief
investment strategist at Leuthold Group. Analyzing employment and wage trends over the past
half-century showed that the unemployment rate, earnings and nominal GDP, or growth
adjusted for inflation, are closely Linked. In short, when nominal GDP is higher than the jobless
rate, wages usually rise appreciably. In the opposite instance, which has been the case for most
the current recovery, wage gains are harder to come by. The equation could solve the most
vexing issue for policymakers ever since the economy escaped the throes of the financial crisisinduced recession in mid-2009. "Wage pressures have always responded to the unemployment
rate but only in relation to the pace of overall economic growth," Paulsen wrote in a note to
clients. "This simply was not an issue until this recovery, because economic growth was always
strong enough to create wage inflation once the unemployment rate got low. "In the current
recovery, though, the unprecedented sluggish pace of nominal GDP growth has allowed the
unemployment rate to fall much lower than ever before without aggravating cost-push
pressures." In turn, that has kept the pace of average hourly earnings muted — around 2.5
percent or lower for most of the recovery period. Nominal GDP generally only trails
unemployment during recessions. But now with the inflation-adjusted GDP level at 4.4 percent
and the unemployment rate at 4.1 percent, a breakout could be on tap. Paulsen surmised that
a "spurt near 4 percent" is possible.
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2NC/1NR INTERNAL LINK Extensions
WAGES ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR TO DRIVE UP DEMAND.
MANYIKA 2018
[James Manyika, Jaana Remes, &Jan Mischke, Manyika is the San Francisco-based director of the
McKinsey Global Institute (MGI), the business and economics research arm of McKinsey &amp;
Company., 2-22-2018, "The U.S. Economy Is Suffering from Low Demand. Higher Wages Would
Help," Harvard Business Review, https://hbr.org/2018/02/the-u-s-economy-is-suffering-fromlow-demand-higher-wages-would-help MYY]
These pay increases have occurred against a backdrop of weak economic growth and rising
income inequality. Economic growth has been stuck in low gear for almost a decade now,
averaging around 2% a year since 2010 while productivity growth, the key to increasing living
standards, has been languishing near historic lows since the financial crisis. But more recently
there has been a glimmer of hope. After stagnating for years, wages have begun picking up
slightly, as has productivity growth, while corporate profits remain near record highs. Are these
recent wage increases merely necessary in light of a tightening labor market, or could they start
a broader trend that may change our economic growth trajectory? After a year-long analysis of
seven developed countries and six sectors, we have concluded that demand matters for
productivity growth and that increasing demand is key to restarting growth across advanced
economies. The IMPACT of demand on productivity growth is often underappreciated. Looking
closer at the period following the financial crisis, 2010 to 2014, we find that weak demand
played a key role in the recent productivity growth decline to historic lows. In fact, about half of
the slowdown in productivity growth — from an average of 2.4% in the United States and
Western Europe in 2000 to 2004 to 0.5% a decade later — was due to weak demand and
uncertainty. For example, in the mid-1990s to the mid-2000s, rising consumer purchasing power
boosted productivity growth in both the retail and the auto sector, by encouraging a shift to
higher-value goods that can be supplied at higher productivity levels. In the auto sector, as
customers in the early 2000s purchased higher value-added SUVs and premium vehicles in both
the United States and Germany, they spurred incremental productivity growth of 0.4 to 0.5
percentage points. Today, that trend has slowed slightly in both countries, contributing only 0.3
percentage points to productivity growth in the period 2010 to 2014.
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WAGE GROWTH IS THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR BECAUSE ECONOMIC INEQUALITY CRUSHES
GROWTH.
ECONOMIST 2015
[The Economist, 6-15-2015, "How inequality affects growth," Economist,
https://www.economist.com/the-economist-explains/2015/06/15/how-inequality-affectsgrowth MYY]
INEQUALITY sits at the top of the political agenda in many countries around the world. Hillary
Clinton, the leading Democratic candidate to succeed Barack Obama as president of the United
States, made inequality the centrepiece of a major campaign speech on June 14th. On June 18th
Pope Francis will deliver an encyclical, a high-level Vatican pronouncement, which is expected to
address the problem of global inequality, among other issues. And on June 15th economists at
the IMF released a study assessing the causes and consequences of rising inequality. The
authors reckon that while inequality could cause all sorts of problems, governments should be
especially concerned about its effects on growth. They estimate that a one percentage point
increase in the income share of the top 20% will drag down growth by 0.08 percentage points
over five years, while a rise in the income share of the bottom 20% actually boosts growth. But
how does inequality affect economic growth rates?
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2NC/1NR INTERNAL LINKS to Open Borders AFF (Specific)
STATUS QUO WAGE GROWTH IS STRONGEST FOR LOW INCOME WORKERS.
GOULD & SHIERHOLZ 2018
[Elise Gould and Heidi Shierholz, Gould is senior economist at the Economic Policy Institute (EPI)
and has a PhD from UW-Madison & Shierholz is a senior economist and director of policy at EPI
with a PhD in economics from the University of Michigan. 7-20-2018, Economic Policy Institute,
https://www.epi.org/blog/average-wage-growth-continues-to-flatline-in-2018-while-low-wageworkers-and-those-with-relatively-lower-levels-of-educational-attainment-see-stronger-gains/ ]
Real hourly wage growth over the last year is relatively polarized, with the strongest growth
among the bottom 40 percent of workers along with those at the 95th percentile. More broad
based growth, with particularly strength at the bottom of the wage distribution, is expected
as we continue to move toward full employment. When the unemployment rate falls, even as
more workers are drawn into the labor market, available workers of all types become scarcer
and employers have to increase wages to attract and retain the workers they want. Lower
unemployment has, in the past, benefited low-wage workers more than middle-wage workers
and middle-wage more than higher-wage workers. In addition, in the last three to four decades
of growing inequality, high-wage workers have had more leverage to bid up their wages faster
than others. That trend has continued through the 2000s.

THE PLAN DRIVES DOWN WAGES FOR LOW SKILLED WORKERS. THOSE ARE KEY TO GROWTH
MANYIKA 2018
[James Manyika, Jaana Remes, &Jan Mischke, Manyika is the San Francisco-based director of the McKinsey Global Institute (MGI),
the business and economics research arm of McKinsey &amp; Company., 2-22-2018, Harvard Business Review,
https://hbr.org/2018/02/the-u-s-economy-is-suffering-from-low-demand-higher-wages-would-help MYY]

Today, there is concern about where the next wave of growth will come from. Some prominent
economists worry that we may be stuck in a vicious cycle of economic underperformance for
some time. Our analyses strongly suggest that supporting sustained demand growth needs to be
part of the answer. Demand may deserve attention to help boost productivity growth not only
during the recovery from the financial crisis but also in terms of longer-term structural leakages
and their IMPACT on productivity. Suitable tools for this longer-term situation include: focusing
on productive investment as a fiscal priority, growing the purchasing power of low-income
consumers with the highest propensity to consume, unlocking private business and residential
investment, and supporting worker training and transition programs to ensure that periods of
transition do not disrupt incomes. Companies play a key role in promoting growth through
investment and innovation as well as supporting their workforce through training programs. Yet
companies may also want to consider the words of Ford when he said: “The owner, the
employees, and the buying public are all one and the same, and unless an industry can so
manage itself as to keep wages high and prices low it destroys itself, for otherwise it LIMITS the
number of its customers. One’s own employees ought to be one’s own best customers.” While
this is certainly not true for individual companies, it is true for the broader economy, and we
might be at a rare point where the representatives of employees and employers alike share a
common interest in healthy wage growth.
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2NC/1NR - “Inflation crushes the economy” Answer to 2AC
They say that inflation is hurting the economy now, but …
Our _______ _ evidence says that _________________________________________ _.
(Put our authors’ names from 1NC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

1. It’s better than their __________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN!
______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_____________________________ _____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
_____________________________ _____________________________ _________________

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and
what does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________.__________________
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2. INFLATION IS TOO LOW. RISING RATES ARE GOOD FOR GROWTH.
APPELBAUM 2017
[Binyamin Appelbaum, 12-5-2017, "Fed, Perplexed by Low Inflation, Is Still Ready to Raise
Rates," New York Times, https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/05/us/politics/fed-inflationrates.html?login=smartlock&amp;auth=login-smartlock MYY]
The problem is inflation. Prices continue to rise more slowly than the Fed regards as healthy.
This year is on a pace to be the sixth straight with inflation below the Fed’s 2 percent target, a
sign of continuing economic weakness. It also LIMITS the Fed’s ability to reduce borrowing
costs during a future economic downturn. This will be a key issue for the Fed board and, in
particular, its next chairman to wrestle with. On Tuesday, Jerome H. Powell, President Trump’s
nominee to lead the Fed, moved closer to taking the top spot when the Senate Banking
Committee approved his nomination, 22 to 1. His confirmation now moves to the full Senate for
a vote, which has not yet been scheduled. Most Fed officials, including Mr. Powell, a current
member of the board, are ready to move on rates. While they don’t completely understand why
inflation is low, they are confident that it will rise as the economy continues to grow — as
employers seeking workers are forced to offer higher wages.

3. INCREASING INFLATION WON’T CRUSH THE ECONOMY. IT’S GOOD FOR DEMAND.
ROSS 2018
[Sean Ross, 1-15-2018, "How Can Inflation Be Good for the Economy?," Investopedia,
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/111414/how-can-inflation-be-good-economy.asp
MYY]
Famous British economist John Maynard Keynes believed that some inflation was necessary to
prevent the "Paradox of Thrift." If consumer prices are allowed to fall consistently because the
country is becoming too productive, consumers learn to hold off their purchases to wait for a
better deal. The net effect of this paradox is to reduce aggregate demand, leading to less
production, layoffs and a faltering economy. Inflation also makes it easier on debtors, who repay
their loans with money that is less valuable than the money they borrowed. This encourages
borrowing and lending, which again increases spending on all levels. Perhaps most important to
the Federal Reserve is that the U.S. government is the largest debtor in the world, and inflation
helps soften the blow of its massive debt.
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2NC/1NR - “TURN - consumer spending by immigrants” Answer
to 2AC
They say “TURN – that immigrants increase consumer spending,” but …
Our _______ _ evidence says that _________________________________________ _.
(Put our authors’ names from 1NC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

1. It’s better than their __________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN!
______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
_____________________________ _____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
_____________________________ _____________________________ _________________

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and
what does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________.__________________
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2. WAGE GROWTH OUTWEIGHS ALL OTHER FACTORS. IT’S THE INTERNAL LINK TO
CONSUMER SPENDING, WHICH LEADS TO MORE HIRING AND HIGHER WAGES.
BERNSTEIN 2017
[Jared, former chief economist to Vice President Biden, senior fellow at Center on Budget and Policy Priorities,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/posteverything/wp/2017/09/01/why-wage-growth-is-too-slow-and-what-to-do-aboutit/?noredirect=on&amp;utm_term=.18259383759c]

But there is a big cloud in the job market sky: Wage growth is stalled out. For many workers,
wages are still beating inflation, as I’ll show, but something is wrong with this critical part of our
economy. The virtuous circle should be as follows: 1) As the expansion, now in its ninth year
(meaning it’s very far along, as the average business cycle expansion since 1969 lasted six years),
proceeds, the accounts of households and businesses recover from the recession (often with
help from monetary and fiscal policy), the population increases, “animal spirits” (economic
confidence) grow, credit markets heal and consumer and investment spending fuel
macroeconomic growth. 2) Demand for labor is derived from consumer and investor demand,
so as spending goes up, unemployment starts to come down. 3) As unemployment falls, labor
demand begins to outpace supply, and employers eventually need to bid up the pay they offer
to get and keep the workers they need to meet rising demand.

3. MASS IMMIGRATION INCREASES CREATE SUPPLY SHOCKS THAT DRIVE DOWN WAGES
FOR SIMILARLY SKILLED WORKERS.
BORJAS 2015
[George, prof economics at Harvard, Oct, https://sites.hks.harvard.edu/fs/gborjas/publications/working%20papers/Mariel2015.pdf]

I revisit the question and the data armed with the insights provided by three decades of
research on the economic IMPACT of immigration. One key lesson from this voluminous
literature is that the effect of immigration on the wage structure depends crucially on the
differences between the skill distributions of immigrants and natives. The direct effect of
immigration is most likely to be felt by those workers who had similar capabilities as the
Marielitos. It is well known that the Mariel supply shock was composed of disproportionately
low-skill workers, and at least 60 percent were high school dropouts. Remarkably, none of the
previous examinations of the Mariel experience documented what happened to the preexisting
group of high school dropouts in Miami, a group that composed over a quarter of the city’s
workforce. Given the literature sparked by Borjas (2003), it seems obvious that a crucial
component of any analysis of the Mariel supply shock should focus on the labor market
outcomes of these low-skill workers. The examination of wage trends among high school
dropouts quickly overTURNS the “stylized fact” that the supply shock did not affect Miami’s
wage structure. In fact, the absolute wage of high school dropouts dropped dramatically, as did
their wage relative to that of either high school graduates or college graduates. The drop in the
average wage of the least skilled Miamians between 1977-1979 and 1981-1986 was substantial,
between 10 and 30 percent (depending on whether the analysis uses the CPS-ORG or the March
CPS data). In fact, the examination of wage trends in every single city identified by the CPS
throughout the period shows that the steep post-Mariel wage drop experienced by Miami’s low304
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skill workforce was a very unusual event.
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TOPICALITY – NEGATIVE
File Folders Needed: (4)
1NC vs H-1B Legal Permanent Residence
1NC vs Open Borders Legal Permanent Residence
2NC/1NR H-1B Legal Permanent Residence Extensions
2NC/1NR Open Borders Legal Permanent Residence Extensions
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TOPICALITY NEGATIVE - Legal permanent residence
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1NC vs. H-1B Visas TOPICALITY
A. INTERPRETATION: The federal government must reduce restrictions on legal
permanent residence.
IMMIGRATION MEANS MOVE PERMANENTLY
MERIAM WEBSTER, NO DATE
[Meriam Webster “Immigration” https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/immigration MYY]
Immigration: an act or instance of immigrating; specifically : travel into a country for the purpose of
permanent residence there

B. VIOLATION – H-1B VISAS ARE FOR TEMPORARY STAYS.
NATIONAL LAW REVIEW, 2018
[1/25, Hilary T. Fraser and Roseanne Mayer, attorneys/partners in Miller Mayer’s Immigration Practice
Group, https://www.natlawreview.com/article/h-1b-visa-temporary-workers-specialty-occupations]
The H-1B temporary worker visa lets professional foreign nationals work in the United States in specialty
occupations for a period of up to six years. The application must be filed by the employer; an individual
cannot obtain an H-1B visa on his or her own.
The position must be a professional one that requires at least a Bachelor’s degree, and the degree must
be in a field of study that specifically relates to the position. If the position requires a license (e.g.
physician, dentist, veterinarian), the foreign national must possess the appropriate license prior to the
filing of the H-1B petition.
The employer must pay the H-1B worker at least 100% of the prevailing wage. In addition, employers
must offer H-1B employees benefits and eligibility for benefits (including participation in health, life,
disability and other insurance plans, retirement and savings plans, bonuses and stock options) on the
same basis and in accordance with the same criteria applied to U.S. workers.
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C. STANDARDS for why the judge should vote NEGATIVE –
1. GROUND - expanding the topic to include all non-immigrant and temporary visas
explodes GROUND and forces the negative to prepare for countless small
AFFIRMATIVES including tourist visas, student visas, asylum, and airports. That leads
to shallow education because we don’t gain an in depth understanding of immigration
law because teams are incentivized to write AFFIRMATIVES that avoid clash.
2. LIMITS – Clear LIMITS to the scope of the topic are key to protecting NEGATIVE
preparation. A topic focused on only permanent residency provides the best LINKs to
key Negative strategies with core educational value like the Brain Drain
DISADVANTAGE and the Trump Base DISADVANTAGE. They destroy LIMITS to the
topic, which is unfair because it makes our preparation for debating against the core
of the topic unusable.
3. TOPICAL VERSION OF THE AFFIRMATIVE – they did not need to be non-TOPICAL as
there is a version of their PLAN that fits within our interpretation: The USFG should
expand green cards for skilled workers.
D-

TOPICALITY is a voting issue for FAIRNESS and education.
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1NC vs. Open Borders TOPICALITY
A. INTERPRETATION: The federal government must reduce restrictions on legal
permanent residence.
IMMIGRATION MEANS MOVE PERMANENTLY
MERIAM WEBSTER, NO DATE
[Meriam Webster “Immigration” https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/immigration MYY]
Immigration: an act or instance of immigrating; specifically : travel into a country for the purpose of
permanent residence there

B. VIOLATION – The PLAN removes all restrictions, which means it affects
nonimmigrants, tourists, refugees, and other groups.
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C. STANDARDS for why the judge should vote NEGATIVE –
1. GROUND - expanding the topic to include all nonimmigrant and temporary visas
explodes GROUND and forces the negative to prepare for a million small
AFFIRMATIVES including tourist visas, student visas, asylum, and airports. That
leads to shallow education because we don’t gain an in depth understanding of
immigration law because teams are incentivized to write AFFIRMATIVES that
avoid clash.
2. LIMITS – LIMITS are key to protecting NEGATIVE preparation. A topic focused on
only permanent residency provides the best LINKs to key topic generics like the Brain
Drain DISADVANTAGE and the Trump base DISADVANTAGE. They destroy LIMITS
which renders our preparation useless which is unfair.
3. EXTRA TOPICALITY – the AFFIRMATIVE is extra TOPICAL, even if part of the
AFFIRMATIVE affects long term permanent residents it also allows refugees,
temporary workers, tourists, and other groups that aren’t here for long term
permanent residence. This kills NEGATIVE GROUND because it allows them to claim
advantages off the nonTOPICAL parts of the PLAN.
4. TOPICAL VERSION OF THE AFFIRMATIVE – they did not need to be non-TOPICAL as
there is a version of their PLAN that fits within our interpretation: The USFG should
remove all restrictions on entry for legal permanent residency.
D-

TOPICALITY is a voter for FAIRNESS and education.
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2NC/1NR Topicality vs H-1B – “We Meet” Answers to 2AC
They say “WE MEET,” but …
1. Our _National Law Review 2018_ evidence says that _H-1B visas are nonimmigrant ____ _.
(Put our authors’ names from 1NC)

(summarize evidence read in our previous speeches)

It’s better than their _Passel and Cohn_________ evidence because…
(Put their author’s name)

(Circle one or more of the following reasons and read it aloud)
(it’s newer)

(our author is more qualified)

(their evidence is out of context/contradicts itself)

(history proves it to be true)

(it has more specific facts)

(it takes their argument into account)

(Their author is biased)

(their evidence supports our argument)

[Or … WRITE IN YOUR OWN! ______________________________________________________]
(Explain the reasons you selected above for why your evidence is better)
“You should prefer our evidence because…”
____It speaks to the legal status of H-1B visas in the context of legal immigration________ _
_____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________ _____________________________
_____________________________ _________________

(Explain why it’s important that your evidence is better - what argument does it mean is true and what
does it mean for the overall debate?)
“And this means that …”
____________We have the most predictable definition and allow the best education about the topic
because our interpretation is at the core of the topic literature.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________.__________________
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2. Extend our INTERPRETATION - The federal government must reduce
restrictions on legal permanent residence. Extend our 1NC definition from
Merriam Webster.
3. At best they’re extra TOPICAL even if the PLAN converts H-1B visas to a permanent
residence program, they’re still expanding the topic into an area that is currently NOT
a permanent residence program. There’s no literature on H-1Bs as legal permanent
residence, so we have no GROUND for our DISADVANTAGES. This makes it impossible
to have a fair debate with research on both sides and TOPICALITY is a VOTING ISSUE.
4. Extend our standards –
A. GROUND – our INTERPRETATION is key to a topic that fairly allocates ground. The
AFFIRMATIVE should have access to all restrictions on permanent residency while the
NEGATIVE gets access to all temporary residency. This ensures that the AFFIRMATIVE
doesn’t have a million small nonresident visa AFFIRMATIVES such as students or
temporary asylum to surprise the NEGATIVE and waste our preparation for this
tournament, while also giving the NEGATIVE good COUNTER LAN ground.
B. LIMITS – our LIMIT is not arbitrary. Either the PLAN decreases restriction on
permanent residence in the U.S. or it doesn’t. This is a very clear LIMIT because the
AFFIRMATIVE can easily show whether it is or isn’t permanent residence. This makes
our LIMIT the clearest because it’s objective, not subjective.
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2NC/1NR Topicality vs H-1B – COUNTER-INTERPRETATION Answers to
2AC
They say “legal immigration is who we let into the country,” but …
1. Their interpretation sets NO LIMITS. It defines immigration as anything that has
to do with letting people into our country – it has no specifics
2. This means there’s NO BRIGHTLINE for what is TOPICAL when they have such a
broad and vague definition.
3. HERE’S MORE EVIDENCE - IMMIGRATION IS PERMANENT RESIDENCE.
OXFORD LIVING DICTIONARIES
[“immigration” Oxford Living Dictionaries, nd.]
1 The action of coming to live permanently in a foreign country. ‘a barrier to control illegal immigration
from Mexico’

4. Prefer our evidence A. Most common understanding – our sources are the main English language
dictionaries – these are better because the purpose is to define words.
B. Clearest topic language – their Cornell Law Legal Information Institute definition
defines “federal immigration law,” which is not the same as “legal restrictions on
immigration.” Therefore, it’s unclear that their definition actually applies to the topic.
Our definition specifically defines a topic word, “immigration.”
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2NC/1NR Topicality vs H-1B – “COUNTER-STANDARDS” Answers to
2AC
Group their COUNTER-STANDARDS.

1. They say GROUND –
A. The expansion to a million tiny AFFIRMATIVES is unnecessary given our
TOPICAL version of the AFFIRMATIVE.
B. That means the resolutional GROUND is a question of how to address the
areas of immigration controversy through the lens of reducing restrictions
on permanent residency.
C. This ensures the AFFIRMATIVE is large enough to LINK DISADVANTAGES and
safeguards NEGATIVE prep.
2. They say LIMITS –
A. They create an UNDERLIMITED topic for no reason.
B. Even OVERLIMITING is better because it’s a fairer world for the NEGATIVE.
3. COMPETING INTERPRETATIONS
A. Best definition – TOPICALITY is a search for the best definition of the topic. Only
competing INTERPRETATIONS achieves this by evaluating the desirability of two
interpretations and choosing the better option for debate.
B Judge intervention – There’s no clear standard for what constitutes REASONABLE.
This means that a REASONABILITY standard results in inconsistent TOPICALITY debates
with different judges intervening at different points. Only competing interpretations
ensures FAIRNESS and PREDICTABILITY in TOPICALITY debates.
C. They say multiple definitions – we agree this is why competing
INTERPRETATIONS is key because it’s not a question of if there’s some
definition that supports your AFFIRMATIVE but rather the best definition for
debate in general.
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2NC/1NR Topicality vs OPEN BORDERS – “We Meet” Answers to 2AC
They say “WE MEET,” but …

1. Extend our INTERPRETATION - The federal government must reduce
restrictions on legal permanent residence. Extend our 1NC definition from
Merriam Webster.
2. At best they’re extra TOPICAL THE PLAN LETS IN REFUGEES AND ALLOWS FOR UNAUTHORIZED PEOPLE TO REMAIN. THAT’S DISTINCT
FROM REDUCING RESTRICTIONS ON SOLELY LEGAL IMMIGRATION. THIS EXPLODES AFFIRMATIVE
GROUND.
YAHKUSHKO, 2008
– professor of psychology at the Pacifica Graduate Institute (Oksana, “Stress and Coping in the Lives of Recent Immigrants and Refugees:
Considerations for Counseling” Int J Adv Counselling (2008) 30:167–178 DOI 10.1007/s10447-008-9054-0 italics in original

Legal immigration refers to relocation of non-citizens who are granted legal permanent residence by the
government. Legal permanent residence provides the right to remain in the country indefinitely, to be
gainfully employed and to seek the benefits of citizenship (Mulder et al. 2001). A different type of
immigration status is granted to individuals who are considered refugees. Refugees are defined by the
1967 United Nations Protocol on Refugees as those people outside their country of nationality who are
unable or unwilling to return to that country because of persecution or well-founded fear of persecution
(Mulder et al. 2001). The third category of immigrants represents individuals who seek to relocate to
other countries in search of employment and better living conditions outside the permitted regulations.
Often referred to as the illegal or undocumented population, the unauthorized migrant population
consists primarily of two groups, (1) those entering the new country without inspection and (2) those
entering with legal temporary status but staying beyond the time allotment of their visas (Mulder et al.
2001).

3. This makes it impossible to have a fair debate with research on both sides and
TOPICALITY is a VOTING ISSUE.
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4. Extend our STANDARDS –
A. GROUND – our INTERPRETATION is key to a topic that fairly allocates ground. The
AFFIRMATIVE should have access to all restrictions on permanent residency while the
NEGATIVE gets access to all temporary residency. This ensures that the AFFIRMATIVE
doesn’t have a million small nonresident visa AFFIRMATIVES such as students or
temporary asylum to surprise the NEGATIVE and waste our preparation for this
tournament, while also giving the NEGATIVE good COUNTERPLAN ground.
B. LIMITS – our LIMIT is not arbitrary. Either the PLAN decreases restriction on
permanent residence in the U.S. or it doesn’t. This is a very clear LIMIT because the
AFFIRMATIVE can easily show whether it is or isn’t permanent residence. This makes
our LIMIT the clearest because it’s objective, not subjective.
4. PLAN DOESN’T ONLY CHANGE LONG TERM PERMANENT RESIDENCE, IT CHANGES RESTRICTIONS
ON THOSE ALREADY IN THE U.S., WHICH EXPLODES LIMITS AND KILLS NEGATIVE GROUND.
CICCHINI, 2012
[Daniel Cicchini and Joseph Hassell are Attorney Advisors at the Immigration Court in Eloy, Arizona (“The Continuing Struggle To Define “Admission” and “Admitted”
in the Immigration and Nationality Act” Immigration Law Advisor, June, https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/eoir/legacy/2012/08/07/vol6no6.pdf]

Under section 245 of the Act, the Attorney General may adjust the status of any alien who has
previously been inspected, admitted, or paroled. More specifically, adjustment of status is a process that
permits aliens already present in the United States to become Lawful Permanent Residents without
having to depart and procure an immigrant visa from an American consulate, most often in the alien’s
country of origin. USCIS, DHS, Adjustment of Status, (Mar. 30, 2011), http://www.uscis.gov/greencard
(follow “Green Card Processes and Procedures” hyperLINK; then follow “Adjustment of Status”
hyperLINK); Barr at 3. Because aliens who adjust status are already physically present inside the United
States, this process does not involve physical entry into the country after inspection and authorization
at a port of entry. Thus, under the plain language of section 101(a)(13)(A) of the Act, it is not an
“admission.” As a consequence, an alien who has adjusted status to that of an Lawful Permanent
Resident after entering the country without inspection has not been “admitted” within the meaning of
section 101(a)(13)(A) and would therefore be subject to the grounds of inadmissibility under section
212(a) of the Act. To avoid this result, in Matter of Rosas, 22 I&N Dec. 616, 621-23 (BIA 1999), the Board
held that an alien who was either authorized to enter after inspection or who has “adjusted status” after
an unlawful entry was “admitted” for purposes of determining whether the inadmissibility or
deportability grounds should apply. See also Matter of E.W. Rodriguez, 25 I&N Dec. 784, 789 (BIA 2012)
(holding that the Board is “constrained to treat adjustment as an admission in order to preserve the
coherence of the statutory scheme and avoid absurdities”); Matter of Espinosa Guillot, 25 I&N Dec. 653,
(Continued on next page…)
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655-56 (BIA 2011) (holding that an alien who adjusted to Lawful Permanent Resident status under the
Cuban Refugee Adjustment Act was admitted and therefore subject to charges of removability under
section 237(a)); Matter of Alyazji, 25 I&N Dec. 397, 399- 401 (BIA 2011) (citing Board cases where
“adjustment of status” is an admission, as well as circuit decisions concluding otherwise); Matter of
Koljenovic, 25 I&N Dec. 219, 225 (BIA 2010) (holding that, for purposes of a section 212(h) waiver of
inadmissibility, an alien whose status is adjusted to that of an Lawful Permanent Resident has been
“admitted” on the date he or she adjusted status). Other provisions of the Act additionally suggest that
an adjustment of status means that an alien is “in and admitted to the United States,” making him or her
deportable. See section 237(a)(1)(A) of the Act (entitled “Inadmissible aliens” and providing, in pertinent
part, that “[a]ny alien who at the time of entry or adjustment of status was within one or more classes
of aliens [who were] inadmissible . . . is deportable”) (emphasis added). Unlike the Board, the circuit
courts’ treatment of the “adjustment-as-admission” issue is mixed. The Ninth Circuit has held that an
adjustment of status can be considered an “admission,” albeit in a limited context, but most other
circuits disagree. In OcampoDuran v. Ashcroft, 254 F.3d 1133, 1134-35 (9th Cir. 2001), the Ninth Circuit
held that adjustment of status was an “admission” within the context of section 237(a)(2)(A)(iii) of the
Act, which authorizes removal of any alien convicted “at any time after admission” of an aggravated
felony. In that case, an Lawful Permanent Resident, who had entered without inspection, had never
been “admitted” within the meaning of section 101(a)(13)(A) of the Act. Nevertheless, the court found
the alien removable because he later adjusted status and then was convicted of an aggravated felony.
Id. (quoting section 101(a)(20) of the Act in defining the term “lawfully admitted for permanent
residence”). However, in the context of section 237(a)(2)(A)(i)(I) of the Act, which provides, inter alia,
that an alien is deportable if he or she is convicted of an offense committed within 5 years “after the
date of admission,” the circuit courts have consistently held that an alien’s adjustment of status does
not constitute an “admission.” More specifically, the Fourth, Sixth, and Seventh Circuits have all held
that the term “admission” in the phrase “date of admission” is governed by the plain, “unambiguous”
meaning of “admission” in section 101(a)(13)(A), which requires physical entry after inspection. Zhang
v. Mukasey, 509 F.3d 313, 316 (6th Cir. 2007) (holding “that there is only one ‘first lawful admission,’
and it is based on physical, legal entry into the United States, not on the attainment of a particular legal
status”); Aremu v. Dep’t of Homeland Sec., 450 F.3d 578, 581 (4th Cir. 2006) (“Because the statutory
definition of ‘admission’ does not include adjustment of status, it appears that a straightforward
application of Chevron requires us to conclude that the BIA’s determination that ‘the date of admission’
under [section 237(a)(2)(A)(i)] includes the date of an adjustment of status fails step one of the Chevron
analysis.”); Abdelqadar v. Gonzales, 413 F.3d 668, 673 (7th Cir. 2005) (“[The alien] accuses the agency of
engaging in word play by equating ‘admitted for permanent residence’ with ‘the date of admission.’ The
former is a legal status, the latter an entry into the United States. Section [101(a)(13)(A)] defines
admission as a lawful entry, not as a particular legal status afterward.”) Additionally, in Shivaraman v.
Ashcroft, 360 F.3d 1142, 1147-48 (9th Cir. 2004), the Ninth Circuit distinguished its prior reasoning in
Ocampo-Duran, 254 F.3d 1133, holding that the date of an alien’s adjustment of status is not “the date
of admission” under section 237(a)(2)(A)(i) if, at the time of the alien’s adjustment, he or she was
already lawfully present in the United States pursuant to an earlier nonimmigrant admission.
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2NC/1NR Topicality vs OPEN BORDERS – COUNTER-INTERPRETATION
Answers to 2AC
They say “legal immigration is who we let into the country,” but …
1. Their interpretation sets NO LIMITS. It defines immigration as anything that has
to do with letting people into our country – it has no specifics
2. This means there’s NO BRIGHTLINE for what is TOPICAL when they have such a
broad and vague definition.
3. HERE’S MORE EVIDENCE - IMMIGRATION IS PERMANENT RESIDENCE.
OXFORD LIVING DICTIONARIES
[“immigration” Oxford Living Dictionaries, nd.]
1 The action of coming to live permanently in a foreign country. ‘a barrier to control illegal immigration
from Mexico’

4. Prefer our evidence A. Most common understanding – our sources are the main English language
dictionaries – these are better because the purpose is to define words.
B. Clearest topic language – their Cornell Law Legal Information Institute definition
defines “federal immigration law,” which is not the same as “legal restrictions on
immigration.” Therefore, it’s unclear that their definition actually applies to the topic.
Our definition specifically defines a topic word, “immigration.”
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2NC/1NR Topicality vs OPEN BORDERS – “COUNTER-STANDARDS”
Answers to 2AC
Group their COUNTER-STANDARDS.

1. They say GROUND –
A. The expansion to a million tiny AFFIRMATIVES is unnecessary given our
TOPICAL version of the AFFIRMATIVE.
B. That means the resolutional GROUND is a question of how to address the
areas of immigration controversy through the lens of reducing restrictions
on permanent residency.
C. This ensures the AFFIRMATIVE is large enough to LINK DISADVANTAGES and
safeguards NEGATIVE prep.
2. They say LIMITS –
A. They create an UNDERLIMITED topic for no reason.
B. Even OVERLIMITING is better because it’s a fairer world for the NEGATIVE.
3. COMPETING INTERPRETATIONS

A. Best definition – TOPICALITY is a search for the best definition of the topic. Only
competing INTERPRETATIONS achieves this by evaluating the desirability of two
interpretations and choosing the better option for debate.
B. Judge intervention – There’s no clear standard for what constitutes
REASONABLE. This means that a REASONABILITY standard results in
inconsistent TOPICALITY debates with different judges intervening at different
points. Only competing interpretations ensures FAIRNESS and PREDICTABILITY
in TOPICALITY debates.
C. They say multiple definitions – we agree this is why competing
INTERPRETATIONS is key because it’s not a question of if there’s some
definition that supports your AFFIRMATIVE but rather the best definition for
debate in general.
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